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A METEOROLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE Q¥.._RIDGE AREA. 

U. S. Weather Bureau 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

ABSTRACT 
0- C'!9 

This is a comprehensive final report on the observations and analysis 

conducted during 1948-1952 by the Weather Bureau Office, Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee for the Atomic Energy Commission. 

Part I (Background) presents the purposes of the meteorological survey 

program, the geographical factors of importance, an enumeration of the 

available climatological records in the vicini~, and a brief review of 

the history of the project. 

I 

Part II (Observational Equipment and Procedures) describes the instrumenta-

tion and teohniques employed. Only those whieh were novel or unique are 

discussed and illustrated in detail. Each source of data is evaluated 

with respect to accuracy and representativeness. Procedures of reduction 

and processing of the observational data are also reviewed briefly. 

Part III. (Climatology) summarizes the findings of the survey with respect 

to purely meteorological phenomena. The climate of this small, hilly 

reservation is studied in relation to that of the Southern Appalachian 

area as a whole in an attempt to deduce long-term normal patterns from a 

short record of local observations. The elements are discussed in order 

of increasing dependence and complexity, starting with those having the 

largest-scale influence (barometric pressure, precipitation. cloudiness 
I 
I 

and sunshine) and proceeding to those requiring the most minute 
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in time and space (temperature, humidity, temperature-gradient, wind flow 

and turbulence). The relation of the wind now and turbulence to the in

dependent var;iables governing them is developed while, at the same time, 

each element is summarized in sufficient detail for direct practical 

application. 

Part IV (Atmospheric Diffusion) summarizes attempts at the application of 

generaliz.ed t.~eory combined with local climatological parameters to the 

problem of the dispersion of pollutants in the lower atmosphere. The 

variations in the behavior of radioactive argon emi.·tted by the Oak Ridge 

National Laboratory Graphite Pile under the normal range of meteorologi

cal conditions are described qualitatively and quantitatively. The quan-

, titative analysis is necessarily crude, since the concentrations and 

radiation dosage-rates are, for the most part, small in comparison with 

a variable natural background and, at distances greater than one mile, 

are detected with difficulty Qy means of the most sensitive instruments. 
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It. METEOROLOGICAL SURVEY OF T'rlE OAK RIDGE AR.EA. 

U. S. Weather Bureau 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

PREFACE 

This report is intended to serve simultaneously three different purposes: 

1. To record work performed by the Weather Bureau Office, Oak Ridge, 

Tennessee, during the past five years, under a cooperative agree-

ment between the Weather Bureau and the U. S. Atomic Energy 

Commission, and financially supported by the latter. 

2. To serve as a sourcebook of meteorological and climatological inform-

ation for this area, applicable by meteorologists, health physicists, 

engineers, scientists and ad.'llinistrators to problems of· design and 

construction, operations and research, health and safety and, espec

ially, estimation of atmospheric contamination risks. 

30 To add to the available fund of knowledge with respect to observa-

tional techniques, micro climatology of the Southern Appalachian Valley, 

and relationships between stability, wind flow, turbulence and diffu-

sion in rugged terrain, for the benefit of other workers in'these fields. 

The roster of Weather Bureau personnel who contributed direct~ to the 

contents of this report has been lengthened by several repl&cements since 

the inception of the meteorological survey program in 1948. Throughout 

the program, the Meteorologist in Charge has been assisted by R. F. 1{yers 

~ in planning, administration, supervision, and meteorological analysis. 
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Mr. JJ(.yers has taken the major responsibUityror procurement, installa

tion, maintenance and evaluation of meteorological instruments and is 

the author of most of Part II of this report. He was assisted in the 

instrument work bY' E. M. Crume :m 1949-50 and by' R. D. Ogden in 1951-52. 

The observations and much of the data reduction were carried out b;y 

J. C. Holland (supervising observer), E. M. Crume:, H. M. Day, B. H. (load, 

P. J.Rhodes, R. W. Sanders and J. W. Tondee. In addition Mr. Goad and 

Mr. Rhodes contributed greatly to the preliminary analysi! and prepara

tion of graphs and charts. Final analysis of the neutral balloon obser

vations was accomplished by' Frank Gifford, Jr. Drafting of the maqy 

illustrations was done by' P. J. Rhodes, R. D. Ogden and R. F. )(yers. The 

tedious work of reading the instrument charts and manually computing and 

tabulating data was largelY' done with remarkable care, bY' Mrs. G. L. 

Addison, Mrs. E. P. Bellows, Mrs. D. W. Brown, Mr. J. E. Da;r, IIrs. V. K. 

Howerton, and B. L. McArthur. Typing of the large amount of correspond

ence connected with this project and of the preliminary drafts of this 

report bas been done b;y Miss Earlene Chandler and that of the final draft 

largely by Mrs. M. Anderson, both or the Am. 

In the Weather Bureau outside of Oak Ridge, Dr. F. W. Reichelderfer, Chief 

of Bureau, bas materially furthered this program by' his constant personal 

interest and encourag_ent. Dr. Harry Wexler, Chi.f, Scientific Services 

Division and F. D. White of this Division are to be thanked for their tech

D1eal and adm1niatrative guid.aace" tor help1ftg 111 I'lIiItiy detaUs and, nth 

R. C. Wanta, for laying much of the groundwork for this project. The 

Weather Bureau arfice, Knoxville, and the Weather Records Processing 
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Center, Chattanooga, have alw~a responded ~illingly when information 

and assistance were needed. 

To Dr. A. H. Holland, Jr., formerly Director of Research and Medicine,. 

AEX::, Oak Ridge, the credit is due for conceiving and initiating the 

meteorological survey.. To his successors, Dr. J. H. Roberson, Dr. N. H. 

Woodruff and Mr. K. Kasschau, and to their st~ffs, particularly the 

Administrative Officer, 'Mrs. Alice M. Corley, and the Biology Division 

Chiefs, Dr. H. G. Stoeckle, Dr. E. McCrady and Dr. C. S. Shoup, thanks 

are due for their patience, understanding and active support in many 

large and small matters •. The Photographic Unit, Purchasing Section, 

Tec!mical Information Service and many other groups and individuals in 

the AEC at Oak Ridge have also frequentl7 gone out of their way to render 

indispensible services. 

5 

_ In the Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company organization, special thanks

are due to Dr. K. Z. Morgan, Dr. F. J. Davis, P. W. Reinhardt, E. B. 

Wagner and Mrs. M. L. McKee of the ORNL Health Physics DiviSion" for 

e 

their interest and efforts in obtaining necessar.y radiological and meteoro

logical observations; to W. H. Brand" P. 11:. Brown, C. A. Ibssman and 

J.Lundnolm of the ORNL Instrument Department for making possible some 

of the um.que meteorological measurements; to F. C. Uffelman, Mrs. H. C. 

Leicht, Miss P. C. Johnson and Miss R. Buttles of the Y-12 ImI unit far 

their unselfish assistance without which the exhaustive analYsis of the 

large mass of observational data could not have been done; and to J. 

Moshman of the ORN!. Mathematics Panel for many helpful suggestions far 
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the improvement and streamlining of the statistical analysis. 

The librarians of the Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies and of the 

Weather Bureau Libra.r;y, Washington, D. C., deserve our thanks for their 

helpfulness and indulgence in supplying reference material. Many valu-
. " 

able observational data were also obtained through the cooperation of the 

aydraulic Data Branch and the Division of Health and Safety of the 

Tennessee Valley Authority. Finally, Dr. H. E. Landsberg, Director, 

Geop~sicB Research Division, Air Force Cambridge Research Center, 

Cambridge, Massachusetts and O. G. Sutton, Bashforth Professor of 

Mathematical Physics, The Military College of Science, Shrivenham., ~ng1and 

deserve our gratitude for the mal:lY approaches suggested by them not only 

in their writings and lectures, but also in stimulating personal 

consultations. 

J. ~. Holland 
Meteorologist in Charge 
Weather Bureau Office 
Oak Ridge, Tennessee 
)fay 15, 1953 
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occurring, Southern Appalachian Area. 
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pibals, all Nashville rawins and Nashville rawins with precipitation 
occurring at time'of observation. 

109. Winter upper air wind roses comparing Knoxville pibals, Nashville 
pibals, all Nashville rawins and Nashville rawins with precipitation 
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110. Spring upper air wind roses comparing Knoxville pibals, Nashville 
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occurring at time of observation. 459 
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all Nashville rawins and Nashville rawins with precipitation oocurring 
at time of observation. 460 
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Fig. No • 

• 15. Avera.ge daily peak gust as a function of average wind speed for hour 
containing peak gust, seasonal and annual, X-IO (012), Sept. 1949 -
Nov. 1951. 

116. Daily peak gust frequency by direction and speed, seasonal and annual, 
X-IO (012), Sept. '1949-Nov. 1951. 

117. Annual wind rose map, Bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 

118. Spring wind rose map, 1949, Bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 

119. Summer wind rose map, 1949, Bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 

120. Fall wind rose map, 1949, Bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 

121. Winter wind rose map, 1949-1950, Bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 
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Spring wind rose map, 1950, bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 

Summer wind rose map, 1950, Bethel Valley - Melton Valley area. 

Fall wind rose map, 1950, Bethel Valley- Melton Valley area. 

Average wind speed at micronet stations plotted against anemometer 
height above sea level'and above ground, Fall 1949 and Fall 1950. 

Annual wind roses for Oak Ridge plant and town sites. 

X-IO (012) 'Tind roses for stable (T183 - T~~O) and unstable 
(T18 ,:! - T~<O) condi.tions, observahons with precipitation, and total 
by s~ason~ and annual, 1950 - 1952. ' 

Annual curves of monthly mean and extreme wind speed, Townsite (011) 
and X-IO (012). 

Probability graphs of \vind speed by altitude and season. 
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134. Diurnal graphs of wind direction frequency and average speed by 
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level (012). 
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Fig. No. 

135. Diurnal graphs of wind direction frequency and average speed by seasons, 
comparing southwestward-draining (004) and a northeastward-draining 
(001) valley stations. 

136. Diurnal graphs of wind direction frequency and average speed by seasons, 
comparing different altitudes and exposures at and above ridge top level, 
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Fall 1949. 484 

137. Diurnal graphs of wind direction frequency and average speed by seasons, 
comparing para11e1-draining stations in different valleys. 485 

138. Diurnal graphs of wind direction frequency and average speed by seasons, 
comparing opposite slope exposures and different altitudes near valley 
bottom. 486 

139. Photograph of smoke from HC pot, near Station 001, June 2, 1949, 6:45 a.m~ 
looking SE, and showing SW wind in lowest 50 ft., NE~ind above. 487 

140. Resultant surface wind maps for Bethel-Melton Valley area, by time of 
day, Summer 1949. 488 

141. Resultant surface wind maps for Bethe1-Me1ton Valley area, by time of 
day, Summer 1950. 489 

142. Diurnal resultant wind hodographs for Oak Ridge micronet stations by 
seasons. 

143. Diurnal resultant wind hodographs for Southern Appalachian Area stations 
by seasons. 

144. Local wind flow pattern as a function of large-scale variables: maps 1-4 
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showing effects of time of day and season. 492 

145. Local wind flow pattern as a function of large-scale variables: maps 5-8 
showing effects of large-scale wind direction in midday COnditione 493 

146. Local wind flow pattern as a function of large-scale variables: maps 
9r12 showing effects of large-scale wind direction innighttime conditions. 494 

147. Local wind flow pattern as a function of large-scale variables: maps 
13-16 showing effects of large-scale wind speed. . 495 

148. Local wind flow pattern as a function of large-scale variables: maps 
17-20 showing effects of stability variations. 496 

149. Vertical profiles of mean wind speed' in the lowest 5300 ft., Oak Ridge 
and Knoxville, by seasons. 497 

150. Vertical profiles of mean wind speed in the lowest 850 ft., at Oak Ridge, 
day, night, and average, by seasons. 498 : 
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Vertical profiles and diurnal curves of annual mean wind speed: (a) 
profiles up to 5300 ft.; (b) diurnal curves up to 5300 ft. (Piba1); 
(c) more detailed profiles up to 850 ft.; and (d) diurnal curves up 
to 140 ft. (anemometers). 

Average wind speed time cross-section, Sept.-oct. 1950 

Schematic X-g plots of the four types of neutral balloon trajectories. 

Scatter-diagram of neutral balloon trajectory type as a function of 
5000 ft. wind speed and 180 ft. stability. 

Average vertical velocity of neutral balloons in two narrow azimuth 
sectors, as a function of dis~ance and height, by turbulence type. 
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156. Frequency distributions of vertical velocity of neutral balloons, 
azimuth 2300 - 2490 , by turbulence type and aspect of underlying terrain. 

157. Diurnal curves of average 15~in. wind direction range, 154 ft. (Station 
012), by wind speed and season. . 

158. Diruna1 curves of average 15-min. wind speed range, 154 ft. (Station 
012), by wind speed and season. 

159. Ratio of 15-min. wind speed range to hourly mean speed as .a function of 
hourly mean speed, 154 ft. (Station 012), by stability and season. 

4la0. 15-min. wind direction range as a function of hourly mean wind speed, 
154 ft. (Station 012), by stability and season. 
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162. Definitions and approximations used in turbulence analysis. 
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15-min. range to standard deviation, based on fast runs. 
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164. Longitudinal and transverse components of absolute (~J~) and relative 
(Tx ' T ) intensity of turbulence as functions of hourly mean wind speed, 
sortedfby stability, 54 ft. (Station 001), July 19- Oct.' 3, 1950. 515 

165~ Absolute iqtensity of turbulence as a function of hourly mean wind speed, 
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Part IV - J. tllOspherio D1tfueion 

Fig. No. pag6 

167. Selected photographs of surface SIIOke traus, station 001, looking e 
SE from n.lt; theodolite position, wit.h mm or HE winds, arranged 
by stabili (T183 - T5, station 012) md wind speed (18 ft. con-

510 tacting anemometer, stat.ion 001). . 

168. Ratio ot vertical half-width (z) ot surface and stack smoke plumes 
,to length (x:) at approXimately 400 ft. along the plume, obtained 
trom photographs and averaged by wind speed and stability groups, 
compared with similarly averaged observations of vertical gustiness 
(~wlu obtained trom -airmeter") and lateral gustiness (tan ~ trom 

571 wind vane). 

169. Typical )-day sequence ot half-hourly radioactivity and meteorological 
observations. Top to bottom: 154 tt. wind direction, 154 tt. wind 
rueed, Tl~d - T1, 4 St. relative humid1ty, radon (alpha) cQncentration 
Unit lCF cur elm. I' beta-gamma parti8ulate /on,r,tration at 0.4 mi. 

SW and 1 mi. NE ot Pi e stack (unit 10- curie m. , incident gamma 
radiation above 6background at 1 mi. SW, 1 mi. liE and 3 mi •. BE of Pile 
stack (unit 10- roentgen/hr. ). 572 

170. Beta and gamma count-rate-meter traces at 1, 3 and 5i mi. HE of the 
I,..10 Pile stack (arbitrary units not unitorm), April 29, 1951, 1 a.a. 
to 1 p.m., with prevailing SW winds. Graph of 4-min.. average departure 
of wind direction trom detectors added for comparison. 573 

171. Gamma traces at 1 mi. and 5Pd., TS~3 ... T5 and wind direction and speed 
at stations 012 and 019, 1Iay 4, 19 , 2...8 a.m. 574 

172. Gamma traces at 1- and 3-min. wind speed and wind direction at station e 
012, T~ - T4 (station 001), and '1183 - T5 (station 012), Aug. 2, 1950, 
5-10 a. •.. . 575 

173. Gamma trace at 1 mi., wind direction and· speed at stations 012 (154 tt.) 
and 004 (1 mi. HE ot stack, 18 ft. above ground), T.5h - T4 (station 001) 
and T183 -T5 (station Ol~), Aug. 8, 1950, 3-8:30 p.m. . 576 

174. Sutton'S' parameter n vs. stability by w1Dd speed, altitude and instrmaent 
type. 577 

175· Observed C:z:, <7 and CZ VS. wind speed and stability. 578 

176. Variation or <7 with height. 579 

177. . Observed vs. calculated smoke plUDle width. 580 

178. Observed and calculated plume heights. 581 

179. Thermal component of plume rise. 582 
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Part IV - Atmospheric Diffusion (Cont'd) 

Concentration of AU in units; of 10-9 curie/_.) at 1.0, ).1 and SJa. 
iii. HE of X-1Q PUe, under Eeutr~ (!IS) - T~ • 0 or _10 F.>., aoder
ate17 stable {T1B) - T., • 1'1 to "SO r.J and 'Very stable (T18~ _- T., :r 
';'60 F. or more) conditions, plotted VB. station 012 wind spaid. ana 
compared wi th,theoretical downwind concentration X and average con
centration ~. Average and highest 1$-m1n. observed concentration 
are shown; the vertical segments froJll the "high-background"' value to 
the "law-background- value and indicate the degree of uncertainty d ... 
to choice of beta background level. The DUIIber of 15-m.u.. observa-
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tion! is shown above each s.ymbo1. 583 

AU gamma dose-rate, unit.s of 10-6 roent.geD/br. at 1.0. ).1 and S.4 
mi. NE and 1.4 iii. SW of the Pile staC1c, vs. wiDd speed. o~ 
with theoretical radiaticm. from a line source of strength Q/u at 
p1U1fte height at a horizontal. angle e = 00, 7io aDd 1So with tbe liDe 
of detectors. 584 
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A 'ME'l"mROLOOICAL SURVEI OF THE au: amGE AHIA 

U. S. Weather Bureau 

Oak Ridge, TeDnessee 

Part I. Background 

Purpose of the :Ueteo~logical Survey 

1. Activities Subject to Effects of Weather aDd Climate 

At Oak Ridge, Tennessee, the U. S. Atomic Energy Co_iss ion is engaged 

in a costly and highly complex. program. of production and research. 

Several large industrial. plants and research laboratories, as well 

as a large government-owned town and an experimental farm are spread 

_ over an area of nearlT 100 square miles.. The effects of weather 

and climate are felt in many ways, but three broad categories -.y 

be said to be of greatest importance to the CoDlll1ssion. These aret 

(a) the effects on atmospheric transport and dilution of contaminants, 

(b) the effects on design and construction of facilities, and (c) 

the effects on day-to-day operations. 

Atmospheric transport and dilution, subject as . they are to variatiou 

due to meteorological conditions, are of importance largely because 

of the pe culiari ties of the atomic energy industr,r. . It is known that 

human beings and other organisms can be harmed by excessive exposure to 

nuclear radiation, either from external sources or from radioactive 

substances taken into the l>od1'. For this reason, disposal to the 

e atmosphere of volatile or particulate radioactive wastes must be clone 
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with some knowledge of the concentrations likely to reach populated 

areas. Such radioactive wastes are produced in the Oak Ridge area 

b.Y fission or neutron absorption in nuclear reactors, their reflectors, 

shields, coolants and aS80ci~ted apparat~s, by chemical separation 

processes applied to radioact~ve mixtures, and by experimental uses of 

radioactive elements. In addition, huge amounts of radioactive 

_terials are constantly in storage or process. These must be 

handled with a mini:mtma ot risk to SUlTounding populations from 

possible discharge to the atmosphere, due either to accidental 

equipment tallure or to willful sabotage. Potential. hazards of 

dispersion in the atmosphere aut also be considered in the case 

ot several bighlJ' toJdc non-radioactive chemicals used and stored 

in large quantities, or discharpd as wastes trom industrial processes 

in the Oak R1dge plants. 

The ettect. ot climatological factors on design and construction ot

facilities are more fam1Jjar. _ As long as the pbysical facilities at 

Oak Ridge are subject to modification and expansion to keep pace with

the developiDg atOld.c 8D81"17 program, design and construction work 

&1'e a _jor preoccupation. Knowledge ot the averages, trequeDcies, 

and local variations ot cl1m.atological factors such aa temperature, 

wind, am. rainf'all caD ~e ot considerable practical value in locating 

and designing such facilitles, estiJDating heating, air cooling or 

water cooling capacities, planning drainage and waste disposal a;yatems, 
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scheduling various phases of construction s~ch as earth work, road 

won, concrete laying and plastering, and estimating costs. IIanT 

items of technical equipment~ too, must be designed with allowance 

for the range of temperature, pressure or humidi tyto which they 

will be exposed. 

In short-range and long-range planning of day-to-day operations and 

in evaluating their progress, climatological factors are otten 

important. Past records 'as well as forecasts are useful in estimating 

fuel needs, planning outdoor maintenance wark and scheduling certain 

types of experiments and tests. Current weather records are of 

assistance in an~zing progress of construction, performance of 

equipment. and variations in biological or agricultural experimental 

results. 

The foregoing enumeration of activities subject to effects of weather 

and climate, while not exhaustive, is sufficient to give an indication 

of the Commission's reasons for undertaking in 1948 a detailed 

meteorological survey of the Oak Ridge area. The scope of the 

aurYe.1 program was largelJ determined b,y the nature of these activities, 

their relative importance. and their susceptibility to meteorological 

effects not deducible from the standard climatological records. 

2. Objectives of the Survey 

The meteorological surv.ey program has had three basic objectives: 

(a) to supply detailed climatological information for the Oak Ridge Area; 
• 
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(b) to apply meteorological theory ~nd observations to the operational 

problems of the AEC at Oak Ridge, and, 

(c) to make recommendations as to a continuing meteorological service 

program which would suit the needs of t!1e AEC. 

Under the heading of clima tology, the main emphasis has been placed 

on those elements most directly involved in the transport and dilution 

of contaminants, namely, wind speed and direction, turbulence, and 

vertical temperature gradient in the lower atmosphere. In billy 

countr,y such as that at Oak Ridge, the horizontal and vertical 

variations of these elements in relation to the topography and 

prevailing weather conditions had to be investigated. At the same 

time an effort was made to secure sufficiently complete data on 

standard climatological elements such as temperature, precipitation,. 

humidity, barometric pressure and general weather conditions to 

satisfy the needs of theAEC and its contractors. The results of 

these climatological studies are sUlllllarized in Part III of the. present·· .' 

report. 

The appliCation of meteorology to operational prOblems can be subdivided 

into two phases. The first phase consisted of the development of 

techniques. It was not known to what extent existing atmospheric 

diffusion formulas would be applicable in terrain of this type. The 

objective was to arrive at a set of combined theoretical-empirical 

teclmiques and formulas suitable for solving the range of atmospheric 

contamination hazard problems likely to be encountered in this area. 

The results of this phase are contained in Part IV of tl!e present report. I 
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The second phase of the application to operational problems consisted 

of consultation with the AEC and its contractors on specific problems 

as they arose. Many of the problems were unrelated to atmospheric 

diffusion. The objective has been to provide the best estimates of 

probable risks in each case, utilizing the means at hand. This 

phase has been essentially a service program, not an integral part 

of the meteorological survey, and the res'ilts are summarized elsewhere 

(Ref. 1 - 4). 

The question of suitable permanent meteorological facilities and 

the requirements for continuing meteorological service have been 

kept in mind throughout the survey program. Speoific efforts have 

been made to obtain climatological data, instrmnent evaluation data 

and experience with the meteoroiogica1 needs of the AEC and its 

contractors on the basis of which recommendations, could be made 

as to the types and numbers of observa tiona to be made, methods ot 

recording these ohservations, and permanent arrangements for 

meteorological consultation. The specific results and recommendations 

do not come wi thin the scope or the present report but .... 'Ve been 

presented separate~. 

'!be thoroughness with which the above objectives could be pursued' 

was subject, of course, to certain limitations of time, IIOney and 

manpower. Such a quantity" and variety" of observational data have 

been collected, however, that an an~s1s limited to the practical 
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objectives of the prograa cannot bave extracted more than a fraction 

ot their meteorological value. It is hoped that some of their 

interesting ilDplications can be looked into more deepl3' in the 

future. 

3. Scope of This Report. 

This report. 111 intended to present the background, histor,y, methods 

and. results of the meteorological su.rvey of the Oak Ridge area, 

carried out by the Weather Bureau for the Atomic Energy Co_ission. 

In the description of equipment and'techniqUes, the emphasis w:lll 

be on such departures from standard methods as were necessitated 

b.r the peculiarities of the problem. It:l8 intended that the 

aeteorological 81DIIII8.r1es be presented in suffic1entl3' complete B.Dd. 

uetul form to be· d1rectl7 applicable to Bost of the practical. problau 

of the future, aDd. alao to 1Ddicateto research 'Workers the content 

of the detalled records from which they are drawn. 

Description ot the Area 

4. '1'opograpb{ 

The Oak Ridge reservation is located west ot Knoxv:llle, Tennessee 

within the large vall. 1Ib1ch splits the southem Appalachian Bange 

into the Great SJaok;y Jbunta1ne on the southeast and the CuDlberllUld 

Plateau on the northwest (fig. 1 ). . Oriented BIlE-WSW ncmrtt cd 

Tennessee-Virg1n1a line, where it is narrow and 1Dd1stinct, the vallq 

", 
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turns southwestward in the Knoxville-oak Ridge Area, where it 18 

about 40 miles wide and enclosed b,y relative17 steep walls, then 

south-soutmrestward to Chattanooga and southward to Home, Georgia, 

39 -, 

becoming graduallY' wider and 1 ••• Gl.ean7 define •• The "all..,.. f'l.ooI' al.ope. 

from over 1500 ft.(l4ean Sea Level) at Bristol, Tennes.ee to below 

700 ft. USL at Chattanooga, and is lrlghl.y corrugated with broken 

ridges 300 to 500 ft. high oriented parallel to the uin vall.,.. 

The Great Smok;y Mountains and Blue Ridge east and .outhea.t ot 

Knoxville exceed 6500 tt. MSL at several point.; th18 higbl.and, 

about 70 miles wide, is largelJ drained b;y the TenD8SS8S River, 

and talls otf relativelJ abl"l1ptlJ to the Piec:lmDt ot Horth ad 

South Carolina. Tbe C-.b.rland I(omta1ns rise to height. above 

3$00 tt. MSL 10 to 1$ mile. DOrth and DOrtl:lwest ot oak Ridge, drained 

by the C'DJIIbArland River, the Plateau give. W&:7 gradua.l.l7 to the 

e hillY' count17 ot Dliddle Terme.... and Kentucq. 

e 

The Oovemaent reservation at Oak Ridge 18 bouncled on the D, SB ad 

SW'sides b;y the Clinch River, a tr1butar,y of the 'l'ellDeseee; the n 

side is t01'lD8d by' Blactoak Ridge, 0l1li of the corrugations ot ~ large 

valleY' (P.1a. 2). The o'Vel'-all leugtb of the reservation in • SlJ-D 

d.1.rection i. about 17 m., the 0'Ve1'-&l.l width about 9 111. &ad the 

actual area about 92 1Iq. 111. (I.r. ,5), Six parallel ridges, cat b.r 

1I&DT ravine. and occasional gaps l"IID leDgtIDr1 .. througb the naenatiaa 

spaced, on tne average, about one mile apart. Tbeir tops vary froa 

below 1000 to above 1200 ft. IISL. ft.o Talle,.. ~&1.1 LJ'lIa eboYe toO ft. IISL. 

::,:;r, 
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in the north-central part of tbe reservatioll to below 800 ft. JlSL 

near tbe river. '!he ridges are almost completely wooded, wbile 

the valleys are mainly overgrown farm land. . A tborough stud;r 

of the geology of the area has been made b.Y Prof. Paris B. Stockdale 

(Rer.6) •• 

5. CoDldssion Facilities 

The Atomic Energy Commission facilities virtually cover the entire 

ar4ta if storage., 'W1lSte disposal, COIIIIlUDiea.t1ons, water supply and 

recreational facilities are included. Yajor concentrations, however, 

are (a) the oak Ridge toImsite, (b) tbe 1-25 area, <c) the Y-12 area, 

Cd) the %-10 area aDd. associated drainage area, and <e) tbe UniversitT 

of Termesaee-ABC Agricul:b1ral Research farm. 

!he tom of Oak Ridge occupies tbe northern comer of tbe reservation 

(Fig. 2), including the eastem half of Blackoak Ridge and 'East Fork Valley 

aa _11 as the adjoining portions of lbor,y ValleT, Gamble VallElY and 

the nortbernslopes of East Fork Ridge and Pine Ridge. . It is drained 

bT the East Fork of Poplar Creek, whicb nan southw'estward to join the 

main Creek at thl) 1Iestern end of the reservation. Til<=': town containe 

all the residential and coJllD8rcial property on the a~..a., as well as 

the ABC administrative beadquarters and tbe educational and researcb 

facilities of tbe Oak Ridge Institute of Nuclear Studies. It covers 

an area of about 10 sq. mi., a range of altitudes froll about 800 to 

1200 ft. lISt, aDd. a great 'variety of terrain. 
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The K-25 Area, in the western corner of the reservation, lies on 

both sides of Poplar Creek between the point of entry of East Fork 

and the Clinch River. The land is mostly below 800 ft. IISL. This 

area is devoted to the huge Gaseous Diffusion Plant for the separation 

of 0-235 from na t.ural uranium. Almost entirely a closed process, 

this operation does not give rise to atmospheric diffusion probleDl8 

in the ordinary course of events. However, evaporative cooling 

towers are employed on a large scale, and numerous other engineering 

problems involve climatic factors. 'Ibis plant as well as the Y-12 

and X-IO plants are opera ted for the AEC by the Carbide and Carbon 

Chemicals Compan;y. 

Y-12 is the deSignation of a large plant occupying the upper end 

of Bear Creek Valley, between Pine Ridge and Chestnut Ridge. Actually 

drained by the East Fork or Poplar Creek 'llddch runs northeastward 

e to Jlidway Gap, this is the lnghest valley on the area, bracketing 

the 1000 ft. contour. At this site are located the Electromagnetic 

Separation Plant, the Biology Division of the Oak Ridge National 

4~ 

Laboratory, and a variety of other production and research instal.lationa;. 

e 

The Oak Ridge National Laboratory proper occupies the area known as 

X-lO, in the portion of Bethel Valley drained by' Whiteoak Creek. Bere, 

and in the adjacent Melton Vall.ey, are located several nuclear reactors 

of widely different types I a variety of radiochemical pilot plants, the 

AEC' s primary. radioisotope production plant, aDd extensive research 
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laboratories. Numerous sources or raal.oacti va -waste gases and aerosols 

exist in ~~is area, including notablf the air-cooled graphite pile 

and the production-seale chemical separations plants. Liquid wastes 

are decontaminated to a certain point, then discharged into Wbi teoak 

Creek; after passi..n,g through the gap in Haw Ridge, this stream is 

impounded behind an earth-fill dam to allow the radioactivity to 

settle and decay before release ata controlled rate into the Clinch 

River. Tbe entire Whiteoak Creek drainage area, covering about 6 sq. mi. 

bet ... en Chestnut Ridge and Kelton Hill (Fig. 3), has been subjected to ".rti

CDlar"i) intems1 ve ..t.cJy dDriDg' the present meteorological survey program. 

About 1,,000 acres, of farm land in the southeastern portion of the 

area are being used for the maintenance of large anima] s used in 

radiation exposure studies, and tor agricultural experiments utilizing 

radioisotopes. ']his research farm and its lanoratories are operated 

tor the .A.EC by the University of Tennessee. 

6. Kearby Towns and Industries 

'!here are over 60 towns wi thin about 2.$ miles ot the Oak Ridge area, 

with a combined population ot about 200,000 (Ret. 7).. )(ore than 

6I:J1, ot this population is concentrated in Knoxville, and more than 

95% in the twelve towns ot 1000 or over, listed in Table 1 ... 
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Table 1 !own. III 1000 01' 0...,. 

TOWll Population, 19$0 DiStance from. %-10 Direction 
'Miles} 

Knoxville 124,769 19 to 2$ E 
Oak Ridge 30,229 8 NNE 
Harriman 6,)89 16 W 
Lenoir City $,1$9 9 s 
Rockwood u,212 21 wsr 
Clinton 3.,712 16 NE 
Loudon 3,,61 13 S 
South Harriman 2,761 17 " Lake City 1,821 21 NNE 
Kingston 1,627 12 WSW 
Norris 1,134 22 BE 
Oliver Springs 1,089 9 H 

A diversity of small industries is located :In Knoxville and outl.yi1!g areaa. 

1be largest single plant in the vicinity is the .u.1.1nu. OW.,IIIIY Dt Uftlaa, 

Alcoa Plant, 22 mi. SE of the 1-10 site. The nearest Tennessee Vall.., 

Authority' dams are the Fort Loudon dam, 10 mi. S, lorris Daa, 2S lid.. NIl, 

and Watts Bar Dam, 3$ mi. SW. A large steam power plant is under con

struction b;y the TVA near KiDgston, about 11 mi. Wof this aite. 

Histo1"l of Meteorological Observations, 

1. leartv' Wea tber Stations 

Three ditterent types of standard weather records have been utilized as 

baclcground material ·for the present SUl'V'ey: (a) complete surface weather 

observations at first-order Weather Bureau stations; (b) climatological 

substation records of temperature and precipitation; and (c) upper-air 

obsert'atiODs. 

Complete surface weather observations include hourly temperature, relative 
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humidity, wind direction, wind speed, and precipitation, 6-hourly 

to hourly visual observations of sky conditions, weather phenomena, 

and barometric pressure, and daily ma.xim:um and minimum te~pera ture, 

total precipitation, prevailing wind direction, and fraction of possible 

sunshine. Such observations have been recorded at Knoxville continuously 

since 1871, first by the Signal Corps, and, since its establishment in 

1891, by the U. S. Weather Bureau. After having been located at various 

buildings in Knoxville, the Weather Bureau office 1mS installed in 

its present location at McGhee-T.Y'son Airport, about 15 mi. SSW ot the 

city and 21,mi.ESE of the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, on March 1, 1942. 

Other stations in the southern Appala~~ian area having long records 

ot complete surface observations are Chattanooga, Tennessee, 75 mi. 

SW, Bristol, Term., 120 mi. mE, Smithville, Tenn. ,15 mi. W, 

Asheville, N. C., 100 mi. FSE, and Rome Ga., 120 mi. SSW. 

At climatological substations, often manned by unpaid cooperative 

observers, records are kept of daily total precipitation am, in 

most cases, daUymaxiJrmm and minimum temperature. Such stations 

have been in operation for over 60 years at man;., places in the United 

States. Because of the interest of the 'IVA in accurate precipitation 

data, and because of the large local variations in precipitation 

associated with the irregularity of the terrain, maqy more precipitation 

stations are maintained in this region than temperature stations. Tbere 

are 25 rain-gage stations within 20 miles of the Oak Ridge area, of 

which only four also have temperature records at present. These four 
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are Knoxville (82 years), Knoxville Airport (14 years), loudon (58 

years), and Norris{l6 years). 

Upper-air wind observations are nonnally obtained by tracking a free 

balloon in one of two ways, visually, or by radio direction finding. 

The visual type of observation employing an optical theodolite, is 

called a pilot balloon observation, abbreviated "pibal", Uld ia l'1m1ted 

to the levels below cloud layers. Pibals have been taken four times 

a day at Knoxville for" nearly 25 years, and long records are 'also 

available at Chattanooga, Nashville, Atlanta, Ga., and Spartanburg, S. C. 

Radio wind observations, abbreviated "ra.win", which are independent 

of intervening clouds, have been made twice a day at Nashville since 

January 1947. There were no other winds-aloft stations 1Iithin 200 ai. 

ot Oak Ridge during the period of the survey. 

Observations of upper-air temperature, humidity and pressure have been 

made twice a day since 1939 at a number of weather stations in the 

United States by means of free balloons ca:r:rring radio-telemetering 

transmitters called radiosondes. The abbreviated name for this ~ ot 

observation is "raob". '!he nearest raob stations are Nashville, 130 m1. 

W, Atlanta, 140 mi. S, and Greensboro, N. C., 250 mi. E. 

8. Oak Ridge Observations Prior to the SU1"!!l Program 

No known meteorological observation stations were in existence w1t~ 

the present Government reservation prior to the advent of the Jlanhattan 
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Engineer District (wartime atomic energy project). With the initiation 

of scientific and industrial activities, however, meteorological 

records of one kind or another were kept by. various groups on the area. 

Siaultaneously with the startup of the "Clinton pUe" (X-IO graphite 

reactor) in November 194.3 .. instruments were installed on a 120 ft. 

_ter tank with an added 60 ft. mast to record continuously the 

temperatures at six levels from 4 ft. to 183 ft., the wind .direction 

and speed It about 130 ft... and the wet-bulb temperature at 4 ft. 

Bour17.. da117 and monthly records obtained froDl the instl"UllUmt charts 

were kept by' the Health Plv'sics Division of the Clinton Laboratories 

(nCJll" Oak Ridge National Laboratory). In addition to these items 

dail7 rainfall .. barometric pressure.. and cloudiness were also recorded. 

This station became an official Weather Bureau cooperative station 

in 1947. With minor Dlodification .. the X-IOcHealth PqysicsDivision 

records have been continued up to the present (referred to as station 

012 in folloring sections of this report). During this same period 

hour17 readings of the barometric pressure .. tanperature and wet-bulb 

temperature at the air intake of the X-IO pUe building have been 

recorded by the Pile Operations Departmen t. 

Since the 1-25 Gaseous Diffusion Plant began operation early in 1945 .. 

hour17 records of temperature and wet-bulb temperature have been 

maintained by the Process Utili ties Department at two cooling tower 

installations (one of these is station 013 in the present report). 
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Partial records of barometric pressure have been kept by scientists 

of the K-25 Research and Development Laboratory during this period. 

Starting in May 1948, this laboratory r.as maintained a recording 

anemometer and wind vane, installed about 4 ft. above the roof (station 

014). 

In the town of Oak Ridge, the earliest meteorological records were 

those of Mr. R. A. Ward," 493 w. Outer Drive, a cooperative observer 

for the Weather Bureau. His carefullY" kept records of dally maxim:um 

and minimum temperature and daily total precipitation cover the period 

Mq 1947 through Aprll 1948. In NoveDber 1947, the !EO Department of 

47 

Public Works installed instruments at Cheyenne Hall (noll' Management 

Services, Inc., Bldg. No.1) to record continuously temperature, relative 

humidity, wind direction and wind speed. Daily observations of 

maximum and minimum temperature and precipitation were begun in 

May 1948 by that department as a Weather Bureau cooperative station, 

continuing the record begun by Mr. Ward, the purpose being to check 

the claims of construction contractors for extensions of time. This 

station (numbered 011) was taken over by the Oak Ridge Weather Bureau 

Office h.. December 1948 and hasbeenJiaintained in operation up to the 

present time with minor changes. 

Informal records of temperatUre, barometric pressure, rainfall, wind 

speed and direction, state of ground and weather conditions have been 

maintained tor shorter periods by laboratory scientists, construction 

and maintenance contractors, sewage plant operator., and others on the 
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area, but only the more complete records enumerated above have been 

utilized in the present study. 

Program of the Meterological survsr 

9. Scope of the Survey 

The following excerpt from the "Proposed Meterological Program" submitted to 

the Medical Advisor, Oak Ridge Operations, Atomic Energy Commission by the 

Scientific Services Division of the Weather Bureau in March 1948, presents 

the survey program as originally conceived: lithe principal effort at Oak Rid&e 

should be concentrated on the acquisition of detailed ~nowledge of wind 

and temperature fields in the lower kilometer (the friction layer) over 

the reservation and its neighborhood, and their correlation with the 

general fields shown on standard maps and charts for large areas; the 

existing and newly acqllired knowledge of atmospheric diffusion would be 

applied with those data as parameters. It 

This was essentially the scope of the survey. No weather forecasting was' 

done by the Oak Ridge office, responsibility for the function remaining 

with the Weather Bureau Office at.Knoxville. 

10. Chronological Resume 

It is convenient to distinguish three periods in the histor.y of this 

project: (1) preparation, December 1947 to November 1948; (2) observation, 

December 1948 to November 1950; (3) analYSis, November 1950 to present. 

On December 4, 1947, Dr. Albert H. Holland, Jr., then Medical Advisor 

to the Manager of Oak Ridge Operations, addressed a letter to Dr. F. W. 

Reichelderfer, Chief, U. S. Weather Bureau, requesting advice with 

respect to a proposed meterological surve~ of the Oak Ridg~.Area. 

Subsequently, two visits to Oak Ridge were made by meterologists 

R. C. Wanta and F. D.White, representing the Scientific Services 

Division of the Weather Bureau. Following the detailed reccmmendations 
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of Messrs. Wanta and Whits, a formal request for the Weather Bureau 

to undertake such a survey was submitted to Dr. Reichelderfer by 
e 

Dr~ Holland in a letter dated May 24, 1948, and agreed to by Dr. 

Reichelderfer June 4, 1948. A Weather Bureau Office was established 

at Oak Ridge, to operate under the local administrative control of 

the Medical Advisor's office, later transferred to the Office of ResearCh 

and Medicine. The Atomic Energy Commission agreed to transfer to 

the Weather Bureau sufficient funds to cover the salaries of the 

Weather Bureau employees and other Weather Bureau expenses necessary 

to the program, to procure directly all necessar,y equipment and supplies, 

and to furnish stenographic service to the Weather Bureau Office. 

J. Z. Holland, Meteorologist in Charge of the new office, reported 

at Oak Ridge on July 26, 1948, and the remainder of the initial staff 

appeared on the scene during the following four months. The preoccupations 

of this period included procurement of equipment, choice of sites for 

instrument installations, preliminar,y collation of existing meterological 

records in the area, and numerous conferences with teChnical personnel 

in the local plants and offices for the purpose of defining the 

problems of mutual interest. To culminate this preparator,y phase of 

the program a detailed plan for t."Ie main study was drawn up (Ref. 8). 

The observational phase of the program was begun with surface and winds 

aloft observations in November 1948, and with the installation of temperature 

and humidity recorders, the first instruments to be received. By March 1949 

the bulk of the instrumentation for area coverage of wind, temperature and 

humidity was in operation, and by mid-summer of 1949, the entire observation 

program was in full swing. In order to obtain representative "data for all 

seasons, and in order to make up for gaps occasioned by turnover of personnel, 
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the intensive observation schedule and full instrumentation were continued in 

operation through November 3, 1950. During this observation period of 

approx~ately two years, instrument chart reading and routine summarizing 

of data by means of IBM punched cards were kept on a current baSiS, several 

specialized meteorological studies were prepared for local interests, 

and a cooperative program of atmospheric radioactivity measurements was 

undertaken with the Health Physics Division, Oak Ridge National Laboratory • 

. Continuous review and preliminary analysis of the observational data were 

carried on as the,y accumulated, resulting in occasional changes in ob

servational schedules and techniques. 

To indicate briefiy the scope of the two-rear observational program, 

the types and numbers of observations are summarized in Table 2. 

They were of two types with respect to spatial. coverage: (l) automatic 

records at a number of fixed stations (Fig. 2) distributed so as to cover the 

characteristic terrain features of the area, and (2) automatic or manual 

observations from a single master observation station of meteorological 

phenomena and vertical gradients more or less representative of con-

ditions over the area as a whole. The basic elements whose horizont,l 

and vertical. distributions were thus recorded consisted of wind direction, 

wind speed and temperature. Relative humidity and rainfall were also 

obaerveQ at a number of points. Second-order properties of the basic 

elflllents such as gradients and short-period fiuctuations were measured 

mainly at the IIUlBter station. Supplementary observations made at this 

station included weather, cloudiness, visibility, ceiling height, solar 

radiation, barometric pressure, sm6ke behavior, trajectories of zero-lift 
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balloons and state of the ground. Manual observations were carried 

• on only during the 5-day working week but . an at tempt was made to 

approximate 24-hour coverage during this period. The types and 

numbers of observations are summarized in Table 2. 

Table '2 Types and Numb~rs of Observations 

Meteorological Automatic Number of Height Readings Period of 
or Manual Stations Ft. per day Record -

Surface Temperature Aut 6-14 4-S 24 11A48-present 
Sur.tace Wind Direction Aut 6-14 20-140 24 3 49-present 
and Speed 

11/48-11/S0 Relative HUmiditY' Aut 1()"'14 4-S 24 
Rainfall Man 1 3 4 ~48-11/50 

Aut .3-S 3 24 S 49-present 
Solar Badia tion Aut 1 ,20 24 12/48-present 
Barometric Pressure Man 1 3 11/48-11/S0 

Aut 1 3 24 lX5o-pres'ent 
r.rrass Temperature Aut 1 0 24 7 SO-1l/5O 
So-root temperature Aut 1 4-S4 24 6/S0-12/S1 
Differential 

l8()"'foot Temperature Aut 1 S-183 24 l/44-present 
Differential 

Low-level wind profile Aut 1 6-S4 24 9/49-11/50 
Weather, clouds, etc. Man 1 4....s 11/48-11/50 
.pe~air temperature Man 1 4-1S00 4-1S 4/49-11/S0 

per-air wind . Man 1 175-9400 4-8 1l/48-1l/S0 
Smoke trail Van 1 0-200 2-3 4/49-2/S0 
Zero-lift bal.loon Man 1 0-2000 (2-4 series 12/48-11/S0 
trajectory (2-S runs/series 

(20-60 readings/run 
RadioactivitY' Aut 3 .3-4 24f 9/50-4/S1 

( intermi ttent) 

A Simplified summary of the operating personnel is shown in Table 3 • 

. Wh1..Le the .intensive observation program was in progress, four observers, 

one ot whom was a supervisor, maintained nearly round-the-clock schedules 

five days a week at the X-I0 field station, taking all the manual 
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observations and doing some checking and chart reading. One observe~ 

technician devoted most of his time to DIIlintaining the recording 

1nstrum.ents in operation, changing charts and checking calibrations, 

the remainder of his time being devoted to assisting in observations 

and processing. Three statistical clerks were ·emplo;yed in the A.EC 

Administration Building, Oak Ridge, reading charts, doing routine 

computations and summaries, and assisting in personnel, supply, office 

administration, and public contacts. Much of the statistical sUllllllarizing 
. \J 

was done by a well equipped IBM unit at the Y-12 plant. 'lbe two 

meteorologists were almost completely occupied with short and long 

range planning, checking and evaluation of data, technical consultation 

on service problems and eta tion administration. The remaining 

fraction of their time was given to analysis of data, preparation 

of technical papers, stud;y of the literature in this rapicJlJr develop.ing 

field, and, not the least important, tamiliarizing DIBl1Y local groups 

of scientists and engineers, with the fundamentals ot meteorology 

in relation to Oak Ridge actin ties. 

Between November 1950 and the present, the tinal phase ot the surve;y baa 

been cQlllpletedJ nameq, +.hat ot digesting the ob.ervational uterial or 

the previous two years. During Jlovember 1950, nearly all manual observa

tions ceased and most ot the recording instraaents were shut do1ll\. The 

observers were assigned to S'UIIIIlariling, analysis 8DC1 drafting. The t.n

atrument technician was put to work part-the em tens and experiments con

nected With the development ot a sui table pe1"ll&Dent instrument network tor 
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the area in addition to maintaining a small number of automatic recording 

~tations in operation. Employees were gradually released, and by the summer 

of 1951 the two remaining observers were promoted to meteorologist 

positions and virtually all the effort (over and above that devoted 

to specialized service problems and maintenance of current records 

at a minimum level dictated by service requirements) was shifted to 

anal1'sis and preparation of final charts and tables. By June 1952 

the personnel consisted of three meteorologists, one technician 

. and one clerk. 

Tel • .3 NUDlber of emplozees 

Year ending: 6/30/49 6/30/50 6/30/51 6/30/52 

Meteorologist 2 2 2 4 

Observer 4 4 J 0 

Instrument technician 0 1 1 1 

4iatatistical Clerk 2 3 3 2 

Total 8 10 9 7 

6/30/53 

3 

0 

1 

1 

5 

Several teChnical papers have been pubiished or prepared for restricted use 

during the course of the investigation (Ref. 1 - 4, 9, 10, 12, 15, 46, 73, 

76, 80). The results contained in these papers will be utilized in the 

present report wherever they apply. 
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Fig. 1 Map of the Southern Appalachian Area. lOOO-ft. contours. 
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Fig. 3 Map of Whiteoak Creek drainage area (Bethel and Melton Vall~s. 
and adjoining ridges). 20-ft. contours. 
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A METEOROLOGICAL SURVEY OF THE OAK RIDGE AHE.A. 

U. S. Weather Bureau 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

Part II. Observational Equipment and Procedures 

Observational Requirements and Limitations 

1. Observational Requirements for Diffusion Studies 

It has been recognized for some time that turbulent eddies are 

responsible for the observed diffusion of suspended matter in the 

atmosphere (Ret. ll). The intensity of turbulent mixing is known 

to be dependent praarily upon the wind shear, the roughness of the 

underlying surface, and the vertical gradient of temperature in t.he 

atmosphere. In order to obtain a coherent picture of the diffusion 

phenomena at a given,site, then, it is evident that one must have 
.,. 

observations of the following kinds: 

(a) Wind direction and speed; their horizontal, vertical, diurnal and 

seasonal distribution and interrelations with the other elements, both 

as an indication of the ,direction and speed. of travel of contaminants 

and as a measure of the diffusi on potential. 

(b) Temperature distribution; horizontal, vertical, diurnal and. 

seasonal, primarily as a causal factor in the development or suppression 

of convection currents. 

(c) Turbulence: the intensity of theecldies theuelves, insofar as 

they can be directly observed by measuring the fiuctuations of speed 

and direction at a point or, better, along the path of a freely driftiDa 

~ particle in the atmosphere. 
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Cd) Indicators of diffusion: these may be natural properties such 

as water vapor content, radioactive emanations, or mean horizontal 

momentum, whose observed distribution is the result of turbulent 

exchange between the earth' 5 surface and the free atmosphere, or 

they may be artificially introduced substances suc.h as smoke or 

radioactive gases, the rate and c~aracter of whose dispersion from 

a known source can be observed under a variety of meteorological 

conditions. 

It would appear that (a) and (b) are the independent variables in the 

problem, (d) the dependent variable ~ose functional form is desired, 

and (c) the physical mechanism relating the variables and that, if 

satisfactory observations of these variables could be obtained, a 

complete solution should be possible. However, the interrelations 

and uncontrollable v~iat1ons are so complex as'to have defied 

anal,...ia thus far by' the leading researchers even for level grassland. 

In such irregular terrain as that of the Oak Ridge area any hope of 

success in a fundamental scientific attack on the problem within a 

few years' time was precluded. Thus, as reconmended in the 1948 

proposal, the approach taken has been essentially a descriptive 

one, with the object of determining the r~e and distribution of 

the variables, relating the observed diffusion behavior semi-quantitatively 

(b! broad categories) to the presumed independent variables, and adapting 

_he existingdftfusion equations for use as extrapolation formulas 

incorporating locally observed parameters. Accordingly, the observational. 
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equipment arid techniques were not required to meet the exacting 

standards of a fundamental diffusion investigation. Maximum use 

was made of commercial~ available instruments and well-established 

methods. The accurac,y specifications which were decided upon were 

such as to permit ~ definite resolution of the mB_jor meteorological 

patterns while still being attainable within the budget and time scale of 

the survey. 

For the horizontal pattern of wind flow, it was decided that Observations 

of wind speed accurate to about 1 mph and wind direction to 16 points 

of the compass should be obtained at one suitable height at each of 

about 10 sites selected so as to sample a typical ridge-slope-val1ey-gap 

configuration plus a few comparison points in other sections of the 

area. Since the Whiteoak Creek drainage area surrounding the X-10 

site contains a ~itable variety of terrain as well as being of 

e greatest interest from the standpoint of atlOOspheric contamination, 

it was chosen as the area of concentrated sampling. 

For the vertical distribution of wind speed and direction s1m11ar 

absolute accuracy was considered adequate. Belative accuracy at 

adjacent levels, however, had to be apprax1mate~ i mph and 100 of 

the compass or better, with observations spaced in proportion to t~e 

height above ground up to 5000-10,000 ft., where regional flow patterns 

shown by the e.xis ting pibal stations would be expected to prevail. 
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It was realized that the vertical distribution at a single representative 

. point within the area of concentration combined with a horizontal 
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distribution at a single height might not give a complete picture of 

the three-dimensional wind structure. However, such a compromise 

was considered acceptable since the cost of more elaborate instrumentation 

would be far out of proportion to the value of the additional information 

obtained. The vertical structure could be observed with relative 

ease at a convenient~ located valley station: to instrument in 

addition for vertical seapling above slopes and hilltops would have 

been prohibitive. 

Horizontal variations of temperature were to be meal9U:red over a range of 

altitudes and terrain forms similar to that selected for wind. It was 

expected that in hills )00 to 600ft high, an accuracy of '!.loF would 

be sufficient to reveal significant differentials such as might produce 

convective cinmlations;. ~he extreme inhomogeneity of the land and 

vegetation cover precluded finer temperature comparisons between 

different locations. For the vertical temperature distribution, 

it was considered necessary to have a relative accuracy of the order 

of 0.1'T between levels since small varia tiona in the temp:! rature 

gradient over relativeq small height intervals can have qui t.e 

pronounced effects on the eddy diffusion. In order to follow the 

heating and cooling processes, initiated at the earth's surface, 

which produce the variations in vertical temperature gradient, 

tempera. ture measurements at the ground surface, standard 4-ft. height 

and apprQXiaate~ each h\D'ldred feet up to several thousand feet above 

ground at tills intervals of 1 hour or less near the ground and 6 hours or 
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less at the higher levels were required. It was hoped that local 

observations up to about 1500 ft. could be combined with broader 

regional patterns derived from the nearest radiosonde stations (about 

200 miles) to arrive at a coherent structure. 

Detailed requirements for turbulence observations could not be set 

up at the start. So little was kn01lIl about the existing frequency 

spectrum of turbulent eddies in relation to terrain, weather and 

altitude, or about the important portions of the spectrum for diffUSion, 

and it was So doubtful that any instruments available commercially 

would be suitable for these measurements, that a certain amount of 

trial and error was anticipated. However, it was apparent that the 

gustiness as shown by continuous records from conventional anemometers 

. and wind vanes would. be useful as a starting point, and that the 

most serious deficiencies of such data requiring supplementar.y" 

instl'UDlentationwould be their insensitivity to short periods (less 

than about 10 sec. ) and low speeds (less than about 2 mph), their 

failure to show the hiStor.r of any particular air parcel and their 

restriction to motions in the boriacmtal. plane. Since the diffusion 

theor;y utilizes the "Lagrangian" (coordinate system moving 111. til the 

fluid) turbulence parameters, which cannot ordinarily be directl1' 

deduced from the "Eulerian" (fixed coordinate system) parameters, it 

was desirable to have some measurement of the path of a particle 

carried by the wind. Similarly, while the mean air motion !lUst be 
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ver;y nearly parallel to the earth's surface, there an vert.ical co~onents 
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of the shon..:.period eddies wbich are of primary importance in stack-gas 

diffusion. Thus the requirements for turbulence data were difficult 

both to define and to fulfill. 

Ideal requirements for observations of the effects of diffusion such 

as the stead;y-sta te distribution of a tracer from a steady source 

could be set up without difficulty_ One would desire a complete 

specification of U..e spatial distribution of .concentration, at least· 

to the distance of the major population centers, from a point source 

of known, constant emission rate at a height above ground which ccold 

be varied from zero to a few hundred feet above the highest stacks_ 

Fbwever, in view of the virtual impossibility of obtaining such data 

at a reasonable cost b.Y ~ known methods, some compromises had to be 

accepted. The aims which were adopted were to obtain quali tati ve 

information on cloud behavior by visual observation of smoke, and 

quantitative measurements of the concentration of a suitable tracer 

(preferably one of the actual radioactive contaminants from the plant) 

at a few selected pOints in space. Natural properties of the atmosphere 

such as temperature, humidity, momentum, and natural atmospheric 

radioactiVity, whose distribution is partly controlled by eddy dtl'fusion, 

could be used semiquantitatively for corroboration, although uncontrollable 

extraneous sources of variation would limit their usefulness. 

Along with the direct observation of the variables of primary interest 

enumerated above, it was necessary that observations of the weather, 
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cloudiness, precipitation and state of the ground at intervals of 

at most siX hours be available for use in interpreting the data. 

Furthermore, since the changes in thennal stability are caused primarily 

by gains and losses from the earth's surface of heat absorbed from 

the sun, continuous records of the intensity of solar and terrestial 

radiation were considered to be highly desirable. In the absence 

of available instruments for the latter, however, only the incoming 

solar radiation was actually measured. 

2. Observational Requirements for Climatology and General Service 

As has been shown above, records of wind, temperature, humidity or 

precipitation were alrea~ being kept at several sites within the Oak: 

Ridge reservation prior to the survey program. It was considered 

advisable to expand these climatological observations to the extent 

of having a complete representative station at each plant and the 

Townsite, in view of the expected value of such records in relation 

to their small cost. These records would also permit evaluation-of the 

transferability of general patterns observed in the Whiteoak Creek 

Area to similar terrain features in other parts of the :reservation. 

In addition, the observations of weather, cloudiness, state of ground, 

etc. required for the diffusion investigation were augmented by 

ceiling, visibility and barometric pressure to provide as complete a 

record of the standard climatological elements for general purposes 

as could be obtained without interfering with the wind flow and 

diffusion studies. • 
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3. Limitations of the Observational Program 

The usefulness of observational data obtained in a short-term survey 

of t~is ~e is subject to certain limitations which had to be.bo~le 

in mind from the outset. 

First, the short-term nature of the progra. limits the generality of the 

results. From one or two years' record of any climatological element, 

(e.g. temperature, wind direction or speed, rainfall) long-term normal 

values cannot possiblY be deduced. It is often possible, from similar 

records at a nearby station having a long record, to obbain a rough 

idea of the deviations from normal during the short observation period, 

but such estimates become I ess reliable the greater the distance be~ween 

the stations in question, and the less homogeneous the terrain. In 

the southern Appalachian area, appreciable variations in the climate 

occur over relatively short distances, so that the use of the long 

Knoxville record in attempting to extrapolate climatic normals for 

Oak Ridge might be of doubtful validity. 

Never~less, it might be expected ~hat interrelations between the 

elements could be correctly evaluated from observations extending 

over a long enough period to sample the p:r-edominant types of meteorological 

situations. For instance, the diurnal variation of vertical temperature 

gradient on clear and cloudy days, in each season, might be adequately 

determined in a year or two of observations, although the normal 

frequency of clear and cloudy days might not be lmown. Observations 

of all the elements in the cause-effect chain might thus yield relative 
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expectancies of the desired elements with respect to related elements. 

However, studies of objective forecasting methods utilizing past 

observations have shown that apparent interrelations between meteorological 

phenomena established on the basis of a few years' observations may 

fail to hold true in other years. 

Secon~, limitations of time and money precluded the extensive, 

well planned program of instrument development necessary for a 

quantitative evaluation of existing diffusion theories. The observat~ons 

had to be plarmed so as to yield parameters for substitution into 

the available formulas, and to indicate whether there is sufficient 

likelihood of adverse diffusion conditions developing within the 

expected range of meteorological conditions to justif.y a more refined 

study. 

Similarly, practical limitations of time, money and manpower precluded 

a completely ~~ree-dimensional exploration of the temperature and wind 

fields, and it has been necessar,y to accept many gaps in the spatial 

distributions of these elements. 

A final limitation which should be. mentioned is the undeveloped state 

of this branch of meteorology. Lacking experience or guidance in many 

details of the investigation, it has been necessar,y to acquire the 

"feel- of the subject through trial and error. Needless to say, some 

of the lines of attack which were taken would be avoided or greatly 

modified if such a project were to be repeated. 
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station 001 Instrumentation 

4. '!he Site and "Hutment" 

ORO-99 

The master station, numbered 001 (Fig. 3) was located at the western 

edge of the X-10 plant site in the center of Bethel Valley. It was 

here that all manual observa tiona were taken (except, of course, 

mobile surveys), and most of the data on 'Vertical gradients and 

turbulent fluctuations of the elements were obtained. At the same 

time, the standard instrumentation of the outlying unmanned stations 

("micronetn ) was virtually duplicated here. Thus station 001 provided 

a necessary link between the areal and vertical observations, and 

also a point of comparison between the Oak Ridge observations and 

the standard meteorological observations at nearby Weather Bureau 

stations. 

Chosen for its relative flatness, freedom from obstructions to the 

wind, nearness to the main sources of atmospheric contamination, 

and availability of utilities, the site is at 810 ft. MSL and comprises' 

an area about 100' x 300'. The only important obstructions to the 

horizon are the ridges on either side, th~ worst being Haw Ridge 

on the southeast which subtends about 150 in elevation. A two-story 

building about 100 yards north is in a relative depression of the 

. ground and extends only about 15 ft. above the level of the station 

site. Fortunately, the directions from which the prevailing winds 

blow, namely, southwest and northeast, are the least obstructed. 
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A 16' x 32' double "hutment- type building (Fig. 4) was erected at 

this site to provide shelter for personnel and instruments, storage 

space, balloon inflatinn facilities and shop space for instrument 

calibration and maintenance. The prefabricated plywood structure 

required extensive reinforcement, remodelling and insulation before 

it was adequate for these purposes. 

5. Contacting Wind Equipment 

A contacting J-cup anemometer, Instrument Corporation type 428, an 

Instrument Corporation type 3148 straight tailed 3 foot metal vane 
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and an Instrument Corporation type lo:u. 8 ,o1llt bear.ln& were ~ed on a 

standard 18 ft. stepped and gU7ed steel pipe support (Fig •. 4) about 80 feet 

SW of the hutment. Inside the hutment was located an Esterline-Angus 

10 pen operation recorder with a chart speed of Ii-inches per hour. 

This qat_, dell.igned for 6 volt D.C~operat1on, waa used !lith a 

e Y volt Burgess type 4F6H battery 'Which was later replaced with an 

e 

8 volt selenium rectifier. The initial installation at this station 

was identical with the wind systems in1 tially installed at most of the 

micrcnet station •• 

The operation recorder was alao used to show the hundredths of _ 

inch or precipitation on pen nWBber 9 and the tenths of an inch of 

precipitation on pen number 10. The wiring of 'the switChing unit 

~or the rainfall record, intemal wiring of t.he recorder, and inter-

connection of units are shown in Figure 5. 
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The anemometer was carefully adjusted to have the minimum reliable 

contact pressure, the counter was disconnected and the 1/60 mile 

contact was removed to reduce the load on the cups. After this 

modification, the cups would begin to move at an air speed of about 

30 feet per minute (.1/3 mph) as measured by a heated thermopile 

anemometer. According to Wood (Ref. 12) the calibration error of this 

model anemometer is substantially constant at 0.5 to 0.75 mph from 

. 3 mph to 40 mph. For the purposes of the survey, no instrumental corrections 

were applied to the wind speeds as read from the charts. 

The wind speed was determined by counting the leading edges of the 

1 mi. contacts shown in the direction traces within the hour. All data 

were recorded as of the end of the hour. 

The wind direction was recorded to 16 points with the primar,y points 

(N, NE, E, etc.) shown as deflections of a single pen (Fig. 61). 

The B intermediate points (NNE, ENE, etc.) are shown as simultaneous 

deflections of two adjacent pens (Fig. 66). The mile contact of the 

anemometer was in series with the vane contacts so that a continuous 

direction record was produced during each speed contact. Consequently, 

when the wind was light and fluctuating, a number of directions in 

rapid succession occur during each hour (Fig. 6C). 
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The direction recorded for the greateat portion of the hour was taken as 

the prevailing direction. It two directions were recorded for an equal 

t:lJne, the following criteria were used in resolving the tie, applied 

in the order giTen: 

(1) The direction ,with the greatest duration of adjacent direotions. 

(2) The direction with the greatest wind speed during the hour. 

(3) If the tied directions were two points apart, the intermediate 

direction was chosen, and 1£ one point apart, the "even" direction, 

counting clockwise starting With NNE (·primary" or direction with 

least letters in abbreviation). 

(4) Direction Indeterminate (DI) was ued 1£ the tied directions were 

More than two points .apart and could not be resolved by' any of 

the above criteria. 

The application of, thEBe rules to a chart such as Fig. 6Cwu, rather 

difficult since it 'WOuld be necessary far the chart reader to ccnpare 

the duration of two s1multaDeous contacts (the intermediate direction) 

with the duration of each contact alone (the priDiar;y directions). '!'he 

chart reader in such cases tended to ta~r the intenaedia te directions 

since there W'Ould usuallY' be two adjacent direction traces which appeared 

to be more frequent than the directions on either side such as E and BE 

in Fig. 6c. Ei ther a single contact would have to appear much more 

consistently than any other (Fig. 6A) or three adjacent contacts of 

almost equal frequency (Fig. 6D) in order for the reader to choose'a 

primary direction. 
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These tacts' became evident when the first wind roses from the station 

were prepared. Wind roses for the same period from the other stations 

in the micronet employing the same wind system showed the same type 

of bias in favor of the intermediate points. A bias of similar 

type but favoring "the primary directions had also been noticed in 

the published wind roses of the Knoxville A.irport station when 

comparzsons were made between that station and older data from the 

Oak Ridge area. 

Two simple methods of correcting the wind rose data. were considered, as 

well as the method of Ratner (Ref. 1). One wou1d be a smoothing method: 

substitute for each direction frequency (fi) the average of that 

frequency weighted double with the frequencies of the two adjacent 

directions (Ii-l + 2ti + ti +1). The second method would be based 
4 

on the following two assumptions: <a> 7he bias consists in a ~on8tant 

proportional reduction of each prima!7 and constant proportional 

exaggeration of each intermediate direction frequency; (b) the correct . , 

total frequency of primary directions is equal to the correct' total 

frequency of ,intermediate directions. The second method, which we 

call dodd-even" correction, then consists ot multiplying each 

• observed priJaal7' direction trequency by the ratio of halt .the total 

direction frequency (excluding calm> to the total frequency ot primary 

directions, and mu! tipl,y1ng each intermediate direction trequency by 

the ratio of half' the total trequenc;r ot all directions to the total 

frequency of intermediate directions. 

'-, 
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The reasoning involved jn t~e second method may be expressed as 

follows: Let a true primar,y direction frequency bE fi' a~d the biased 

frequency fi' and let fj and fJ' be the corresponding symbols for an 

intermediate direction frequency. Assumption (a) become:s: 

(a) fit = Lri' , ~ = Ifj' 
11 Efi IT ~fj 

or (at) fi • fi' .£f1 , f.Jl = fj' ..;rfj _ J ~ 

:£fi' £~j' 

Assumption (b) becomes 

(b) ~ri. ~fj =.2(fi .;. !j) 
2 

Since the total frequency is.unaffected by the bias: 

2:fi';'~fj =8i' .;.z:.fj' 
I .... 'I. 

and (b) becomes 

(b' ),L"f i =~f j = ..:£f i' ';'8 j , 
2 

It is seen from (a') and (b l ) that the multiplier for fit is 

~ =L..ti' .J.z.fj' and the DDiltiplier :for l' j' is similarly 

Zts.' 2Zfi' 

.:E fi' ';'L.-£ jl 
• 

2Lfj' 

The two methods of correcting the wind roses were tested on (1) two wind 

. roses from stations showing no apparent terrain channeling (Fig. 7, 

stations 006 and 009) a!ld (2) two wind roses showing stroltg terrain 

11 
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channelling (Fig. 7, stations 002 and 003) since it might be 

expected that channelling could produce such a preponderance of one 

or two directions as to upset the balance of primaries and intenrtediates. 

Data for the month of June 1949 were used. The correlation of the 

direction frequencies in each corrected rose with the direction 

frequencies obtained by carefully rereading the original instrument 

charts was used as a test of the ability of the corrected rose to 

represent the true distribution. The correlation of the original 

biased rose with the reread rose was computed in order to det~rmine 

the improvement produced by the two correction methods. The original, 

reread, and corrected wind roses are shown in Fig. 7. 

It was concluded that (1) in reading this type of wind chart the intel'l

mediate directions tend to be favored over the pr1.ma:ry directions, (2) 

the bias is proporti~ the same for all directions to a.good degree 

of approximation, (3) the assumption ot equal frequency of primaries 

and intermediates for 16-point wind roses is auseful approximation even 

under relativel,y strong terrain channel11ng, (u.) the odd-even corrected 

rose gives a satisfactor,r representation of the true distribution of 

directions, and (5) simple smoothing is equally satisfactor,y only tor 

stations without marked terrain channelling, (6) in view of the high 

correlation coefficients obtained with the odd-even correction method 

it was not neceasar,y to utilize the more complex method of Ratner. 

All wind data used in this survey were cheCked for bias am corrected 

bY' the odd-even method whenever the bias exceeded 10%, that is when the 
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multiplier for f i or fj was not between .90 am. 1.10. This rule 

was applied to upper air data as well as surface data and to off-site 

data as well as local survey data. 

6. Wind Profiles and Gustiness: Anemograph: 

The contacting wind equipment, although adequate for measuring mean 

winds over periods down to a minute's duration (by using 1/60 mile 

contacts), gave no record of short-period gustiness. In order to 

obtain such a record at various levels above the ground, continuous

recording anemometers were needed. Of the marlY' types available on 

the market, no single one combined the short-period response (dawn 

to the order of 1 second)" accuracy (better than t:'l mph from 0 to 30 mph), 

and freedom from resonance effects, which were desired. A combination 

of two systems was decided upon. One was the "anemograph" manufactured 

by the Instruments Corporation, employing a split-tail wind.vane,with 

a selsyn direction transmitter, a 3-cup anemometer with a D.C. magneto 

transmitter, and a combined sels.yn-voltmeter recorder which produces 

two pen traces side by side, one for wind direction and one for speed. 

The main defect of this system, namely, insensitivlty of the anemometer 

to speeds less than about 2 mph, was overcome by the second system: 

the "Airmeter" manufactured by Hastings Instrument Company, employing 

a heated thermopile (to be described in a later section). A·vane, generator

cup anemometer and thermopile anemometer were installed at 6, 18, and 54 ft. 

above ground on a 50 ft. wooden pole with.a 4 ft. steel pipe extension 

(Fig. 4). A higher mast was not considered justified since station 

012, operated by the Oft'll. Health Physics Division in the same valley 

:,:'~f-:', 
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only half' a mile away, was equipped with an anemometer mounted on 

tl water tower 140 ft. aboveground on a small knoll, or 216 ft. above 

the station 001 ground level. The spacing of the levels at constant 

intervals of the logarithm of height was intended, as is commonly 

done)" to facilitate calculation of' the parameters in the tiro for_ 

o~ wind profile formulas appearing in the literature: if' a 10gari1hllic 

profile applied, constant velocity differences would be observed 

between adjacent levels, or if' a power law were correct, constant 

ratios would be found. A 4' J[ 4 t platfom of welded steel with a 

steel grating floor and 31 welded railing 'AS installed at the top, 
) 

of' the profile pole to provide a safe working\ space (Fig. 8). 

'!be anemograph wind system emploYs an aluminum alloy. spread taU 

vane coupled to a size 1, 6o-cycle, no volt AC selsyn motor as a. 

direction sensing, element. The weight of the combined vane and hub 

is 1..'1/4 pounds. The vane swings, in permanently lubricated ball bearings 

and has required no attention or lubrication during the survey program. 

'!be resonant period of' this vane has been determined by displacing the 

vane and measuring the period of'. the swing in wind speeds of' 2 to 13 mph. 

(Fig. 9). The nings are heavily damped b;r the spread tail so that 

at 2 mph, an error of less than So was observed atter two swings of' 

the vane (12 seconds). '!'he tests were mad.e under neutral or slightly 

stable temperature gradient to allow as little interference f'rom natural' 

gustiness as possible. 
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The velocity sensing element is a D.C. generator driven by conical, 

beaded cups of monel metal. The total weight of the rotor is 10.6 oz. 

This velocity unit has not required any attention to either the 

sealed bearings or the brushes and commutator. The silver-graphite 

brushes operating ~n a 8il ve:r--palladiu:n commutator have been extreme17 
." 

satisfactory. The cup speed is linear with wind speed, turning 1000 rpm 

at 100 mph. 'lbe output of the generator is 1.S volts per 100 rpm. 

(117S ohm. load) above 3 mph. The starting speed of the cups has been 

measured at 90 to 130 feet per m.inute (about 1 to 1.5 mph). The system 

includes magnetic damping of the recorder so that as the cups were 

released. from rest at various wind speeds, the time required for a 

75 

steady velocity to be indicated was found to be 4 seconds. A wiring 

diagram of the anemograph system. is shown in Figure 10. Five anemanetere 

were each driven at .300 rpm with a synchronous motor and the three 

with most.close17 matched output were chosen for use on the profile 

pole. The variation between these three was less than O.S mph. 

The recorder tor this system used a 9" chart to record separatedlrection 

and velocity channels. 'lbe chart is driven by a single sprocket in 

the center, reducing the error caused by chart expans ion to .50% of 

that found in the usual system where one edge of the chart is fixed 

and all expansion must result in moving the c~art in one direction. 

A two pen mechamsm produces a direction record on a single 0-:36<)0 

scale by employing one pen at a time to follow the wind nuctuatian 

and another which is latched at the opposite side of the chart. If 

,;!;;l 
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a wind shift occurs which rotates the vane past 3600, the 

first pen is released from the selsyn control and returned to its 

eide of the chart with the second pen now unlatched and connected 

to the selsyn (see Figure 11). Thus if the wind direction fluctuates 

about north, both pens are used and no skipping across the chart is 

necessa~. 

In order to increase the reading accuracy of the wind speed chart, 

the recorders were all operated on a 0-37.5 mph full scale range 

and all velocities we!"6 'recorded in half miles per hour. The prevailing 

wind direction and average velocity were recorded for the hour on which 

the 60 minute reading period ended. Two measures of the gustiness, 

the 15 minute ranges of dir,ection and speed, were also recorded fer 

the third quarter of each hour. The significance of these quantities 

will be discussed later. 

7. Wind Profiles and Gustiness: Airm6ter 

The Hastings ~Airmeterll was chosen as the low speed anemometer to complement 

the anemograph gustiness and wind profile measurements obtained at 

the 6, lB, and 54 foot levels at station 001. This instrument consists 

of a series of noble metal thermocouples arranged so that they are heated 

b,y a constant voltage AC source with a DC output measured between 

the center tap of the heating supply and the center tap of the,couple. The 

circuit reduced to its simplest fo~ls shown in Fig. 12. Alternate 

junctions of the heated couples are cooled by mounting in high thermal 

'...., 
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conductivity studs. A temperature difference between successive junctions 

e results which generates a DC voltage having a relationship to the 

air velocity past the unsupported junctions in accordance with the 

equations developed by King (Ref. 14). The junctions are butt-welded 

from .003" wire under controlled conditions. Tbe diameter of the weld, 

the spacing of the junctions and the heating current ma.y all be varied 

to obtain a wide range of sensitivities. In addition, the aerodynamics 

of the head in which the couples are mounted can be used to control 

the directional characteristics and the high speed sensitivity of the 

unit. The basic simplicity of the circuit makes it possible to utUize 

this instrument for routine operation under field conditions. Most 

of the previoU9~ available hot wire anemmeters were not reliable 

or rugged enough for the routine operation desired in the accumulation 

of statistics on gustiness in the natural atmosphere. 

It 'Ihe effect of humidity and temperature on the Airmeter probe b8.s beeD. 

e 

determined by the Hastings Instrument Company not to exceed 2.6% with tem

perature variations between 70 and llSoF and humidity variations between 

40 and 95%. The effect can be compensated by resetting the zero of the 

instrument since the shape of the calibration curve is not changed. 

The calibration methods of the instrument manufacturerwere a.na.l.7zed and. 

found to be as accurate as the present state of the art permits. A 

number of different techniques were emplo.yed to give a master calibration 

curve which was then standardized and matched by comparison in a tunnel • 

• 
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A. large number of values were obtained in wind tunnels equipped with 

an orifice and manometer, with pi tot tubes, on whirling arms with a 

swirl correction, by traverse of measured distances in still air at 

night and by the use of the probe as a circular pendulum in a closed 

room. After comparison of :the readings from these sources on a 

standard probe with a wind tunnel calibration trom the National Bureau 

ot Standa~s, the tunnel manometers were calibrated to read directly 

in velocity and the probes adjusted to match a standard curve in the 

twmel. 

The ,3 original 8-junction probes (Fig. 13) supplied with the Precision 

Airmeter had calibration curves which matched exactlY over the range 

~5 mph (low range). Probes Band C matched over the range2-JO mph 

(high range) but Probe A departed considerably above 7 mph. A 2 second 

Brown Electronilc recorder was used to record the output of the 

horizontallY non-directional probes mounted at the three levels on 

the pole. A 2-junction probe mounted in the center ot a li inch length 

of i" tubing liaS also mounted at 18' above the ground to measure the· 

magnitude of the vertical velocity although no differentiation was 

possible between the up and down motion. The calibration curves of 

the three probes and the directional characteristics or the ten-junction 

probes are shown in Figs. 14 and 15. 

Tbe Precision Airmeter unit included a timing switch which connected each 

of the tour probes to the recorder in turn tor a ,3 minute period followed 
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by a 1 min. full scale deflection to permit positive identification 

of the switching points. 

In order to obtain an average velocity for hourly. periods by visual 

integration of the time c,ycled record, it was necessa~ to have a 

linear. scale. It was also apparent that the time required to read 

off 5-min. velocities from the chart with a transparent overlay was 

much greater than that available in the small computing group_ 

Linearization of the output of the Precision Ai~eter was accomplished 

through the cooperation of C. A. Vossman and P. E. Brown of the 

Application Section, Instrument Department, ORNL. '!be development 

of a non-linear analogue cireui t was precluded by the sbort time 

available; instead, the following CUl"V'e matching technique, suggested 

by W. G. James. of the Circuit Development Group at ORNL, was adopted. 

79 ---

The slide wire 'of 8 Brown Blectronik recorder was divided into 5 sections 

and an appropriate shunting resistance for four of the sections was 

calculated from the Aimeter calibration so that the length-resistance 

relationship was the inverse of the voltage-velocity.relatiDnsbip. 

Since it was desired to use the data for average wind speeds up to 

5 mph, the loll' range of the Ai~eter was used, and the calibration 

CUl"V'e was extended up to 15 mp)l by means of an empirical formula in 

order to allow for gustiness measurements. 

The circuit shown in Fig. 16 was final.l7 developed in which the 

recorder span was 10.08 JIIV to match the nominal 10 JBV output of the 
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Airmeter. A 100 ohm 3 tum helipot was shunted by- a 1 ohm resistor 

and inserted in the calibration network to gi VB an adj ustment which 

would allow correction for any- creep in calibration as the resistors 

aged. An input filter of 10' henries and 500 mfd. was added to the 

input circuit to 'eliminate' the AC pickup in the 250' unshielded 

leads from the p!"Ofile pole. Two resistors of 21 and 0.3' ohms 

respectively, were added to shunt the input circuit to decrease the 

sensitivity- of the recorder at the low end of the scale. This was 

necessary since the upper 31% of the velocity- scale (slide wire length) 

is equivalent to only 3.3% of the total slide wire resistance while 

the lower 36% of the velocity- scale is equivalent to 81% of the total 

slide wire resistance. In order to prevent the balance motor from 

driving the slide wire contact to the stops, making considerable 

noise, whenever the wind speed reached. or exceeded 15 mph, a 

desensitizing circuit was added. This consisted ·of a l:lm1t switch 

which inserted an add! t10nal l()(x) ohms in the cathode of the output 

tubes whenever the slide wire contact reached about 98% of full scale. 

When the gust velocities dropped belOlf 15 mph, the slide wire moved 

comparatively slo"'17 downscale until the limit switch was de-energized 

and full sensitivit,y was return.ed. The recorder could. then be 

permitted to run without dallage or inconvenience even though the wind 

velocity- might exceed the full scale range of the unit for considerable 

periods. The linearization of the 2-junction vertical velocity probe 

is considered to be approxillate since the curvature of the calibration 

curve is not identical with that of the 8-junct1on probes. 
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The record was in units of t mph and the average hourly velocity 

was obtained by integrating the trace for each 3 min. sample at 

each level visually, connecting the 4 samples in each hour by lines 

as shown in Fig. 17, and visually estimating the hourly mean of 

the resulting curve for each of the three horizontal probes (6, 18, 

and ,4 ft.). The portions of the trace corresponding to the vertical 

velocity could always be easily ident1f1ed~ecause the output ot the 

vertical probe was only about i the output of each of the horizontal 

probes, and this provided a convenient, ref~rence point in the time 

cycle. The mean vertical velocity was not recorded, but was assumed 

to be approximately zero on an hourly time scale. 

Horizontal gustiness values were read by recording the average range 

of the three minute samples obtained trom each level during the hour. 

1be vertical gustiness was approximated by adding the highest two 

e p~a.ks of each recording period and converting to half. miles per hour~ 

The contacting, generator-selsyn and heated-thermopile recorders are 

e 

shown in Fig. 18. 

8. Wind Profiles and Gustirte~ - Comparison and Evaluation 

A comparison of 960 hourly average wind speed readings taken from three 

separate Anemograph (cup-generator type) anemometers and three horizon

tally non-directional airmeter (heated-thermopile) probes located at 

the 6, 18 and 54 foot levels on the profile pole showed that the agree

ment was excellent between 3 mph. and the top limit ot 5 mph. for which 

airmeter data were ordinarily read. A plot ot thermopile velocity 

against cup velocity is shown in' Figure 19. Above 3 mph the cup driven 

generator is linear, according to wind tunnel tests made by the Bureau 

of Standards for the Instrument Corporation. The agreement with the 
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modes of the thermopile data shOW".sthat the oalibration curve of the 

airmeter has been lineari zed. Below three miles per hour, the thermo

pile may still be presumed to be linear, but the cup generator output 

deoreases due to the frictional drag and low speed non-linearity of 

the generator. The large scatter of the original thermopile anemometer 

at moderate -rind speeds was investigated and til individual case study 

indicated that there were times when the average values over several 

hours time would be in good agreement but the speeds shown, for periods 

of a fS'K minutes were considerably different. In many cases this seemed 

to be at a time when oold air was moving into the area wi th strong 

heating from belOW'. A sharp gust of cold air moving into the warmer 

air near the ground would cause the thermopile to be cooled more rapidly 

than it should by reason of the movement of air past the warm junotion 

beoause the temperature of the .003 wire would follow the ambient temp

erature more clo~ely than .that of the cold junction studs. 

Warm gusts also gave the same effect in the oPPosite sense. This.effect 

added the micro temperature fluctuations to the velocity fluctuations· 

and cause the velocities to be too high or too low according to the 

temperature of the gusts of air. This effect had also been noted by 

Thornthwaite and Halstead (Ret:. 15). 

Hastings Instrument Company was asked to redesign the probe to eliminate 

the thermal lag in the temperature oompensation. This was aooomplished 

by adding unheated couples of the same diameter wire to buok out the 

ambient temperature fluctuations with the s~e response time in the oom

pensation couple as in the heated couples. The probes were to have the 
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same oalibration as the original probes wi thin 2%. Comparisons betllfeen 

the oompensated probes and the same generator anemometer and in the 

same season of the following year showed by the reduotion in soatter 

that the temperature oompensation was muoh bet-ter lO but it is evident 

from Figure 19 that the oalibration ourve was not exaotly the same 

as the original probes and henoe the linearization was not as good as 

that obtained when the reoorder was used with the original probes. The 

error is small. however, below the reading limit of 5 mph. The gust 

peaks reoorded by the airmeter-reoorder ooJribinati on would be inoorrect 

but it seemed that the reoorded values might be affeoted as muoh by the 

response time of the element and the reoorder servo system as by the 

inaoouraoy of linearization. 

At the same time that the oomparison of the oompensated oups and the 

generator oup anemometer were made. a oontaoting oup anemometer- arranged 

to reoord miles and tenths was mounted at each level on the profile pole 

so that simultaneous oomparisons could be made of the standard oontact

ing oup anemometer with the other two instruments. The resUlts of these 

inter-oomparisons are shown in the lCM'ertwo graphs in r'igure 19. 

Above 10 mph, the oontaoting and generator anemometers are in good agree

ment with a very small standard deviation. ~he oompensated thermopile 

is wi thin about i mph of the oontaoting anemometer over the range ot 

velooities tested. 

On the basis of these tests, the use of i mph as theooding unit appears 

to have been appropriate. The relative aoouraoy as well as the soatter 

in eaoh set of comparison measurements was of the order of 0.5 mph and, 
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in general, only data obtained by means of the same type of instrument 

have been combined in the profile studies. . The gustiness data derived from 

the generator anemometers a~ove 3 mph and the airmeter below 3 mph fit 

into the same pattern when plotted against mean speed, stability or heights, . 

using fairly large-numbers of observations. 

9. Pilot Balloon Equipment 

Pilot balloon techniques were used for two purposess to obtain the 

vertical distribution of wind speed and direction above the anemometer 

levels, and to observe the trajectories of partioles drifting wi th 

the wind. For winds-aloft observati ons, the single theodolite method 

was used. Th\s consists of visually tracking a free balloon having a 

standard buoyancy, recording at fixed time intervals' its elevation and 

a~imuth angles, obtaining its height and distance from tables based on 

the average asoent rate for such balloons, and graphically oalculating 

its horizontal direotion and speed of movement by means of a plotting 

board and sui table scales. For the low-level trajeotory observations, 

balloons with zero net buoyanoy {neutral} were observed through theodo-

11 tes simultaneously by two observers at the ends of a measured base

line. From oarefully synohronized angle measurements, suooessive ooor

dinates of the balloons oould be oa1ou1ated by trigonometry, and from 

these the three-dimensional velooity oomponents. 

The inflation equipment used for the pilot balloon and neutral balloon 

observations oonsisted o~ the standard Weather Bureau inflation balanoe 

wi th the regulation weight (154 gms.) for inflating 30 gra.."Jl balloons 

wi th helium to gi va an asoent rate of 180 m./min. The 10 gm. neutral. 

" 
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balloons were filled on this balance to a slight positive lift and 

then adjusted outdoors after a few minutes ageing to allow the tempera

ture of the gas in the balloon to become equalized to the ambient. 

The theodolites used were David White model 6061 with a trough compass 

and finder telescope. These instruments were mOtmted on wooden tripods. 

and were oriented on a fixed reference point before each winds- a10tt 

observation, and on each other for each series of neu~a1 balloon 

observati ons .. 

The timing si gna1s were generated at 30 second intervals with a 5 second 

warning by a 2 rpm Bodine synohronous motor whioh drove a cam aotuating 

2 pole mioroswitches. Auxiliary switches provided a .means tor the observ

er nearest the hutment station to signal his partner when to begin and 

end observation of the neutral balloons. The switches keyed simultan-

tit eously a buzzer and the carrier ot a smalll""'lll'8.tt radio tr811smi tter 

(4397.5Ko). The hutment station reoeived the timing signal on a buzzer 

e 

while the remote end of the 782 foot baseline received a signal on a 

portable battAry operated radio. This equipment operated sat1'sfaotorily 

f·or ahout a year untU increasing use of the shared frequency oha.nnel by 

other stations: oaused too muoh interference. At this time (the fall 

of 1949) a oomplete 'Wired buzzer system was- installed and the radio 

channel was disoontinued for the renainder of the program. 

The baseline was 'oriented across the valley to permit the maximum accu

racy in traoking the neutral balloons whiohwou1d usually t10at up or 
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down the valley rather than aoross the ridges. Some shif'ts were made 

in the remote station from time to time. Table 4 gives the length and 

orientation of tje baseline used during th'e period of the survey. 

Table 4. Double theodolite baseline data 

S'tarting 
Date 

1-6-49 

1-1\,)-49 

3-7-49 

3-30-49 

4-6-49 

4-6-49 

10-25-49 

Orientation of Baseline 
(True) 

139.6 

141.2 

144.2 

135.6 

131.2 

128.7 

140.4 

Length of Baseline 
(f'eet) 

642 

642 

635 

635 

628 

782 

788 

10. Temperature and Humiditys Hygrothermographl! and Max-Min Thermometers 

Continuous reoords of temperature and humidity in a standard "'ootton 

regionll instrument shel tar "",i th the floor 4 ft. above ground were 

obtained by means of a hy,;rothennograph in combination with maximum 

and minimum therplometers at station 001 as well a& at the unmanned 

(ltmoronetn') stations during most of the observation period. The two 

exoeptions were station 001 at whioh an aspirated wet-and-dry-thermo-

oouple reoorder was used from July, 1950 to November, 1950, and station 

012, at whioh the original thermohm (resistanoe bulb) installation re-

mained in use throughout the survey. 

St,andard hygrothermographs (Bendix-Friez type 594 and, Instrument Corp. 

type 1690 were used) are oapab1e of an acouraoy of better than t2or. 
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andt5%RH when the calibration is ohecked regularly. Calibrated ~mum 

and minimum thermometers in a Townsend support were mounted in the 

shelter for this purpose. 

An insulated oalibration chamber obtained .£'rom the Instrument Division 

of the Weather Bureau was used for the ini tialohecking adjustmerit of 

the hygrotherrnographs. Temperature was ohecked in the 4O-50Of. range 

8llld at 8; point near 900 F. Humidity was checked by allowing equilibrium 

to be reaohed at 100% and near 50%. When the instrument was placed in 

servioe a reoord was kept of its corrections. After about 9 months t 

service, or if an instrument showed excessive drift or sudden calibration 

shifts, it was rotated to the shop for oleaning, calibration and repair. 

At first, oontrol of the temperature oalibration in the field was based 

on the weekly minimum thermometer reading, in acoordanoe wi th Middleton's 

e (Ref. 16) recommendation. Although 6-hourly readines of the thermometers 

were made during most of the week at this station, those at the unmanned 

stations were only read once a week, and a uniform prooedure was desired 

for all hygrothermograph oorreotions. After a few months it was found, 

both by oomparison between stations on the area and by oomparison with 

nearby Weather Bureau oooperative. climatologioal stations, that the 

average temperatures obtained by this method were lOF. to 30 F. too lOWe 
. " 

Fortunately, the weekly maximum thermometer readings, although not used, 

had been reoorded. A oompari son of the hourly data .£'rom two hygrothermo-

graphs made by different manufaoturers with the hourly readings from a 

shielded, aspirated thernwcouple on Ii Brown recorder Ybich had a maximum 
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error ot 0. 25Op-. II showed that the average errors during a typioal two 

day period were 0.40 '!: 0.8OF. (Instrument Corporation -#347) and 

0.60 ! 1.5OF. (Bendix-Friez 1/5296) II when the mininrum temperature cor

reotion alone was used •. When the hourly hygrothermograph readings were 

oorreoted with the average ot the weekly maxinmm and minimum oorrec-

tions the error was reduced to 0.20 ! 0.70F'. and 0.3 *l.OoF. respectively. 

A test was made using a hygrothermograph (Bendir-Friez #3632:) tor will ch 

daily maximum and minimum thermometer readings 'W'8re available during the 

period May, 1946 to January, 1949. It was found that the use of the 

weekly maximum as a calibration point for the entire week introduced an 

error of 0.4 ! 1.7~. in the daily maximum temperatures. ~ben the weekly 

minimum temperature was used as a calibration point for the daily minimum, 

an error of 0.3~ 1.20 F. was introduced. These weekly calibration points 

were those actually used for routine daily maximum and minimum temperatures. 

The temperature correction finally applied to all hourly hygrothermograph 

data was the average of the weekly maximum. correction (maximum thermom-· 

eter reading minus highest point of the temperature trace) and the weekly 

minimum correction (minimum thermometer rea~g minus lowest point of the 

temperature trace). The humidity calibration was checked weekly against a 

saturated a'blosphere; this wall based on the assumption that the flat top 

ot the relative humidity curve observed on most nights represented satura

tion. This assumption has been verified many times by psychrometer 

observations. 

As a further test. the hourly humidities were calculated from the wet 

and dry bulb temperatures ot the shielded aspirated thermocouple for 
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the same two day test period used in the temperature oomparison. These 

calculated humidi~ies were oompared with the hourly readings from two 

hygrothermographs. showing an error of - 1.0! 3.2% for Instrument 

Corporation #347 and~O.8 ~ 4.5% for Bendix-Friez #5296. The correction 

of +1% was applied to both traoes to b~ing the highest portion of the 

ourve to 100% and the errors of the oorreoted data were then O.O! 3.2% 

for Instrument Corporation #347 andtl.8 ! 4.5% for the Bendix-Friez 

#5296 instruments respectively. The relative humidity ranged fiom 44% 

to 100% during this test. Thus. while the saturation ~arrection ~e a 

part of the chart reading routine, there is some doubt as to whether such 

a small correction would improve the data materially. 

The greatest diffioulty assooiated with the use of these instruments 

was the ohange of time rate with temperature and humidity. The design 

of the olook housing of the Instruments Corporation hygrothermograph 

allowed the winding s~ing to drag on the olook gear at low temperature. 

and the olock would run sl~N. Gradually most of the clocks were brought to 

a time accuracy of 1 hr. to Ii hrs. per week or better and the rest 

were reph.cea by the manufaoturer wi th redesigned units. 

Hourly readings (on the hour) with temperature, humidity and. time car-

reotions applied, were posted on a data sheet far each day (Form OR 40B). 

11. Temperature and Humidity~Thermooouples 

A..:'ter a oomparison period, the hygrotherrnograph at station 001 was re-

pIa oed on July 14, 1950 by aspirated thermoooupies and a multipoint 

BrO¥Jn recorder whose response was 24 seoonds full scale. The sensing 
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elements were single #20 gauge iron-constantan couples for the wet and 

dry bulb measurements and a single #30 gauge couple for a grass temper-

ature measurement. The couples were twi sted and soft soldered, tested 

for calibration a~curaoy and homogeneity of the wire, and then sprayed 

with two coats of plastio for proteotion against weathering and corro

sion., Water was fed to the wet~bulb couple by a wick which extended 

through a glass tube into a 2 oz. bottle mounted on a stopper in the 

outer radiation shield. 

Figure 20 shows the details of the aspirator oonstruotion. The alumi-

DUm outer shield was highly polished when installed ~ut had become oxi-

dized by November when the station waS" olosed. A ventilation rate of 

about 800 £t./min. was maintainea over the junotions by the Fasco blower 

in the plenum ohamber of the aspirator unit. Alternate shading and ex-

posure of the aspirator on a olear day did not oause a detectable change 

in the temperature trace on the reoorder. Although the reflection effi-

ciency of the outer shield was considerably reduced by November, the tem

peratures as recorded, checked within about O.SoF. with sling psychrometer' , 

readings made in the shade a few feet trom the aspirator. Wat bulb 

temperatures'were also ohecked with a sling psychrometer inserted into 

the airstream and agreed within 0.50 F. Psychrometer ohecks were made 

at the 6 hourly observation times for a period ot about a month. After 

this trial period, only a weekly cheok was: made on the reoorded wet 

bulb temperatureS' which were then used far all the 3 hourly observations. 

The recorder system was acourate within O.250 F. for the 0-200OF. range. 
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A considerable amount of experimentation was done in order to expose a ther-

mocouple so that it would indicate a temperature which would be repre-

sentati ve of the earth t s thermal radi ating sur face. or the earth-air 

interface. The oouple was first soldered to a sheet of copper foil 

placed on the bare.soil and sprinkled with pulverized soil. The tem-

perature traoe from this installation showed that the surface couple 

remained oonsiderably warmer than the air in the aspirator (about 4i 

ft. above ground) during the night. The day temperatures were higher 

than the aspirator. as would be expeoted. but it appeared that contact 

of the metal with the soil conducted heat to the thermocouple at night 

at too great a rate to be representative. 

The seoond installation utilized a thermooouple cemented to the back of 

a sheet of 0 grade sandpaper, in contact with the soil surface. The 

temperature tra'Oe from thi s mounting showed the same departure from the 

e neoessary behavior of the primary heating-oooling surfaoe that the first 

e 

installation did .. exoept for inoreased amplitude of t-emperature variation. 

The third installation consisted of a bare #30 gage couple stretched be-

tween wooden pegs inserted into tne ground so that the couple was just 

above the bare surface. The temperatures measured by this element were 

oolaer than the aspirator temperature at night and warmer than the 

aspirator temperature during the daye The couple was waterproofed by 

ooating with a thin layer of plastic. Further .. consideration of the 

ground cover in the surrolmding area led to the belief that a clover 

and grass ground cover was a much more representative radiating surface 

than bare soil. Acoordingly a fourth installation was made in whioh the 
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#30 gauge iron-oonstantan couple was looated in the free air, between 

wooden pegswhioh extended to the height of the grass and olover. A 

oircu1ar area 3 feet in diameter was marked by a set of connected 

state£ to prevent acoidental damage to the thermooouple and the grass 

and olover were kept trimmed to the height of the thermooouple for the 

duration of the program Figure 2l. Only data from this final exposure 

have been used in the meteorological analysis (Tgrass). 

12. Vertioa1 ,Temperature Gradient Thermopile, T54 - T4. 

Prior to June, 1950 the vertioa1 temperature gradients measured over a 

180 ft. interval by the CRNL Health Physios Division at station 012 

were used in the interpretation of the 54ft. wind profile at stat! on 

001. Due to the differenoe in ground elevat! on and insensi ti vi ty of 

this instrument, an 8 junotion iron-oonstantan thermopile was mounted 

on the profile pole. 

The elements were mounted at 54 and 4 feet above the ground in the same 

type of aspirated shield that was used for the thermooouple psyohrometer. 

The four #=20 gauge junctions in each aspirator tube were sprayed wi tb two 

ooats of p1astio to proteot them fram oorrosion. Iron-oonstantan was 

ohosen for the ooup1e material in preferenoe to oopper-oonstantan be

oause of its linearity over the temperature range expeoted. The iron

constantan ooup1es have an emf of 28.8 miorovol tlJ per degree from 0 0 to 

650 F. rising slowly to 29.3 miorovolts per degree at 1000F. as oompared 

wi th a ohange from 21 mi crovol ts per degree to 23 morovo1 ts per degree 

for oopper-oonstantan. ,Thus a 50 F. differential would be equivalent to 

an emf' of' .516 mv at oOF and .586 av at lOOOF. for an 8 junction thermo

pile ot iraa-oaastantan. It a oopper-OGDBtantan 8 junotion thermopile 
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were used .. the emf would be .420 IIvat OOF and .460 mv at lOOoF. The 
o . . 

error in measuring a , F differential introduced by the non-linearity ot 

the calibration curves under these conditions, assuming each of the 

thermopiles was used with a scale designed to match at ,OoF, would be 

.OaoF tor the iron-constantan thermopile and .43~ for the copper-

constantan. 

The reoorder was a Brown ~leotronikn potentiometer whose tull seale 

response was 12 seoonds with no cold junction compensation. The span of 

the reoorder was 1.7380 mv from -0.3476 mv to .1.3904 mv. The wiring 

diagram of .the measuring oircuit of the reoorder, with the required 

changes, is showm in Figure 22. The only ohart available from the 

manufaoturer whioh had a suitable soale was -3 to +12 (evenly divided) 

originally designed for feet of water above ~ spillway •. This ohart, 

#5408 was us'ed to represent temperature differenoe in degrees F •. When 

the oouples were made, the iron-oonstantan 'Wire was tested oarefully 

for homogeneity and matohed against the oalibratio~ given in the Engin-

eering Speoifications, Temperature - EMF equivalent tables for iron

oonstantan (Brown Instrument Division of ~nneapolis - Honeywell Corp-

oration). A supply of wire was found whioh matohed these speoifioa-

tions very olosely. The reoorder was then adjusted by means of the 

span adjustment until the soale -30 to +12 0F. read oorrectly when the 

plastio ooated couples were immersed in two baths' whose temperatures 

were measured wi th a 76 :mm merourial thermometer which had been prev-

iously oheoked against an NBS oalibrated platinum-in-quartz resistance 

thermometer. At no time during these tests, which .... e oonduoted. by 

P. E. Brown of ORNL, did the temperature d.ifferential as measured by 
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the thermometer diffor from the recorder reading more than 0.06oF~ 

These couples were then mounted on the profile pole in their aspi

rators and connected so. that a; positive reading of temperature gra

dient 'lIas obtained when T54 was warmer than T4,. Figure 23 shO'lTs 

samples of the temperature difference record obtained from the aspi

rated thermopile and Brown recorder. 

13. Captive Balloon Temperature 50~ding S~ .. !:.~ 

To.obtain the vertical temperature distribution above the heights of 

the pole and to\1rer installations. a captive balloon borne therndstor. 

'Yired to a recorder at thA gro~~d. was used. The complete system. con

sisting of ~. 400 cu. ft. helium-filled Seyfang blimp. specially cali

brated radiosonde-type thermistor mounted on a Plexiglas protective 

support. 3-conductor light~ight·c~ble. nylon safety cord, universal 

cable pulley. electric motor driven winch with foot-counter. and po

tentiometer recorder (Figure 24) was designed and a ssembled during the 

period January to July, 1949. with the cooperation of the Oak .Ridge 

National Laboratory InstruT.'mnt Department. It has been described 

quite fully in References 17 and 18. 

14. Station 001 Rain Gage 

K recording rain ga6e of the tipping bucket type was installed at sta.

tion 011 (Oak Ridge Townsite) prior to the commencement of the meteor

ologioal StU"vey. In May, 1949 it was replaoed at that 8i te by a weigh-

. ing gage of the type used at two other stations on the area. and the 

tipping buoket gage was moved to station 001, where it could be ohecked 

frequently by stiok measurements. This tipping bucket gage recorded 
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the tenths and hundredths ot an inch of precipitation on two pens of' 

the contacting wind recorder described above. Figure 5 shows the wir-

ing diagram of the relay system used with the gage. 

15. Pyrheliometer 

Total incident short-vre.ve solar and sky radia'l.;ion was recorded by means, 

of a standard Eppley lO-junction pyrheliometer. This instrument con-

sists of a thermopile which measures the temperature difference between 

white-coated and black-coated portions of the horizontal surface of a 

silver disc enclosed in a quartz bulb. A Leeds and Northrup Micromax 

potentiometer recorder .. 0 to 2 cal/cm2/min. (langleys per min) full scale, 

provided the record in thetorm of a strip c~~t .. 2 inches per hour. The 

records were evaluated by a method nE:)arly identical with the standard 

method employed at U.S. Weather Bureau pyrheliometer stations:' visually 

integrated totals weTe read off the ohart for each lS-min. period and 

added to give an hourly total in langleys (cal./cm. 2) for each hour of 

the day, True Solar' Time (Reference 19). 

16. Barometric Pressure Instruments 

Readings of a standard Fortin-type mercurial barometer, mounted on an 

8" X 81t post set in concrete in a corner of the hutment, were made 

every 6 hours at the standard synoptio observation ~mes. Correotions 

for gravity .. temperature and instrumental errors were made to obtain 

the stati on pressure, accurate to about to.002 in. mercury. This was 

reduoed to sea level pressure by the standard method (Reference 20). A 
, 

oontinuous record of the station pressure was obtained by means of an 

open scale aneroid microbarograph (Instrument Corporation) accurate to 
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to.OOS in. mercury when oheoked frequently by oomparison wi th the mer

ourial barometer. 

17. Smoke Photograph Equipment 

Smoke for qualitative observations of atmospherio diffusion was gener

ated by means of surplus U. s. Army Chemioal Warfare Servioe HC smoke 

pots, type 11. These expendible smoke pots, eaoh weighing about 8 

lbs., produoe a dense, hygrosoopio zino ohloride smoke for approximately 

12 mins. Considerable heat is released in the reaotion, so that same 

elevation .of the smoke plume ooeurs in light winds. At least 90% of the 

pots f\motioned properly, which was gratifying in view- of the age and 

history of these World War II munitions. Photographs of the smoke 

trailer were taken with an Argoflex 620 camera, using a Weston Master II 

exposure meter. 

In order to obtain piotureS' of the ordinarily invisible staok-gas stream 

from the CRNL graphite pile, HC smoke was introduced on the vacuum 

side of the staok fans through a hood, espeoially construoted for this 

purpose through the oooperation of the CRN!. Pile Operati ons Department. 

This hood oonsi sted of a steel-plate box 20" x 22" wi th a I" expanded 

mesh grill for a floor and a mesh fly ash filter in a sliding rack near 

the top_ The hood was attached to the suction side of the staok fans 

by means of a tee, elbow and valve in a 3 inch pipe line (Figure 25). 

The pots were placed in the box, ignited, and the door closed. As the 

valve was opened slowly all the smoke was pulled into the staok stream. 

It was found that .. in spite of the mesh filter, fly ash from the burn

ing pots would choke the valve and prevent it being olosed so a seoond 
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screen was added in the box which effectively stopped the fly ash from 

entering the stack line. The upper screen would become clogged after 

about two runs and had to be scraped clean. After several months' use, 

the stack fans were examined by ORNL personnel and some evidence of 

sliGht corrosion by the zinc chloride was found. The use of this smoke 

was then abandoned to prevent any damage to the stack fans. The smoke 

pots were ignited by the personnel of the Pile Department of ORNL 

on a prearranged schedule which allowed both morning and late after

noon pictures to be taken. 

c. Manual Observation Prooedures 

18. Surtaoe Weather Observations 

Standard "synoptio" type surfaoe weather observations (Reference 21) were 

made a.t station 001 at 3-hourly intervals, trom 7s30 a.m. on Monday to 

4130 a.ro.. on Saturday during. the two-year observation period with the 

following exceptionsl the 7s30 p.m. observation was omitted prior to 

February 1, 1949, only the odd-numbered 6-hourlies were taken between 

Maroh 6, 1950, and August 26, 1950, and all exoept the 4130 a.m. obser

vation were resumed from August 28, 1950 to November 4, 1950. These 

observations inoluded sky oonditions, oeiling height (measured by pilot 

balloon or estimated), type and mnount ot all oloud layers, visibility, 

weather, type of preoipitation and obstruotions to vision, station 

pressure (by means ot the merourial barometer) I sea level pressure, 

. oharaoter and amount of 3-hourly pressure ohange (by means ot the 

aneroid miorobarograph), temperature, wet-bulb temperature, dew point 
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and relative humidity 4;.y means ot a sling 'psyohrometer), wind direo

tion to 16 points (by means ot wind vane reoorder), and wind speed 

(by means ot generator-type anemometer iMi 0& tor). The odd number ed 

6-hourlies a1 .. 0 inoluded 6-hourly ma:ld.mum and minimum temperature 

(by means ot maximum and -minimum thermometers), 6-hourly total pre

cipitation and snowfall (by means ot a stiok measurementot preoipita

tion oolleoted in the tipping-bucket ra.in gage reservoir), snow depth 

and state ot the ground. These observations were entered on Forms. 

l'I'B 1130 A and WB 1130 B, and, .trom June 2, 1949 on were also punched 

by the observers into the standard WBAN 1/:1 and WBAN #2 oards utlliz-ing 

IU1 IBM mechanioal key punoh loaned by the Weather Bureau. The oards 

have been ohecked by the Weather Reoords Prooessing Center, Weather 

Bureau Offioe, Chattanooga, Termessee tor internal inoonsistencies whioh 

have subsequently been oorrected and both the da:ta sheets and the 

punched oards have been retained on tile at Oak Ridge tor future refer

ence. These standard observations not only represent a fund or useful 

climatological information, but also permit direct comparisCll with 

observations ot identical content made at XnCDlVille. Furthermore, they 

are i.lnaluable .tn analyzing individual cases and relating the observed 

looal miorametrologioal phenomena to the larger-scaleprooesses suoh 

as are shown on ordinary weather maps. 

19. Winds Aloft Obser'V8.tion Prooedure 

lriJJds aloft obser'V8.tions (pibals) were taken every three hours .trom 

7 a. .. on Mond&y1t through 4 a. .. ~ Saturdays (with some exceptions 

during period. of' pei"80rm.el shortage) .trom 'the begimdng ot oDser'V8.tions. 
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'November 24, 1948 through March 4, 1950. From March 6 through Auguat 

26, 1950, only the odd observations (1 and -; a.m. and p.m.) were taken, 

and Knoxville pibals used tor the remaining tour Observation times. 

From A.ugust 28 through November 3, 1950, observations were increased 

to every two hours: on the even hour and occasionally hourly from 6 a.m. 

through 1 p.m. and 4 p.m. through 1 a..m. Beginning on the hour !20 

min., the pilot balloon observations tollowed the standard WeatheD 

Bureau 30 gm. balloon procedure (Ret. 22) with minor mad1ticationa to obtain 

greater detail in the lowest 2000 ft. and to simplify the observation 

as much as possible. 

Instead of taking theodolite readings: at 1 min. intervals during the 

Hcent., and oomputing average windlS over 2 :m1.Jl.. intervals" a8 is 

done in standard pibals, i min. reading intervallS were used during the 

first 3i min. ot the obs~vat1on and wiDisoomputed over eaoh interval 

~ between readings. Tables of horizontal distance as a function of elev.-

e 

tion angle tor the intermediate half-minutes were prepared and inserted 

in the standard 30-gram pilot balloon tables to facil1 tate plotting. 

The grapha of wiDd direction aDd speed VB. altitude ordinarily constructed 

so as to interpolate winds at standard 1000 tt. intervals above sea 

level were eliminated. Instead the wind wall measured on the plotting 

board for eaoh reading interval and used directly, assigned to the alti

tude Of" the balloon at the midpoint of the interval. Above the first 

2000 ft. above ground, only seleoted levels, taIling olosest to thou

sands of teet lrBL, were worked up tar compari son with other pilot balloon 

stations. Observations were terminated at 16 min., sinoe the winds 
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above 10.000 ft. JJSL were not of sufficient interest to justify the 

added expenditure of time in observation and computation. Table 5 

shows. for each r,eading time, the asswned balloon height, wind obser-

vation level above the relea~e point (the theodolite platform, 20 ft. 

above ground) and. above mean sea level, and oorresponding level of 

standard pibals for oomparison. 

Table 5 

Winds-Aloft Observation Levels 

Time Balloon Wind Wind Standard 
After Height, Level, Level, Level, 
Release, Ft. Above Ft. Above Ft. Above Ft. Above 

Min. Release Release JBL ltSL 

0 0 0* 830* 
.l. 3.60 175 1005 1000 2 
1 710 525 1355 

1i 1040 875 1705 
2 1360 1200 2930 2000 
~ 1690 1525 2'355 
3 2010 1850 21580 
:* 2320 2175 3005 3000 
41. 2950 
d- 3550 3250 4080 4000 
6 3850 
7 4450 4150 4980 .5000 
8 5000 
9 5600 5300 6130 6000 

10 6200 
11 6800 
12 7400 7100 7930 8000 
13 8000 
14 8600 
15 9200 
16 9100 9450 10~280 ·10.000 

*Obtained f'rom surfaoe wind inetruments. 

The aoouracy of the single-theodolite method is dependent on the olose-

nese with whioh the individual balloon asoent rates: matoh the standard 
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ourve. In order to oheck on any gross distortion introduoed. by 1008.1 

terrain effeots, 20 double theodolite observations on standard pilot 

balloon asoentswere oarried out during the summer of 1950. The re-

suIts of these few tests, summarized in Figure 26 .. while not definitive 

by oomparison with. the muoh larger and more evenly distributed sample 

with respeot to season and time of day used. by the Weather Bureau in 

developing the standard ourve .. nevertheless Bippear to show oertain 

oharscteristio deviations. 

On the average, the measured heights were greater than standard" the 

exoess building up during the first 3 min. (about 2000 ft.) .. then re-

maining about 300 to 400 ft. above standard height. The range of , 

measured heights at each reading time is very large" being of tbB order 

101 

of half the average. Themid-day pattern (1 p.m.) departs most markedly 

from the average although fully half the observations were at this time. 

e In mid-day there was a large and progressively inoreasing range of 

e 

heights in the .first'. 6 min. during which 8 of the 10 balloons .. ino1ud-

ing those with the' largest ascent rates" became lost. in olouds; the two 

remaining balloons were followed the full 16 min. and showed less than 

standard elevation with good agreement between them. The average height 

ot all the balloons observed at 1 p.m. aotually decreased between the 

sirth minute (last level below olouds) and the seventh minute. It is 

obvious that afternoon asoents 'Whioh terminate in cumulus olouds at 

3000 to 5000 ft. aresubjeot to large underestimation of height and oon-

sequent1y" horizontal distance by the standard procedure" presumably due 

to large updrafts. Similarly" the balloons 'Whioh rise through the olear 
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spaces be-DJ'leen olouds are subject tod O';mdrafts. The remainder of' the 

observation times (7 ~.m •• 4 p.m., 10 p.m.) show no pronounced abnor-

ma.li tv other than a gradually inoreasing post ti ve departure from 

standard and gradually increasing range of' values with increasing alti-

tude. The large and increasing ranges in the whole body of' observations 

after the sixth minute are due to the large midday negative 

deviations and large positive deviations at other times, the range~ 

within eaoh observation time being comparatively small. 

Despite the apparently large average values and pronounoed diurnal 

trend of' the height deviations_ no height corrections have been made in 

the routine pilot b~loon observations in view of' the small number of' 

test runs and the large scatter of' observed heights. It should be noted 

that, on the average_ there is same compensation for the underestimation 

of' height in the resulting underestimation of' the wind speed, since the 

wind speed norma).ly increases with height. The standard error in the 

wind vector at any level. is estimated to be about 10% which is not ex-

oead veIl" large in relation to the range and short-period va.riabi Ii ty 

o~ the 19iDd veotor at eaoh level. This error is: no more serious than 

i. the seleoti '" sampling introduoed by the requirement ot visual oontact 

'With the bal:loon, which so strikingly influences even the average height 

0Ul""Ile tor the middaY' runs, and Which definitely dist.orts- the upper-air 

wind roses. as will be shown later by compariEDn with "rawinsR (observed 

by radio direotion f'inding methods). Furthermore, while inaccurate in 

itself', the observed upper-air wind profile permits an unbiased compari-

son with those obtained at other pilot balloon stations. 
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20. Neutral Balloon Observations 

Double-theodolite observations of zero-lift (neutral) 10-gram ceiling 

balloons were made in two sessions per day# about noon and midnight, 

from November 24, 1948 through February 28. 1950 when they were dis

continued. During this period# the aim wae to take synohronized read-

ings at 30-sec. interval .. on eaoh ba-lloon as long as both observers 

could traok it# and to, make enough oonseou:ti ve releases to obtain a 

total of approximately 90 readings (45 minutes of observation) in eaOh 

session. From August 28 until November 3. 1950# a serie .. of similar 

observation .. WIlsconduoted using a Z'-gram free lift. In this series 

only two balloon releases were made in eaOh session, 20 readings (10 

min.) per balloon, with sessions repeated at two-hour intervals on the 

odd hour, three days per week (Monday # Wednesday and Friday), al ter-

nately 7 a.m. to 1 p.m. one week and 5 p.m. to 11 p.m. the next. 

e The 10-gram balloons- for "heutral'" observations were inflated indoors 

until they had a peroeptible lift, then taken outside and ballasted 

with I!footoh tape and rubber scraps until the, net lift in still air was 

zero. For n1 ght observation, a pi bat lighting unit was inserted inside 

the neok of the bal1~on with the bulb outside. The observers- at the 

two the od oli tes, 782 ft. apart# signalled one another by means of the 

timing buzzer system 'When ready, and the balloon was released at the 

station 001 theodolite platform. Eaoh 30-seo. reading was- taken by 

both observers at the start of the main buzzer signal following ~ 

5-seo. ~ning signal. ~zimuth and elevation angles were reoorded to 

the nearest hundredth of a degree. Some praotioe and plotting ot 
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trajeotorie& by the observers W8lIf neoessary before sufficient skill 

and preoision was attained to produoe accurate tracks. As an aid in 

cheoking and improving the quality .of the observations it was ocoa-

si onally fotmd helpful to plot the azimuth vs. time for the two sta

tions on one graph. Unevennes. in tra.oking. lagging and "'oa tohing 

upft on the part ot one of the observers and hints for oorreotion of 

same of the more irregular trajeotories were evident from such graphs. 

An additional oheok was provided by the reoording of four angles, only 

three being required for the computation. Later the reoording of ele-

. vation at the north station (EZ) was disoontinued to simplify oard 

punching. 

The computations ot distanoe and height were mt first oarried out by 

statistioal clerks, uging trigonometric tables and caloulating machines. 

Horizontal trajeotories were then plotted by the observers and studied 

individually; no attempt was made to oompute wind direotions and speeds 

regularly_ Thus although many man-days per week were spent in oomput

ing and plotting, the results needed for a statistical study ot the 

tbree~imensiona1 velooi ty variations were still not obtainable without 

addi tional labor. 

S·tarting in June, 1950, 1111. th the oooperation ot tile IBM punohed oard 

maehine unit at the Y-12 plant, the observations were all punohed, one 

reading per oard, and the following oalaulations were oarried out on 

the IBM type 604 oalou1ating punolu distanoe in teet. height in feet. 

azimuth oorreoted trom baseli:as orientation to true north, wind direo

tion in degrees, wind speed in miles per hour, and vertical velocity 
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component in miles per hour. The velocity oomponents averaged over 

a l-min~ interval were calculated bf vector subtraction of the posi-

tion coordinates on the preceding card from those on the following 

oard, and punched into the intermediate card. In addition to the 

relative speed (100 readings per minute)~ aocuracy, and econo~ of 

manpower with whi ch these calculations were oarried out, the resul ta 

were produoed in a farm specifically adapted far statistioal treat-

mentl sorting by meteorological categoriee or by apace coordinates, 

averaging, frequency distribution analysis. etc. as well as for t8.bu1a-

tion, plotting and individual study. 

The inherent accuracy of location by the double theodolite method" with 

theodolites 782 ft. apart and readings taken to the nearest hundredth 

degree i. summarized in Figure 21. Assuming that the two observers 

make simultaneous errors ot .010 (or timing errors ot 1 seoond at an 

e angular velooity ot O.So/min.) !n opposite senses on a single reading 

81 position errar of 50 ft., oorresponding to about .~ mph in the 1-min. 

average velooity, oocurs when the balloon is at a distanoe of 10,000 

ft. or more at right angles to the baseline. and at progress! vel,. 

smaller di stances as the baseline orientation is approached. The dis-

tance at whioh the error reaches this -.gni tude at 100 otf the base-

line i8' 4000 ft. and the observation beoomes indeterminate ,men the 

theodolites are aligned parallel to the baseline. The baseline was 

set up as nearly as praoticab1e perpendioular to the 'Valley axis, 

along whioh the majority of the winds blow, S) that, in general, Qbser-

vations were oonsidered usable out to about 10,000 ft. Most baseline 
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readings oocurred during rapid shifts of wind direction encountered 

by the balloon,. and have been corrected by interpolation. 

While relatively convenient as a method of measuring particle tra-

jeotories in the atmosphere, the neutral balloon technique is fraught 

with severe limitations and unoertainties. Among these the following 

must be mentioneds 

a. The balloon's mass (10 gms.) and volume (about a cubic foot) ~et a 

rather high lower limit to the space and time scale of eddie& 

whi oh oan be observed. 

b. The practicable lower limit of the reading interval with only one 

observer at each theodolite is of the order.of 30 sec. (i.e., the 

interval actually used) if' strong, turbulent or shifting winds must 

be included. This placed a higher limit on the minimum observable 

scale of eddies than doe. (a). 

Co The balloons may have a relative velociiiy due to buoyancy, which 

oannot·be oompletely eliminated with oertainiiy. Even if the 

balloons are perfectly neutral at the moment of release, the un-

la10wn effects of' helium loss by diffusi on, W8.rIl"iug by the sun, 

oooling by radiation. and relative temperature anomaly in upper 
\ 

strata when strong vertical gradients are present make. the aasump-

tion of oontinued neutral buoyanoy throughout the run somewhat 

unoertain. It was learned in experimenting with small free lifts 

prior to the ~ gm. ascents in the fall of 1950 that only very 

slight buoyana,y is required to impart to the balloon vertical 

velooities muCh greater than those due to the atmosphere eddies. 
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Since the slightest negative Duoyancy would prevent carrying out 

the observation, any bias must be positive. Trials with non-extensible 

d. 

plastic balloons' failed since no plastic bags wer"e available 

which could hold sufficient helium to support their own weight. 

Termination of .observations due to disappearance of balloons be

hind hills, trees or buildings. or settling to the ground, re

sults in an attrition of low or downward moving balloons at small 

distances and constitutes a process of natural selection favoring 

high or upward moving balloons. This necessarily introduces a. 

positive bias in the statistics of height and vertical velocity, 

increasing with distanoe and time atter release. 

e. Use of a single release point near the ground results in a unique 

average history and consequently a very limited range of wind di

rectionr (roughly from the release point) for all balloons arri v-

iug at any particular point in space. Thus the effects of each 

topographic feature on the air flow are represented only under 

certain lim! ted condi tiona. which would not be applicable to the 

trajectories of particle!! originating art any other point. 

The 2-gm. tree lift ascents during the fall of 1950 were made in order 

to gain better control of the buoyancy and natural seleotion effects 

so as to obtain at representat1 ve sampling in the vertical direction of 

hcrizontal and vertical velocity components. No atttempts were made 

during this period to map cut looal currents in the horizontal directions, 

or to obtain particle trajectories for diffusion analys1sby the neutral 
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balloon method. The use of a positive lift in order to avoid loss of 

balloons to the ground was prompted by a suggestion by Dr. L. J. t;iavage, 

consultant in mathematical statistics to the ORNL. 

21. Temperature Sounding Prooedure 

Capti~ balloon soundings ot temperature, utilizing the system described 

in Ref'erence 18, were s-oheduled every 6 hours from 8s'30 a.m. on Mondays 

to 2t30 a.m. on Saturdays, during the period July 19, 1949 to 1t:ugust 24, 

1950. with the exoeption a few weeks during August-October, 1949. From 

August 28, 1950 to November 3. 1950, soundings were taken approximately 

every hour exoept 1 to 5 a.m., 2 to 3 p.m. and when neutral balloon 

observations were scheduled. 

Prior to eaoh asoent the blimp, tightly sandbagged down on a canvas: 

ground oloth be~een observations, was freed exoept tor one anchor line, 

and the cable, thermistor and safety cord were attached to the ring at 

the apex ot the ri gging by means ot a length of elasti c shock-cord and 

a snap-hook. The thermi star was swung to and fro, for about a minute 

at 3 to 4 tt. above ground in the shade to obtain a representative sur

face temperature" the balloon was then allOW'ed to pull the 5 to 10 tt. 

or l008e oable up taut, . the cable-length odometer (foot-counter) was 

oheCked and adjusted to the correot length (measured from the universal 

pulley) if necessary, the winoh motor was switched on "up", and the 

ascent wa. begun. The obser~ watched the blimp and cable for any 

sips ot trOUble 8uch all exoessive instability, breakage or touling ot 

the cable or DYlon cord, cable sag, eto. Ocoallionally he glanoed at 
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the temperature reoorder to see that the oirouit was free from breaks 

or exoessive resi stanoe (such as was sometimes oaused by dirt or corro-

sion on the winoh slip-ring~). Sinoe the ohart speed was about l~in./min. 

and the balloon as-oent rate about 100 ft./min., he would know from the 

temperature ohart when the 100 ft. reading levels were being approached. 

He then observed the odometer and, at the reading level, opened the cir-

cui t momentarily by means of the "line oheck" sri tch to mark the chart 

and simultaneously cheok the line resistanoe (a slight adjustment was 

occasionally neoessary). The reading levels were determined b-om a 

table of average cable length tor eaoh standard height, part of whioh 

is shown in Table 6. 

Table 6 

Cable Length a-t Standard Levels 

Blimp Height, Ft. 

500 
1000 
1500 

Cable Length, Ft. 

540 
1080 
1850 

!he asoent was oontinued until exoessive cable sag indioated that the 

blimp was no longer rising, then the desoent wa. begun, using the same 

prooedure as on the ascent. Termination of the ascent oocurred at a 

height of about 1500 ft. or more in moderate, steady winds and with the 

blimp dry and freshly inflated. Helium wa:l added before the next 

asoent if the blimp failed to reaoh 1000 ft •. under good asoent oond! tions. 

W"ith rain or heavy dew and calm or very light winds, as oocurred fre-

quently during night and early morning runs, termination' ooourred at 

400 to 600 ft. even with new helium. Normally the blimp 1!IB;S d'etla ted 
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and refilled once or twice each week and "booster" injections 

of helium made one to three times a day. No flights were made 

in showery or threatening weather to avoid dangerous electrioal dis

charges .. nor in windT (sur:faoe wind over 15 mph) .. gusty (gusts over 

Z5 mph) or exoessively unstable (laps-8 rate greater than 2. 5or./50 :ft~) 

oondi tiona., Thus the mid-morning ani evening soundings were most suo-

oessful .. early morning conditions frequently reducing the altitude 

reached, and midday conditions requiring occasionalcanoellation o:f 

IrCheduled observations. 

Six blimp esoapes due to cable :failure oocurred during the program .. 

:four 'Iri. thin the 6-montb period (less than ZOO flights) preceding the 

use of 8.' nylon safety oord, and two in the :following year (over 800 

flights). Pi va of the esoaping blimps were recovered. two having been 

:found and returned by people off the reservation and one by an AEC 

patrolman on the area .. one picked up in a nearby thicket 8lf'ter having 

been tracked by theodolite, one similarly traoked then located. and 

reoo~red by meana o:f a helioopter which happened to be available at 

the time. The sixth was permanently lost in rough. wooded terrain on 

the area. All the reoovered balloonS', more or less mutilated .. as well 

as those whioh beoame leaky through normal wear .. were sent to the :fao-

tor,y :for repair and reoonditioning at a fraotion o:f their initial cost 

and later returned to servioe • 

.&aoent and desoent temperatures at eaoh level were averaged .. a graph 

o:f the average temperature VB .. height drawn, and the :following summary 
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data entered on the data sheet (Figure 28): 

a. Sounding typa, one of the 10 standard types (temperature VS. 

height ourves) which most closely resembled the observed curve 

(provided the 1000 ft. level was reached). 

b. Temperature d,ifferentials through the lCM'est 200 and ~oo ft. 

c. Height of base, height of top and intensity of the inversion 

nearest the ground (if any). 

The average temperatures and summary data were punched on IBM oards 

by the Y-12 IBM group. 

22. Smoke Photograph Procedure 

Photographlf of smoke from He pots igrd ted at the ground near station 

001 were taken about 3 times a day on most days from Maroh I, 1949 

through January 5, 1950. In January and February .. 1950 .. a series of 

staok smoke photographs were taken, utilizing a steam plant staok and 

the Graphite Pile Staok in the X-IO area. Short periodS' of intenS'i ve 

smoke observations employing helioopters were oonduoted in the vioh-

ity of X-IO and Y-12 during April 5-7, 1950, and in the 1:-25 plant 

area during June 12-15, 1951. A'dditional intenS'ive smoke observations 

were made near the Y -12 plant in Bear Creek Valley and adjoining ridges 

and gaps during :Maroh 5-9, 1951. 

,The prooedure from. Maroh 1, 1949 to January 5. 1950, oonsisted of 

lighting one or two smoke pots in an open area near the hutment .. driv-

iug up to the north theodolite station, a distanoe of about 1000 ft. 

usually across wind from. the smoke pot, and shooting about 6 or 8 

'''''' ",., _ . .Ii. &. ... 
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piotures~ Rapid series of overlapping shots were taken, if neoessary, 

to show the entire smoke trdlwi th repetition at intervals- of a few 

minutes to record ohanges in the pattern. Smoke runs were made early 

in the morning (before 1,30 a.me if light permitted in order not to 

smoke up roads and parking lots during the 8: 00 a.m. traffi c rush at 

the Laboratory) to reoord well developed nocturnal inversion conditions, 

about midday to obtain typical lapse pictures, and just before dark to 

reoord the formative stage of the inversion. 

During the latter portion of this same period an arrangement was in 

effeot whereby the operator of the X-10 steam plant would cause dense 

smoke to be emitted from the stack for a 3.omin. period on request. 

Usually staok smoke runs were combined with surface smoke runs. From 

January 12, 1950 to February 22,1950, the pile staok smoke hood was 

used with the cooperation of the Pile Department of CRN!.. The observer 

would notify the Pile superintendent (and also the steam plant super

intendent) when ready for a smoke run and wruld then prooeed in a car 

to a pOSition on the south slope of Chestnut Ridge, on a level with the 

Pile staok top in a oross-valley dir9ction, trom whioh a broad, rela

ti vely unobstructed view ot the X-IO plant and adjoining valley was ob

tainable. The Pile personnel 'WOuld mea.r.M"hile light a smoke pot in the 

hood, and the observer would take a series of pictures of the two smoke 

trails, 1ihioh .were ordinarily distinguishable for some distance by 

virtue of the fact that the Pile smoke was white and the steam plant 

smoke blaok. No surfaoe smoke runs were made during this period. 

I I ..... 
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EaCh of the spec1al~ intensive smoke studies involved an all-out effort 

for brief periods~ ~th smoke releases made simultaneously at several 

locations over an area of about a square mile, at intervals of 1 to 3 

hours !Tom dawn until dark, with associated j,ntensi ve observatioIlfl of 

wind and temperatur.e distribution. 

ll3 

All exposed films were prooessed by the AEe Photographic Uni t. Eaoh 

roll of film was given a number and eaoh exposure was logged by the 

observer as it was made. The log, containing the roll and exposure 

number, date~ time, location, direotion, subject, aperture, speed, 

filter data and the observer's initials for each shot, was indispensible 

in identifying and interpreting the prints and .in improving quality with 

time. 

23. Automobile' Temperature Surveys 

At the suggestion of Dr. H. E. Landsberg (then Exeouti ve Director of 

the Committee on Geophysics and Geography, Research and Development 

Board, Department of Defense) during a visit to Oak Ridge, a. program of 

a.utomobile .temperature surveys was: undertaken in the swmner of 1950. 

The purpose was to obtain a more nearly continuous temperature profile 

across ridges and valleys than was obtainable by means of a limited 

number of fixed stations,' and also to check some apparent discrepancies 

among micronet stations with respect to temperature distribution. 

A temperature indioator was constructed whioh consisted of a pair of 

standard radiosonde thermistors type ML-405/~ which were linearized by 

" 
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utilizing'a Wheatstone bridge circuit. Approximate matching of the 

non-linear output of the unbalanoed bridge to the non-linear tempera

ture resistance curve of the thermistors was aocomplished by a ohoice 

of the proper resistor values for the arms of the bridge. The bridge 

was then adjuste~ to balanoe at the lowest temperature desired and 

the temperature was read on the soale of a 0-50 microampere meter. 

The aocuraoy of the linearization was such that the soale read within 

O.soF. of the correct value over the whole range. 

The oiroui t of the indioator is shown in Figure 29 with the resis

tanoe values shown for the two ranges of o-50oF and 50o-l00oF. whioh 

were us-ed. Figure 30 shows the instrument panel wi th the if". altimeter, 

range s-eleotion switch, calibration potentiometer, check switohes and 

4w'Westinghouse meter. 

The sensing elements were mounted in a plastio tube painted with alu

minum padnt on the outside to reflect the sunshine. This unit was 

mounted well forward on the fender of the carryall assigned to the 

program. A thin ooat of plastio was sprayed over the thermistors and 

terminal conneotions for waterproofing. 

In operation, the car was driven at a speed of 15 mph .to provide ade

quate ventIlation of the thermistors. The proper resistance standard 

oorresponding to 50OF. or lOOOF. were switohed into the oircuit and the 

calibration potentiometer was adjuwted to give the correot full scale 

indioation on the meter. An additional oheok was made by observing the 

reading of a shaded meroury thermometer held in the free air while the 
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car was in motion. If the mercury cell batteries were near exhaustion 

or the humidity was near saturation, some drifting of the calibration was 

observed. Abrupt changes in the calibration were always found to be 

caused by poor connections in the plugs or at the terminals of the 

thermistor mounting. Driving from shade into sunshine did not cause 

a noticeable change in the indication as long as the ventilation was 

maintained at about 12 miles per hour. Starting from rest, about a 

minute was required for the temperature to fall to a steady value in 

the day time. Relative temperatures could be determined within about 

0.20 F, although the uncorrected absolute readings were sometimes 10 

or 20 different from the shaded thermometer. The response time of 

the unit was of the order of 5 seconds for small temperature changes 

at the standard ventilation rates which would correspond to a distance 

of 110 feet traveled by the vehicle. 

e With the cooperation of the U.S. Air Force field ofrice then associated 

with the lfEPA; (Nuclear Energy for Propulsion of Aircraft) project on 

the area, a sensitive altimeter was obtained on loan in May, 1950, and 

installed next to the temperature indicator on the dashboard of the 

vehicle where the glove compartment had been removed. 

e 

In operation. a route was selected which oovered a sui table terrain pro-

file, and se"lTeral travers(!s made both ways wi th the altimeter adjusted 

at a point of known elevation. Easily recognizable temperature reading 
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points were selected so·as to give good coverage of the route. altitude 

readings taken at eaoh of these points on eaoh traverse. and -the average 
I 

altitude thus determined. together with identifiable topographic fea-

tures, were used to establish the looations of the reading pointsona 

topographio map so. that aoourate profiles oould then be drawn. Arter 

this preliminary survey of the route had been made (temperature readings 

oould, of oourse, be taken simultaneously, although ordinarily a slower 

speed than adequate for thermistor ventilation would fayor aoourate alti

meter readings), the identioal route and reading points were used for a 

series of runs oovering diurnal ohanges and various meteorologioal oondi-

tions. The driver would watoh for the reading points and would signal 

the observer when to read the time and temperature. Readings taken going 

both ways on a round trip were averaged to give one profile representative 

of the time at the turn-around point and with lag effects (which could be 

quite considerable on steep slopes during strong inversions) largely can-

celled out. 

The greatest number of automobile temperature surveys "I9aS made across 

Bear Creek Valley from the orest of Pine Ridge through the Y-12 plant 

to the orest of Chestnut Ridge during August 28 to November 3. 1950. A 

serie8 of runs was made on two days eaoh week oovering, on alternate 

weeks, the periods 6 a·.m. to I p.m. and 3 p.m. to midnight. Other series 

of a few days' duration were made over this same route and also across 

Chestnut Ridge from Bear Creek Valley to Whiteoak Gap, near the X-IO 

plant. 
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D. Micronet of Umn.e.nned Substations 

24. Distribution of Stations 

To sample the local variations of wind and temperature wi thin the reser-

vation 10 self-powered. automatic-reoording stations were added to those 

already in existence. These stations were conoentrated in the Whiteoak 

Creek drainage area containing the X-IO aite. As the collection and 

interpretation of the data proceeded. it beoame desirable from time to 

time to abandon less profitable sites in favor of others critically 

chosen to supply answers to specific questions raised by previous 

observations. 

The original micronet (Spring 1949 to Spring 1950) included Ii 1 stations 

. numbered up to 014 (Table 7 and Figure 2). Stations Oll-014 were pre-

existing stations slightly modified. Stations 001-007 and 009-010 pro-

vided coverage of the Whi teoak Creek drainage area and adjaoent ridges 

e and valleys. Station 001 was in the eastward draining portion of Bethel 

Valley" 004 in the soutb.vestward-draining portion. 003 in an adjacent 

level col" 002 in the entranoe to Whiteoak Gap. 009 in the Clinoh River 

Valley just downstream from the mouth of Whiteoak Creek. 005 on the 

southeast-facin~ slope of Chestnut Ridge. 010 on the northwest facing 

slope of Haw Ridge. 006 on a typical ridge top. and 007 on the highest 

peak in the area. Coverage of the Y-12 plant in Bear Creek Valley by 

station 008 completed the basic pattern. 

In the spring of 1950 two moves were made. Equipment from station 010. 
\ 

poorly exposed due to the unbroken forest oover of Ha.vr Ridge. was moved 
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TABLE 1 

JaCRORET STATIO!5 

Station 
No. 

001 

002 
003 
004 
OOS 
006 
001 
008 
009 
010 
011 
012 

013 
014 
016 
016 
011 
018 
019 

$tation Name 

X-10 HutmeDt' 

Whi woak Creek (li. Gap) 
W. Bethel Valley 
Bethel Churoh 
Chestnut Ridge Slope 
Chestnut Ridge 1'op 
Mel ton Hill 
Y-12. Bldg. 9212 
Watts Bar (Clinch R. Valley) 
Raw Ridge 
Publ10 Works Bldg. Tc.D.Iite 
X-IO Health Pbyaics 

K-25. Bldg. K-8S2 
K-25. Bldg. K-1004-D 
s. Whi teoak Gap 
Whi teoak Lake 
. Mel ton Valley 
Y-12 Health Physios 
Pine Ridge 

AbbreviatiODllI 

G!'OUD.d' 
l!!levation • 
Ft. IBL 

810 

,.,0 
840 
820 
996 

1120 
1356 
1020 

160 
900 
906 
881 

166 
170 
168 
1SO 
859 
945 

1150 

S - 8tandard support 
P - Telephone pole 
T - Steel tOll'8l" 
B - BUilding 

8 - 8 PoiDt oontacting 
16 - 16 Point contaot:lng 
1/10 - 1/10 mile contacts 
1 - 1 mile oontact. 

G - Generat .. -Sela,. H - B)'grotbermograph 

Anemometer Equi paat 
Suppor..L ~ 1'emp. ,Precip. 

18'S 16.1 H 1'-B 
6,18,54'P G C 
35'P 16.1/10 H 
36'P 16.1/10 H 
18'S 16.1~0 H 
35'P 16.1~0 H 
52'P 16.1~0 H 
16'P 16.1/10 H 
35'P 16.1/10 H 
18'S 16,1~0 H D! 
18'S 16,1)10 H 
4O'B 8.1 H D'f 
14O'T 8.1 
154 f T G R 81' 
45'B G B DT 
25'B 8.1 
18'S 16.1/10 
18'8 16.1/10 H i DT 
10'P 16.1/10 
60'P G H 
81'1' G H 

C - '1'herm.oooup1.s 
R - Thermobms 
T-B - Tipping buoket 
D!' - .eighing pse. 12- dual 

traverse 
S1' - Weighing gage. 98 lingle 

traverse 
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to station 015 at the south end of the narrow Whiteoak: Gap in order to 

verify the lack of through-flow of air indicated by the station 002 

reoords. 

Remoteness of station 009, and laok of apparent connection between its 

local rind regime and that in Whi woak Valley, as well as a new interest 

in the Whiteoak Lake area associated with the start of an ecologioal sur-

vey of that area by the TVA for the AEC, motivated the removal of station 

009 eq1lipment to the station 016 81 te on the shore of the lake. 

In the fall of 1950 station 005 which had been in operation over a year 

and a half was abandoned and the wind equipment moved to station 017, 

in a secluded valley across Hsw Ridge from X-la, where experimental 

nuclear reactor installations were planned. The oontacting wind equip-

men"\.: from station 001 was moved to station 019, a tall radio t~, 3r which 

becrune available on Pine Ridge between Y-12 and the Gamble Valley sec-

tion of Oak Ridge. About this time also a new .. more permanent station .. 

018, was inst~lled at a ore central location in the Y-12 area, to re-

place station 008. 
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of concurrent records from certain combinations of stations for comparison. 

Such combinations included stations 006, 007, 012 and 019, all high above 

the alleys; stations 002 and 015, at opposite ends of Whiteoak Gap; sta-

tions 005 and 010, .. on opposing slopes; stations 016 and 017, representa-

ti ve of lovler and higher pa:·ts of Mel ton Valley, and these camhi ned with 

001 and 012, the low and high Bethel Valley stations and with 002 and 015, 

the gap stations; and of course, 008 and 018, the temporary and permanent 

Y-12 stations. 

5. Basic Micronet Instrumentation 

Wi th fev-i exceptions. the mi cronet stations installed during the survey pro-

gram were equipped with battery-powered contacting wind instruments basio-

ally similar to those at station 001, and with·hygrothermographs and maxi-

mum-minimum thermometers in cotton region shelters. The anemometer supports 

and heights of exposure varied s aneVlhat. Three of the stations were also 

provided with l2-inoh capaoity dual-traverse ''Ieighing rain gages. 

The difficulty of reading unbiased wind directions from the chart of the 

contacting TUnd system recorder previously discussed in conneotion vri th 

station 001, made it desirable to modify the method of reoording, so as to 

produoe a ser~es of short direction contacts at uniform intervals of about 

1 minute. It was first necessary to separate the anemometer oirouit from 

the vane bearing cirouit and to record the wind speed contacts by means of 

one of the spare pens. At the same time the 1/60 mile contact was modified 

by reduoing the length of all but one of the six teeth on the oontaoting 

e 
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cam. The llio mile contact resulting from this change was connected to 

the second spare re.corder pen, so that hourly average wind speeds could eas

ily be read to the nearest 1/10 mph when desired. 

To key the direction circuit, at first a mechanical contacting arm was placed 
-

on a 1 r.p.m. shaft of the chart drive to give a short.electrioal contaot 

on every revolution. A few weeks testing of the instrument showed that 

the adjustment of the oontaots was delicate and just a slightexoess of 

drag would oause the chart drive to stop in cold weather. 

The timing relay which was developed to replace the shaft contact is shown 

in the wiring dillgram in Figure 31. The contaots of relay Rl are normally 

·closed, allowing battery B2 to charge condenser Cl rapidly to about 40-60 

volts. This voltage operates the relay,openin~ both the battery circuit 

and the direotion magnet cirouit. The charge· on Cl holds the relay in its 

operate position during the time the voltage aoross the relay coil drops 

from approximately 40 volts to 12-15 volts. When the coil voltage has 

dropped to about 12 volts, the armature of the relay is released. allowing 

momentary olosure of both the batte~oircuit and the wind direotion magnet 

oircuit, and the condenser is recharged allowing the oyole to be repeated. 

An examination of many months of wind oharts suoh as shown in Figure 32-

made with the aid of this timing relay did not show any cases.where 3 direo-

tion pens operated during the brief period of the direotion contact. 

If the timing oircuit should fail either through low voltage of B2, or 

through leakage of 01, a continuous record of direction is made, insuring 
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against a loss of record. Sinoe the velooity and direction reoords were 

not dependent as they were when the wind systems utilized the velocity 

oontacts to sample the direotion, the failure of an.anemometer contact 

would not cause a loss of all of the wind reoords. About 5-6% of the data;: 

were missing from.~he micronet stations from all causes durin~ the early 

months of the program. Almost all of these data were lost because of chart 

dri ve stoppage by spilled ink or humidity effects. 

The reoorders and timing relays were originally installed in tho thermom

eter shelter to protect them from the "leather. When the wind systems were 

modified, the reoorders were moved to plywood boxe~ which contained bags 

of silioa gel to reduce the effeot of humidity on the rolls of chart paper 

(Figure 33). No data were lost as a result of chart jamming after the 

recorders were protected from moisture. An added advantage of using a 

separate reoorder housing was sectionalization of the equipment. The leads 

from the direotion bAaring and the anemometer were brought to a lZ-point 

AN-type.oonnector which allowed the instruments to be wired prior to their 

installation. The reoorder wiring harness was also made up and the oon

neotor inserted in the housing to allow easy removal for maintenanoe. The 

timing relay units plugged into the recorder harness and could be removed 

separately for checking or adjustment of the relays. 

The micronet stations were visited on :Mondays and Fridays after the first 

fm'l months when the equipment was being installed and adjusted. Timing of 

the clocKs on all instruments was checked and corrections were made for 

the benefit of the clerks who worked up the data. The weekly maximum and 

e 
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mininn.un thermometer readings were recorded to determine the chart correc

tion to be applied to the hye;rothermograph readings. Calibration of the 

weichin~ type raingage with standard weights was carried out at intervals 

:>f 3-6 months. Every 6 months each wind recorder was replaced wi th a spare 

while it was thoroug~ly cleaned and adjusted. Very little trouble was ex

perienced with the Esterline-Angus recorders after they were moved to the 

enolosed housing. The 9-volt batteries whioh operated the recorder magnets 

were ohanged when the voltage dropped below 6 volts. This usually occurred 

after about 700 hours of sern oe. 

26. Non-Standard Mioronet Instrumentation 

Station 011 had been established previous to the Surv~ P.rogr~ Wind 

reoords were obtained from a 4-point bearing and a standard 3-oup anemometer 

sinoe 1947. The H. J. Green two-pen reoorder was replaced with a 4-pen 

Esterline-Angus recorder to obtain a more legible record which could be read 

~ by the clerks without chapge in their routine methods. The direction cir

cuit was olosed at 60-second intervals by a srnohronous motor. permitting 

e 

D. G. voltage from a selenium reotifier to operate the proper pen. The tip

ping bucket raingage was replaced with a 12-inoh dual traverse weighing gage. 

These changes permitted incorporation of the records into the weekly rou

tine which was established for the unmanned stations of the micronet. A 

conSiderable saving in manpower was effected by the elimination of the daily 

changeoi' charts and by the substitution of larger charts for the small 

H. J. Green charts. 

station 012 had been in operation since 1943 with observati~ns of rainfall. 
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wind at 140 ft, surface wet and dry bulb temperature and temperatures 

at several higher levels. Some modifications were found to be required 

after an analysis of the past data. Much of the wind data recorded on a 

double register were incorrect either because a direction contact was inop-

erative or the anemo~eter was not functioning properly. Often several 

months would go by before the fault was recognized and repaired. The orig-

inal installation included a Leeds and Northrup Mi cromax temperature record.-

er for nickel thermohms located at 6 levels between 3 ft. and 

183 ft. Surface wet bulb temperatures were also obtained from a thermohm 

and wi ck. The thermohm elements were unaspirated but were exposed in lou-

vered boxes mounted on the water tank tower structure and an enensi on 
r) 

whioh reached the elevation of the stack top_ A 9-inch single traverse rain-

gage was included in the original instrumentation. 

In the fall of 1949, the contacting wind instruments at station 012 were 

replaced with the anemograph wind system previously described. The instru

ments were raised from 6 feet to 20 feet above the top of the water tank. 

The temperature gradient had been obtained by subtracting the surface tem-

perature from the temperature recorded at each level. The points were 

quite crowded, and the 6radients were only obtained to the closest degree 

F. The adiabatic temperature gradient for the 179' layer is slightly less 

than 10 F. so the changeoVer from isothermal to lapse condition wall not 

accurately indicated. A modifioation of this system was made by the Speoial 

Applioation Section of the ORNL Instrument Department which consisted of 

recording surface (51) temperature, surfaoe wet bulb depression (the water 

e 

e 
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container was replaced by a continuous water supply) and the temperature 

difference between the surface and 183 feet. The wet bulb depression was 

e obt'l.ined from a pair of aspirated thermohrJs located in a cotton region 

shelter. All the thermohms used for measurements at the 5 ft level were 

located in the same shelter to give a more uniform exposure. This change 

rosulted in greater ease and accuracy in reading the desired data from 

the chart since extra points and subtraction of readings were eliminated. 

Additional modifications .have been initiated during ~952 to locate all 

the therl!1oluns in aspirated radiation shields. The rJ1ingage has been ca11-

brated during the Survey Program with standard weights following regular 

Weather Bureau procedures to insure more accurate precipitation records. 

Station 013 was estab11 shed in May, 1949, with a standard cotton r on 

shel ter, hygrothermograph and 12" dual traverse weighing type raingage. 

An anemograph wind instrument was installed on a 20-foot support on the 

~oof of Building K-832. Some wet and dry bulb data had been previously 

obtained at this loca.tion by the Process utility Department prior to the Survey· 

Progra."1l using an' unaspirated thermometer set held in the shade of the 

building, but these records were found not to be representativo for meteor-

ological purposes. 

Station 014 originally consisted of a wind vane with an a-point bearing and 

contacting anemometer mounted about 4 feet above a l~v roof. The dOUble 

register which was in poor condition was replaced by an Esterline-Angus 

recorder to improve the rel~ability of the record. Since this recorder did 

not require daily changing of the chart (as did the double register), data 

e 
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were obtained on week-ends when the laboratory person~el wpre not working. 

The height ot the installation was lett unchanged with the expectation 

that it would only be used for comparison in view of the better exposure 

of wind instruments at station 013 in the same plant area. 

In addition to the pre-existing stations which have been de

scribed above, several additional stations were installed towards 

the end of the Survey Program lVhiCh did not conform to the standard 

micronet installation. 

Wind instruments were installed on a1D-foot pole at station 017 to pro

vide wind data for a particular site in Melton Valley_ A standard micro

net installation ot contacting wind instruments was made which has since 

been replaced with an anemograph wind system when 110 volt AC power was 

made available. A temperature difference obtained from an aspirated, 

shielded thermocouple has also been installed at the site between 5 ft and 

10 tt above the surface. 

After a comparison period, station 008 was replaced by stat.ion 018 which. 

was located more nearly in the valley bottom. 1m anemograph wind system 

was mounted on a 60 it pole with aspirated, shielded thermopile elements for 

temperature gradient measurements mounted at ~~e 5 ft and 60 ft levels. A 

cotton region shelter with a hygrothermograph completed the station in

strumentation. Continuous measurements ot temperature gradient have been 

made on several occasions tor special studies. 

A radio tower on top of Pine. Ridge, station 019, has been tlti1ized as a 

e 
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support far wind and temperature gradient instruments at 80 feet above the 

ground. Surface temperatures have been obtained fram a hygrothermograph 

located in a standard cotton region shelter near the base of the tower. 

Temperature gradient measurements have been obtained from this site fer 

special studies. 

27. Evaluation of Micronet Data 

Charts were collected from all micronet instruments onoe each week, normally 

on Monday marnings, at which time &.D.Y necessary notations were made on them 

as to calibration or timing errors. Hourly readings of all elements, cor

rected by the same methods as were used for station 001 data, were posted 

on -hourly weather data-' farms, one data sheet per station per dq. Weigh

ing raingage chartlJ were read to the nearest .01 in. allowing for apparent 

decreases due to evaporation tram the bucket. The data sheets, usually 

completed by the end of the week, were sent to the IBII group at Y-12 fer 

e card punching. 

e 

E. Di frusi on Measurements 

28. Radioactivity. 

A :ma.jar preoccupation of the atomic energy project from. its earliest days 

has been the measurement and oontrol of radiation eXposure. IrfaD;y studies 

halve been speoifically related to atmospheric contamination by stack dis

charges at Oak Ridge. A few of the mare important ones will be m.entioned. 

In 1943 and 1944 wind tunnel measurements of plume rise and dilution from. 

model stacks of various sizes were made by A. F. Rupp, D. H. Johnson, 

S. E. Beall and L. P. Bormrasser (References 23 and 24). Between Bovembar, 

1943 and June, 1945, J. S. Cheka oonducted a thorough observational study 
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of atmospheric contamination from the X-10 stacks (Reference 25). His 

most conclusive results were obtained using integrating thin-walled ioniza-

tion chambers, although Cheka also exposed film badges, G-M tubes and 

electroscopes as well as determining specific isotopes in air samples and 

counting gross activity of collected -rain water. These results were all 

correlated with concurrent meteorological records from the X-IO Health 

Physics Division installation and with records of the relevant operations. 

This study oan be considered fairly defini ti ve as to long-period (6 hours 

or more) exposures under average operating oonditions, showing that they 

were generally near the threshold of deteotion above natural background. 

However, they gave little information on shorter period variations, suoh 

as would be required for comparison with meteorologioal theory and extrap-

olation to hypothetioal oases. Contributory to Chekats analysis was a 

Xe13S sampling program oarried out by K. J. Sax, D. C. Overholt and T. ,L. 

Carson in the X-IO Area during 1944. Between 1945 and 1947. varioul 

attempts were made to oorrelate gros~ airborne aotivity detected: At various' 

di stanoe& trom the plant wi th wind direotion aD1 the presenoe ot tempera-

ture in"l'8rsions. An incQDclusi ve series ot measurements was made b7 R. D. 

Cameron at a distanoe ot 8 mi. IB ot X-IO using a:a. exposed G-ll tube whose 

pulses were reoorded by' "Trattioo~ltera"'. Continuous G-II oounts ot accwm-

lated aotivi:ty' on tilter papers through whioh air was drawn were recorded. 

by Cameron at several looations in the 1:-10 area aDd oompared by T. B. J. 

Burnett (Bef. 26) .. with the ooncurrent _tearologioal reoords with same 

clear oorrelations emergiDg. This tiltering teohDique which has been used 

tor years as the staDdard health Ph7sio8 air acm1torbg prooedure, haa the 
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disadvantage from the standpoint of meteorological analysis that it specifi

cally excludes gaseous contamination. The question of particulate air 

contamination at X-10 was thoroughly investigated in 1948 - 1949 by J. S. 

Cheka and H. J. McAlduff (Ref. 27), with the purpose of deternnning the 

seriousness of the situation and recommending corrective measures. In

formation on source emission rates was largely lacking. 

To summarize briefly the previous work on atmospheric dilution of radio

active contaminants at this site, it can be said that the immediate objec

tives of determining the existing exposure levels and isolating the major 

offenders were generally attained, but that the lack of sufficiently sen

sitive deteotors at a range of distances from the source, short-period 

continuous recording, and precise knowledge of source emission rates, all 

achieved simultaneously, prohibited generalization of the results. A 

major difficulty'in all such investi~ations is the inferenoe of atmospherio 

e oonoentration from beta-gamma exposure or sedimentation, of particulates. 

e 

In order to determine the variations in the pattern of radioaotive contam

ination in relation to the wind and temperature distributions, neutral

balloon trajectories, and smoke plume behavior observed during the Meteor

ologioal Survey Program, the cooperation of the ORNL Health Physios 

Division was enlisted during 1949. Instruments designed and assembled by 

Dr. Francis J. Davis and Paul W. Reinhardt to measure incident beta and 

gamma. radiation, air conduotivity and radon concentration continuously were 

installed in three trailers and located in Bethel Valley at points chosen 

so as to facilitate the meteorological analysis. It was hoped that by 

l, ~ 
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continuous, independent measurements of these different components of the 

radioactivity, the actual concentrations of the A4l from the pile could 

be deduced. The source emission rate is quite well known and nearly con-

stant when the pile is on. 

From'June, 1950 through November, 1950, the trailers were located 1.4 mi. 

WSW, 1.0 mi. ENE and 3.1 mi. ENE of the pile stack in order to obtain one 

upwind observation and two downwind observations when the wind was in the 

prevailing direction. In December, 1950, the WSW trailer was moved to 5.8 

mi. ENE so as to cover an increased distance downwind. Four high-pressure 

argon ionization chambers were made available by the AEC in the spring of 

1950 and were installed at approximately one and three miles ENE and WS'I'" .. 

Several experimental blimp-borne Geiger counters were built for the purpose 

of obtaining vertical radioactivity soundings through the stack ga~ stream, 

but none were successfully operated. 

The mobile monitoring instruments which were mounted in the trailers. con-

siated of a standard NRL gamma count rate meter which utilized a bundle of 

48"' copper wall G-Jd tubes with coincidence circuits to reduce the back-

ground from cosmic radiation and a beta-gamma count rate meter which was 

fea by a group ot tour glass4alled G-M tubes mounted on tcp of the trailer 

in a light-tight enclosure to reduce the photosensitivity. In one trailer 

a moving filter paper ccllected the radon decay products from a constant 

air stream... These decay produots were measured by reoording the alpha count 

rate. The continuously moving filter tape was counted 4 hours after collec

tion to allow the decay of the various daughters of radon, P0 2l8, Pb2l4 

e 
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and P0214 to "be essentially oompleted. The longest half-life in the radon 

decay ohain from P02l8 to Pb2l0 is 26.8 minutes so the 4-hour decay be

tween collection and counting is in excess of 8 half-lives of the longest 

Ufe intermediate product. All of the thoron daughters will have decayed 

before the alpha co~t (on the remaining Pb210) is determined, separating 

the radon from thor on. The tr.a1lers were operated by 1.5 kilowatt, nOT 

AC Onan generators where commercial povrer was not available. 

The large ionization chambers charged' with argon at high pressure which 

were also located at the sites of the trailers were connected by telephone 

lines with a modified Speedoma:r: recorder located in the Health Physics 

building at (J'(NL. A vibrating reed ele~aneter measured the current from 

the ion chamber. The output of the eleotrometer was telemetered to a OOD

verter uxdt where it was changed to a signal which would operatte the 

Speedomax recorder. Since the steel walls of the high pressure ion cham-

e bers were quite thick, only gamma and cosme radiation would be detected by 

these units. 

e 

The mobile detection uxdts were operated for a period of a fem months in 

an effort to obtain satisfactory measurements of airborne radiation. The 

generators were not,well suited to oontinuous operation and often stopped, 

requiring a complete overhaul. The timing of the charts was not very

accurate as the generator speeds shifted and changed. The components of 

the rather complex electronic circuits did not break dOl'l.U very often, but 

the drift and change in lenl1tliit;y were quite severe. Calibration war. 

accomplished by exposing the detector to an appropriate gamma source suoh 

alf Co60 or radium and a beta source suoh as Pb210 at a measured distanoe. 
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The oalibration formulas used to oonvert chart di'Visions to radiation were 

calculated by F. J. Davia of ORNL Health Physics Division on the assumption 

of an infinite, uniform cloud above a horiZontal plane Which contains a 

point detector. 

For a gamma souroe s 

S' ': 4.32 x 10-10 x So x R for So = 1 rutherford C060 souroe at 3 teet 
Ro 

S = 1.51 x 10-10 r So x R tor So = 1 ruthertord C060 source at 5 feet 
Ro 

For a beta souroes 

S = 2.58 x 10-5 x So x R tor So:' 2.9 x 10-8 curie Ra D at 3" 
Ro 

s = 1.23 x 10-6 So x R for So = 2.9 x 10-8 curie Ra D at 9"' 

Ro 

where S = conoentrations in curies/~ of a41 
R = chart di'Visions above background 
Ro = chart divisions above baokground for source. 

The range of the 1.24 to 2.5 Mev beta radiation from ,41 in air is 200-.300 

inches. Both the total beta strength and the concentration of any argon 

cloud which is not in contact with the detector is measured with gross 

errors by means of a point source calibration such as that used h~re. Like-

wise, although the half-thickness of 1.3 Mev gamma radiation in air 

can be measured in hundreds of feet, the use of this type of calibration 

may give erroneous values of concentration of argon in the air when 

it is not known whether the cloud exists as a thin sheet high overhead 

or whether it is more nearly a cone, cylinder, line .. or . group of 
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spherical puffs at one side of the detector or at an unknown height above 

it. The use of this type of calibration is thus very misleading but it was 

the only approximation Which had been worked out and was utilized during the 

Survey Program. 

Over the period September, 1950 to May. 1951, the sensitivity of 8 t,ypical 

NRL gamma count rate meter varied from 0.13 x 10-10 curies/~/division to 

3.89 x 10-10 curies/mi/division, largely due to changes in the number of 

G-M tubes in operation. 

In the fall of 1950 a program of special releases of radioactive A41 wal 

undertaken jointly by the Pile Department and the Health Physics Division 

ot CRm.. The releases were made by di soharging 100-200 curies of A41 into 

the pile stack over a period ot about 20-30 minutes. This was done at 

about 3 a.m. and about 2 p.m. daily. 

e 29. Beryllium 

e 

Outdoor beryllium dust sampling equipment and meteorological lnstrummta 

were installed in the vicinity of a beryllium machining shop lIhich began 

operation during 1950. The shop air. after considerable cleaning. was 

exhausted through a 50 ft. 'stack whi ch contained a sampling un! t. Except 

for a few. erratio events in the initial stages of operations. when leaks 

ocourred in the filter house near grOUDd level. no significan't outdoor con

centrations were observed during the two subsequent years. Thus this well 

equipped installation never provided any useful data for atmospherio dif

fusion analysis. 
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so. Qa.r17 Dust 

8_ we.b of .ttort ... er •• :zp.llded by H. J. llcA1clutt ot the CItIL H.alth 
, 

Physi.s Di Toill_ cl'a:r11l1 1960 ill attapt1ng to obtai. dWD'1. ceaoeatra-

ti ... ot 11lclustrial dUlt tr .. r.ot GrUlbers at a quarry aad a oea8nt plut 

_ the ar.a. n. atroltatio pr.oipi tatorl ad midg.t impiD.gerl .... r. ul.d, 

'but laok ot. source rate data and puti ole ail. diltribution, as .... 11 al 

d1ttloul'tl.s ill obooslag I1III1pll., p.i.ts ill very rough terral., 10 obacur.d 

the laterp".ta'tl .. that the pr.j.at ... al abandoned. 

. Sl. quat! tJ' u4 ClJ;tali ty 

Duriac the two..,.u .bservatiow program, roughly 200,000 • .apl.t. hourly 

1II1 .... t .bser'ft.t10JU1 (wlad, temperature lmIIiditJ' u.cl pr.oipitatin), 2600 

nrtaue ... eather .bservatielll, 2600 wi.s alott observations, 1100 temperature 

souacllJlgtl, 800 ILfttral ballon ruu oaaprls1ng oyer 20,000 readillgs. ad 

errer 2000 photegraphs ot SOO I_:te 1"1ID8 ... er. taka b) the W.ath.r Bur.au 

P"MJP at Oak Rld&.. !h.:maaua.l Obler'ft.tioD lobedul •• , 'UJaarized i. 'fable 

8" were carried out by three .full time observers and one supervising 

obS8r'fW. 'f. illUitrat. the diltrlbu.tioll ot obaern.tioD8 during the two-

78u period.. Table 9 Illows the .onthly totala ot m1aronet obser'T&:tioDl, 

r.gularly nhedulod W'i-.ili-al.t't Obl8l"n.tioM (approrlIB.tely .qual to the 

mmber .t IftU"tace ... eather obser'ft.tiens) ad oaptiTe-balloOJl t-.perature 

so1Dl41ngs •. It should b •• oted 1. oompariDg the mmber ot Jlioroaet hourly 

oarda with the :a:mber ot statl ... , that the DUmber of ltaticms sbam repro. 

s.ats the lareelt·DUIIIber iJl eiJllDl t8.1leOU8 operatio. at &Jl)" t1_ durlag .aoh 

.. til ad that oards were .. t ptmohed fer ODe station (014:) wbioh ... as la 
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TABLE 8 

S'CHEDULED OBSERVAT lOlE e Cbs. Days 

!l.E!- Equipment Period per Day per Week 

W-e.ther Sling psyohrometer .. max-mi. 1l/lYsf48-l2/4/48 2-6 5 
tberm.t'Jlll8ter s.. mer ouri a1 1%6 48-%4/50. e 5 
baromater, aneroid microbar- 3 6 50-B 2%:58 4: 5 
ograpb, can-type rain gage, 8/28/50-11 3/50 , 5 
recording anemometer and 
wind vane 

Will.ds alett SO sa. pilot ball .... helium 1l~48-l2/6 /48 2-6 5 
lDt1ation equipment, tbeodo- 1%6 4B-~4/50 8 5 
11 te OD. 16 ft. platform, tim- 3 6 SO-8 2s/50 4: 5 
ing buzzer 8/Ge/50-11 "e/50 9-15 5 

!lwtru 10 ~. ceiling balloon, hel- 11/24/48-2/28/50 '2 series 5 
ball ... iUlllinf1ation equipment. 2 5 min. faeries 

theodolites, synohronized 8/28/50-11/3/50 ~-5 series S 
timing buzzer s 20 min. /aeries 

Temperature Therm:t star. support, capti'V9 4~5/49-8/26/50 4 5 
souading bl imp, 2000 ft. l1gbt...eight 

8/28/50-11/3/50 oab1e, motor-driven winoh. 9-15 5 
1ineari zed recorder 

Smeke (]IS HC-Kl smoke pots.. Ar go- 3/1'/49-2/22/50 2-3 runa 5 e photograph flex Camera,> staok smoke bood 

AutomobUe Shielded thermistor, indioat- 8/28/50.11/3/50 8-12 2' ') 

temperature iug temperature bridge and 
survey a1 time tar lD.O\U1ted on carryall 

e 
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TABLE 9 

BUMlBR OF ROD!IJE OBSBRYA"lIOlIS e 
JI1cronet 1I0UJ"1y 
Stations Card, Wil'lb Alort TemperaturQ 
(WiDd) (wtn.t) Observaticm.s SowuUngS 

1949 
Jan. S 1488 110 0 
Feb. 6 1900 102 0 
liar. 12 6194 16 0 
A.pr. 12 TaSS 126 fr 
lITaJ' 13 'S2S 16S 21 
June 13 8044 117 0 
July 13 8184 8' 8 
Alae· 1. 8'"2 78 22 
Sept. 14 9118 1S 11 
Oot. 14 Hl9 114 11 .ew. 14 9101 144 4& 
))eo. l' 9S21 111 65 

1960 
Jan. l' 9286 108 19 
:re'b. l' 828' 11' 3:5 .... 14 8921· '9 52 
.&:pr. l' 88" " &2 
Jfa)r 14 1456 88 65 
June l' 87:5' 7' '12 e Jul.,. 1& l00sS TO &8 
.t.uc. 16 9882 " '1'0 
Sept. 1& M09 170 112 
Oct. 1. lOSM lee 210 
11.",.. 11 972& 2Z l' 
Dec.-. , ..as 0 0 

!orAL 19 113.602 2.4:5' 1 .. 031 
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operation throughout the period. In addi tiOD to those tabulated, several 

intensive series 01' special winds-alott observation and temperature sound

~8 were :made during this period. 

All attfJlftpt hae been made in Table 10 to compare the vari ous methods ct 

obser-ring each _teorologieal element with respect to usetul range, accuracy_ 

duration and trequenoy 01' samples, and time resolution. Many of theae tig

ure. are, 01' oourse, order~ot-magnitude estimate. tar purposes 01' oo.mpariSOD. 

only; others are the results 01' teats described in the preceding paragraphs. 

Two distinctioN should be barne in mind. ia interpreting the aocuracy 01' 

the observations as shCJIIIf'D by Table 10: t: relatiTe vs. absolute aocuracy, 

and ill8tr'Ul1ll8nt capability va. system or operational aocuraC1'_ The relative 

aeeur:.ay- 01' the generatar anem.Q1II8ters on the 54 ft. profile pole, tor 

example, was probablY' better than t mph wi thin the ulletul range~ The tigure 

1 mph in the table represents absolute aocuracy. Similarly, the accuracy 

01' the automobile thermistor 0.8 entirely relative, sinee it had to be cali

brated. by reterence to 8Dother thermometer. In g_era]., relati ft &oom-ao,. 

between inBtrUlMftts 01' the _ ... type or between. readinp 01' the same instru

ment (predsion or reproducibility) is somewhat better tha:a absolute 

aoouraey. 

System accuracy,· or usable aocuracy in actual operati on, on the other hand, 

Jl3.y be couiderably poorer than the aocuracy 01' which the ret'!Crding instru

... t ill capable. An outstandiag example 01' this is the wind directioB as 

obtained trom the oontaotillg wiDd vane records. It has already' been shOW'll 

that although the reoarded direotiO!l8were aocurate to 16 points 01' the 
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TABLE 10 w 
OJ 

COMPARISON OF nSTRUMENTAL OBSERVATIom -.-- .. 

Height 
Above Useful Est. Prob. Sampling Sampling Est. 90"/0 Coding Chart. 

Element . Instrument Ground Range Error Dura.tion Interval Response Unit Speed _ ... 
Wind Contaoting 18-75' 0 ... 45 mph 1 mph ~ mi. wind 1 mi. wind few sec. 1 mph 1.1.t1l,/hr 

:."3 • speed anemometer 0.1 mi. 

Generator ~ ... 54' 3 ... 37.5 mph 1 mph oontinuous "4 sec. i\mph 31t/hr. 
~emometer 60 ... 140' 3-75 mph 1 mph oontinuous "4 sec. 1 mph 31t/hr. 

Thermopile 6-54' 0-5 mph 0.3 mph continuous .(.2 sec. . imph 2tt,/hr. 
anemometer (horh. &: vert.) 

Pilot balloon 175-9400' any speed. 10% l. 2-6 hrs. negligible 1 mph '2 - I min. 
~ 

Neutral 0-3000' any speed 1 mph I min. fr5-30 min. negligible 0.1 mph 0 
I 

balloon (hori z. &: vert.) 12 hrs. ~ 

Wind Contaoting 18-75' 0-360° lao 0.2 sec. 1 min. 1-15 sec. 16 points 1t',/hr. 
direction vane 

Selsyn V'8De 6-140' 0-3600 20 oontinuous 1-10 seo. 10° 3tt/hr. 
Pilot balloon 175-9400' 0-3600 50 i-I min. 2-6 hrs. negligible 100 

Neutral 0 .. 3000' 0-360° <so when speed I min. ~5-30 min. negligible 10 
balloon .ct5 mph 12 hrs • 

Temper a- Hy'grothomo- 4' -10 to +llOor 101, 3% RB oontinuous 5-15 min. lor ,l%RH It"/day 
twe & graph 
humidity 

Thermocouple, 4' o to 2000r 0.20r instantan- 1 min. .(.12 sec, lor 2",/hr. 
grass aous 

Thermistor 4-2000' 10 to 1160r O.lor instantan- 1-6 hrs. 17 sec. O.lor 2"/min. 
(blimp) eous 
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TABLE 10 - COMPARISON OF INSTRUMENTAL OBSERVATIONS - (Cont'd.) 

Height 
Above Useful Est. Prob. Sampling Sampling Est. 90% Coding Chart 

Element Instrwnent Ground Range Error Duration Interval Response Unit Speed 
__ ....... "'-d -.---... 

Thermistor :sit o to 1000, 0.50, instantan- 20-60 min. 15 sec. O.loF 
(auto) eous 

Thermohm 4' -10 to nOoF 1°F instantan- 3 min. 1-3 min. 1°F 2'tr/hr. 
eoua 

Vax.-Min. 
Thermometer 5' -10 to nOoF 0.50F 6-24 hrs. 6-24 hrs. 1-3 min. O.loF 

Sling 
-10 to HOOf O.lOf Psyohrometer 4' 0.2Of 1 min. 3 hrs. 1-3 min. 

Tempera.- Thermopile 4-64' -3 to 120F O.lOF oontinuous (12 sec. O.loF 21t/hr. g 
ture 

0 
I 

Gradient Thermohm 4-183' -10 to + 200, lOF continuous 1-3 min. 1°ii' 2",/hr. \0 
\0 

Preoipi- Weighing gage 4' 0_12" 0.02": oontinuous negligible 0.01" ld."/day 

tatton 0_9" 0.03" continuous negligihle 0.01" lIn/day 

Tipping-
l~·"',/hr. bucket gage :S' 0_1" 5% .01" preoip.. .Ollt precipe 0.011t 

Can gage 3' O_lOft 0.04"' 6-24 brs. 6-24 hrs. 0.01" 

Barometer Mercurial 
Pressure barometer 5' <31.5"' Hg. .002'" Kg. instantan- 6 lu-s. negligible 0.001" 

eous 

Aneroid 
aiorobar0- 6' 27.6-30" Kg. .005" Hg. oontinuous few min. 0.001" 2!'''/da.y 

graph 

Solar Pyrheliometer IS' 0-2 ly/min. 0.02 1yjmin. oontinuous 3 min. 0.1 ly/hr. 2"/hr. 
R"diatioll I-' w 

\0 
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compass (!llf» , it was impoas1 ble to read the hourly preva1liDg direet10DS 

thi. aOCU1"ately while BaiDtaiDiDg the. necessary' rapidity ot reading. !he 

subj.cti ve e.thtatlon ot pre-ailing direotion wa. usually biased in tavor 

ot either the priMry (one-pen) or interNldiate (two-pen) directions. S1m:l

larl,.. where the oodiDg UD1t. were larger thaD the probable error ot the 

instrument, the full capabiliti •• were DOt being uUllsea.. Thi. was true 

ot the thermopile aDeaameter, .elsy:a. wil1d vaDe a.Dd theracecnaple temperature 

record.. In the.e eas.s the tull aocuraey or the in.tr1IIaeDt. was aot neoe5-

sary tor the aDalyeili or ws.:t rendered u .. ele •• by larger .rrors iD .. sociated. 

ob.er .... tioD. BoIre'\"8!", where the quutity be!Dg _asured fluctuated with aD 

~litude larger thaD the probable errQl" ot the iDstruaeat, aDd with period. 

larger than. the duration ot salipliag bat aaller t1um the interNS betweeD.. 

.amples. the resulting iDdeterminaoy, rather thaD iutrumeDt error, .et the 

lUd t ot u.able acaurac:y. !'his 'WaS true ot the wiD4s alo~ and al.o or the 

grUE t.perature. 

12. Data froce.stag 

Eaoh KODda,. during the peak ot the observation program, the preoeding week's 

chart. were colleoted tr_ 38 recGl"ding instr1aent. aDd brought to the 

Weather Bureau ottiee tor proc ••• ~. Table II ShOd that 102 iDdi vidual 

readiDcs tor eaell hour of the week were entered in the data sheet.. that 18 

ot the •• hourly it_ were CGlllpUted and that 43 correct1cma or conversion. 

were required. SeTeD.'ty-Dine dail,. values were al.o obtained 'b7JIQUI.Ual . c0m

putation. '1'hia chart proees.iag job wal Bormall,. oapletecl bJ' thr_ clerks 

in about three workiDc da,.., with the a •• i.tance or the obs .. .,... 011. sol:a:r 

''', 

e 

e 

e 



Thermcpile anem. 1 

Rain gage 4 

dir range (4) nODe 
speed range (4) 

avg speed (S) none verticalt peak to range 
speed range (4) 

Total precip. Total preoip. tipping buoket to stick total 

~he liometer 1 Total 101 r&d'll Total 801 r&d solar mean time, 

Total number 38 

*Computed fram raw data. 

___ . __ lyJmin to ly/hr 

102 
(18*) 

79 43 

Number of readings J where different from number of charts. shOlm in parentheses. 

e 
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radiatiOll aDd Wlnd protile charts. In add! tion. speoial chart reading pro-

jeots wer. almost oonstantl:y in progr.ss. For special ol1matologioalsum-

maries. r.s.arch studies or instrument tests, additional r.oords suoh as 

barograph oharts, original reoords of t.mperature soundings, speed runs on 

the gustiness r.oorders, simal taneoUB wind. or temperature records at a single 

station and radioaotinty oharts were read and the data tabulated in various 

w&7s• 

When this manual process of coll.ction, oon'V8l"sion to DUJDerioal tora, correo-

tiOll and reorganisation of the w •• kly load of observationa.l records was oom-

pl.ted, the data sheets .... r. logged in duplicate and sent to the Y-12 IBM 

group, UDder the direction ot 1Ir. Fr.d o. Uttel1D8D, tor punching and SUDllllU'-

isillg. 8ix basie card lqouts were developed tor key-punohing into the 80-

oolUlllll IBJ( cards frOID. the following six: types ot data sheet.. (1) hourly 

meronat data, (2) double theodolite (neutral balloon) readillgs, (3) pilot 

balloon (willds alott) obs.rvations, (4.) 1_ level temperature aOUDliDgs, (6) 

wind protil. data am! (6) olassifioation oode. This lastit_. a lO-digit 

cod. representiug tell meteorological typi:ag parameters tor US9 in strati

tyiDc the obser~ti0D8. will b. d.soribed more Mly in a later paragraph. 

!he routine IIIODthly aDd quart.rly tabulati0D8 which were pr.pared trOlll these 

p1II1ohed oards OlD b. ooDllidered a part of the data processing program. Th.s. 

rotttiD. ~i.s are listed in Table 12. Averages. totals. tr.qu.nGy dis-

tribations aDd the aomplioated n.utral balloon position and velooity campu

tatiGllS, as .... 11 as resul taDt wind ot'apUtation8. various ditterenoes and 

ratios, OODYerSiODS ot UDits, .t./ .... r. carri.d out by th.s. versatile 

e 

e 

e 
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. TABLE 12 

ROUTINE PUNCHED CARD TABULATIONS 

tit 
p,esignation .. Description Unit Co1w::me Lines Period 

-~--

Form A Daily and Monthl~ Miorone:t Dat~ Stations Days Monthly 
&: 

A-I ~mum temperature 10 F. Mcmth 
A-2 Minimum temperature 10 F. 
A-3 Mean hourly temperature 10 F. 
A-4 Temperature range 10 F. 
A-5 Maximum dew point 10 F. 
A-6 'Minimum. dew point 10 F. 
A-7 Mean dew point 10 F. 
A-a Dew point range 10 F. 
.1 ... 9 Mean relative humidity 1% 
.1-10 Duration reI. hum. 95% or 1 hr • 

higher 
A-ll Totalpreoipitation .01 in. 
A-12 Mean wind speed 1 mph 
A-13 Prevailing wind direction 16 points 
A-14 Resultant wind direction 10 
A-15 Resul tant wind speed 0.1 mph 

Fom B Mean Hourly Mi oronet Data Stations Hr. &: Monthly 
., 
·e 

Total &: 
B .. l Temperature 0.10 F. Quarterly 
B-2 Dew point 0.10 F. • Relative humidity 1% 

Wind speed 0.1 mph 
B-5 Frequenay of' NNE-E 'Wind 1% 
B-G Frequenay of' ESEo.S wind 1% 
,B-1 Frequency of' SSW' -W wind 1% ~ 

B-a Frequency of' WMJ -If wind 1% 
B-9 Frequenay of calms 1% 
B-10 Frequency of' indeterminate 1% 

wind direction (DI) 
B-ll Resul tant ·wind direotion 10 

B-12 Resultant wind speed 0.1 mph 

Form 0 Mi cronet Wind Roses Stations Direo- Monthly 
tions 

0-1 Mean wind speed 0.1 mph 
0-2 Frequenay 0.1% 

Form D Hours of Mioronet Data 1 hr. Stations Elements Monthly 

Form E Detailed Mioronet Wind Rose 0.1% Speed Direo- Q;uarterl;y 
Classes tiona 

E-1 Station 001 
E-2, etc. Station 002. etc~ 

e 
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TABLE 12 - ROUTINE PUNCHED 
C.I\RD TABULATIONS (Cont'd) 

Designation Description Unit 

. Form F 

Form G 

G-l 
G-2., eto. 

Form B 

B-1 
B-2 
B-3 
H-4 

Form I 

1-1 
1-2 
1-3 
1-4 
1-5 
1-6 
1-7 
1-8 
1-9 
1-10 
1-11 
1-12 
1-13 

Form J 

J-l 
J-2 
J-3 

Form X 

X-l 
X-:-2 
K-S 
K-4 

Neutral Balloon Listing 

Detailed Upper Air Wind Rose 

Bearing 
.010 

dist" 1 rt. 
dirt 1 0 

velt 0.1 mph 

0.1% 

Levell, station 001 (175 ft.) 
Level 2, sta.tion 001 (525 rt.),etc. 

Upper Air Wind Roses 

:Mean 'Wind speed. X-lO 
Frequency, X-lO 
Mean 1rlnd speed, Knoxville 
Frequency, Knoxvi lIe 

Diurnal Variation of Winds Alort 

Number of observations. X-I0 
Number of observations, r~ox. 
Mean wind speed, X-IO 
Mean wind speed, Knoxville 
Freq. of dire 10-900 , X-IO 
Freq. of dire 100-180°, X-10 
Freq. of dire 190-2700 , X-IO 
Freq. of dire 280-3600 , X-10 
Frequency of ~alms, X-lO 
Resultant direotion, X-IO 
Resultant speed, X-IO 
'Resultant direotion, Knoxville 
Resultant speed, Knoxville 

Temperature Sounding Data 

Mean temperature 
Number ot observations 
:Mean temperature gradient 

. S OUDdi ng Summary Data 

T200-l'surface 
T500-Tsurfaoe 
TIOOO-Tsurfaoe 
Sounding type 

0.1 mph 
0.1% 
0.1 mph 
0.1% 

lobs. 
lobs. 
1 mph 
1 mph 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
1% 
10 

0.1 mph 
10 
0.1 mph 

0.10 F. 
lobs. 
0.10 F. 

1% 

ColumnS' Lines: Period 

Raw &: Reading Continuous 
oomputed number 
data 

g'peed Direo- Q,Uarterly 
olasses tions 

Levels 

Levels 

Levels 

Direo
tions 

Obs. 
times 

&: 
total 

·Obs. 
ti1ll8s 

Classes Oba. 
times 

Monthly 

:Monthly 
&: 

QUarterly 

Quarterly 

Quarterly 

e 

e 

e 
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TABLE 12 - RCUTINE PUNCHED 
CARD TABULATIONS (Cont'd) 

eignation Description Unit 

Form L 

L-l 

1-2 
1-3 

1-4 

Form :M 

Form N 

e 

e 

_~4_ ft •. Wind Profile Su:mm.ary 

ePeedS. rati o.s. differenoes, 
speed gustiness, direotion 

stiness, direction differenoe 
Direction quadrant frequenoies 
Wind Roses 

Resul tant winds 

Classifioation Code 
Frequency Distribution 

Neutral Balloon Summary 

Various. 

1% 
l mph, 
0.1% 
10, 0.1 mph 

lobs. 

Spatial distribution of balloon 
trequena,r and resultant velooity~ 
After one quarter discontinued in 
favor of oombining entire body of 
data. 

145 

Columns Lines Period 

17 Vari
ableS' 

Hours 

15 Classes Hours 
{Speeds & )'Dirac
\f.requenoies [tions 
j!>i re cti ons Hour s 
~ Speeds 

Monthly 
&: 

Quarterly 

[Code 
{8olumn 

{Code :Monthly 
lliumber 
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machiDes. or oourse. the more refined results were obtained at considerable 

cost in man-hours and _chine-hours. Later these routine tabulations were 

supplemented by a variety ot special punohed-card studies inoluding. 

(1) Daily data inventory. by' elements. 

(2) c..pariscm ot wind direotions at pairs ot stations (joint trequency). 

(8) Test ot various classiticati on code variable. with respect to dit-

terentiation and hamogenei ty ot wind patterns. wiDd protiles and 

gustiness sorted by' them singly and in combination (ratios between 

wiDd speeds at pairs or statione. resultant windl. aDd standard veo

tor derlations wera obtained in the prelim1DBrY run). 

(4) Large aoale aorting ot area wind tlc:. patterns. )B"otiles aDd gusti-

Deas by' means ot most potent olassitioation parameters. 

(6) Wind roses during stable aDd UDstable thermal stratiticationl. 

(6) Wind. rosel during precipitation. 

(1) Preque110ies ot specit10 wi11d flow patterns represented by' .elected 

oCllllbinations ot wiDd direotions at a group ot stationl. 

(8) Su..ar,. or wind speed ga.atiness aDd direotional gulti11e81 at 6. 18 

and 64 t't. anem.ameters by 64 ft. speed aDd temperature gradient. 

(9) 80rtiDg aDd lJU'.lllllal'ising ot neutral balloon obSerTation8 on the balil 

ot olassitioation criteria and a.d1tional independent variables 

(done by IBM unit in Soientifio Servicel Dhi.licm. tBI'B. Washington). 

(110) 8euODal and annual surtaoe and upper air wiZld rOlel tar all Weath .. 

Bareau etaticma i11 the loutbern Appalaohian area. tor .elected 0011-

41tiau (all ob8enations. day cmly. night only. precipitation only) 

e 

e 

e 
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utilizing at least 10 year& of reoord at eaoh station; also hourly 

resultant winds for these stations (done by Weather Bureau - Air 

For ce - Navy Tabulation Unit, Hew Orleans). 

147 

(11) Internal consistena.y check of Oak Ridge 3~hourly surface weather ob

servation oards·. and i tem-by-i tam comparison (by difference or joint 

frequenoy) with corresponding Knoxville observation cards (done by 

USWB Weather Records Processing Center, Chattanooga). 

The routi~e tabulations listed in Table 12 (including the neutral balloon 

computations), and the preliminary test of sorting effe oti veness of: the 

classifioation criteria were the earliest projeots to be set up and were 

by far the· most elaborate. Als time went on, it became apparent that more 

effioient use could be. made of the machines by accepting lea8 retined 

results. By obtaining trom the machines, as often as possible, raw totals 

or oard counts in various oategories, thus' relying upon them. primarily tOr 

e the massive sorting and oollating operations, and then computing tinal per-

e 

centages, ratios, means, eto., by hand, the results were obtained more 

qui okly and inexpensively and were more easily ehe eked. 

33. Data trom other Stations 

Much uae has been made of cClnpa.rative data trom. aurroundinll: Weather Bureau 

stations at every stage of the meteorolegioal 8urVey program. Published 

olimatologioal summaries (monthly and annual State and National Climatolo

gioal Data, annual Local Jleteorologi.cal SUIIIIIII!lries. TVA monthly and annual 

Precipitation Summaries, etc.), satisned many 01' the requirements, but 
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l11DD.erous' speoial arrangerrumts were also necessary. In the absenoe of direct 

weather teletypewriter se~ce. it was necessary to rely upon the coopera

tion of the Knoxville Weather Bureau Offioe (T. w. neinsasser, Meteorolo

gist in oharge). for complete daily pilot balloon and radiosonde data trom 

the stations mentioned above. The teletypewriter reports were mailed from 

the Knoxville office daily on completion ot their use there. The Atlanta, 

GreelUlboro and Nashville raobs were plotted on ·pseudo-adiabati cftl diagrams 

and the Knorrille pibals were recorded tor the local punched oard unit. 

llany upper-leY81 wind maps tor the southeastern United States were also 

plotted. 

The need for dooumentation of larger-scale processes accompanying the local 

observations was- partially filled by the printed Daily Weather Map mailed 

trOll Washington. In order tc obtain sufficient information tor all our 

purposes, hawvver. it wal arranged that copies of the 6-hourly synoptic 

e 

... ather mapa, and l2-hourly 860 mb (6000 ft.) and 700 mb (10,000 ft.) charts e 
would be mailed daily trcm the Weather Bureau-Air Force-Navy (wB.AlJ) Analysis 

Center in ..... hington. Later all but the 850 mb oharts (used in clasaifica-

tie coding) were disoontinued. Additional summaries of wind data trom 

other stationl ha'ft been mentioDed in a prmoUB paragraph in cormection 

with the paaohecl card processing progam. Pinally, photostats were made 

ot portiOlUl of the Station Climatological Records ot the ... eather Bureau 

Offios. at Knorrille and Chattanooga, which contain lII8lJY i tema not included 

in published. lNDIIIIIU"ies. 

e 
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34. Classification Code 

:Mentioned briefly in conneotion with the data prooessing program, the 10-

digit olassifioation (lode represents a selection ot 10 Yariables which 

were regarded as- independent or controlling wi th respeet to· the detailed 

observations taken,during the surTeY progra:m. The 10 variables were 

evaluated for eaCh hour of the observation period, ooded, and punChed into 

all the obsern.tion oards for that hour.. It was at first pla.nned to in

clude some variables of a more subjective or synthetic type, suoh as the 

looation and intenBi ty of high or low pressure centers or tronts. gradient 

winds oomputed trom isobario analysis, or estimates of oloudiness. How

ever, the need for a complete classifioation for eaoh hour ot observation 

virtually dictated that the classifying elements be derived directly trom 

the most trequent and reliable observations with only the BIOst aiJlple and 

objective conversions. In a cOnsultation on th1~ i:mportant ph .. e of' the 

grOUDdwork tor the (Ill.lysis ot the ob.ervational data in 19ft9, Dr. Harry 

Wexler, Chief ot the Scientific Servioea Dividon, U.S.W.B_, oautioned 

against allowing complioated hypotheses to influence unduly the choice ot 

independent variables and encouraged the direct use ot objeeti my observ

able variables lmc.m to be fundamentally related to flow patterns am 
turbulence. Be suggested the Richardson !lU1Iber enluated Crnr an approp

riate height interval as the only relatively ooaplex dert Ted quantity which 

had repeatedly shOlQl. a signifioant sorting ability in previous allied 

researchea. 

The 10 elementa and their re.pect1 WI olaas intervals finally adopted 

co. 
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toll_iq 'D\1JIIer'OWl; oomparatl'ft test. on.ssaples ot data were al toll_81 

(1) 6000 ft. (IIlL) wiDd dire.tion obtained. trOll. the I-hourly Oak Ridge 

pilot 'balloon ob.er .... tiOD.I ooded to 8 poiDte aDd hourly "f'&lue8 

obtaiDed by lnterpolation. Alternate louroell fir~. Iilom.lle 

pibalJ .econd. oontour .. on DO' ADalysil Center 850 mb. ohart. 

(2) 5000 tt. (IIJL) wind speed_ .... saaroe a8' (1). These two dlgi til' 

represent the pre"f'll11ing large-soale n_ in the 10W'er troposphere. 

IIDd were used a. a lub.tl tute tor the gradient wind determined by 

the lea-le~l pre.sure fleld. 

(3) Daily ta.perature range •• tatlon 012. (CRBL Health Physios) midnight 

to .t..d:alcJlt;. Alternate soaroest first. station OOS (we.t Bethel 

Vall.,.), .eoond. station 001 (X-IO lIutIltint). t'h:I.s flgure. a oon

staDt tor each oa1endar clq _ is lldieatin of the degree of radla

tiaaal heatiDg and oooliDg ~t the base ot the atmosphere and there

f .. e fit the .irenethof the diurnal. thermal. s.tabili ty o;yole 1n the 

l ... st 1.,..... Although direct measur_ents of ltabllity were 

aftilable ocmtinucnu1,. tor certain shall_ layers. the temperature 

raDIe. in .abiution wl th tl_ If day. would be aD attraoti T8 

piraaeter it it. scrt1ng p_er were oomparable. sinoe it is a read-

ily a.n.11able data. at 8DY looaticm baring a cliaatological. record. 

Staticm 012 .... ohosen fer this purpose beoau.e lt had the longest. 

lIO.t oamplete record. 

(4) PerI1.t_~ of &table ocmditions eomb1ned with light 1I1Dds. obtained 

bJ' ocnmtil1l tile J:lU'mber at ooDSeauti ..... 12-hotU" periods. preoediq the 

e 

e 
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hour in question with 5000 ft. wind speed less than 20 mph and wi th 

850 mb. temperature minus surfaoe temperature greater than _150 F. 

Very few hours received any soore at all wi thin this arbitrary and 

seemingly broad definition of stagnant conditions (conducive to 

building up ot pollution oonoentration). 

(5) 850 mh. (about 5000 ft. lrBL) temperature minus surtaoe temperature, 

(8) 

a measure ot gross stability" in the lowest 4000 ft. or the atmos:" 

phere. The 850 mb. temperature wa. obtai:aed by. vi sual averaging of 

the Atlan-t... Greensboro, and Nashville raob tamperaturesJ alternate 

sources 850 mb. chart, hourly values between the 12-hourly raob tim.es 

were interpolated. The hourly surtaoe tfJJllperature 11'&8 obtained fr01l. 

station 012; alternate, station 003. 

180 rt. vertioal temperature ditterential fr01l. CRILHealth Phyaios 

Division water. tOlrer instrum.ent .. a _asure or the stability within 

the valley formed by the looal ridges_ (5) and (6) would be expected 

to pl8¥ somewhat ditterent roles in their etteots on ridge-valley 

tlOlf patterns and turbulenoe in the lawer atmosphere. Uternate 

souroe. two-thirds ot the temperature ditterenoe between station 001 

()felton Hill) and station 009 (watts Bar) or 016 (1rhiteoak Lab). 

(7) DireotiQn ot wind she~ TeotO!', 175 ft. leTVl to 1200 ft. level, tram. 

Oak Ridge pibal, with hourly Taues interpolated. fo all. tor the 

possibility that the shear, rather than the gradient wind itself, 

might be the determining veotor with respeot to flOW' patterDII ad 

turbulenoe, this quantity, representati'V'8 of ,a 1000 ft. layer based 

just belOW' ridge-top 18ftl, was inoluded. Alternate souroe. direotion 
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at 'I'e.c:rtor ditterenoe, Xnoxville 2000 ft. (EL) wind level minus 

staticm 012 wind. 

(S) llagnitude at wiDd shear veotor, 175 tt. to 1200 ft. S&1ll8 souroe as (7). 

(9) Ri ohardscm number nomlnally tor the layer 200 to 1200 tt. above the 

valley. Thh dimensionless psrameter represents the ratio ot the 

potential energy at thermal stability (gravity), tending to damp out 

turbulenoe, to the kinetio energy ot the shearing motion, tending 

to generate turbulenoe. ,The stability term 'Was obtained frem (6), 

adjusted empirioally to the reterenoe layer. The shear term was ob

tailled fraa (8). Untortunately the cumulative error at indireot 

inter en" or stability, inaoouracy ot the veator differenoe of small 

wiDds'-alott wotors, frequent substi tutiODS at data tram a1 ternate 

SOUl"ces, aDd interpolaticm of hourly values 'Was so great as to de

crease the reliability at this sorting parameter below those at some 

at the other olassitioaticm "f'ariables. 

(10) 860 lib. (6000 ft. MSL) d., point ... aD. indioator ot the moisture OOD

tc't at the lcnrer troposphere. and consequently of the oloudiness} the 

air .. S& source and the truumdssion of terrestrial radiation, ob

tai_d tram the plotted raobsJ alternate souroes 850 ab. cb&rt. '!'his 

p .. ameter" at seeondary importance in i tselt, 'Was inoluded. ill order 

to iDarease the resol"f"ins power of the other parametera it neoessary. 

!he md.te aDd. olass inteM'8.~s at these 10 variables are show::a. ill Table 1.3. 

Two addt ticmal ola8sityiDg Tariables were present in each oard, namely, 

seascm and time ~ day. When these are taken into aoooimt, it 18 obvious 

. that the DDII.berot possible oategories .0bta1nable by oombinations of these 

e 

e 

e 
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TABLE 13 

C~~SIFICATION CODE 

Digit 1 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 9 10 

5000 ft. 5000 ft. Dally T850 ~b T183ft Shear Shear 
wi nd. d.i r wind. temp Per sis- minus miuud d.ir magni- Richardtlon 5000 ft. 

Variable (from) speed. range tenoe Ttrurfaoe Tsurfaoe (towardB') tude number dew point 

Unit 8 points 1 mph 10 F. 12 hrs. 10 F. 10 F. 8 points 1 mph pure number 10 C. 

Cod. 
0 Calm 0 0-4 0 S-30 ~-7 none 0 <0 ~-20 

1 1m 1-4 5-9 1 -29 t. -25 -6 to -4 NE 1-4 0-.09 
@ 

-19 to -15 0 
I 

\0 

2 E 5';'9 10-14 2 -24 to -20 -3 to -1 E 5-9 .10-.29 -14 to -10 \0 

3 SE 10-14 15-19 3 -19 to -15 o to +2 SE 10 .. 14 .30 .... 69 -9 to -5 

4 S 15-19 20-24 4 -14 to -10 +3 to +5 S 15 .. 19 .60-.99 -4 to -1 

5 SW 20-29 25-29 5 -9 to -5 +6 to +8 SW 20-29 1.00-1.49 o to "'4 
, 

6 1r 30-39 30-34 6 -4 to 0 +9 to +11 .W 30-39 1.59-1.99 .to "9 . 

7 lIr 40-49 35-39 1 t"1 to +5 .12 to +14 M9' 40-49 2.00-2.99 "10 to "'14 

8 N 50-59 40-44 8 +6 to+l0 +15 to .11 N 60-59 3.00-4.99 ·15 to ·19 

9 ~60 ~45 ~ Z"'11 ~"le ~O ~5.00 ::"'20 

~ 
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variables is tar beyond the usable realm.. Bot all the variables were. in 

faot, even tested on the man of data, ard. only a small traction of the 

pOBBible combinationII' of the remaining variables were actually required 

in order to cover both the typical cases and the important extremes. 

We have nOlr desari bed the observational requirements of the Oak Ridge 

meteorological survey, the observational equipment, methods of observation. 

siting of stations. observation sChedules. procedures for processing obaer

vational data, machine tabulation of routine sUmmaries. utilization of ob

servational data from other sources, and reduction of a f_ controlling 

elements frClll variouS" souroes to a lII&8'ter meteorologioal lorting code tor 

all observatioua. 'I'his discussion hal been intended to provide an ade

quate basi s far eval'Wltion of the meteorological resulte wb1ch follow; and 

also to set down such of our innovations and experienoes &8 ~ prOTe u.e~ 

tul to other work81's in this field. 

• 

e 
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Fig. 4 (a) Double hutment and theodolite platform. 
(b) Wind and temperature profile pole. 
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(c) X-IO hutment area seen from the Northwest. (Haw Ridge in the 
background. ) 
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Fig. 5 Contacting rain and wind recorder: internal wiring of recorder 
and interconnection of units. 
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Fig. 6 Examples of cuntacting wind records With activation of the 
direction pens by the l-mile speed contact. 
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002 

STATION 
003 

~. 

~Odd $3.2 
~E .... 2$.2 

'OIl - 0.946 

~Odd $9.1 
~E_ 2$.5 

'011 -0.916 

~Odd $1.3 
~E_ 51.6 

'OR-p.an 

~ 
~Odd 35.9 
~E_ 40.6 

'RR -1.000 

~Odd 45.0 
~E_ 44.0 
'0-.. 000 

~Odd 40.0 
~E .. n $1.11 

'!ItI -LOOO 

# 
~Odd 39.2 
~£ .. n 59.2 

'ca- 0 .98O 

~Odd 42.3 
~E .... 42.5 

'ca ·0.912 

~Odd 44.5 
~E_ 44.5 
.. -0.989 

$ 
~Odd 39.2 
~E¥.n 59.! 

'SR -0.986 

~Odd 42.5 
~E .. n 42.5 

'511 -0.9$1 

~Odd 44.4 
~E_ 44.5 

1 
'SR -0.962 

H ~ S~.o~ tS~ 20~ !S~ 1 · -C ..... lation Coefficient 

Fig. 7 Biased and corrected wind direction frequency roses for 4 test 
stations, June, 1949. 
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Fig. 8 Design of safety platform for anemometer poles. 
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Fig. 9 Resonant period of oscillation of the Instruments COrporation 
aluminum alloy spread-tail wind direction vane as a function 
of wind speed. 
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Fig. 10 Wiring diagram of the Instruments Corporation It Anemograph" 
system. 
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ANEMOGRAPH RECORD 
STATION 001 

Fig. 11 Example of "Anemograph" wind direction and speed record. 
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,--- ---------, , , , " , " , , 
" 

.~~::.E: ED 

Fig. 12 Circuit of "Airmeter" heated-thermopile anemometer. 

Fig. 13 Uncompensated non-directional "Airmeter" probes. Left: cap 
closed as for zeroing. Right: thermopile exposed as for Wind 
measurement. 
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Fig. 14· Directional response of horizontally non-directional 
"Ainneter" probe. 
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METER READING (MICROAMPERES) 

Fig. 15 Calibration curve for horizontally non-directional probes 
tor precision air meter, model B-5, meter no. 633. 
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Solo Cons/on/ VoII09tf 
"" 5 Tronsformtfr 
rOwtfr W ... I J< 

<t---I." , < I :r===1 

IIOv-A.c. 

r---
I 
I 

/OH 
UTC 5-29 

STurn Ht!lipo/ 

lr; Pin -2- -{-G-- -- --T~ --i 1;J'N7S I I 0--S%netf • 
I R~ I 
I 5W S -Motor I 

: BROWN I 

Rn 

~.E 251~W 

~OBE 

~.E 
eq] 

VERTICAL 
PROBE 

-=- R6 AMPLIFIER l 
I L-----j:C----- u

-' S,.. .. ,. C.1i 

: 0 f II : L_____________ __S~.!.._ _________ _ _...: ___ ~ 

Ro -Scale Resistor 3.328-
Ra -Current Adjustment Resistor 252.1-
Rt -$pan Resistor 6.314--
Rs -Span Adjustment 
Rc -Standardization Resistor 509.4'
Rb -Battery Rheostat 
Rn -Standardization Input Resistor 3.9 .... 
SW 2,3,4 -Sensitivity Switches 

Rni - Calibration Resistor 5.0 ...... 
Rnis-Fine Calibration Shunt 1.0 ..... 
Rnla-Fine Calibration Control 100 .... 
Ri, -Input Resistor,High Sensitivity 27-
Ri2 -Input Resistor,Low Sensitivity 0.3-
Ri5 -Normal Amplifier Cathode Resistor 150-
R6 -Desensitizing Cathode Resistor 1000 .... 
Rsw-Sllde Wire 20-

ALL RESISTORS IN OHMS 

Fig. 16 Circuit diagram of "Precision Airmeterlt (model B-5) and 
linearized recorder. 
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GUSTINESS DATA 
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OAK RIDGE, TENN. 
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. ,ANEMOMETER (LINEARIZED) 
WIND VANE (SELSYN) CUP ANEMOMETER 
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Fig. 17 Sample records of 6 ft., 18 ft., and 54 ft. wind direction, 
cup-generator wind, speed, heated-thermopile wind speed and 
50 ft. vertical temperature gradient records at station 001 
for 1 hr., illustrating methods of reading charts. 
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Fig. 18 Recorders in station 001 hutment. Upper row, left to right: 
T~4' - T4' thermopile recorder, 54 ,ft. generator-se1syn 
(Anemograph) wind recorder, linearized heated-thermopile 
(Airmeter) wind !~corder, 19 ft. contacting wind and rain 
recorder. Lower row: air-6rass-wet-bulb thennocoup1e tem
perature recorder, 18 ft. Anemograph recorder, pyrheliometer 
recorder. The 6ft. Anemograph recorder is just off the lower 
edge of the picture. 
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Fig. 19 Intercalibrations of cup-generator (Airmeter), contacting-cup, 
uncompensated thermopile (Airmeter) and compensated (for 
short-period temperature fluctuations) thermopile anemometers 
in the natural wind. Vertical bars show ±(T. 
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Fig. 22 Wiririg diagram of temperature-difference thermopile recorder. 
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.... - --:~ - . ,...-~ ~ 

Fig. 24 Pbotograpb of captive balloon temperature sounding system in 
I operation. The thermistor, in its small rectangular plastic 

support, is banging about 4 ft. above ground. 
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- 3" Steel Pipe 

-12"x 14" Door,Hinges 
Welded to Door and 
Hood 

~ 00 
~ / 

/ ~ 1/8"Mesh--kl 
II) Grill . 

('Mesh 

2"Skirl---' 

20' Sq. x 2Z"H No. 10 Gage 
Sheet Steel Hood 

(All Joints and Seams Welded) 

SCALE 
Oil ~ 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 

L..t .• Ldnd W!! I I! !!!, IILLli1...LJ 

INCHES 

Fig. 25 Smoke hood for X-10 Pile stack. 
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Fig. 26 Summary of double~theodolite height measurements on standard 
3D-gram pilot balloon ascents. 
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DISTANCE ERROR FOR TRACKING ERROR OF 0.020 USING 782 FOOT BASELINE 

o· 
10· 

"' .... G'< 
~ 9

0
_ If.: 

... ~ 
-S-

~"'~ 
It <1f: o. ~ 

c:D 
0. 

j!:::='J ., I A CD 

o 

Fig. 21 

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 13 14 °0 

DISTANCE - THOUSAND FEET 

Error in double-theodolite distance measurement with a 182 ft. 
baseline, aSsuming a tracking error of 0.020 at one station or 
additive 0.010 errors at both stations. Each curve shows the 
distance at which the error ~ache8 8 given magnitude, as a 
function of balloon bearing with respect to baseline azimuth. 
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FORM OR-475 
(MAY 1949) LOW LEVEL SOUNDING DATA 

STATION \ I DATE e 
EL. LAT. LONG. 

TIME EST 

Tase T dse Tavg T T
dse

- T T Tdsc T Tase T T 
s;e avg asc avg dsc avg 

HEIGH1 Oy . Dr' C? Dr' Dr' Dr' Op- Op- Op- Opt Op-

src 
100 

200 

100 

400 

~OO 

600 
700 

800 

900 
1000 

1500 
2000 

2~00 e 
T 200 - T 0 (Of) 

l' 500 - T 0 (or) 

TvnA 

Inver. Intens. (0,) 

. Tnn nf' InvA"~ { A • 

Base Or Invers. (b 1 

'rIPE CODE 
o 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7 8 9 

\~ \ ~a ?- I Sa}a )a ). / 
LAPSE CODE 0 1 2 3 4 r; l) 7 8 !L 

-9 -6 -3 0 3 6 9 12 15 18 
-8 -$ -2 1 4 7 10 13 16 19 
-7 -4 -1 2 5 8 11 14 17 20 

Fig. 28 captive balloon. tempe~ature sounding data sheet. 
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RI 20,000 
Rz 12;700 
R3 20,000 
R4 12,700 
R5 25,313 
Rs 11,480 
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AUTOMOBILE TEMPERATURE INDICATOR 

SW2 
50 0 I 

---Q... I 

R8 
I 

SW2 

Rg 

7 Mallory == 
RM4 Cells -=-

0-50 Microomps. 
Westinghouse I % Meter 

OHMS R7 11,480 OHMS 
OHMS Ra 5,888 OHMS 

SW, 

I 
I 

I 
I 

SW, 
SW I 

R, 

R2 

R3 

R4 

R5 

R6 

6 BANK,3 POSITION NON
SHORTING SWITCH. 

OHMS R9 
OHMS RIO 

500 OHMS 
500 OHMS (CAL.) 

SWz CHECK SWITCH,3 POSITION,J. 
SPRING RETURN ,LEVER TYPt.. 

OHMS RII 
OHMS Rt 

1,000 OHMS 
2 MAL 405 THERMISTORS 
IN PARALLEL 

Fig. 29 Circuit diagram of automobile thermistor temperature indicator. 
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a 

b 

c 

Fig. 30 Photographs of automobile temperature sl~vey equipment. 
a. Panel showing temperature indicator and altimeter. 
b. Front view of thermistor shield. c. Side view of 
thermistor shield. 
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e-----, 

TO S-I ~ ?? =.,-.6 --c> NE 

7 --c> E 

"i '0:; -8 --c> SE 

L----"'(E--e_ 9 --c> 1110 mi. 

10 --c> I mL 

I 
I RI 
I 
I 
I 
I 
~ 

INTERNAL WIRING OF -=-BI 

ESTERLINE-ANGUS RECORDER MAGNETS +r 

Anemometer 

To Common of Vane 
Bearing ond Anemometer 

e-I 

Cannon 

Type AN Connector 

o 
Modification of 1/60mi 
Contactor to 1/IOmi. 

LIST OF MATERIAL 

RECORDER - Esterline-AnGus 10 pen operation 
recorder 8v.D.C. 68 ohm coils, 
modified. 

ANEMOMETER-Bendix-Friez type 349 or Instr. 
Corp. type 428. 

r-----"\ ~I 

RELAY R 1 - Clare type CMS 10,000 ohm coil 
55600T. Contact IA DPST normally I i i 
closed. . 

CAPACITOR CI- 3000mfd. 35w.v. min. C-D 
.FV3530/FA3530A, or 2 

181 

Mallory type HC5020 (paralleled). 

INTERCONNECTION OF UNITS 

BATTERIES B I-BurGess type 4F6H 9v. 
82- BurGess type 5308 45v. 

Fig. 31 Wiring diagram of micronet contacting wind system ~th timing 
relay. 
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Exam;:>les of contacting 'wind records with direction pens con- ' 
trolled by timing relay_ 
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3/8"0 for AN connector 

Hasp for 
10cIC 

I 
I 

-------1 _____ ....J 

AN connectors to instruments 

Timl.g RaIQ:' --:: E! 
~m~.g Conde •• ar. 
TI mlng Battery • • 

Recorder 6attery ___ '" 

g~ 

-----, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

.z' : 
I 1 I 
I ~7"--1 t 
1M'" I 
uL_ -.iL, - J 

Fig. 33 ~lywood housing for micronet wind recorder. 
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A 1IB1'IOIl:)U)GlCAL S'O'RfBI· OF '1'JI!: OAK RIDGE ABFA 

U. S. Weather Bureau 

oak Ridge, 'reDnessee 

Part; m. C1.1rnatoloq 

!he Period ot Record 

1. Weather During the ObserYation Period. in BllAtion to Climatic lo.mals 

The te:m BcliJllatologyB :u.; used here denotes the ettld;y of llleteorological 

variable. spPe1tieaJ..q with respect to their dependence upcm pographical 

10,cat1on. The variables of particalar ,.1rrterest in this stlXQ' include 

SClI'IIe which bave been COlll1lllDRq stu11ed, such as w1nd. ciirection and 

speed, tel'lperatare aDd poecipitatioD, as well as 50IIMt which are more 

canplex: and less well-knowa., such as pst1ne88 and vertical d1atr1butions 

of tempera tare and wind. The geographical loea tion in tbie case 

is the oak ltidae a..rea and its surroundings. HOW'ever, in attaptiDc 

to associate 8D1' properties observed oftr a tinite period of time 

with specific localities, it is D8cessar,r to el.1.Jd.nate those COftI.POIlents 

of the time var1at1on wb1ch ara not in thanH1Tes characteristic of 

the locality. '1'0 illustrate, the _an da1l.7 range of temperature 

J!Iq be cODSid.ered a _teorological p~per1ir of a locali"t7, NSul tiDe 

11"011\ a characteristic cyclical t1lle variation of the teaperature. 

This cl1matologl.cal c:Ia:l.l.T t.perature range al'W&1'& appears in COJIIb1nation 

with anot.ber COllPODllDt wbich results troll the particular delree ot 

cloud.i.Mss, wild, air mass advection, etc. occurr:lDg dur1Dg the period 

of observation. 'lbe clJJIIatological da117 tenperatare range IIIq' abmr 

a seasoaal YariatioD, but sho'lld re:u.in the S8III8 iD. all J'8a:r5., _1'8 
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it not for the fact that the clillate itself cha.~es. From the 

practical standpoint. the climate IIlU8t be defined in tenu of averages 

taken over some suitably long period of observation, which are considered. 

normals for the localitT in question~ The greatest d.1f'.ticw. t7 occurs 

in attempting to establish a suitable averaging period. Average 

values of meteorological elements for various periods from, Tears 

to several hundred years bave been defined as nomals for different 

purposes. 

In api te of this uncertainty as to the def1n1 tim at "normal", there 

is little doubt that the period. 1948-19,1, during which the present 

su:r"Ve)" has been conducted, 1I'8.S characterized b;y mean teaperat ..... es 

and total precipitation s1gn1t'icant17 higher than au;y DOl'IIIIls which 

can .reasonably be defined tor this part of the world. 'lb.e openiDg 

sentences troll the last four annual issues of -Precipitation in 

e Tennessee River Buin", published by the Tennessee Valley 4uthorit,., 

B;ydraulic Data 'Branch, 1I1l.l aerYe to aaphasise t.b1s point: 

e 

194th R'lbe greatest awrage precipitation in the past 16 )"ears occurred 

in 1948 over the Tennessee River Basin". 

1949: "The second _ttest year in 'IVA experience occurred over the 

Tennessee River Basin in 1949". 

19,0: nThe )"ear 1950 was the wettest since 1932 in the Termessee Vall.,. 

and the third wettest in 61 years of record.· 
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19511 .7be 7Ur 1951 was the fourth consecutive 1'Iar of abewe DOral 

precipitatiClD crnr the Tennessee River Basin and the seventh wettest 

18ar in the past 62 years-. 

Th1a abDOnaalitr 1D. the ..... ther of the observation period has lJDQuestionably 

been reflected to SO!l8 extent in nrtuall7 all aspects of the _teorological 

observations. '.Ibe distinction between statistical averages ot a 

particular series of observations on the one band and climatological 

normals on the other must. therefore be . consta:ntlJr borne in aiDd. The 

approach of the present c11llatological anal:ysis haa been twofold: 

(1) to study those elements or relationships (between similar elaaents 

at d1.tferent stations, or between d11"ferent elell8Dts at the sa. 

station) which are least affected b7 the abnormality of the weather 

during the observation period and (2) to utUize theae stable relationships 

together with loncer recorda at nearby localities to 88t11llate climatological 

norals for the 10cali1:jy 1IDder studT. 

For ncb an approach to b. nccesatul, it is clear17 necessary (1) to 

,- obaerre s1Jm1.tane01Ull1' • wide 'ftr1ety of ele.nts at ODe location" 

(2) to obserre SOlll8 of the 88M e1.aamts at aeverallocatioDB 1Dclud.1Dg 

some baviDg long recol'Cls and. (3) to obta1a obsern.tiODl!l under a sufficient. 

rage of .teol'Ological cODditioDII to penait. arv desired CQIIP&I"iSODa 

. to be -.d.e. The prov1sioDII for accompl~h1ag (1) and (2) haft been 

described 1a ~ II of this report. The extent to wbicb (3) bas been 

accollpllahed. is d.:1acuased below. 
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2. The Bange at Conditions Occurring Wi thin the Observations Period 

Figs. 34 and 35 show the dail1' sequences of several. _teorological 

elements ill this area during the entire period Jan. 1, 19h9 to 

Dec. 31, 1950, which was the period of detailed observational courage. 

The data plotted in these figures were obtaiDed from stat101l 012 (OHIIL 

Health Ph7sics Division) wi til the following e:rceptioDS; weekend 

cloudiness observatioDS and all barometric pressures were obtained 

from the records ot the lnoxville Weather Bureau atfiee and the 

8S0 Jib temperatures used in the stabil1t71ileaSl11'8Ml1ts _1"8 based 

on the Atlanta, Greensboro, and lashville raobs. 

It can be seen at a glance that~, cool, wet, and cby ... ather 

were obsernd in each season during the observation period. EDmples 

of periods of several. da1'8' duration representing various1llportant 

weather Vypes are: 

(1) &a.ier, hot, dr71 7/20-7/29/49, 8/9-8/14/49, 6/23-6/2h/SO. 

(2) S-r, bot, ... t. 6/2~6/27/49. 

(3) SlBDer, cool, d..r;r: 6/'l7-7/2/SO, 8/3-8/9/S0. 

(4) S~er, cool, wtt 8/20-8/22/49. 

(S) Winter, 'R.J'a, dr,yl 3/4-3/S/'49, 1I2J-l/2S/SO. 

(6) Winter, wa.ra, nt. 1/3-1/5/49. 

(7) Winter •. cold, 417= h/l3-VlS/SO, ll/2S-U/30/SO. 

(8) Winter, cold, wet: 1/29-1/31/"'9, 12/18-12/21/50_ 

(9) Ve17 hot: 7/27-7/29/.9.· 

'. 
" 
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(10) Ve17 co1d~ 11/25-11/26/50. 

(11) Ve17 clear and d171 3/1-3/S/49, 7/21-7/29/49, 11/4-11/12/49, 

10/11-10/18/S0. 

(12) Ver.r cloq- and raiJV': 7/2-7/18/"9, 1/2.9-2/2/$0. 

(13) Very unstable: 7/8-7/9/49, 8/12-8/1S/49, 11/17-11/19/49, 4/19-4/21/$0. 

(14) Ve17 stable: 1/2-1/4/49, 1/15-1/21/$0, 11/30-12/2/S0. 

(15) Ve17 'Iri.Dd7: 2/12-2/15/49, S/21-S/22/49, 9/4-9/9/S0. 

(16) Ve!7 calln S/2-S/7/49, 7/22-7/rtl9/49, 8/1-8/17/49, 11/6-11/l1/49. 

(17) Snow: 1l/2lt-11/28/$O. 

Certain, tJ'P8s were det1D:1telT better developed than others during 

1949 and 19501 in general mmsuall;y wet weather was ncb lIOre cc.aon 

than 1ID.usull.;y d.r;y in both lhBIIIIers and winters, and associated with 

this anc:aa.l.7 1I8.S a great excess of UDseascmab17 warm winter weather and a 

deticienc;y ot both a:t:reae17 hot (s ... er) and extremely cold (winter) 

spellll. Ne'ftrtheles8, there were enough neulT ideal clear, ch7' 

ape1l8 tor so_ detaUed studies ot the diumal qcle to be carried 

out UDder t.hese condi t1cms, and the 81aultaneoull occurrence in late 

1f000eaber 19S0 of the onl.7 88'n:N cold .... ve and the 0Dl;y 111gn1t1Cant. 

IIDOW' coyer of the period provided an opportunitY' to obtain ... data 

em t.belle ph8DOIIBIa. 

If 0_ caD. caallider the prevall1Dg _ather condit.ions a8 constitut.ing 

a _to ot independent variables With respect to which the variations 

or turinllea.a., 10cal1r.1nd t10w &lid. d1ttuiou.are being stud1ed, it 18 

seeD that. a taJrq _equate 1'8DC8 or the 1Dd.epeDdeDtw..r1ables _8 obtaiDecl. 
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If the nature of the dependence can be detem1ned fro. the .. ob .. rratiCIIs, 

and the DOruJ. distribution of the 1ndepenclent variables fro. other 

sources, then the nol"El distribution of the dependent. 't'8rlabl •• can 

be 1Dtened. This baa been the general approach in the a:a.aqs1s, 

although t.be actual stt1ation i8 by no _ana as simple as ..,. be negesteel 

b;r the p:recediDg sentences. 

PreseDtat.ion of Data 

3. Order of the El ... ts 

It is desirable, in 8t11111&r1zing such a _netT of 1DterdeDeDd.ent 

.teorological. Tariables, to treat one depeDd.ent 'ftr1able at. a t1:.. 

'!'he order in which the dependent variables are taken will be, as far 

as possible, that of increasing depeDd.ence; t.bat is, the .l .... ts 

which are rela ti vel,. iDdependent 111 t.bin the scope of tbis Btuc:t.r 1I:1ll 

be talcen tirst.. 

Thus the baroaetric pr'eS8lU'8, precipitation, .. eather ad *T condit.ioas 

w1ll be considered t1r8t, proceecl1Dg in each ca_ fro. t.he 801lt.hem 

.lppalachiaD. regional aspects to the muller scale ftl"iati0a8 in the oak 

Ridge area. bite topics will tora the _tting for the d.1sClUlsioa of 

the taperature distrlbutioD, with its gaograpb1cal, ... 8OIIIll. ad 41111'1111l. 

variatioDII and. its depmd.ence upon tbe other ftriables (e.g. c1.oad1Des8). 

F1.Mll7 the d.1stl"1but1on of w1nd aD:! patiness w1ll be tul.l7 d.1ecu....t. 

W. the ftl"iables prniouq treated plu the -reg1oDal- wiDd. t1cnr are 

considered .. 1Dd.ependent 'ftr1ablu with respect to local1l1Dd, w1D4 
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gradient and gustiness within the do_in of th1s studT. The DregDal-

1t'bd n_ 18 alaost 1IIliq1l8ly aaBOCiated. with the horizontal pressure 

gradient, and will. therefore be referred to as the "gradient wind II (it should 

be noted that this does not conform to strict meteorological usage). 

h. TabulatioDa aDd (lrapba 

.... rical tabulat1oD. will be reserved. for data whose precise ftlus 

are bel1ned to baYe d.1rect ut1U.t,.., or whose '98riables do not lend . 
t ..... elftll to graphical presentat1on. Wbere pattems rather than 

:iad1udual quantities are of interest, lIbere interpolated value. 

are .. aehl .. obsernd OI1e., or where .8ftral variables caD be 

.ft.cUy.,q represented 1D. coab1Dat1on, graph. and charts will be 

~ to the t1Illest poBsible a:tent. 

111 ... oases tile .... ob88l'ftt:tonal data w1.l.l. be ._rised :m ...... nl 

~.ralt ...,.. 1D order to Nftal difterent ralat1oD.ah1ps. In pmeral.. 

.. ~1," --r.r t4 .ch .. t of obsenatiou w::Ul be gi ..... 

in the form most suitable for extracting data (usually th..e moat nearly 

... ard or f'wI'1ar l'om). !he IId.d1t1oDal relationship. broq:bt . 
eat • other..,. at.Ii ris1Dg or grapbiDg the.. ... data will 

be Ulut.l'Ilted b;y IIe.l.Ht.ed .... "Pl.s.. Sal ot the spec.1alued. obsel"'f'&t1.aD.s 

... act..IlT DOt CIIl"l"1ed 011 thro'agh01lt the BUrn7 per1oc:l, ad 1D othw 

..... ~ec1allsed. 8't.1IIUes are _de 1Ib:1cb did not utilize &1.l the elata. 

to 1ihe Wwt.Nt1ft eDIIPleSI 1D ol'der to pn.ral1ze f'ro. thea aD _ 

__ tu. 1Dto aoco'8t U. b:taa t4 the BaIIpl. 1Ih1c1a .7 repre~. 

.... , , 

e 
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Unl.ss otherwise specified, the tolloriDg deti:aiticms and urdts will be 

used throughoutt 

SeasoDss 
Winter!: Deo.-Jan.-Feb. (12/1 - 2/28)' 
Springr Var.-Apr.-llay (S/l - 5/S1)' 
SWlllD.ert June-July-Aug. (6/1 - 8/31) 
Fallt S.pt.-Oct.-Iov. (9/1 - 11),30) 

Timet Eastern Standard 
Daytime~ 10 a.m. - 5 p.m.. (1000-1700 E) 
Bight-timet 10 p.m. - 5 a.m. (2200 - 0500 E) 

T.mperatur •• , OF'. 
Barometeric pressure: inches of mercury 
Solar radiation. cal./cm& 
Precipi tations in. 
n ti tud.. tt. 
Wind sp. ad I mph 
Wind dir.ctions direction (compass points, or d.grees clocbis. 

tram north) trom which the rind. blOlrs. 
CloudiDess. .tenths ot sky cover 
Visibilitys mi. 
Surtace 1.Tel, standard surtace obs.r ...... tion 1 • .,.1, appron.ately 

3 ft. above ground or root l.vel tor pr.cipitation, 4-5 ft. tor 
temperatur., 18-40 tt. tor wiDd. 

Lapse. deorease at temperature with increasing altitud •• 
Inversion. incr.as. ot temperature with increasing altitude 

. (including 0). 
Stabili tyl vertical gradient or ditterential ot taper.tare. taken 

pod ti Te in the sens. ot incr.asing temperature withal ti tud •• 

191 

Gradient wind, or gradient (11.8" "southerly gradi.nt") r the wiDd Tectar 
correspe:ading to the large-scale horizontal distributicm ot sea
level preuure, blOlring parallel to the isobars (pezopendioular to 
the actual pressure-gradient vector) with high pr.ssure on the n&ht, 
loosely identified with the geostrophic wind or "gradient-level.ft wind. 
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Baroatric Pressure 

s. Reg100al Pattern or Barometrio Pressure 

'lbe highest _an, a:nnual sea level pressures in the United Sta tes are 

totmd in the southeastern portion containing Oak Ridge. '!he long-term 

(7S Tears) normal Yalu.e at Knoxville, .30.06 in. ot mercur.Y, or 1018 mb., 

is among the highest, but is equalled at JII8llY stations within 200 to . 
JOO Ililes. Varying onl7 by' one or two hundredths ot an, inch (less than 

1 mb.) f'rom. year to year, and virtually' independent of' the topography', 

this high l1ean eea level pressure ,appears Qn mean maps (Fig. 36) as a 

westward extension of the semi-penuanent Azores-Bermuda antiqclone, 

which eeparates the subtropical easter1.7 (trade) wind belt f'rom the 

middle-latitllde 'Westerlies. The axis ot this high pressure belt is, 

in the mean, slightly south of' the latitude of' Oak Ridge, and undergoes 

a seasonal oscillation, being disPlaced f'arther south during the winter 

and spring, and slightly north ot this latitude during late summer 

and f'all (Ret. 26). This oscillation is accompanied by a corresponding 

oscillation at the _all resultant surface wind in the Oak R1.d.ge-Knoxville 

area tl"OJll westerq to northerl,. and back. In October a separate cell 

of' high pressure appears centered in west Virginia. This tendency 

toward anticyclonic circulation 1s accompanied by f'air weather. widespread 

atmospheric stagnation and SIIOg. It shifts slowl.;r soutbnrd during 

the tall and winter, passing through eastern Tennessee in NOTemer, 

reach:lDg the centnl. Georgia-Alabama area by Februar,y, and becoDlilg 

an 1Dd1etiDga1shable part of' a continuous high pressure rid.le which 

joinBthe .uores-Berauda anticyclone and the polar continental anticyclone 
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of northwestern Canada. This ridge reflects the paths of cold., shallow, 

anticyclonic ally spreading polar air masses migrating southeastward 

across the continent during the winter. During the spring and summer 
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the mean ieobars curve around the _estem edge of the relativeq pawarful 

oceanic anticyclone, accompanied normal!)' by a Eitead;r inf'lux of wara, 

moist tropical air (Fig. 36, July). 

Above the lawen Sooo ft. of the troposphere, the mean isobars are 

oriented west-east in all seasons, with higher pressure on the south 

and lower on the north. 'lbe horizontal pressure-gradients, and hence 

the resultant westerly winds become quite weak during the S'DIIIIIler months, 

even at high levels. During the winter, however, the aean horizontal 

pressure gradient is strong, placing this area well within the zone 

of strong .westerly winds aloft. 

At Knoxville, 997 ft. MSL, the station pressure is about 1.04 in. !g. 

less than the sea. leval pressure, varying slightly with temperature. 

At other 'points in this area, the station pressure decreases about 

0.10 in. for each 100 ft. increase in elevation. A pronounced diurnal 

variation is evident, the normal amplitude in the southern Appalachian 

region being just under 0.10 in. The maximum occurs between 9 and 11 A. M. 

EST, the JIIli.llDua between 3 and 6 P. M., and a weak seconcia1'7 max.1auIIl 

between 10 P.M. and lllidnight. 

Table 14 gives some useful averages and ertreas drawn froJII the Knoxrill.e 

records. The lowest graph in Fig. 37 shmra the course of meaD aont.bJ¥ 
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station presSure for the period 1931-bO: a minimum occurs in April 

and a maximum. in Novemer, the amplitude being almost 0.2 in. Above 

about SOOO tt. MSL, however, the IIl8X1mUIB occurs in August and the 

m1.niamD in January, the change o£ phase being accounted tor bT seasonal 

changes in the densi ty of the lowar troposphere. 

Table 14 Knoxville Barometric Pressure 
station Pressure 

Mean annual, 1871-194$ 29.02 Iii. Hi. 

Highest, 1871-1945 29.83 

Lowest, 1871-194.5 27.91 

Mean annual maxi .. , 1931-1949 

Mean annual .wu..um, 1931-1949 

29.63 

26.34 

Sea Level Pressure 
jOe 06 In. Hg. 

30.87 

28.9$ 

30.67 

29.38 

Turning to the day-to-day variations of which the climatological _ana 

are composed, Piga. 34 and 35Ulustrates the sequences which are 

characteristic ot t.h18 area aDd ot middle latitl.'l.de statiODs in general. 

DuriDg the 1dD.ter half ot the year, the migrating eddies ("Highs" and 

aton") in the 'broad aid-latitude westerly current, bringing altematel;r' 

cold aDd warm. air us.s, wiDda of constant];r ehangiDg direction and 

s:peed, tair and stol'lQ" weather, and rises and falls ot the barometer, 

pass rap1d.l;r and. frequentl;r accompanied by changes ot as much as 2$ lib 

(0.7 in. JIg) or more trom one day to the next. Daring the SUlSer halt, 

on the other hand, the pace becoaes .,re leisul'8l;r, each cycle taking 

perhaps a week or longer and with the amplitude reduced to the order 

of S or 10 lIbe (0.2-0.3 in.). W. H. nlm (Ret. 29) has publisb.ed maps of the 

standard aeviation of interdiurnal sea-level pressure change from which values 

ot abovt 7 ab in winter and 21 Dab in summer can be deduced. The majority of . 
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a summer day's pressure chang~may occur within a few minutes dur.tag the 

passage of a single thunderstorm~ All the weather e~ements reflect this 

seasonal change of pace. 

Since the transient high and low pressure centers are associated with 
.. 

characteristic weather patterns, a tabulation of the frequencies ot 

such centers (defined as a ma:ximum or lliniDma of sea level pressure 

with at leaet one closed 3-mb isobar) "A1thin ,0 of latitude and 

longitude of oak Ridge for the 40-year (1899-1938) period of USIB 

Northem Hemisphere maps, has been obtained (Tabl.e ~,). Highs are 

more co_on than 100 in all IIOnths a.rd part1cularl1" in the tall season. 

~95 

The November maximwa frequency of anticyclones coincides with the maximum 

mean lIonth17 station pressure (Fig. 37) and the passage through th18 

region otthe center of high pressure on the monthly" _an mape. (Fig. 36). 

Table 1,. 

'~S' 
Lo1ns 

J&n1J&r:t 2.1i 
Feb1'\1&l.7 3.3 2.4 
March 3.4 2.2 
April 3.) 2.1 
JIrq 3.1 1.7 
June 3.0 1.3 
JUl.7 2.8 1.3 
August 2.8 1.3 
September 3.3 1.3 
October 4.7 1.4 
lovember ,5.4 1.5 
December 4.4 . 2.1 
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6. Oak Ridge Press'ln"e Observations 

Little difference is noted between the station pressure variations 

in the Oak Ridge area and those at Knoxville (Figs. 37 and 38), 

other than the difference of 0.09 in. Hg due to the lower elevation 

of the Oak Ridge barometer (815 ft. MSL). During the 1949-1951 

,period of microbarograph observations (Fig. 203) ~~e monthly extremes, 

reduced to sea level (Fig. 37A) compared within a few hundredths of 

an inch. The average annual maximum sea level pressure, (30.63 in. 

at oak Ridge, 30.64 in. at Knoxville) occurred at both stations in 

December and the average minimum (29.49 in. at Oak Ridge and 29.hS 

at Knoxville) in Varch. 'lhese are comparable to the 19-7ear averages 

in Table 14. The average monthly station pressures (Fig. 370) 

run parallel at the two stations, and are close to the ID-year mean, 

(1931-1940) with the exception of November, which had a departure 

of-0.09 in. Both the average mont.hly range(Fig. 37A) and the average 

dai.lJ' range (Fig .. 37B) of station pressure are largest in winter and 

spring, and least in summer. From 2109 mercurial baromet.er readings 

at X-IO, compared with simultaneous readings at Knoxville (Fig. 38)~ 

it is seen that the mode and median as well as the mean pressure 

difference is 0.09 in. and the standard deviation of the difference 

is 0.01 in. The distribution of the difference is normal except for 

a few erratic readings. Thus the Knoxville barometric pressure statistica, 

corrected for difference in elevation, can be taken as representatil"e 

of Oak Ridge wi th an accuraC1' of the same order as that of the microbarograph 

record itself. 
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Pressure and pressure gradient are important micrOllleteorological 

variables, being tund.amEmtal both in the process ot turbulent nOlI' 

and in the developaent of valley and mountain breezes. However, such 

sensitivity and rapidit! of measurem.ent would be required for studies 

of these relationships, and such difficulties and ambiguities surround 

their interpretation, that no attempt ha& been m.ade to go beyoncl the 

groS6 climatology prasen ted above. 

197 
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Preci:el ta Uon 

7. RegioDBl'Pattern ot Preoipitation 

I..arp aDd 1rregiuar variations in aonthlT and annual precipitation, 

1ID.8'9'8D.l.7 distributed over the southern Appalachian )(oUJ1~1na and 

adjacent lowlands, occur in association with subtle changes in the 

re1ativel¥ recuIar pattern of baro.tric llressure. Slight variations 

in the eources and trajectoriee ot the air masses, and ot the degree 

of convergence and lifting to which thq are subj ected by the larae 

scale cQnaa1c processes ot the atmosphere,as wll as the irregular 

eell1llar nature ot -Uer ecale cOD'l'ective procesees, are sufticient 

to produce erratic patteI'De ot precipitation even in level country 

over averagiDg periods all 10Dg &8 8eV'eJ'8l years. 1Iben, 111 addition, 

the a"sphere ::1.8 torced to now over or arouDd IlOlJDtainOUS ob&tructions 

ot ftr,riD& elope, height, orientation and extent, the reeul.ting 

d.1atr.Shutiou are too c0llp1ex to be described with the spacing ot 

ob .. rn.tioD stations ord.1nariq. ap10yecl tor other elElHllts. 

J'ortllllAtel.T tor 'tbe present 1h1J"Y'8y, the 'NA. and. the Weather Bureau haw 

operated tor UDI' JUrI .. 8'.Ittl"aordiDal"J..q dan __ twork ot raiD-Pie 

stat1a8 111 the .... UDCler stu.. ne. 39 ehon the aTerap ammal 

prec1pltation tor t.Il@ " :rear period 1948-19$1, based on obeenations at 

lb7 statloDs, (npreMDted b7 c1ft1les) ... 1ncludiDg the !owDB1te and X-10 

etati... at Oak Bidp. 

It is appa1"8JIt .:rrc. n.g. 39 that 'VIII"iat1oDa at tens of mcbee :In the 

annnal total w1.tId.n a tflflld.le8 are co.aoD. rurt.he1WOl'8. lihUe then 
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is a marked correlation with altitude. the variation between stations 

at comparable al t:1.tucles is sufficient to indicate that other factore 

are. also important. For 1nstance. the highest peak, Mt.~ JlitclMtll 

199 ----

. (6684 ft. MSL). received an average of about 77 in. per 7ear, 1Ih1le 

several much lower mountains (.3600. to $100 ft. JlSL) to the southwest 

received oyer 90 in. per year. As to the Southem Appalachian Vall. 

in the vicinity of Oak Ridge and Knoxville (elevation 7$0 to 1100 IISL), 

the average annual total during the 4-year period su.aarized in Fig. 39 

varied from leee than 4$ in. east ot KnOXTille to over 6$ in. a tew 

milee wst of the Oak Ridge area. 1l1e higher 81I.01ID.ta in this vallq 

are part ot the precipitation maxiama (over 70 in.) on the sloPe of' 

the high Cumberlands tacing the eouthweeterl3' winds aloft which 

predominate during precipitation. The 10lf-raintall Area exteDcls 

north and northeast of the Great Smoky Mountains and appears to 

result trom a combination of downslope now and moiature deple:t1<1l 

(hence the relatively low figure at Itt. Mltchell). Both these teatures 

ot the pattern Ya17 in location and intensity from moDth to JIIOIlth 

and eveD fro. year to ;rear, placing oak Rid.p somet1m:es within the 

high-precipitation zone. so_tws well out of' it. 

Tha.t the abDol'lll8l aaollDts of precipitation during this four-7I'ar 

period wereacCOlllPanied b7 an anomalou geog.i"aph1cal distributioD 1s 

well iUutrated b7 Fig. 40, a up ot the departure 1'rCII the avera.ge 

of record based on 69 stations (represented by circles) having 20 yean of rec

ord or more. Departures exceeding 10 in. per year are found just northeast of 
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been accompanied by northerly or northeasterly now aloft. The "rain-shadow" 

area was shifted southeastward, as shown by small. or negative departures 

in the Piedmont section. The important consequence of this shirt for 

the Oak Ridge climatology- is that the departure from normal apparently 

varies b)" at least 2 in. across the reservation itself, and b)" as 

much as S in. between points within the reservation and the nearest 

long-period stations. Furthenaore, the usefulness of the long-period 

records at Knaxv1.ll.e or Clinton for normalizing the oak Ridge observations 

. by' standard methods is complicated by' the fact that the stations involved 

were under the influence of d1!'ferent parts of the anomal)" pattern, 

lnoxvllle shcnr1ng an average departure of less than S in. from the 

81 )"ear a" rage , wb Ue the Clinton departure from its 62 year record 

is ablost 12 in. Both the relative~ greater an~ during recent 

years at Clinton than at Knoxville and. the &ssocia tiOD of Oak Ridge 

(Station 012) sometimes with the high-precipitation zone (1950-51) 

and sCIIIletimes with the low precipitation zone (1946-49) are clearly 

Ulustrated in Fig. 41, which shan the total precipitation for each 

year of record. The normal Oak Ridge rainfall would be determined by' 

the frequencies of these two regimes over a long period of time. 'nms . 

the departure of the observed oak Ridge precipitation from the 

climatological normal is left in doubt, although the isanomals ot 

Fie. 40 would. indicate departlres of 5 to 7 in., which lead to normal 

annual precipitation values of 50 to 53 in. 
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Local Variations of Preoipitation 

Within the smaller scale of the Oak Ridge reservation, the dramatic 

geographiea1 variability of precipitation seen in the larger region 

is not approached on an annual time scale, but is repeated or even 

exaggerated when shorter intervals are conSidered, particularly in 

the summer half of the year. For example, on July 1, 1952, when 

2.50 in. of rain were received :in the town of Oak Ridge (aU within 

one hour), no rain at all was recorded at K-25, about·U m1l.es &firer. 

Such local showers can affect the IIOnthly totals quite rad1ca1~, 

as in June 1951, when B.u5 in. was recorded at K-25, 4.83 in. at 

Townsite and. only 3.87 in. at 1-10. The irregularities are still 

apparent when annual totals are considered. Dur1n.g the very ra~ 

12 mont.h period October 1949 thmugh September 1950, for example, 

69.91 in. was recorded at the .Whiteoak Lake station and o~ 64.61 in. 

at Townsite, a difference of over 5 in. By the tis 4-;year averages 

for the period 1948-1951 are taken, the annual rainfall at 1-10, 

56.55 in., differs from that at Townsite, 5B.13, b7 l .. s than 2 iD., 

20:L 

but ill viR' of the shifting order of the 1nequa1i ties :in the. examples 

quoted and many others, it is still questionable whether this difference 

represents a normal climatological variation between the two locations. 

In other words, there is no positive 8'f'1dence ot orograJilic1Dfi:unce 

on precipitation within the area and scale of relief of the Oak Ridge 

reservation. 

It should be remabered, honver, that the rain gages _re not located 

pn.aril7 so as to test such 1n1l.usnces, but oDl¥ to provide representatiY8 
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plant recorda and therefore W81"8 aU in '98JJ.qs. 

'l.'he question of representati -.eness, in the absence of orographic 

wr1aticms, resolves itselt into that of the allowable distance between 

rain gage stations. An examination of the data f!"Olll. , stations within 

the rese:rvation shows that the erratic variations of precipitation 

described in the preceding paragraph onl7 occur between stations 

several. lII1les apart. In Table 16 are shown the mean mont.hl7 

precipitation tor_.6 sUlmer IlOnths and 6 winter months at , stations 

(the records for stations 009 and 016 are combined), iJogetber with 

the .an algebraic (s18teutiC) dev1atioD8 and. mean absolute deviation 

corrected tor s;yste_tic deviations between pairs of the stations 

.... r1ous distances apart. It is evident that the 8)"stematic ft1"iations 

are pract1calq negligible in the s11llll.er but probablT Significant in 

the winter, when the stations nearest the Cuaberlan48 (011 and 013) 

receift halt lID. inch to an inch more precipitation than those tarther 

&'Wa7 (009 and 012). '!he DOD-s;rsteat1c variatiOns, on the other baad, 

are tar greater 1D the 81J1111er, and increase rapicllT with separation 

of the statioDII, 80 that an average absolute error of 1 in. would be 

-.de in transposing an obserYeci aonthq precipitation total to a point 

4.ues aWlQ" tro. the point ot obsern.tion, and 2 in • ., a 1111 .. &1IIQ" 

1D a cross-TBlle.r direction. 'ftle apparent illlprove-.nt at 10.8 .ues 

separation can be attributed to the tact that stations 011 and 013 

are oriented .,re nearl1" parallel to the paths ot the showers and 

theretore experience a larger traction of thea in CoalOD than do other 
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S1lIIIII'le r 
(6,1,8/49 
and 
6,1,8/50) 

Winter 
(12/49, 
1,2,12/50 
and 
1,2/51) 
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pairs of stations at comparable distances. But even in this ease 

an 'average absolute error of 30 percent with individual monthly 

totals dirfering by mOt'e than a factor of 2 can hardly be neglected 

in any practical application. 

. Table 16.' Local Variations of Precipitation 

Station A Station 15 Distance Precip A Precip B Syst. Non-Syst. 
mi. in. in.mi. Deviation Deviation 

-.w- I (A-B)-tI=1n1 
in. in. 

001 012 0.3 5.55 5.66 -0.11 0.59 
009 012 1.8 5.43 5.66 -0.22 0.81 
013 012 4.6 5.40 5.66 -0.26 0.91 
009 013 4.6 5.43 5.40 10.03 1.20 
011 012 1.8 5.50 5.66 -0.16 1.51 
001 Oll 8.1 5.55 5.50 fO.05 2.15 
009 Oll 10.0 5.h3 5.50 -0.01 2.18 
013 Oll 10.e 5.40 5.50 -0.10 1.55 

009 012 1.8 6.38 6.40 -0.03 0.28 
013 012 4.6 1.19 6.40 10.19 0.46 
009 013 4.6 6.38 1.19 -0.81 0.68 
011 012 1.8 6.81 6.40 10.41 0.62 
009 011 10.0 6.38 6.81 -0.49 0.64 
013 all 10.8 1.19 6.81 10.32 0.58 . 

Tbe extent to which the regular Knoxville 6-hourly observations can 

be taken to represent Oak Ridge is indicated by Ta.b1e 17, a joint 

frequency distribution, in 5 broad classes, of 1321 simultaneous pairs of 

routine observations made during 19h9 and 1950. Of the 34% withprec1pitation 

at oak Ridge, 1.6 or almost one fourth, had none recorded at the Knoxville 

Airport. 10% of the abservations with preCipitation at either station 

show discrepancies of 2 or more class intervals between the two. 
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Table 17. Knoxville-Oak Ridge Joint Precipitation Frequenc~ 
. KnoxvIlle: 0 1-0.01 0.02-0.24 O.2S:0.99 El. 0 Total - -

Oak Ridge 
o 

r-O.Ol 
0.02-0.24 
002S-0.99 

59.7 
6.1 
1.3 
0.2 
o 

U.7 
7.1 
3.8 
1.0 
o 

0.9 
3.0 
6.1 
1.1 
0.2 

0.5 
0.2 
0.6 
2.9 
0.4 
4.6 

o 
o 
o 
0.2 
0.1 
0.3 

66.0 
16.4 
11.8 
5.4 

~ 1.00 
Total. 67.3 16.8 

, 0.7 
11.3 100. 

9. T1me-Variabilitl of Precipitation 

The preceding discussion of the geographical distribution of precipitation 

anomaly was ba.sed on evidence from all stations having 20 ;years or 

IlOre ot record. implying that such a period is sufficient to give a 

relatively stead;y normal. The great variability trom Tear to ;year 

(Fig. 41) suggests that a long period is required: Knanille bas 

received ammaJ. amounts ranging fro. less than 35 iD. to over 73 in. 

during the 81 Tears ot record, and. the Cl1nton62 year range is slightly 

less. Fig. 42, illustrates the effect of increasing length of record \ 

on the average armual precipitation for Clinton, Knoxville and two 

Oak Ridge stations. ApparentlJ' an average taken over 20 78US will 

not be changed .,re than about an inch by adding a comparable nUJllber 

of jears to tbe record. but even 80 years are insufficient to acbi .... 

&fIT greater precision. due to long-period cl1:aatic fiuctuatiolUl. 

There i8 thus 'V8!7' little justification for spec1f71ng the no1"Jll8l 

armual precipitation more precise17 than the marest whole inch even 

where long-period records are an.ilable, and. the uncertatnv is greater 
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..men extrapolation is made froIl records of less tlBn 20 years. The 

previously given range of 50 to 53 in. per Tear, then, is probab17 

as precise a statement of the long-t.erm nomal precipitation for the 

oak Rldge area as can be made at this t.1me. 

A. better view of the precipi tat.1on expectancy is afforded bT long-term 

frequencT distributions. Fig. 43 shows the frequenq distribution 

of annual and monthly precipitation at Knoxville expressed as ratios 

to the mean. In the absence of a long record at Oak Ridge, this can 

be taken as an approximately' correct relative picture for this area. 

The _joritT of the Tearl.y totals (60%) are un1f'0na.l.7 distributed 

between 12S below normal. and 7% above nor:u.l. 

Roughly: 1 Tear out of 5 _I!! more than lOS below normal, 

I 78ar out of , wal!! 80re than 10% above normal, 

I year out of 10 wal!! IIOre than ISS below noraal, 

1 Tear out of 10 was more than ISS abow. n01'llal, 

no Teare were'more than 33S below normal, 

2 Tears out of 78 were IIOre than 33% above normal. 

'!he relative scatter of the I'IIODthl7 totall!! is, of course~ aucb greater 

(no allowance has been made for seasonal variation, which alone 

introduces deviations of 25% from the _an). It can be seen trom tbe 

middle histogram in Fig. 43 and more readily', tro. the camulative 

frequencT graph in Fig. 44 that I 

I IIOnth in 5 was more than 40S below the _an, 

I IIOnth in 5 was more than 40% above the ..an, • 
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1 month in 10 was more than 60% below the mean, 

1 .onth in 10 waa more than 70% abovathe .an, 
1 month in 20 was more than rO% below the mean, 

1 month in 20 was 1101'8 thal 1(')()% above the mean. 

",. probability- that the Knoxv1lle total recorded tor a particular 

IlOnth can be considered representative ot oak Ridge is shown by 
, 

the lower bistograa ot Fig. 43, which contains the trequene7 

dist.ributlon ot the ratio ot Oak Rl.dge (statlon 0l2) montlilT 

preclpltatlon to that observed at Knoxville. 'lb.e cOITespondiDg . 

probabUlty graph is shown in Fig. 45. or the 96 months represented, 

()ak 1I1dge reeeiyed: 

111 lout ot 20 IIDDths over 3S% les., 

in 1 out of 5 months over 3'" more, 

in lout of 10 months over '5~ more, 

in 1 out ot 20 mont.h8 over 70% more precipitatlon than the 

Knoxville Urport sta tlon. 

10. Seasoual Distributlon ot Precipitation 

Seasonal17, both the 8m01Dlt aDd. the :trequenq ot precip 1 ta tion are 

at a JI1n1.1Ia ill the tall throughout the southam Appalaebian Area. 

OIl the whole, the .. aunts received 111 the other seasons are nearly 

equal, with a weak winter or spring III&XiDna in the vall87 area surrounding 

0IIk Ridge aDd. at .ost stations to the south and west, and a JI01'8 

pronounced 8U8ler II8JI:1alD througb the 1IIOUDta1Dows area east ot Kno:x:vW.e. 

e 

" 

e 

e 
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Table 18.1 ,shows examples of the seasonal distribution for a few 

selected stations. '!be largest part of the variation in annual 

total precipitation from one station to another is accounted tor 

tv variations in the winter and spring. That is to sq the summel"

max1ll:ma stations, Bristol and Asheville, are s1mp~ those receiviDI 

the least winter and spring rainfall. It should be noted that the 

upper winds accoJllP8.DTing precjpitation are much lighter and lIDre 

'Variable in direction in s'lDlmler than in the other seasons. The 

8U111!1.er rainfall consequently shows little directional effect, while 

207 

the winter precipitation is deposited predomtnantlT in the southwestern 

portioDB of the mountainous areas. An indication of this effect baa 

already been seen on a small scale in the discU8sion of local variations. 

That the falling off of winter rainfall tonrds the northeast is due 

at least in part to depletion of a'9ailable moisture rather than to 

suppression of the ra1:amaking process (by large-scale descendiDg 

motion, for instance;) is suggested. by the relative constancy of dail,y 

and hourl.7 frequency (Table lBB and C). In tact, while the total 

precipitation decreases troa Chattanooga to Bristol in winter all.d spring" 

the hour~ .frequency actual.l1' increases. ibe change 10 character 

troll 1It.eacQ' precipitation in winter to showers in SlIIIDer, ureatV" 

illustrated by the increase in variabUity over the Oak Ridge area .. 

is .turther brought out b7 the str1ldng decrease in bourly frequenc;,r 

wbile the total. amount and daily frequency remain nearly constant.. or 

increase. 

: , 
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8 - - --- - -- ---.. _-_.- ion in ---- --- ----.---- --.6;;--- -

A. Seasonal total, in. 
e 

Station Winter Spring Summer Fall Annual Length of Raco rd -
Bristol .. 10.25 10.01 14.46 7.34 42.12 14 yrs. 

KnOX'1ille 1).67 1).18 12.60 8.67 48.12 81 yrs. 

Chattanooga 15.35 14.55 12.76 9.64 52.)0 73 yrs. 

Asheville e.60 9.71 ~ 7.53 )H.16 49 yrs. 

B. Hour!l Precipitation Frequenclz Eercent 

Bristol 16.~ U.O 8.4 7.3 10.8 68,557 hrs. 

Knoxville 16.2 10.7 7.8 7.5 10.5 78,744 bra. 

Chattanooga 15.1 9.2 6.8 6.7 9.5 101,080 hrs. 

Asheville - - - - - -
C. Number of D!ls with °101 in. or more 

Bristol )6 36 .!. 24 134 14 yrs. e 
Knoxville 36 37 36 24 133 81 yre. 

" 

Chattanooga 11 35 II 24 133 73 yrs. 

Asheville 32 35 ~ 24 133 49 yrs. 

e 
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1he patte~ of average monthly precipitation for the 6 years or record 

at station 012 on the oak Ridge reservation (X-10 Health ~8ics 

Division) re.f1ects the characteristic seasonal distribution for this 

region (Fig. 46), namel¥, a fall m1ninmm and winter maximmrl. Ibwaver, 

it should be bome in mind in interpreting this graph that Januar;y and 

Nov~mber have been abnormall,y wet during the period ot obse:rtation. 
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An estimate of the normal monthly preoipitation at three stations on the. 

area (Townsite, X-10, K-25) and four nearby stations having long records 

(Clinton, Kingston, Knoxville, Loudon) is provided by Table 19. The 

off-area figures are the observed averages for the 30 years 1921-1950, the 

current Weather Bureau standard normal computation period. The Oak Ridge 

area figur~. are adjusted to this same period by the 3-station normal-ratio 

method recently adopted by the Weather Bureau (Ref. .(0) using Clinton, 

Kingston, and Loudon as reference stations. These no:rmaJ.s are useful 

e tor computing deviations and tor interpolating missing data, but should. 

not be interpreted as physical constants of the precision indicated. 
TABLE 19 

.30-YEAR NCRMAL 1I0lfTBLY PRECIPITATIOll. IN. 

Townsite X-10 X-25 Clinton Kingston borri11e Loudon 

Jan. 5.07 4 .. 94 5.39 5.31 6.03 4.54 5.21 
Feb. 5.04 4.91 5.36 5.20 5.05 4.73 5.27 
Mar. 5.20 5.07 5.52 5.34 5.19 4.63 5.47 
A:pr .• 4.08 3.97 4.33 4.15 4.14 3.64 4.25 
]fay 4.02 3.92 4.28 4.30 4.07 3.56 4.02 
June 4.00 3.90 4.25 4.58 3.95 3.47 3.80 
July 4.81 4.69 5.11 5.19 4.64 4.72 5.08 
Aug. 3.94 3.83 4.18 3.96 4.27 3.43 3.87 
Sept. 3.01 2.93 3.20 3.44 3.01 2.53 2.as 
Oct. 2.62 2.55 2.78 z.n 2.65 2.63 2.69 
Nov. 3.87 3.77 4.11 4.04 4.03 3.1S S.8S 
Deo. 4. 85 4.72' 5.15 &,.11 4.86 4.26 - 4. 96 

Annual 50.51 49.21 53.66 53.33 50.79 45.51 51.34 

-

t· j 
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Table ;w. Normal DailY f'reCl.P1'ta non l'"reauenov 1\.nOXVl.L~e ana UaK H.1.<1f;!:e 

Knoxville Townsite X-10 

• 01 in. • 10 in. .25 in. .01 in • .10 in. .2, in. .01 in. .10 in • .2, :il 
4t, 

Jan. 13 9 
Jl.00in 
61 14 10 8 1.3 9 6 

Feb. 11 8 , 1 12 8 5 10 7 5 
,., 

Mar. 13 9 6 1 13 10 6 13 10 6 
I 
I 

Apr. 12 7 , 1 11 6 " 13 8 6 

Kay 12 9 5 1 12 8 5 13 8 5 

June 12 a 51 11 9 , 14 a 5 

July 12 10 5 1 12 10 , 12 10 4 

Aug. 12 a 51 13 9 6 12 8 6 

Sept. a 4 3 1 7 5 3 8 5 4 

Oct. 7 4 3 1 a 4 3 9 4 3 

NOT. 9 5 4 1 9 5 4 9 5 4 

Dec. 2 8 , 1 13 9 6 13 9 5 

Annual 133 89 51 12 135 93 61 139 91 59 e 

e 
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The seasonal. trend of precipitation frequency at Knoxville, X-I0 

and Townsite is shown by Fig. 47 and Table 20, which show the monthly 

frequency of days with precipitation equalling orexceeding 0.01, 

0.10, and 0.25 in. The frequencies at the Oak Ridge stations have been 

normalized with reference to the 81 year Knoxville record by the ratio 

method (i.e., the Knoxville normal frequency has been multiplied by 

the ratio of Oak: Ridge frequency to Knoxville frequency during the 

period of observations at Oak: Ridge). The frequencies of all amounts 

are conSistently higher at the Oak Ridge stations than at Knoxville 

or other valley stations listed in Table 18. The difrerences between 

the two stations on the Oak Ridge area, 8 miles apart, are erra.tic 

and of. doubtful significance: an average value of 137 days per year 

ldth 0.01 in. or more, 92 days with 9.10 in., and 60 days with 0.25 in. 

might be considered representative of the area as a whole. 

2ll 

e Duration or dry spells is often of interest in connection with construction 

work. Fig. 48 shows the. observed rrequency of periods of varying duration 

free of precipitation (less than .01 in. in one day) seasonally and annuall.7~ 

for station Oll (Townsite) and station 012 (X-IO). Dr,y spells lasting 

a week or more are most common in the fall, and least common in the 

winter, and c.an only be expected about 8 - 10 times per year, on the 
'I 

average. 

11. Extreme Precipitation 

The extreme monthly and dail.y precipitation for the 8 years or observations 

at 1-10 are shown in Fig. 46. Their great irregularity is partl.7 

due to the short period or record, and a review or the regional data 

will serve to sh ed further light on extremes to be expected in various 

__ intervals of time. 
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Table 21 •. Maximum Observed PreciEitat10n 

Duration Amount Location Date Ret. 

a* h* Cit e 
S min. 0.83 Asheville, N. C. Aug. 18, 1918 32 

0.80 Chattanooga, Tenn. June 12, 1922 32 

10 min. 1.41 Asheville, N. C. Aug. 18, 1918 32 

1.27 Chattanooga, Tenn. June lS, 1924 32 

lS min. 1.71 Asheville, N. C. Aug. 18, 1918 32 

1.~2 Chattanooga, Tenn. June 15, 1924 32 

~;. 30 min. 2.S7 2.S7 Knoxville, Tenn. J~ 8, 1939 32 

1 hr. 4.00 lit. LeConte, Tenn. Sept. 1, 1951 36 

(7.0) Winchester Springs, July 8, 1938 37 
Tenn • 

. , 

3.S2 Knoxville, Tenn. July 8, 1939 32 

2S0 Townsite July 1, 1952 

2 brs. (7.B) (7.8) Crossville, Tenn. Kay 22, 1938 37 

3 hra. 6.17 Lexington, Ky. Aug. 2, 1932 32 e 
(8.9) Lewisburg, Tenn. June 18, 1939 37 

h hrs. (7.2) Hartselle, Ala. JulT 9, 1946 37 

(6.2) Chattanooga, Tenn. ~ 15~ 1946 37 

6 hra. (11.~) Lebanon, Tenn. Aug. 3, 1939 37 

12 hra. (12.6) Altapass, N. C. July IS, 1916 37 

3.~ K-2S Feb. 1, 1951 
18 bra. {17.0} Altapass, N. C. J'IilJr lS, 1916 3'7 

(13.1) Lake City, Tenn. Sept. 29, 1944 Jr 

24 hrs. 22.22 Altapass, N. C. Jul.y 1 S, 1916 33 

8.10 Tazewell Aug. 3, 1916 33 

7.7S 1-10 Sept. 29, 19h4 

4.97 K-2S Feb. 1, 19S1 

e 
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Table 21 (Continued) 

Duration Amount Location Date Het. 

e a* b* c* 

1 month 23.44 Big E. Fork Nov. 1948 36 
(calendar) Pigeon, Tenn. 

'18.04 Clinton, Tenn. June 1928 31 

13.10 Townsite \Jan. 1950 

31 days 14.60 Townsite 
\ 
Jan. lo-Feb. 9, 1950 

12 months 145.5 Coweeta #8, N.C. Nov.,'48-0ct. 36 
149 

83.37 Petros Oct., '49-Sept. 36 
'50 

N.42 K-25 . May '50-Apr.' 51 

*a - Southern Appalachian Area 

b - East Tennessee Valle" and Cumberland Plateau near oak Ridge 

c -oak Ridge reservation 
.,j 

e 

I 

e 
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Observations of extreme precipitation for various durations in the region 

under consideration have been obtained from published records of the 

~eather Bureau and the TVA (Ref. 31-37) and are shown in Table 21. Data 

for duration less than 1 hr. are based on ·records for first order Weather 

Bureau stations only, while those for 1 hr. and longer include hundreds 

of rain-gage stations. Figures in parentheses are unofficial. 

The large relative number of record catches occurring during the past two 

decades may be due as much to the increase in the density of the rain gage 

network as to the abnormally heavy precipitation, particularly in the 

mountainous areas •. However, an important point to be noted is that for 

periods less than 24 hrs., the extreme downpours are not confined to the 

mountains; nor does the Tennessee Valley-CUmberland Plateau area near 

Oak Ridge fall far short of those records which have been set ~t other 

locations. It should be noted, too, that all these records for shorter 

durations have been established in the summer half of the ~ear, when the 

precipitation distribution appears to be most nearly independent of topegraphy •. 

The maximum 24 hour precipitation observed on the Oak Ridge area. during the' 

8 years of record" 7.75 in. at X-IO on September 29, 1944, is so large as to 

deserve some discussion. On that date mallY record breaking 24 hour amounts 

were recorded at nearby official Weather Bureau climatological stations" a 

few of which are listed in Table 22 (from Ref. 33). 

The Fort Loudon Dam observation was the highest 24 hr amOlUlt reported by the 

Weather Bureau in Tennessee in 1944, and the Clinton monthly total, 16.47 in., 

was the highest monthly total in the state for that year. The latter figure 

included 4.33 in. which fell on Sept. 30" to make a 2-day total of 10.08 in. 

In view of these data and a TVA estimate of 13.1 in. in 18 hra. near Lake City 

on september 29 (Ref. 37) the observation of 7.15 in. at X-IO appears to be 

fairly well substantiated. 

e 

e 

'lI"!: 

k 

e 
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Table 22. ReCord september 24-hr. Precipitation Set on Sept. 29, 1944 

Station Amount, in. Length of record, yrs. 

e 1-10 7.7; . 8 

Ft. Loudon Dam 6.;0 10 

Concord 6.10 1; 

Univ. of Tenn., Knox. 6.09 12 

Clinton ,.7; 66 

UT Farm, near Knox. ;.60 12 

Knoxville Airport 4.98 12 

Lake Cit,. 4.8; 10 

Kingston 4.84 66 
\ 

Norris 4.84 1; 

In attempting to estimate the probable recurrence interval. for such extreme 

24-hour precipitation, it was found that when the frequencies of 1, 2, 3, 4 and 

e ; inches or more in 24 hrs at any station, expressed as a percentage of the 

total. number of d~s with 0.01 in, or more, was plotted on log probability 

graph paper, a straight line could be fitted to them reasonably well.. The 

1 

following sets of data were treated in this mannerz 

(1) 1-10 records, Jan. 1944 through Jul,. 1951 

(2) Oak Ridge Townsite records, May 1947 through iJuly 19S1 

(3) Clinton, Kingston. and Loudon records combined, Jan. 1944 through 

Ifa:.r 19;1 

(4) Knoxville records, Jan. 1944 through May 1951 

(;) Knoxville records, 1871 through 19;0 

The graphs shown in Fig. 49, show surprisingly good agreement between KnoxvUle 

long-period statistics and those for the period during which 1-10 data·were 

available. The Knoxville line, however, does not fit the Oak Ridge, Clinton, 

_ Kingston and Loudon data, which agree well among th_sel ves and show a higher 

..... 
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level of precipitation (or higher probability of any given amount being exceeded). 

Only the 7.75 in. observation at X-10 is far off the curve, the normal probability 

of this amount, as extrapolated from the straight line, being 0.01% or onee in 

10,000 rainy days (.01 in. or more of precipitation). Since the normal frequency 

of 0.01 in. at X-10 is approximately 139 days per year, the expected recurrence 

interval for 7.75 in. would be about 70 years. other normal recurrence interval.a 

~trapolated from this graph are given in Table 23. 

Table 23. Normal Recurrence Intervals for Excessive 24 hr. Point Precipitation 

24 hr. precipitation, in. Recurrence Interval, m. 
3 ly 
4 32 
5 9 
6 21 
7 40 
8 75 
9 120 

10 200 

In an attempt to answer the question as to the maximum possible precipitation, 

which arises in connection with many problems of hydraulic design, R. A. 

McConnick and R. W. SchJ.oemer of the Weather Bureau have prepared a set of 

generalized estimates based on meteorological considerations (Ref. 38). 

They assume that both the available moisture throughout the troposphere, de

duced from surface dew-point observations, and the efficien~ of the q,namic 

preCipitation - producing mechanism, deduced from a careful stuQy of all the 

major storms of record, simultaneously reach their maximum. values. By combining 
rr. 

these maximized factors they have made estimates of tp,e probable maximum. pre- ~ 

cipitation for various durations and catchment areas. These are presented in 

Ref. 38 in the form of maps, from which the data in Table 24 have been obtained. 

Table 24 Probable Maximum Precipitation, in. 

Duration Catchment 'Area 

10 sq. mi. 
200 sq. mi. 

6 hrs. 

~ 
16 

12 hrs. 

33 
22 

24 hrs. 

35 
26 

e 

e 

e 
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Table 24 (Continued) 

~ Duration CatChment Area 

500 sq. mi. 

6 hra. 12 hrs. '24 hrs. 

Max. obs. point precipe 
13 

(11.6) 
18 

(12.6) 
22 
22.22 

In view of the fact that even with the present dense network of raingages, the 

rain entering the 50 ,sq. in. cross section of the gage must, be considered 

representative of at least 50 sq. mi., the differences between the peak ob-

served amounts (Table 21) and the calculated upper limits (Table 24) are 

surprisingly small. 

The implications ~f the observed and deduced extreme precipitation data with 

respect to possible flooding of Whiteoak Creek have been quite thoroughly 

treated b,y W. C. Ackerman (Ref. 37), L. R. Setter and O. W. Kochtitzky 

(Re.ts. 39, 40). 

12. Snowfall 

~Snowfall is even more variable than rainfall in this region, ranging geo

graphically from an average of less than 5 in. per year in the southern valleys 

to over 50 ~. on the higher mountains. Located close to the average southern 

limit of snowfall, the Oak Ridge-Knoxville valley area received only traces of 

snow in some years and over 20 in. in others. A snowfall of 1 in. or more can 

be expected on an average of one dq per month in December, January, and 

Februar,y in the valley and a trace or more on 16 days per year; no measurable 

amounts have fallen at Knoxville between May and October during 81 years of 

record. Snow cover rarely persists more than a few dqs, the maximum con-

secutive period with 1.0 in. or more on the ground at Knoxville having been . 
15 days in Februar,y 1895.' 

No snow of arr:t signiticance occurred during the routine observation 

4t>eriod of the meteorological survey, but special observations were 

7! 
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taken when a:n WlUsual snowfall and cold wave occurred late in November 

1950. There is little evidence that snow cover has any appreciable 

climatological importance in this area. 

Weather and S5r Conditions 

13. Weather Phenomena 

Tbe Southern Appalachian Valley has a somewhat higher frequency of 

both fog aIXl thunderstorms than the surrounding lowlands, but a lower 

frequency of low clouds and strong winds. Schematic maps in 

Fig. 50 show, for this and neighboring zones, the annual frequency 

(%) of hourlY observations with light and moderate fog, dense fog, 

ceiling height 600 ft. or less, ceiling height 600-2000 ft., visibUiV 

1 mi. or less, thunderstorms and winds over IS mphs., and the number 

of days per year with 0-3 tenths of sky cover (sunrise to sunset), 

&.nO tenths, heavy fog ~d thunderstorms. The hourlY data were 

obtained from Ref. 41 and the dally frequencies from the Local 

Climatological Summaries pUblished b.Y the Weather Bureau. The stations 

included are as follows: 

(a> Southern Appalachian Valley: hourly, Chattanooga and lCnoxville; 

dally, Rome, Chattanooga, Kno:x:v111e, and Bristol. 

(b) Smoky Ilts.-Blue Rid8e: hourlY, none; dally, AshevUle and Roanoke. 

(c) Cumberland-Ohio Valley: hourlY, Nashville and Louisville; da1ll', 

t~ashville, Lonsville and Lexington. 

(d) Gulf-Foothills: hourly, Birm1ngball and. Atlanta; daily, Birmingham, 

Anniston, Ala. J and Atlanta. 

e 

e 

e 
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(e) Piedmont: hourly~ Spartanburg and Greensboro; daily~ Athens, Ga., 

GreenvUle and Spartanburg, S. C., Charlotte, Winston-Salem and 

Greensboro, N.C., and Iqnchburg, Va., 

(f) Allegheny IIts. ~: Charleston and EJ.k:1ns ~ W. Va. 

While the hourly percentage charlis represent· a better Ileasure of the 

~ 

~requenC7 and a more specific choice of conditions, the daily frequencies 

give somewhat better geographical coverage. 

Fog~ low clouds~ and wind are cloSely' interrelated~ the sheltered. 

mountain valleys having frequent fog but infrequent clouds below 

600 ft., while the more exposed foothills facing the Gulf receive 

more frequent low ceilings and fewer ground fogse In the ceiling 

range 600-2000 ft. a transition is made from radiation-advection-

turbulence stratus to larger-scale cloud s;ystems~ and. the frequencies 

are rougblT equalized over the various zones; the association of 

cloudiness 1a this layer with migrating lo ..... pressure s,ystems is indicated 

by increasing trequenc)" to the Dorth and a d0lR181ope (with respect to 

the prevailing westerly winds) m:1D.1mma in the Piedmont Sectiao. The 

northward. increase in frequency of cloudy clays seeu def1niteq 

associated with the latitudinal increase of storminess north of the 

axis of the Bermuda anticyclone. StUl, the Appalachian Valley area 

has a low frequency or clear days and high frequency of clou<V' days for 

its latitude, perhaps correlated with orograPhic erfects. It can be 

interred trom the Alleghenies pattem, from the da1l7 trequency of fog 

, 
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in the Smoky Mts.- Blue Ridge area, and froll. the frequency of ceilings 

in the 600-2000 ft. range in adjacent lowlands (which might appear 

as fogs at higher stations), that sheltered locations on the Cumberland 

Plateau would also have high frequencies of fogs and low visiblities. 

While thunderstorms " are observed in the Valley at only 1% of the 

h01U"ly o.servations, they occur on 16% of all days, with higher daily 

frequencies on~ towards the Gulf of Mexico. In the absence of 

official data on thunderstorms over the Cumberla~ Plateau, it should 

be mentioned that the Crossville-Crab Orchard area is reputed among 

aviation meteorologists to have more frequent thunderstorms than 

any other part of the southern highlands. It bas already' been seen 

that intense showers of short duration and small horizontal extent 

account for the major proportion of swmner rainfall in this entire 

area. 

The seasonal distribution of these weather types in the Knoxville area is 

shown in detail in Table 25. Thunderstorms are rare in the winter months 

but occur on nearly one-third of all summer days. The frequency of hourly 

observations with thunder is, however, even in the summer, only a little over 

1%. A. L. Shands has shown that the probability of. a thunderstorm beginning 

within each quarter-day varies, in summer, from 2% in the period mid-

night to 6 a.m. to 20% in the period noon to 6 p.m., whereas in winter 

the probability is less than 1% in all quarter-days (Ref. 42). 

Fog is most common in the fall, but low visibilities have a maximum 

frequency in winter, probably accounted for by greater consumption of 

smoke-producing fuel and greater stability in the deeper layers of the 

atmosphere. Over the year as a whole, some atmospheric obstruction to 

e 

e 

e 
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Table 25. Seasonal distribution of weather and sky conditions, Knoxville 

a. Cloudiness 
.-- Avg. sky cover, FI'.mris'3-sunset, te'1ths 
,., No. days clear (sunrise-sunset) 

No. days partly cloady " 
No. days cloudy n 

Avg. percent- of possible sunshine 
P..ighest monthly % pOS'3. II 

Lowest" II ,. 

b. Ceiling height, hourly % frequency 
--0-300 ft. -

.301-600 ft. 
601-1000 ft. 

1001-2000 ft. 
Total 0-2000 ft. 

c. Fog (ViSibilitf .!$6mi) 
Total no. days 1 ght fog (>!mi) 
Total no. days dense fog (~4 mi) 
TOtal no. days wi th fog . 
%brs. light fog ( >Jmi) 
% hra. dense fog (S;tnti) 
Total % hrs. with fog 

d. Visibil1 ty, hourly % fre'juency 
O=! ml. -
5/8-1 mi 
1t-2 mi 
22-6 mi 

e. 'Ihunderstorms 
fl!o. days 
% hours 

f. Snow" sleet and hail, no. of days 
Snow, trace or more 
Slrot 
Hail 
Snow" sleet or hail, 1 in. or more 

tL/ 

*2.3,198 hourly observations (Ref. 41) 

-

Winter 
0.) 

24 
24 
42 
44 
76 
22 

2.6 
2.8 
4.8 
8.6 

19.8 

6 
5 

11 
19 .. 9 
1.4 

21.3 

6.1 
6.6 
8.2 
.34.2 

1 
0.0 

12 
.3 

<'1 
.3 

Spring 
5.1 
29 
.31 
.32 
59 
85 
36 

0.2 
0.7 
1.6 
4.5 
7.0 

4 
2 
6 
10.1 
0.4 
10.5 

2.1 
3.lt 
3.6 
18 • .3 

14 
0,6 

2 
o 

4 
o 

Sur.uner 
~ 
28 
40 
24 
63 
84 
.3~ 

0.4 
0.5 
1.4 
2.5 
4.8 

6 
4 
10 
11.9 
0.2 
12.1 

1.0 
1.4 
2.2 
15.3 

27 
1.2 

o 
o 

<1 
o 

Period 
Fall Annua.l of RecoI'l 
4.1r $.5 31 yrs 
39 120 81 
26 121 81 
26' 124 81 
61 57 54 
85 64 .3.3 
27 45 .3.3 

0.9 
1 • .3 
2.4 
4.8 
9.4 

10 
7 
17 
13.6 
0.9 
14.6 

2.5 
2.4 
5.2 
2.3.5 

6 
<0.1 

2 
o 

<1 
o 

1.0 
1.4 
2.6 
5.1 
10.1 

26 
18 
44 
13.9 
0.7 
14.6 

2.9 
3.2 
4.8 
22.8' 

48 
0.5 

16 
.3 
2 
3 

3* 
.3* 
.3* 
3* 
.3* 

10 
71 
10 
.3* 
3* 
3* 

3* 
3* 
3* 
3* 

71 
3* 

10 
11 
.39 
66 
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vision (vi5~biiity~6mi) exists about one-third of the time~ Fog 

accounts for over half the obstructions, smoke about one-third, and 

precipitation for nearly all the remainder. Haze, although very common 

in the sununer, seldom restricts the visibility to 6 mi. 9r less. 

Frozen precipitation has been described in a previous section with 

respect to amount. 
( 

As to frequenqy, on the average, a trace or 

more of snow can be expected on 16 days per year, sleet on J days per 

year and hail on 2 days per year. No statistics are available on 

glaze or ice storms (freezing rain), but this part of the country 

is known to be subject to such storms almost yea~ly in varying degrees 

of severity, with an iricreaee in both frequency and severity towards 

the higher mountainous exposures. 

Severe windstorms are not entirely. unknown in the Southern Appalachian 

Valley, but are comparatively rare in comparison with the surrounding 

area. Winter storms almost invariably lose their force in crossing 

the Cumberland Plateau, and the local ridges seem further to obstruct the air 

now. Tornadoes have an. infinitesimal frequency of occurrence per county 

or per hundred square miles; those few which have been reported within 

50 uP.. of Oak Ridge during the past half-centu.r.;y were small, had short paths, 

and caused littJ.e damage. This is in contJ;"ast with the situation just across 

the Plateau (Ref. 43), Where tornadoes are more common and more destructive. 

The 5 highest wind speeds recorded during the survey program, ranging fran 

55 to 70 mph, were of very. short duration (one minute or less) and occurred in 

conjunction with spring or summer thunderstonns. The highest observed sustained 

wind tor; min. was ;2 mph and tor an hour, 32 mph. This is in contrast 

to an average ot J days per year with maximum hour17 wind speed 40 mph 

e 

e 

·e 
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or more at Knoxville for the period 1892-1930, and 9 days per year 

wi th maximum 33 mph or more. 

14. Cloudiness 

Cloudy days are somewhat more frequent than clear days over the year 

as a whole in the mountains and valleys surrounding Oak Ridge. It 

is seen in Table 26 that cloudy days (defined as 8-10 tenths of sky 

cover, sunrise to sunset) increase in frequency at the expense of 

clear days (0-3 tenths) as one goes from the foothills facing the 

Gulf, where clear days predOminate, northeastward to the Allegheny 

Ilts. of West Virginia, where about half the days are cloudy, and only 

one quarter clear. Thus the trend of frequency of cloudy days parallels 

that of rainy days. The average cloudiness is surprisingly uniform 

over this region, Knoxville having had an average of 5.5 tenths of 
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sky cover in 31 yrs., Nashtille 5.6 in 31 yrs., Asheville 5.4 in ,49 years 

e and Chattanooga 5.5 in 52 years. 

e 

Seasonally, too, the frequency distribution of cloudiness is closely 

related to that of precipitation, as can be seen in Table 25. The 

highest average cloudiness, 6.3 tenths, occurs in winter and the lowest 

4.8 in fall. The most common condition is cloudy in winter and spring, 

clear in fall and partly cloudy in sWll1ter. The winter clouds consist 

mostly of 'broad, stratified decks generated by larle-scale liftinc 

processes usually accompanied by pronounced thermal stability. The summer 

clouds are largely cumulUS types in various stales of development, ar.isinc 

from local convection currents. 
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A comparison ot 2l.l.U simultaneous observations of cloudiness at 

Oak Ridge and. (nODUle, SUII1I.arized :in Tabie 268., shon nearl1' 

identical. gro8S trequency distributions at the two stations during 

the 17 month period ot these observations. When the obsenationa 

are classified as ·clear (0-3 tenths 8lq cover), partl1' cloud;r (4-7 

tenths) and clotKO' (8-10 tenths), the trequencies ditter by less 

than ~. a aal.l deviation in new at the subjectiYe method at 

observation. Balrever, when the individual observations are compared, 

as in the third: and tourth coluams at Table 216a, it i8 8een that 

the observers at the two stations disagreed 22% ot the 101M, and. 

dit1'ered b;y 2 classes (opposite categories) 5% ~t the tae. Seuo~ 

(Table 27), the w:1nter ot 1949->0 haci an abnol"lllllq high trequency 

ot overcast· skies with the remainder D)stl1' clear, resul t1Dg 111 a 

a1n1.mull or disagre8ll8Dt between the two stations. 'DIe greatest 

percentages ot indiridual. discrepancies occm-red in the ..... er, with 

the _jorit;y ot partl1' cloucV" periods at Oak Ridge listed iii clear 

or clo~ at Knoxrllle, and MDT clOlKb" period. at Oak Ridge acCOllJ)8n1ed·. 

b;y clear at kno.x:r.l.lle. '.D:ut greate.t d1tterEllCe8 in total trequ8D.cies 

also OCCUl"l"ef,: J..n the S'lJEer JIOnths, with Knoxville reporting 8)re 

clear and pc.:.;:~j;.l;y clO'ad1' and tewer cloudJ' periods than Oak W,e. 

'!'be mcx::t frequent reports ot opposite categories at the twoetatlons 

occurred 1D the spring. DiumaJ.l.;y the greatest difterences appear at 

n1ght and 1D the ear17 mrniDg, again nth Oak R:ld.ge sbo'IIiDg .ore 

cloudine8s than lDo:r:v1l1tt. It is, or course, well known that cloudJ.nes8 

obsenations are less certain at Dight than in the dtqt1me. 

e 

e 

e 
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Table 26. Comparative frequency (%) of weather, sky and ground conditions, 
Oak: Ridge vs. Knoxville Juoo, 1949-Nov. 1950. 

e Oak Ridge Knoxville Knoxville KnOxville 
qifferent differed 

a. Cloudiness from O.R. ::=. 2 classes 
0-3 tenthS (I. clear" ) 34.4 34.4 6.4 2.3 
4-7 tenths ("Partly cloudylt) 13.4 16.0 1.l 0.0 
6-10 tenths (Ilcloudyll) 52.2 49.6 8.5 2.7 
Total (2114 obs.) 100.0 100.0 22.'2 s:o 

b. ce1liff height 
0-200 t 2.6 1.2 2.2 1.6 
3OO-9ooft 7.0 4.0 5.1 1.2 

1000-4900 ft. 24.7 23.3 10.9 5.8 
5000-9500 ft. 9.6 10.7 6.1 0.1 

10000 ft or higher 56.2 60.8 6.6 3.8 
Total (2l1L obs.) 100:0 !()i).o '30:9 1~ 

c. Hei~t of lowest. clouds 
0-2 fi. 2.3 1.8 1.7 1.2 
300-900 ft. 8.1 6.3 5.3 1.0 

1000-4900 40.4 40 .. 9 12.2 2.9 
5000-9500 ft. 11.3 15.8 6.8 0.4 

l0000-ft or higher 37.8 35.3 8.8 5.1 ~, 

Total (2110 obs.) 10<J.'0 . mD.'0 )4.1J 1"lJ.5 .' 

d. Vis1bill tz .~,; 

O-fmi 2.9 1.4 . 2.1 1.9 e 5/16-3/4 rei 2.8 1.0 2.7 1.8 
1-21 mi 5.0 3.5 3.8 1.7 
3-6 m1 16.4 14.2 10.7 0.4 
7 m1 or greater 72.8 79.9 5.3 0.7 

'fatal (2114 obs.) 100.0 lCXJ.O 24.0 0":5' 'i: 

e. Weather 
Thunders torn 2.0 0.9 1.6 0.8* 
Rain 15.6 '14.3 8.5 3.3* 
Snow or sleet 0.5 0.6 0.3 0.3* 
Fog 19.0 14.0 11.3 5.1* 
Smoke 11.4 7.1 1.0 0.7* 
Haze 3.0 0.1 2.9 1.1* 
None , 58.7 62.9 7.1 7.1* 

Total (2533 obs.) ~ 1'00';0 !2.1 nr:Ii'* 

f. State of ground 
Dry 53.7 56.6 8.0 1.0 
Moist 34.5 27.1 17.4 0.4 
Wet (standing puddles) 10.0 14.3 3.3 0.4 
Frozen 1.1, 1.8 0.3 0.2 
Ice, snow, sleet or slush 0.3 0.2 0.3 0.2 
Total (1323 abs.) - -100.0 lOO.O 29.3 2.2 

*Any weath er type occurring at Oak Ridge with none at Knoxville, or vice versa 

e 
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Table 27. Seasonal and diurnal cloudiness comparison (% frequency), Oak: Ridge 
vs. Knoxville 

Clear Partly Cloudy Differ-
Winter (12/49, 1/50, 2/50: 507 Qbs.) Cl~ldy lng O~POSite 

OakRidge 27.9 7.6 64.8 13.4 2. 
Knoxville 27.9 8.5 63.7 

SPri~(J,4"/50127LJ Obs) 
ak Ridge . 35.4 1).1 51.LJ 28.0 6.9 

Knoxville 32.5 21.2 46.3 

Summer (6,7,8/49 & 6,7,8/50:622 Obs) 
Oak Ridge 27.8 20.0 52.2 30.0 5.4 
Knoxville 30.1 22.2 47.1 

Fall d9,10t11/49 and 9,10/50: 711 obs) 
ak R dge 44.1 11.9 43.4 19.7· 5.5 

Knoxville 43.014.1 42.9 

~~al (Avg. of 4 seasons) 
oat{ Ridge 33.9 13.1 53.0 22.9 5.2 
Knoxville 33.5 16.5 50.0 

1 and 4 A.V. (480obs.) 
Oak Ridge 42.9 8.7 48.3 24.3 1.5 
Knoxville 42.5 13.1 44.4 

7 and 10 AV (·)LJ9 obs.) 
Oak Ridge 30.0 10.7 59.3 22.1 6.2 
Knoxville 33.7 12.8 53.6 

1 and 4 PM (5$0 obe.2 
- Oak Ridge 27.3 19.3 53.4 22.2 1.B 

Knoxville 26.7 21.1 52.2 

7 and 10 PM (535 obs.) 
oak Ridge 38.8 14.2 46.9 21.6 4.8 
Knoxville 35.7 16.8 47.5 

e 

e 

e 
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lS. Solar Radiation 

Bo~h astronomical and meteorological factor. detem1ne the rate at 

which solar energy is received at 8If1' given location on the eartht. 

surface. The angular elevation and distance of the SUD with respect to 

the earth constitute the astronomical factoN; absorption, scattering 

and reflection by the gases, suspended particles and cloude in the 

atmosphere are the meteorological ones. '!be total aoUDt of energy 

received in &n1' specified period of hours or dqs depends priari17 

upon the amount ot cloudiness and the thickness ot the cloms. ' WheD. 

the seasonal variations ot solar elevation and length of the dq are 

eliminated, a close relation is tound to exist between the dai17 

22T 

total solar radiation rece i ved on a un! t borizontal area 8.Dd the duratiOl1 

ot sunshine. The latter quantit.r has been recorded for II8.IlY years at 

Weather Bureau stations, and, although it is a less func:laental '9'&riable 

in most physical problema, it is useful as an aid in extrapolating fr. 

short-period direct aeasurements ot solar radiation to lon.gel'-per1ad noraala. 

d 

Nearly tour year of solar radiation records have been obtained at 0IIk 

Ridge. '!he observed annual variation of dai17 total direct and. 

scattered solar radiation received by a unit horizontal area 18 

summarized in Fig. Sla. The uppermost curve represent. tb,e theoretical. 

extraterrestrial radiation <at the top ~~ the atmosphere) obtained fro. 

itet. 44 and shown tor comparison. The average observed daily total. 

are shown by' horizontal bans whose lengths span the standard monthly 

periods, each consisting ot a whole multiple ot 7 dqs, which are _eel 

by the Weather Bureau for summarizing solar radiation. The average 

monthly maximum is plotted at the average date of occurrence, and. the 
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m1n1.mua ~f record for each standard'mont.'l plotted against its date. 

The unit is one cal/cm2, or one langley_ 

It is worthy of mention that due to the phase shift between the earth's 

axial orientation (solstices) and its orbit (perihelion-aphelion), 

the extraterrestrial radiation is greater in the spring than at 

corresponding dates in the fall. The aphelion, coming a few days 

later than the sWllller solstice, does not _terially affact the t1me 

of the maximum, the rate of change of earth-sun distance being near 

zero at that time. The greatest effect is observed in the viD1nity 

of the equinoxes, when both the angular elevation of the sun and 

its distance from the earth are changing rapidly. The asymmetry 

of the observed average radiation, however, is much greater than 

can be explained on astronomical grounds and is, in fact, in the 

opposite sense. The minilIIuIl occurs not in December, but in January, 

which 1.8 the cloudiest montJl (see Table 25a), and the fall values 

are higher than those for corresponding periods in the spring, which 

again parallels the frequency of clear skies. 'lbe highest observed 

values, on the other hand, appear to MTe a nearly constant relation 

to the extraterrestrial radiation, as might be expected, since they 
"-

probably represent almost perfectly cloudless days in each month. 

These highest values show the astronomical aB1Jllll8try. The lowest 

values, pres\Bl8.bl;y obtained on the mst cloudJr days, appear to be 

disproportionately high in the SUDler, particularly in view of the 

greater water content of the summer clouds. Several possible explanations 

nggest themselves: the greater ice content or winter clouds, an inverse 

relation between renection and solar altitude, a greater homogeneity &lid 

persistency of thick clouds in winter than in s1Dlllll8r. 

e 

e 

e 
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The meteorological effects upon the average and maximum observed solar 

radiation are seen much more clearly when the observed values are 

converted to a percentage of the extraterrestrial radiation, thus 

eliminating the astronomical component of the variation, as in Fig. S!b. 

Also shown are two theoretical curves for total daily sbort-wave sun 

and sky radiation ip the absence of clouds, computed by means of the 
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tables and graphs in Ref. 44. For tbe upper curve (A), the colIPutat.ion or 

absorption and scattering is based on. tbe following assumptionst (a) that 

the surface temperature is equal. to the observed monthly average, (b) that 

the lapse rate of temperature is moist-adiabatic (a sufficiently realistic 

assumption for this purpose) up to a pressure of 700 mb., and (c) that 

the moisture content corresponds to a relative bumidity ot 20% throughout 

this layer and zero above the 700 mb level. It is seen that this 

assumption of extreme dryness gives a plausible enveloping curve for the 

observed weekly extreme values (open circles'). The second curve (B) is 

based on a Similar temperature distribution up to 200 mb., with 50% relative 

humid! ty throughout this layer: this gives an excellent approximation to 

the average monthly maximum solar radiation expressed as a percentage ot 

the extraterrestrial radiatiOn (black circles). Thus absorption and . 

scattering by a cloudless sq resu1ts, on the average, in an attenuation of 

about 21% in the spring and 24% in the other seasons. The lower Um1t 

appears to be about 16%. 

Monthly averages ot the duration of sunshine at Knoxville airport, shown 

as the percent of possible sunsbine, are compared in Fig. 51b with the Oak 

Ridge daily total solar radiation tor each month averaged over the period, 

Jan. 1949-oct. 1952. The resemblance between the trends ot these t .. 

I I I I I » 
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variables is striking, the slightly greater range of the average 

duration being at least in part due to the fact that daily values 

range from 0 to 100%, while the solar radiation values, as we have 

seen, cannot exceed 61&$, and apparently also have a lower lim! t, which 

varies from one season to another. However, the duration and integrated 

intensity are not equivalent, even ~en the intensity is expressed as 

the percent of that observed with cloudless skies. Ref. 44 gives an 

empirical relation I/Imax = 0.618 f 0.35, due to S. Fritz and T. H. 

MacDonald, and based on observations at 11 stations having 10 years 

or more of record. S is here the percent of possible sunshine duration, 

I is the observed average monthly solar radiation intensity, and !max 

is the average for perfectly' cloudless da;ys. Fig. 52 shows the Fri tz-

MacDonald regression line plotted on a scatter diagram of the ::1ndividual 

monthly values of average solar radiation at Oak Ridge as a percent of 

the average monthly maximum (ratios to extraterrestrial were used in order' 

to eliminate effects due to the seasonal rate of change) vs. the percent 

of possible sunshine at Knoxville for the same months. 

Although a better fitting line could obviously be drawn, it is doubtful 

whether the improvement would be Significant, especially in view of 

the small Oak Ridge sample and the large scatter of the data in comparison 

with those used in obtaining the Fritz-llacDonald formula. Since adjustment 

to normal solar radiation will, in fact, !nvolft increases in every 

month of the year, the values will be shifted from. the abnormally low 

portion of the range, where the greatest average deviations from the 

formula are observed, towards the higher portion, where the litis best and 

where the Fri tz-KacDonald data have the greatest advantage of completeness in 

... JI. i I Il. 1.1 

e 
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with the oak R:l.dge data. Table 28 gifts the observed data aDd. the 

extrapolated normals. 

Diumal curves of observe4 average, observed max1Ji!a;a, and. COliputed 

extraterrestrial radiation vs solar t1ll8 for the solstitial aontbe 

are shown in Fig. 53A. It should be pointed out that although the 

II8Jd.Dlum extraterrestrial radiation on a horizontal surface OCClU'll 

precisely at solar noon, the diilmal variation of slq'conditioDS 

produces irregularities in the obse1"9'e4 average curves. In particular, 

midday cumulua clouds ill the sUDll8r IIOntbs cause both a drop in the 

average and an increase in the max:bl.'lJIII, due to reflection, o ..... r what 

would be obtained under unit01'll IIk;r conditions. In the winter, wben 

extensive high cloud decks are frequentlT present but IiJddq c.ul.u 

devel.opl8nt largelT lacking, renected radiation .. es ita .. at 

significant contribution in the Ticinit,.. of nnrls. and 81IDaet, 80-

that values exceeding the ertraterrestr1al radiation can be obael"9'ed 

when the latter are near zero. 

23l. 

The average observed acc.w..:\ed eDe1'l7 ncei'ftMl ... ~ u.. itt mu
trated in Fig. S.3B for JUDe, September, and December. 1Ih1le at Uf3 particular 

standard hour .are energy has bean AcClDlulated. in JuDe than other JIOntba, 

the greatest hour17 rates within a f_ hoU1"8 after s1JD.1"lIIe occur .... 

the equinoxes. For instance, of the three aonths illuatrated., Septuiber 

shon the ~hest acc'ml1llated. radiation in the first 6 houra after 1nIDl"l ... 

!bis phenc.enon has been pointed. out by JIarkus (Ret. !is) in a s1.n &1' 

• 
ana.l¥sis for the Hantord 'M)r)cs • 

.~ 
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TABLI 28. Daily Total ~ Solar Jtad:lat1.n 

I -- Iav'x C~CII2 Imu: Iav~ , pOSS. % pOSSe Inormal In~ 
cal1cm2 cat'L2. % of % of 10 % of sunshine sunshine % of 1~ ca cm 2 . 

Konth 1949-$2 1949-$~ 1949-$2 1949-$2 1949 2 Kno:x:vU1e lCDoxv1lle (0.6lS+3 ) 
'1949-$2 $4 yra. -JUl. 144.3 422 34.2 321.9 7$ 46 33 42 61 190 

(1/1-1/28) 
reb. 231.3 $29 43.7 4$0.2 77 $4 47 49 6$ 270 

(1/29-2/2S) 
liar. 33$.0 690 48.6 60$.0 79 62 49 $4 68 370 

(2/26-b/1) 
Apr. IUS.S 843 $2.1 686.9 79 66 $1 $9 71 470 

(la/2-4/29) 

(~/3) Sb4.0 94$ $7.6 742.8 76 7$ 63 6$. 74 $30 ~ 
I 

JlIIle $$8.9 98$ $6.7 . 140.4 7$ 75 63 65 14 550 \0 

(6/4-7/1) \0 

J~ $$2.3 96$ $7.2 7$4.0 77 74 62 64 74 $50 
(7/2-7/29) 

.lui· 461.8 88$ $2.2 667.2 
(7/30-9/2) 

7$ . 71 53 $9 11 470 

Sept. 428.4 750 $7.1 61$.7 77 
(9/3-9/30) 

7$ $8 64 74 430 

Oct. 336.8 604 .$$.8 496.~ 
(10/1-10/28) 

75 75 $9 64 74 340 

Nov. 214.3 462 46.4 379.5 
(10/29-12/2) 

76 61 47 $4 68 240 

Dec. 16$.4 
(12/3-12/31) 

384 43.1 707.7 76 $6 38 42 61 180 

*10 - Average monthly extraterrestrial radiation. 
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TABLE 29 - Oak Ridge Cloud Height Frequency, (!&) 6/49-11/,0 

a. Seasonal 

Cei1ini Heiiht 
Winter S~rini Summer Fall 

2.0 0.0 3.2 3.0 
16.2 3.7 4.3 4.1 
32.1 24., 24.9 19.0 
8.1 9., 10., 10.0 

41.1 62.4 ,7.1 64.0 

b. Diurnal· 

1 & 4 am 1 & 10 am 1 & 4 pm 7 & 10 pm 

4.1 '.Q 0., 0.8 ,., 11.2 6.8 4.3 
24.4 27.4 28.3 18.3 
8.7 9.0 8.6 12.2 . 

,7.2 47.1 ".8 64., 

Height of Lowest Clouds 
Winter Spring Summer 

2.6 0.0 2.7 
16.7 ,.1 ,., 
39.2 39.1 ,1.9 
7.8 13.1 13.3 

33.8. 42.7 26., 

Fall 
T.! ,., 
31.6 
11.4 
48.7 

1 & 4 am 7& 10 am 1 & 4 pm 7 & 10 pm 
4.0 4.1 0.1 0.7. 
6., 13.7 7.1 ,.2 

30.8 40.1 . ,6.4 33.1 
1l.7 9.7 9.1 13.3 
47.1 31.8 26.1 47.6 

@ 
o 
I 

~ 

I\) 
\J.) 
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.l condensed picture of the diurnal and arum-1 var1atioDS ot the 

average hour17 and cumulative solar radiation is given by Fig. .54, 

which shon isopleths of eneru per unit horizontal area plotted 

against standard time and months ot the year. '!'be a."..tr,v of the 

true solar time (apparent local solar t.1me) with respect to eastern 

standard time i8 apparent in the sunrise, sunset and solar BOOn cu.ryes. 

Also the spring and tall maxi - ot acc1BDlated energy 3 and 6 00111"8 

atter sunrise can read~ be seen. The eftects ot the solar radiation 

variatiaos on taperature, stabllit" and turbulence w::I.ll be described 

in the sections on these meteorological variables. 

16. Cell1Dg and Cloud He1gbt 

standard Obs.nations _de at Weatlwr Bureau stations include the 

heights of all visible cloud lqera, as well as the ceiliDc height, 

defined as the lowest height at which halt or mre ot the sk;y 1s 

obscured. CeiliDg and cloud height, while ot great practicti 1IIportllDce 

to aviation are not intheaselves '9'817 useful variables in _teorolopcal 

proble_, due to tbe ccaple:d..t" ot their dependence 'UpOn other var1ablas. 

Given SOJDe additional intormation reprdiDg cloud tJpes &lid thicmess, 

however, they can be interpreted. in teru ot the be1gb:t 01 ~ 

inversion bases and. the depth ot CODYect1Dn, a.rd are the:Nfore· of 

interest in connection with SOll8 problema iD"IOlrtDg dispersion of 

stack wastes in the atmosphere. 

Seasonal trequency distributioDlS of celliDc height 111> to 2000 tt.. aboft 

ground at Inorrille, obtained t1'Oll Bet. bl, are pre8ented. in T-.ble 2Sb. 

e 

e 

e 
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I..ow cellings in all tour categories are lIOat frequent by' far in the 

1Iinter, as 18 true ot cloudines8 in general. The season of least 
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frequent low cellings, on the other hand, is not fall, as with cloudiness, 

but 8--.er, the _jorit;y of sUDlll8r cumulus clouds being above 2000 ft. 

Spring, too, has less trequent 1011" cellings than fall, virtualq all 

the d1fterence being accounted for by those below 1000 ft., which are 

disproportionatel71n.rrequent in the spring. From. winter to spring, 

the tNquenq of cellings below 300 ft. decreases by a factor of' 13. 

In the 17 month period of ,comparison between Oak aidge (1-10 Area) 

and Inoxrllle obsarfttions ('I'able 26b) Oak Ridge had n .. rl;y twice 

u 'UD7 cellings belOW' 1000 ft. (9~6%) aa bonllle (,.2%), whlle 

discrep8Dci.. of a factor of about 5 in celling height bet1l8811 the two 

atationa occw.rred over 12% of the till •• 

e When the heights of the lowest clouds, regardless of amount, are considared 

, (Table 26c) .. the f'requeactu ot 1011' heights in.cre ... slightly, (note: 

-

zero cellings due to fog are not included in height of lowest clouds), 

and the KnoxvUle aud Oak Ridge frequenciea becoae mre nearlT equal. 

The BlOat atr1ld.Dg addition O'ccurs in the 1000 to 10,000 ft. range, 

where, apparen~, the _joriV ot ·scattered- (covering less than 
includes 

half the Bk7) clouds occur. 1b18 catego17/nearl¥ all the clouds pr1lla.r1.q 

generated b7 surface haa t1ng and turbulent eddies. The 10Q0-h900 ft. 

internl. alone accounts for 40% ot all observations. As might be expected, 

segregating the observations b.Y saasona &Dd t1Jies of dq greatq accentuates 

this feature ot the b"equenc;y distributions. It is seen in Table 29 that in 

..... er oftr haU' the observatiODB show low clouds in the range 1000-4900 ft., 
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" 

Table 30. Oak Ridge Visibill V frequency (!). 
e' 

a.Seasona1 

Winter Spr1rlK ~u~r Fall 

o - 1/4 mi. ;).lJ 0.8 2.3 3.9 
5/16-3/4 mi. 4.0 1.9 3.1 2.4 
1-2, mi. 11.4 0.0 3.8 3.7 
3-6 mi. 20.3 16.4 10.9 18.4 
7 mi. or more 60.9 81.0 79.9 71.6 

b. Diurnal 

1 and 4AM ~10AM 1 and 4 PM 7 and 10 PM 

o - t m1 4.2 6.0 0.2 .1.3 
5/16-3/4 m1 4.8 3.8 1.8 1.3 
1-21 mi 6.0 5.8 4.2 4.5 
3-6 mi. 17.0 23.9 ~0.5 13·3 
7 mi. or more. 67.1 60.5 83.3 79.6 

e 

e 
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and of these on17 half were accOlllpanied by ceilings. The otherseasoDS 

bave comparable trequencies of cellings in ,this range~ but few scattered 

clouds. It is again shown that lIfO" ceilings below 1000 ft. occur in 

winter than in all other seasons combinedl' that ceilings below .300 ft. 

are virtuall;y non-,existent in the spring, and that the trequencT of 

aD7 clouds below 10,000 ft. is least in fall. Ceilings in the range 

1000-4900 ft. haTe a slight diurnal uxbna (28%) in the afternoon, 

but wben scattered clouds are included more than half the afternoon 

obsern.tions show clouds in this height interval. 

The cloud height observations can now be brietl.T sm.arizecl. Clouds 

below 1000 ft. occur about l~ of the tt. ODr the :year as a whole, 

be1Dg .olt COIllllOll in w.1nter (about 2~) and quite infrequent in spring 

(about S.) reaching a dillmal IIIUhNa frequency in the .orning (about 16%) 

and a miIl1mwa in the evening (about 6%). These include pound togs 

e and stratus decks below ridge height (300 tt.), which occur onQ' duriag 

the night and ear13' IIOrning and hardl.7 ever in the spring. Associated 

e 

with low-level iDV'ersions~ their tops are not expected to exceed, 

lOOO-l,SOO ft.so that conta-1ution entering the atmosphere witbiD 

this l...,er would be Jdxed through it but restrained fro. spread1.ng 

further verticall,T. Cuatll.u and stratocuaulus decks in the range 

lOOO-SOOO ft. occ:a.r at IIOre than hal.t the s ..... er ob .. ~tions, and 

about one-third of the time in the other seasoDS~ c0't"8riDg hal.t or 

more of the sq. about one-quarter of the time ~ somnhat acre otten 

in winter and less otten in fall. Clouds in this height 1DternJ. 

are almost twice as trequen'b during the afternoon as during the night, 
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but cellings show considerab17 less diUl"lUll. variation~ Absence ot 

clouds below 10,000 ft., including clear skies, occurs about 40% of 

the time, and absence ot cellings below 10,000 tt. about 60%, the 

seasonal maxi.IrnDa trequenq ot this condition occ'lU'ring in the tall 

and the diurnal u.x1.Jma in the evening. 

Interpreted in tel'lll8 of the depth ot vertical. a1xiDg, both clear nights 

and those with fog or iow stratus would indicate a restriction to the 

lowest 1000 tt. or so more than half the time dUl"iDg the even1ng, aight 

and ear17 morning, while the presence ot ceilings between 1000 aDd 

10,000 ft. would indicate greater depths about one-third ot the t1ae. 

Daytiae convection apparently extends above 1000 tt. at o'fttr 90%' ot 

the da;yt1M observations and above 5000 tt~ at least 10% of the t1ae. 

17. Obstructions to Yia1aa 

It would seem at first glance that observatiou of vi.a1blli1;J" w01l1.d. be 

an 1Ddex ot the degree otpollution of the atmosphere, and, conaequently, 

of the d1!fusing propertua of the lower· atmosphere. Due to the nriety 

of causes ot restricted viaibllity, however, no such simple interpretation 

can btl _de. Restriction by fog is related to the temperatUl"e and 

moisture content of the air as much as to the tWbulence or the 

concentration of iIlpurities. Haze and smoke are often broupt free 

distant sources. and distributed through a great depth of the atmosphere, 

80 that restriction of visibll1ty eme to these phenomena is also not 

a reliable indicator ot local diffusion condi tiona. Nevertheless, 

local effecta can be discerned b.r .sansof comparative studies bet-88n 

neighboring stations, and studies of diurnal pattems. 

e 

e 

e 
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In 23 Jl~8 hourly observations at Knoxville, reported in Ref. 41, the 

visibility was 6 mi. or leS8 (requiring the observer to report a 

specific obstruction) 34% of the time, and 2 mi. or less 11% of the 

time (Table 25d). A pronounced seasonal maximum frequency of law 

visibility occurs in winter (21% of the time -::'2 mi.) and a minimum 

in summer (,% ~2 mi.). 

In 17 months of simultaneous 3-hourly observations at Oak Ridge 

(I-I0 area) and Knoxville, visibilities below 3 mi. were almost 

twice as frequent at Oak Ridge as at Knoxville, a variation in the 

same sense as that of low ceilings. Discrepancies between the two 

stations are sOlIlewbat less frequent than in the case of ceiling height, 

variations of two categories, or roughly a factor of 4 to 8, in the 

Y1sibUit;y occurring 6.5% of the time. The main differences between 

Oak Ridge and Knoxville with respect to the factors affecting 

risibility consist of a greater amount of smoke pollution at Knoxville 

on the one hand, and, on the other band, lower wind speed, higher 

relative h1Dll1d1ty and greater night-time stability of the lower 

at.aoapbere at the Oak Ridge observation point, probably resulting 

from the sheltering and. drag effect of the ridges and nearby CUll berland 

IIoUDta1ns with respect to the winter westerly winds. Evidently the 

aeteorological augmentation at Oak Ridge predominates over the greater 

availability of"pollution at Kna:x:vUle in producing low visibilities. 

During the coaparison period, the seasonal lI:l n1 11.U11. frequency of low 

visibilities occurred in spring rather chan in s1Ullll.er (Table .lOa), 
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Diumal.l7 (Table 3Ob) , the frequency of visibilities less than 3 mi. 

reaches a maximum (16% of the Oak Ridge 3-hourly observations, June 

1949-Nov. 1950) in the .early morning and a m:i.ni:mum (6%) in the afternoon, 

showing the effects of stability, fog formation, and fuel consumption. 

Some obstra.ction to vision (visibility 6 mi. or less) existed 40% of 

the time at 7 and 10 A.M. and 33% at 1 and 4 A.¥~ but only 17% at 

1 and 4 P.M. 

The usefulness of a hypothetical landing strip in ODe of the OakRidge 

valleys as an a1. ternate for Knoxville airport in bad weather can be 

est1ma ted from the following data. out, of a total of 2.2% of the 

3-hourly observations at which the visibility at Knoxville was less 

than 1 mi. that at Oak Ridge was 1 iii. or greater on.lJ" 0.9%. at the 

S.7% at which the Oak Ridge visibility was less than 1 mi., that at 

Knoxville 1I'8.S 1 iii. or greater 4.4% of the time. Since the frequency 

of low visibilities is considerably greater than that of equa.ll¥ 

severe ceiling restriction, it appears that the chances ot f1.ndJ::D& 

Oak Ridge open when Knoxville is closed are less than $0%, wbereas 

the chances of finding T..noxrllle open when Oak Ridge is closed are 

better than7S%. 

A ver,y typical diurnal sequence of visibility changes is illustrated by Fig. 55. 

When the first photograph was taken, the CUmberland Mountain peaks were dimly 

visible above the Oak Ridge smoke (estimated to be about 300-500 ft. deep) and 

ground fog (50-100 ft. deep), looking west from Pine Ridge. First the fog 

broke up into curving wisps and dissolved, then the smoke layer gradually 

deepened and thinned out, revealing Blackoak Ridge (2 mi.), Walden Ridge 

(S mi.) and the mountains (a-15mi.) in turn. On the southeast ,a pool of tog, 

thicker in Bethel Valley than in the higher Bear Creek Valley, was dissipated 

almost simultaneously. 

e 

e 

e 
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18. State of the Ground 

e Table 31 gives the average monthly frequencies of dry, moist, wet, frozen 

and snow-covered ground based on three years of such observations at Oak 

Ridge. Dependent largely on precipitation, temperature and wind speed, 

the frequenoies show .. a pronounced seasonal variation, with dry ground occur-

ring about half the time over the year as a whole. In the cold, rainy 

months January-l~rch, the ground is dry only one-fourth or less of the time, 

but the frequency rises sharply to over two-thirds in the spring, summer 

and earJ,.y fall under th-a influence of rising temperature and strong winds. 

Moist or wet ground is the rule from mid-llovember through l>Jl'arch, with fro-

zen grO'lmd ocourring 7 to l~ of the time during this Rarne period and snow, 

sleet slush or ice about 3 to 5;10. Wet ground (standing puddles) was ob-

served 10% of the time annually, varying from 2% in June to 26% in ·January_ 

Table 31 

e State of Ground, Frequency, (%) Oak Ridge, 10/49-9/52 

Dry Moist Wet Frozen Snow, Slush or Ice 

Jan. 5 58 26 7 4 
Feb. 29 41 17 9 3 
Mar. 23 44 19 10 3 
Apr. 63 29 6 2 0 
May 69 27 4 0 0 
June 77 21 2 0 0 
July 60 35 5 0 0 
Aug. 61 34 4 0 0 
Sept. 69 28 4 0 0 
Oct. 64 29 6 0 0 
liov. 36 42 8 6 9 
Dec. 37 38 14 9 2 

Annual 49 36 10 4 2 

e 
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Surfaoe Temperature and Humidity 

19. Regional Temperature Pattern 

Over an averaging period of several years, the primary factor influenoing 

the distribution of surface air temperature over the Southern Appalaohian 

area is altitude and. the second factor of importance, latitude. Fig. 56 

shows the pattern of the 4~ear mean annual temperature, (1948-1951) based 

on data from 65 Weather Bureau climatological stations (shown by small circles) 

and from the 5 special stations of the Smoky Mountain Snowfall study, operated 

jointly by the National Park Service, TVA and Weather Bureau from 1946 to 1951 

at altitudes ranging from 1400 ft. to 6.300 ft. Taking advantage of the close 

oorrespondenoe between mean temperature and altitude, the isotherms have 

been drswn to fit the observed temperatures and interpolated in accordanoe 

with the larger topographioalfeatures. 

Over the 30 of latitude from Atlanta, Georgia to southern Kentucky, there 

is a drop in mean . annual temperature from about 620 F. to about 570 F. 

The altitudinal temperature range is muoh greater, from 430 F. at Mt. 

Mitchell. (6684 ft. ~L) and 470 at Clingmans Dome (6643 ft. lISL) to over 

600 F. at several valley stations below 2000 ft. MSL at the same latitude. 

With respect to mean annual temperature, the mountain tops are comparable 

with low-altitude stations in Wisconsin or Maine at latitudes 43-450 N. 

R. E. Shanks (Reference 46) has found that the closest low-level biocli

matic analogue to the spruoe-fir rain-forest of the higher Great Smoky 

Mountains is to be found in northeastern Maine and adjaoent New Brunswick. 

Observations are lacking. in the Cumberland Plateau area, but mean annual 

temperatures in the vicinity of 500 F. would be expeoted at the higher 

e 

e 

e 
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levels (about 3500 ft. ~~L). oomparable to Massaohusetts or northern 

Ohio. 

Within the great valley of eastern Tennessee. s.t elovations. of 800 to 

1500 ft. MSL, the mean temperatures during this 4-year period varied 

aoross the valley fr~m about 57-580 F. on the ';restern side to over 600 F. 

on the eastern side, with very little variation along the valley axis 

froD'! southwest to northeast. This uniformity of temperature over a l~ 

latitude range is not normal. It can be seen in Figure 57, a map of 

the depart1:U''''' of 1948-1951 mean temperature from normal lJ,3.sed on 45 

static::ms having 20 years of record of more (shown by circles), that the upper 

end of the valley was about two degrees warmer than the region below the Oak 

Ridge-Knoxville area, relative to the normal. The temperature anomaly pat-

tern oannot be defined in detail on the basis of so few stations, but, 

broadly, it appears that the valley areas were abnormally warm by 1 to 

e 30 F. during the observation period. while the mountainous areas were 

near or slightly below normal. The Oak Ridge area lies between the 0 

and +10 F. isanomals of temperature. so that with observed averages of 

58.20 F. at Townsite and 57.70 F. at X-IO, the normal mean annual tempera-

ture would be expected to lie between 57 and 580 F. for elevations of 

300-900 ft. over the area as a whole. This is about 1-20 F. colder than 

at Knorrille. where the 81 year mean temperature is:, 58. 90 F. 

We have seen from Figure 57 that the pattern of temperature departures 

from normal has been such as to inorease the ditterential be'blreen moun-

tain and valley. Figure 58 is a plot of the mean temperature and mean 

daily temperature range for January. 1950. at a selection of stations 

e 

j 
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oovering a range ot al ti tudes fr om 500 to 6680 ft. lIBL. wi thin a narrow 

lati tude range. This shows that the mountain temperatures were, on the 

average. 3_50 F. below the .free-air temperatures as represented by the 

average 10 p.m. raob temperatures from Nashville and Greensboro. whioh 

are looated at th~ western and eastern ends of the seotor and agree 

olosely with each other. From a study of the 10 a.ro.. raobs and inter

polated Oak Ridge data analyzed by means of time oross-seotions(Referenoe 

47) it appears that the diurnal variation of the free-air temperature is: 

slight at 5000 ft. lBL and higher. and that the average 10 p.m. tempera

ture is probably within a degree or two of the mean. Thus, the average 

mountain temperatures during this abnormally warm and rainy month were 

canaiderably lower than the free-air temperatures. 8lld their oontribu

tion to the prevailing poaitive temper~ture anomaly was- relatively small. 

thia relative coolness of the air in the motmtainous regions may be due 

to an abnormal amount of forced lifting, associated with the large excess 

of precipitation in the stable (winter) months. 

During July. 1950, the vertical temperature distribution in the free air 

wal approximately moist-adiabatic .. aDd it is leen fram Figure 59 that 

the average DlQuntain temperatur.es were almost identical 'wi th the free

air temperatures at corresponding levels. The tendency of the mountain 

temperatures to follow the free-air temperatures closely in the summer 

and to be aOlll8W'hat lower in the winter has: been verified by comparisons 

of several addi tional months. Taking the year as a whole, then. there 

i8 evidenoe that the mountain lapse rate ha&~ been abnormally large, and 

e 

e 
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slightly larger than the tree-air lapse rate. 

e Shanks (Reference 46) has analyzed the temperature data obtained duriug 

the period 1946-1950 by the Smoky Mountain Snowf'all Study and has fOUDd. 

the aTerage lapse rate to be 2.280 Ji'./1000 ft. 'fh1s i. quite a small 

rate of dearease Oampared to average figures of about 8 to 81/30 F./10oo 

ft. g1 wn by Conrad (Beference 48) and P.at;t1e (Reference 49) tor o ..... er 

e 

e 

e%tratropioal mountain ranges. :Frs the ocms1deraticma pre.en1;ed abow, 

it oan be oonoluded that the UDIlsually 8JI8l.l lap.e rate obs8M"eCl duriDg 

the period of observations i ... it a:aything. greater than both the 1011&

period normal and the aoo01l.panyiDg tree-air lapse rate. !hi. "'DOU'" . 
may be directly a .. ooiated with the prOD.01lDoed stabilising i:atluen08 of 

" the great Bermuda anti cyolone (h1gh-preseure area) alread:;r shan. 1;0 be 

the dominating feature of the normal pressure d1&tribution in this area. 

Average daily temperature ranges are also ah ... i. Pigare. sa aDd $9. 

as .... 11 a. the aTerage mid-af'ternoon aDd earlJ"1IGI'DiDg free-air lapse 

rate curves- fOt.- the 10lfe.t 1500 It. obtained at OU: Bidge by oaptiw 

balloon soundings. The surtace temperature rage. dearea .. _ sl_17 wi'\la 

altitude, trOll. 20-250 F. in the nll.,. to 10-150 Ji'. ab ..... 5000 ·ft. wtd.le 

both the oaptive balloon obserftltifll18 II.1IId 'tla.e raoba iDliaate a_oh .... 

'rapid decrease in the tree-air, droppiDc to Ie •• thaD. 120 Ji'. ill .. , WI" 

and 60 F. in winter at 1500 ft. above grOUDd., aDd. praotioalb ftldaJ:d.Dc 

. above 5000 tt. '1'hus the air at shelter lenl on tlMt 1ICJUD.ta1Da i. a .. 

2_'70 warmer than the tr •• air during the dq" 8IId 7-100 Ji'. ooel .. durillc 

the night. the greatest pOliUTe departure. oooarrbc in .. a" sr'" 

the greatest negati Te departur.s in wiater. !he.e .ated 8IHl 000184 ail' 

," 

., 
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la,.... Den to the mountain surtaces give rise to the pronounced daytime 
" 

up-valley and night-tiDle dawD.-valley winds observed throughout the 

valley. 

20. S.asonal !e:mperature and Humidity Variation 

Monthly averages bas8d on eight years or temperature reoords at X-IO are 

ShOWD il:. Figure 60. The normal mean iemperatures adjusted to the 30-

year period 1921-50 by r.rerenoe 'to the Kno:rrille data, are inoluded rar 

compariSOll. January has been, on the average, about 20 F. warmer than 

normal during the period ot observations, while the departures in the 

other DlOntbs have been, on the whole. much smaller. As a result, Deoember 

has appeared to be the coldest month ot the year, whereas normally it is 

Ja:a:uary which i.coldest. July is the warmest month. Similar data are 

presented in Table 32 tar Townsite aDd. 1-25 as well a8 X-IO. 

'.rh6 observed average a:rm.ua1 range of monthly :mean temperature has be.n 

abcnat 34-$60 F:: in a normal period it would be about 37 -4()0 F., trom a 

_an ta.perature ot 37-390 F. in January to about 170F. in July. The 

overall average a:rm.ual r.ange ot temperature has been 900 F." trail an 

.,....ag. 1_ ot 70 F. to an average high ot 970 F. !he ertreme range ob

....... d at a r.pr •• ent.ti..,. Talley .tation haa been 1050 F. at the 

!OIIIlIIlt. statimu trom 00 F. Oil lfoT8lllber 25, 1950 to 1060 F. on July 

28. 19,62. III the oold waft ot Bov_ber 26, 1960. -30 F ...... r.oorded at 

the Pin. Ridg. -.tation (019) and -20 F. at Melton Bill (007). !he law 

ot 5. F. at 1'n0Dille duriag this oold .... ft set a mw reoord tar the 

IlODth of Boveaber, but did. not approaoh the reoard 1011'8 tar Deoember (-50 F. J 

Deoaber 1880), Jan11tlA'r7 (-160 F •• Ja.nua.ry 1884) ar February (-100 F., 

reltl'dl:'1, 19QJ). ThU _ch lcmtr te.perat.urea would ordinar1l;r be expected to 

'"," , 
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occur in this area, over a period of 50 yrs. or so, than any observed 

during the period of Oak Ridge observations. The IOSOF' "high at 

Townsite was equalled on the same date atK-25, and exceeded the 82~r. 

Knoxville record of 1040pt set in July, 1930, while the maximum. at 

Knoxville during this period was only lOJDr. The extreme maxima 

observed in Oak Ridge during 1952 probably correspond to recurrence 

intervals of the order of many decades. 
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The seasonal variation in the frequency of occurrence of various tempera

ture extremes is shown by Table 33. B~ comparison with the long record 

at Knoxville, it appears that the total num.ber ot days with minbrum. tem

perature 32"F or less (days wi til freezing or "frost days") has been 

slightJ.y above normal: the excessively frosty Novembers, Decembers and 

Marches have more than offset the mild Januaries. While variations ot 

20% apparently exist between different plant s~ations on the area, some 

e 17-20 days with freezing c~ normally be expected in each of the winter 

months, dropping to 2-5 in April, none from lIay through September' and 1 

or 2 in October. On only 3 or 4 days per year does the temperature re

main below freezing all dq (ma:x::i.Dium temperature 320, or lessa nice 

days"), and these are confined to the period tram late November through 

early March. Daily minimum temperatures or 240
, or less, which are 

e 

quite restrictive with respect to various construction activities auCb 

as earth work and concrete laying, occutted scae 4 to 7 times per month 

between November and March during the observation period, with the excep

tion of December, which had an average or 15 such days at' 1-2$, II at, 

Townsite and 10 at X-IO, numbers which are probably abnormally h1gb.. On 

the average the temperature can be expected to tall thill low on about .30 

dqs per year. As to hot dqs the treqUeD.C;Y of daily .m .... t.peraturea 
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au RIDea A1UtA DllPlRAT12ES, (or .) 

Jan. reb. Mar. Apr. .., June July Aug. Sept. Oot. NOT. Deo. ADDaa1 

X-l0 (012). Period or Reoord June, Julr, 1944 aDd Jaa~, 1946 - Deo.mber, 1952 x-. .. rage temp. 41.1 ill '7 49.2 ~ "58.2-""";-7' . '74.6 76.6 75.1 69.! 
Departure. +2.3 +1.0 +1.8 ~.5 -0.1 ~.4 0.0 -0.2 -1.0 
Adjulted norsa1 S8.8 40.'7 47.6 5'7.'7 85.8 74.1 76.5 75.3 70.3 
Avg. da1iy max. 49.9 52.4' 61.0 70.8 78.5 B6.6 88.4 B6.7 B1.5 
ATg. daily min. 32.2 31.0 3'7.3 46.6 62.8 62.5 64.7 63.5 57.1 
Avg. daily ranse 17.7 21.4 23.'7 26.3 26.'7 24.0 23.7 23.2 24.2 
Highest/1I'. '77/62 77/48 87/'5 89/4'7+ 92/4'7 102/44 103/52 98/48 100/61 
L.nlt/1I'. 1/48 3/51 15/49 26/49 35/47 41/46 50/52 44/48 33/49 

TOW!UIite (011). Period ot Reoord Jull' 1947 - Deoember, 1952 
lver"age temp. 42.6 is.8 48. - .. 'S"'7.! 88.~ '76.S 77.0 75.8 69.6 
Departure. +3.7 +3.0 +0.5 -0.6 .1.0 +1.1 0.0 ~.2 -1.6 
Adjusted normal 38.8 40.8 48.0 67.9 85.9 74.2 77.0 76.8 .71.0 
Average d&11y max 61.4 54.7 60.2 69.1 80.0 86.8 88.2 86.9 81.3 
Average daily min 33.5 32.9 36.8 45.4 63.8 63.7 65.8 64.8 57.6 
ATg. daily range 17.9 21.e 23.4 23.7 26.2 23.1 22.4 22.1 23.7 
!J1ghest/1I'. '75/52 74/48+ 83/'8 87/48 92/5~ 100/62 106/62 99/48 99/.51 

. Lowest/1I'o 4/48 4/61 18/49+ 24/50 39/61+ 46/50 61/60+ 53/48+ 37/49 

1t-26 (013) « Period ot Reoord June, 1949 - Deoember, 1952 
ATerage temp:n

o 

43".1 i2.S ".2 64.S 66.9 ~.8 77.5 '75.4 67.7 
Departure. +6.3 +2.6 -0.7 -1.'7 +1.3 +1.3. ~.7 -0.2 -2.3 
Adjusted normal 36.6 39.'7 46.9 66.0 64.6 74.3 76.8 75.6 70.0 
ATg. daily max. 52.7 54.0 57.7 66.6 78.2 87.1 89.2 86.3 79.9 

. Avg. daily min. 33.5 30.5 34.6 41.8 63.5 64.1 65.7 64.4 56.6 
ATg. daily range 19.2 23.6 23.225.0 24.7 23.0 23.5 21.9 24.4 
!J1gheat/yro 76/52 76/51 78/62 85/51+ 91/62 100/49+10,y52 97/61 98/51 
LCllfest/yr 0 11/62 1/51 15/60 22/60 29/61 46/60 48/50 63/62 37/49 

59.4 
"0.8 
58.6 
72.4 
4603 
26.1 
90/61 
21/52 

60.4 
+1.4 
69.0 
72.9 
47.8 
26.1 
90/.61 
21/52 

69.9 
+1.4 
68.6 
72.8 
47.1 
26.7 
90/61 
23/62 

46.6 
-0.4 
47.0 
67.3 
35.8 
21.6 
82/60 
4/50 

46.4 
-1.8 
47.2 
66.2 
34.4 
21.B 
82/48 
0/60 

42.6 
-3.6 
48.0 
54.7 
30.3 
24.4 
82/60 
0/50 

39.4 
-0.3 
39.'7 
49.1 
29.7 
19.4 
76/51 
6/61 

39.9 
0.0 

39.9 
49.6 
30.1 
19.5 
74/51 . 
7/51 

38.3 
-0.3 
38.6 
49.2 
27.4 
21.8 
75/61 
5/51 

*Knoxvil1e departure trom 30-yr. aTerage (1921-1960) tor period ot observations at Oak Ridge station. 

68.1 
.toO. 6 
67.6 
69.15 
46.6 
23.0 
103/62 
1/48 

58.6 
+0.6 
67.9 
69.8 
47.2 
22.6 
105/52 
0/60 

5'7.4 
+0.5 
56.9 
69.1 
45.7 
23.4 
106/62 
0/60 
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'l'ABLE .3.3 

FREQUENCIES '.oF ~RATURE EXTREMm 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug~ 

X;..lC (C12)c 
iRni32 

Period of Reoord Januart, 1945 - Deoember, 1952 
14 16 13 .0 .0 6 .0 

Normal· 18 16 9 3 .0 .0 .0 .0 
Max-S32 1 1 =IF .0 .0 0 0 0 
J4in~24 5 5 3 =IF .0 .0 0 .0 
Max!:. 9.0 .0 .0 0 0 1 11 13 11 

Townsite (011). Period of Reoord Ju11' 1947 - Deoember, 1962 
ifn'!32' 15 13 12 3 0 0 .0 .0 
Normal * 19 15 9 2 .0 0 0 .0 
Ma.x4.S32 1 f =IF .0 .0 0 0 0 
J4in~24 4 5 4 =IF .0 .0 0 .0 
.x.290 0 0 0 .0 1 11 13 11 

K-25 (.013). Period of Reoord June, 1949 ~ Deoember, 1952 
MIn'S 32 15 17 14 6 C- O 0 .0 
Normal * 21 2.0 11 3 0 .0 0 0 
Max'S 32 1 1 f .0 .0 .0 0 .0 
MinS24 6 7 4 1 q 0 0 .0 
:M'axJl:9.o 0 .0 .0 0 1 12 16 11 

Sept. 

.0 

.0 
0 
.0 
4 

0 
0 
0 
.0 
5 

0 
0 
0 
0 
2 

*!djusted to 30-yr. period 1921-]950 using Knoxville as referenoe station. 
#Less than j day. 

.:, . ~.~ 

e 

.oct. Nov. Dec. Annual 

2 13 2.0 81 
1 1.0 18 75 
.0 =IF 1 4 
1 4 9 26 

=IF 0 0 40 

fij 
2 16 20 8.0 0 , 
2 10 18 75 \D 

\D 
0 =IF 1 3 
1 4 10 29 
if 0 0 42: 

2 19 22 95 
1 10 2.0 86 
.0 1 1 3 . 
if 7 13 38 
# .0 .0 43 

I\) 
.s:=-
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-------of 900 F or a~ve is about 40 per year, nearly all of which are about 

equally divided among June, July-and' August. 

Frequencies of other extremes of daily mean, maximum or minimum temperature, 

on either an annual or a seasonal basis, can be interpolated from the 

cumulative probability graphs ("ogives") in Figures 61~3. It is seen 

that the distribution is approximately normal in winter (December, January 

and February) and summer (June, July and August), but tends to be bimodal 

in fall (September, October, and November) and spring (March, April and 

May) as well as in the annual curves, these latter being apparently mix-

tures of the cold and warm seasonal types. The winter distribution is 

much broader than the summer one, wi t.~ standard deviations of about 9 to 

10°F in the daily mean, maximum and minimum in winter as compared with 

only 3 to sor in SUJIDIler. The fall, spring and annual distributions are, 

of course, much broader, with standard deviations of the order of ±lsoF. 

e 

A. court (Ref. 50) has found that the frequency distributions of hourl,y" tem- e 
peratures too, are essentially normal in this region in January and July, 

with standard deviations about 12tOF in January and aOF in July. 

"Heating degree days" (usually simply called "degree days") provide a use-

ful integration of the severity of the winter season for estimation of 

heating loads and fuel consumption. Each day's contribution is obtained 

by subtracting the daily mean temperature from the base temperature of 

6SoF. Only days with mean temperature less than 6SoF are counted. 

Thus, for example, a day with a mean temperature of S30 F.has 12 degree 

days. The observed and normalized monthly total degree days and normal 

cumulative total for the heating season (the heating season runs from 

July 1 to June 30) are given in Table 34 for X-10 and Townsite. Graphs 

of the adjusted normals are shown in Figure 64 together with the corra- e 
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sponding Knoxville values. As one might expect from the fact that the 

mean temperature is lower at the Oak Ridge stations than at Knoxville, the 

total number of degree days is larger. Significant contributions are 

only accrued during the period October-May, the annual total being 

appro::d.mately 3900 degree days. The abnormality of the winter weather 

during the period of this survey program is emphasized by the fact that 

the 4 seasons 1948-49 through 1951-52 had an average deficiency of about 

200 degree days with respect to normal. 

The relative hUDddity does not show a pronounoed seasonal variation. 

Table 35 shows averages for 1 and 7 a.m. and p.m. at X-10, Townsite am 

K-25 over a 2-year period. Generally rising to over 90% during the night 

hours, it falls to a midday value in the range 40-70% on the . average, de-

'. pending greatly on looal air drainage conditions. The wet bulb tempera

ture therefore has a seasonal variation paralleling olosely the mean tem

_ perature variations in faot, the monthly average 1 p.m. wet bulb tempera

ture at K-25 is nearly numerioally equally to the :mean temperature, while 

-

the nighttime values are nearly equal to the average daily minimum tem-

perature. Table J6 oontains a joint 'frequenoy distribution of dry-bulb 

and wet-bulb temperature, obtained from 3-hourly sling psyohrometer ob-

servations at the X-IO Field Station (001) from June, 1949 through 

October, 1950, and adjusted to the fUll 2-yr. temperature distribution 

for station 001, January 1949-Deoember, 1950. This oan be used to obta1:D. 

approximate durations of various oritioal oomitions for air oondi tioDing 

or evaporative cooling-tower design. 

21.· Diurnal Temperature and Humidity Variation 

The diurnal c.ycle of temperature at the earth's surface is largely determined 

by the balance between incoming solar energy and outgoing terrestrial 
t' 

~ ., 

1::'. 
h 



TABLE .34 

HEATING DEGREE DAYS 

Stations Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May June July Aug. Sept. Oot. Nov. Dec. Annual 

X-I0 (012) Jan. 1945 - Nov. 1952 

Average monthly· 657 647 502 232 70 5 0 2 31 198 660 793 3687 @ 
Normal'" 787 666 536 240 72 3 0 1 30 213 636 768 3861 0 

Seasonal Cum. 2335 3001 3536 3776 3848 3851 0 1 31 244 780 1648 3851 
, 

\0 
\.0 

Townsite (011) July 1947 - November 1952 

Average monthly 698 598 621 264 46 2 0 0 36 177 595 782 3719 
Normal'" 823 681 539 249 90 4 0 0 3q 204 550 770 3947 
Seasonal Cum. 2384 3065 3604 3853 3943 3947 0 0 37 241 791 1561 3947 

..; 

"'Adjusted to 30-yr. period 1921-1950. using Knoxville as referenoe station. 
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Table 35 

, AV~RAGE RELATIVE HUMIDITY. (%), AND WET BULB TEMPERATURE (oF) , / 

Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. July Aug. Sept. Oot. Nov. Deo. lumua.1 

X-10 (012) Jan. 1949 - Deoe 1950 

1 A'JA RH 90 94 90 86 91 96 95 98 96 94 92 94 93 
7 Al4 RH 88 95 91 89 92 94 93 97 97 96 95 95 94 
1 PM RH 78 78 77 64 62 70 69 72 71 68 68 79 71 
7 PM RH 88 88 80 69 73 81 82 88 90 85 85 90 83 

AtVer_a.:J!,e Month1}' Jrax,tmum Wet Bulb Temperature. Jan. 1949 - Nov. 1952 

66 64 67 71 76 79 82 81 80 75 66 63 83 @ 
TOWIt:s.~_te .(011) Jan. 1949 - Ma}' 1951 . 

0 
I 

\0 
\0 

1 AM RH 85 79 81 76 88 91 92 94 92 92 81 80 86 
7 MfRH 87 84 84 83 87 88 90 91 88 90 84 85 87 
1 PM RH 71 55 57 48 48 56 60 58 . 54 52 47 56 55 
7 PM RH 78 59 59 63 57 64 71 77 76 77 63 66 67 

X-25 (013) Maroh 1949 - Feb. 1951 

l_RH 89 84 78 82 90 94 92 94 90 93 86 86 88 
7 .Df RH 86 86 80 81 84 86 89 93 91 92 89 89 87 
1 PM RH 67 53 42 37 52 58 60 61 58 55 47 54 54 
7 PM RH 80 67 48 47 66 65 71 80 80 84 76 75 70 

1 AM WB 29 30 35 44 52 61 66 64 68 47 36 30 46 
7 AMWB 29 31 36 44 62 61 64 64 58 47 37 30 46 
1 PMWB 42 45 50 68 66 72 75 74 69 59 50 44 59 
7 PM WB 36 37 43 49 58 66 69 68 63 53. 43 36 52 I\) 

VI 
W 
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TABLE 36. ANNUAL FP..E(~UE.llCY DISTP..IBUTION OF HOURLY 'WET AND DRY BULB TPPFRN!'UHE 

(PER CENT) 

WET BVLII 
"F 
'19 

(1949-1950) 
STATION 001 (X-10 AREA) 

DRY aULB TEMPERATURE 'F 

TOTAL % 
Il-4 5-9 10-14 15-19 20-24 25-29 30-34 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74 75-19 80-84 85-89 90-94 95-99 weT BULB 

.03 .03 
'18 .04 .04 .11 .05 .02 

.26 I '1'1 .15 .17 .11 .43 
'N .17 .45 .55 .11 1.28 
'15 .56 .45 .29 .09 1.39 
'14 .31 .99 .79 .29 .09 2.47 
'13 .44 .73 .38 .11 .02 1.68 
'12 .88 .86 .41 .11 2.26 
71 1.08 .34 .15 .11 1.68 
'10 2.75 .65 .45 .09 3.94 
69 1.16 .95 .39 .15 .11 2.76 
6B 1.51 .58 .26 .38 2.73 
6'1 .82 .31 .34 .19 1.66 
6B 1.72 .24 .30 .23 .03 2.52 
65 1.38 .41 .43 .07 2.29 
64 .43 1.85 .27 .26 .07 2.81 
63 1.16 .17 .27 .26 .04 2.46 
62 1.64 .77 .17 .09 .04 2.67 
61 1.35 .26 .27 .13 2.01 
60 2.37 .13 .31 .04 .07 2.85 
59 .52 .68 .30 .14 ,04 1.68 
58 1.2<\ .97 .26 .10 .13 2.70 
5'1 1.&1' .53 .30 .10 2.54 
56 1.61 .24 .13 .14 2.12 
55 1.52 .10 .13 .07 .04 1.86 
54 .99 .57 .19 .13 .03 1.91 
53 .94 .28 .24 .13 1.59 
52 1.40 .24 .14 .13 .03 1.9<\ 
iii .83 .24 .19 .09 1.35 
50 2.03 .33 .05 .13 2.54 
49 .35 .21 .19 .10 .85 
48 1.22 .62 .05 1.83 
47 1.12 .2& .24 .05 1.67 
48 1.53 .36 .28 .05 2.22 
45 1.33 .15 .14 .05 1.67 

----

44 .42 .81 .2& .09 1.58 
43 .85 .15 .15 .19 1.34 
42 1.06 .30 .31 .09 1.7& 
41 .48 .35 .21 l.()4 

40 1.06 .46 .21 1.73 
39 .33 .42 .05 .SO 
38 .56 .64 .30 .05 1.55 ' 
3'1 .S6 .69 .35 1.60 

36 1.00 .53 .05 I.SS 
,35 .'18 .85 1.63 

34 .39 .13 .3'1 1.49 

33 .63 .91 .16 1.70 

32 , .90 .67 .16 1. 73 

31 .'11 .45 .05 1.21 
30 1.22 .22 1.44 

29 .33 .39 .06 .78 

28 .48 .li2 .06 1.v4 

2'1 .99 .39 l.38 
2& .52 .26 .7S 

25 1.12 1.12 

24 .29 .li2 .81 

23 .52 .20 .12 
22 .'10 .07 .77 
21 .29 .29 

:to 17 .17 

19 .25 .06 .31 

18 .1'1 :17 

1'7 .1'1 .17 

16 .00 

15 .08 .08 

Laa .... ~ 
, .51 

• 

TOrAL" 

~IIULII .01 .06 .22 .6'1 2.03 .. 91 ! 5.41 6.33 '1.'14 8.37 8.98 9.43 10.53 '9.0 1.85 '105 4.51 12.00 .47 .02 999, 

e 

e 

e 
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radiation. with secondary effects due to variatiOJ1tl in atm.ospheric back

radia.tion. convecti va mixing,· and advection. The surfaoe temperature 

oscillation, in turn, is propaga.ted upnrd through the atmosphere with 

changing phase a.nd diminishing amplitude, resulting in cbaracteristio 

diurnal ayoles of stability a.:a4, in turn. turbulence. '.rh1s result. ill 

a diurnal variation in the rate of vertical exchange of hea.t .. JlDisture 

and m.omentum, modifYing the· surface air temperatture "IBriatiOD slightly, 

and produoing a very marked and important diurnal variatiOD of willd speed 

throughout the lowest tew thousand .. of' feet of the atmosphere. Being bor

iz cm.ta.lly nOD-uniform in non-homogeneous tenrain, the heatiDC-cooliDg cyole 

setS' up diurnally-varying horizontal gradients at temperature uu1 pr .... 

sure, giving rise to the Characteristio looal night and clq breesea. It 

cm be said wi thout exaggeration that the major part of the obser'ftd TU'ia

tion of wind speed, turbulence. a:ad lapse rate, a:ad aa iJlportlll1t part of 

the variation of wind direction cm be accounted for in te.r1Ia of the di

urnal temperature cycle. 

The altitudinal decrease in. daily temperature range (ma.:z:iJlDll m:1mza m:l ni •• ) 

trom 20-250 F. in the valleys to lO~150 F. in the upper levels of the 

Great 'Smoky Mountains has already been seen in Figures 58 aacl 59. ~ 

Tab~. 32 it can be seen that the average at representati'9'8 wI..,. staticma 

in the Oak: Ridge area ia about 220 F. Figure 65 ahon the heCPUIIlOJ' die

tribution of the daily range at station 012 (X-lO Health Fh,..s.oa) dur1Dg the 

period January 1949- October, 1950. The median n1ue aDd th. __ for 

this period are both about 21. So, and the distribution is appro:rl:-.tel:r 

Dormal dawn to 5° • with a sta.ndard deviation of !so. 'fhe &'I'8!'age rug •• 
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over a 5-y~ar period" July. 1941-June" '1952" have been evaluated f'or X-10, 

Townsi te" Knoxville Airport and the Knoxville oity station (University ot 

Tennessee) for comparison and estimation of the departure f'rom normal. 

They were 22.40, 22.40• 20.90 and 20.30·respe~tive1y" as compared with an 

average of 19.70 f'or· the 8l-year period 1811-1951. Since the official 

Knoxville observations were taken in the city during most of the 8l-year 

period (until 1942)" it is not surprising that the city 5-year average is 

closest to the long period mean. showing a departure of' only to.600• How-

ever, even this small positive depB'- ture must be looked on with suspicion. 

in view of the pronounced negati Ve departure of both percent of' possible 

sunshine and mmi:>er of' clear days during this period. as well as the fact 

that during about 55 years of the Knomlle temperature record, the instru-

ments were located on the roofs of' various buildings at elevations ranging 

.tro. 66. to 102 1't. above ground. Thj! average daily range. increases' in going 

from the city to· the. airport, but the airport range is stUl 1.,0 smaller 

than those observed in the Oak Ridge area. This may. not be a real 

clillatological difference., since the airport instruments are stUl 

located. on the roof 01' a building about 30 ft. above the ground. It 

18 tbere1'ore quite possible that the normal daily temperature range 

at the Oak Ridge plant stations is !actually somewhat larger than the 

value. obtained during the observation period. If the full 8 years of 

record at X-10 are used, for instaJ,'lce, the average range is 23.00 (Table 32). 

There i. I. pronounoed sealonal variation in the daily temperature range. 

The pattern i8 similar to those of the number ot olear days and the per

centage ot p08sible sunshine, namely, uxj.ain the spring and fill, a deep 
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winter minimum. and a weak summer minilllUlL Figure 66 shOW's the monthly 

averages far the 5-year period July, 1947-June, 1952 at X-10, Townsite and 

Knoxville Airpart, together Td th the Knoxville average number of clear 

days, average percentage of possible sunshine, and long-period averages of 

these elements. The monthly averages for the 8-year period of record a.t 

X-lO range from 17.70 in January to 26.10 in October. The lowest avera.ge 

for an individual month was 13.80 in December, 1945 arid the highest 29.80 

in October, 1952. Daily ranges less than 50 "'Iccur only in the winter halt 

of the year, cUld then only once ar twice per season. Ranges exceeding 400 

usually oocur several times each spring and fall. Farty-Bix degrees is 

the largest value observed during 1949-1952, having occurred twioe, un 

April 8, 1950 (stations 002 and 003) and October 19, 1952 (University ot 

'remessee-ABC Researoh Farm), while 450 has been recarded tcur timBs at 

one or more stations on the Reservations A1pri1 8, 1950 (statiorur 004 and 

009), April 27, 1950 (station 002), October 25, 1952 (station 011) and

October 28, 1952 (UT Farm). 

Dlumal curves ot seasonal averages ot the hourly te.perature, wet bub 

temperature, dew point and relative bUJD.idity at station 001 (X-10 Field 

Station) for the two winters, 1949-1950 and 1950-19$1, and for tb.eother 

seasons of 1950 (which differed very slightly fro. the corresponding seasons 

of 1949), are shown in Figure 67. The lowest hourly average te.perature 

occurs at about sunrise in .each season, while the bour of highest average i8 

nearlY always a p.m. FST. The temperature i8 thus rising· tor on17 1-9 hour. 

aftd falling for the remaining 15-17 hours per day. 1'he rise i8 very rapid 

averaging .3 to 50, per hour in the morning hours following sunrise. The 

rate ot temperature fall is ot the same magnitude for only a short period 

., ;~;:} 
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about sunset; during most of the night the average rate of decrease is 
, , 

about iO'per hour. 

The dew point depends only on the water vapor pressure and is unaffected by 

temperature changes unless condensation occurs; therefore the diurnal varia-
. ' 

tiona of the dew point reflect only processes which add or remove moisture. 

Typically'the temperature approaches the dew point in the evening, either at 

the. instrument level or closer to the ground raising the relative humid! ty to 

near 100%. With a further decrease of temperature, condensation occurs in the 

form of fog or, more commonly, dew, the relative humidity remains near 100%, and 

the dew point decreases during the night. R~mda (Ref. 51) has pointed out an 

additional process removing moisuure, namely, hygroscopic'absorption by the soil. 

With the morning temperature rise the air becomes unsaturated, the relative 

humidity falls, and evaporation of dew, fog, and soil moisture raise the dew 

point to its daytime value, which is limited by convective exchange with drier 

air aloft. This is reflected in a slight decrease in the dew point following 

the morning rise. When convective moisture 10sB,tO the upper air decreases 

with the stabilization of the temperature stratification in late afternoon, 

the relative humidity rises rapidly and the dew point ordinarily reaches its 

max~um va,lue of the day just before the condensation point is' reached. Even 

through the averages f or a particular season may show nocturnal relative humidities 

below 90%, the character of the diurnal curve of dew point will usually reflect the 

frequent occurrence of this cycle including a drop after sunset due, presumably to 

condensation. If, however, the air masses laying over the station are so dry that de-

pletion by vertical mixing overshadows depletion by nocturnal condensation, as in the 

e 

e 

e 
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winter of 19$0-$1 (Figure '67), the minimum dew point occurs during the day. 

Conversely, in very sheltered locations, or during periods of high air-mass 

humidity or minimUm convection, the midday dew point minimum may be absent. 

The latter type of diurnal variation is also characteristic of the west few 

inches of air (Ref. $2)0 

The dew point has a small diurnal range and is one of the most sensitive 

indicators of the' air mass origin, its variation from one season to another 

emphasizing very strikingly the changes in atmospheric circulation Which 

occur. The wet bulb temperature varies with both temperature and moisture 

content of the air, and lies between the temperature and the dew point. 

Its diurnal minimum is ordinarily close to the minimum temperature and 

occurs at the same time, while its maximum occurs near or shortly after 

the time of maximum temperature, and varies considerably according to the 

character of the air mass. 

The diurnal, range of temperature and, consequently, of the other meteoro

logipal elements, is greatest on clear, dry d~s and least on cloudy days. 

This variation will be brought out more fully in the discussion of verti-

cal variations. 

22. Local Temperature and Humidity Variations 

Altitude and exposure both affect the average and extreme temperatures 

recorded at the various micronet stations. Figure 68 shows the effect of 

absolute station elevation on the average daily maximum, minimum, and 

mean temperature and average daily range, using data from the fall (Sept.

Oct.-Nov.) of 1949 for illustrative purposes. There are definite alti-

tudinal trends in each of these scatter diagrams, of which the dashed 

lines represent subjective estimates. In the 600 ft. altitude range cov-

ered by the stations, the average daily maximum temperature decreases a 

little over 3'T and the daily minimum increases roughly 60 F, with the 

"", 
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260 ORO-99 ---result that the daily mean increases about 2°F and the range decreases 

about 10°F, from about 26°F to about l6°F. It has already been 

bbserved that 26°F is a normal autumn diurnal range at Oak Ridge valley 

stations; however, the rapid decrease with height seems out of proportion 

with what has been noted over the larger altitude range of ~~e Great 

Smoky Mountains where comparable decreases occur only over height intervals 

of several thousands of feet (Figs. 58 and 59). A possible explanation is 

that the ChestnutRidge and Melton Hill temperatures follow the free-air 

temperatures more closely than do those on the much larger mountains due to 

the smaller elevated surface areas of the former. This result can be changed 

considerably by varying the thermometer exposure, however; observations for a 

short period on Pine Ridge, at an elevation of nearly 1200 ft. MEL, show tem-

perature ranges several degrees larger than 'Would be eatimated from the data 

of Figure 68" but still small by Smoky Mountain standards. The rapid de-

crease of the range with height is also borne out by automobile temperature 

surveys, which will be discussed later •. 

The scatter of the mean values at a given elevation; introduced by exposure, 

is greatest for the daily minimum temperature. The Bethel Valley stations, 

002, 00)" and 004 have lower minima than do the stations in the more openly 

exposed Clinch River Valley stations 009 and 91). Even st,ations 001 and 

012" located on slight rises above the valley bottom, are apparently some-

what Ie •• subject to the drainage-stagnation effects which produce the low-

est nocturnal temperatures. It is of interest that station 002, in the en-

trance to Whiteoak Gap in Haw Ridge, had consistently lower minimum tem

peratures than station.016, lower down along Whiteoak Lake (not illustrated 

in Figure 68 since it was not yet installed in the fall of 1949)" which, 

e 
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taken together with evidenoe from the wind observations to be presented 

later, negates the pregumption of downslope drainage flow of air ~ 

Bethel Valley to Melton Valley. The daily temperature ranges also show 

oonsiderable variation at any given altitude. About the only clear pat-

tern that emerges i.s that those stations which are surrcnmded by trees 

(010) or large buildings (008, 011 and 013) have reduoed diurnal tempera

ture ranges, equivalent to a rise of 100 ft. or so in elevation. 

Diurnal t.emperat.ure and dew point curves for all the micl'Onet. stations 

for the fall quarter of 1949, compared with those at. station 001, are shown 

in Figure 69. Along with the decrease in amplitude of the t.emperat.ure 

oyole already noted, the dew point becomes inoreasingly stead,. with in-

oreasing elevation. Nooturnal saturation beoomes: less frequent and of 

shorter duration. The daytime dew point also shows a general decrease 

with height. fram 52-550 at most of the valley stations to about 500 at' 

~ the higher stations, but this is almost completely masked by large hori

zontal variations not: all of which are readily explainable. The low values 

(42-460 ) at Townsite and K-25 (stations 011 and 013) seem to indioate the 

e 

presenoe of a drier air stream (possibly the result of a downslope current) 

near the Cumberland Plateau than towards the oenter of the large valle,.. 

but the low daytime dew point (48 0 ) on the well forested. slope of Haw 

Ridge (010) appears anomalous. The wet bulb temperature rune lIODle1lbat 

belOll" midway between the temperature and dew point, and. c0ft8equently 

decreases with alt.itude in the daytime. The night time dw point. and wet.

bulb temper-atures shOll" the same general increase 'with ele ...... tion and nria-

tion with station exposure that have been noted. in oonneotion with the 

,'. .... --.1 
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daily minimum temperatures. 

The differenoes in 300month average values of temperature. dew point. etc. 

tram one station to another may be regarded as systematio differenoes. 

The non-systematio differenoes between oak Ridge and Knoxville have been 

studied by means . of s1.mu1 taneous 3-hourly observations of current tem

perature and 6-hour1y observations of maximum and miniun1mtemperature dur

ing the period June. 1949 to October. 1950, at X-10 and Knoxville airport, 

whioh were punched on IBM oards and oompared at the Weather Records Proces

sing Center, Chattanooga. Figure 10 shows the cumulative frequency curves 

of various temperature differenoes. In Figure 10a, the distribution of 

differenees of 3-hourly temperature. wet-bulb temperature and dew point 

arb sh~ in Figure 10b similar curves for 6-hour minimum. temperatures 

at .., a.m. and 6-hourma:.rlmum at .., p.m., which are usually representative 

of the day as a whole, and in Figure 10c, . the 7 p.m.. 6-hour minimum and 

.., a.m. 6-hour maximum temperatures, whioh ordinarily oocur at a time of 

rapid obtu:Jf;e at the beginning or end of the interval and are thus relatively 

sensitiTe to slight differenoes of rate or phase between the stations. The 

median differenoes and standard de'9iati ons: of the di fferences obtained from 

these frequency curves are sUlIIIIIa.rized in Table 31. 

The medians, representing systematio variations, show the· atmosphere at 

Oak: Ridge (station 001. r;10) to be generally oooler and more humid than at 

Knoxville airport. The least systematio difference between the two appears 

in th8 wet-bulb temperature and in the daily marlmum temperature (as approx

imated by the .., p.m. maximum) and the greatest differenoe in the'" p.m. 

minilllua., tram whioh it must be concluded that the Oak Ridge temperature 
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TABLE 31 
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TEMPERATURE AND MOISTURE. DIFFERENCE I OAK RIDGE MINUS KNOXVIIJE! ~. 

3-hourly ourrent temperature 
3-hourlywet-bulb temperature 
3-hourly dew point 
7 a.m. 6-hr. minimum temperature 
7 a. m. 6-hr. maximum temperature 
7 a.m. 6-ht. minimum temperature 
7 p.m. 6-hr. maximum temperature 

Median 

-2.5 
-0.7 

+1.1 
-3.8 
-2.7 
-4.7 
-0.8 

Standard Deviation 

.. 
-3.8 
t3.0 
t3.3 
!3.7 
t4.4 
:t3.9 
%2.5 

drops muCh mOre rapidly in the late afternoon than does that at the airport. 

The microclimatic variation of the evening temperature fall has been studied 

by Landaberg(Reterence 53) and. following his suggestion was found to be 

quite pronounoed among the Oak Ridge stations. It will be notioed in look

ing baok at Figure 69, . for example, that whereas the maximum hourly awr

age temperatures at all the valley stations (001. 002. 003. 004, 008, 009. 

OIl, 012 and 013) during the fall or 1949 varied only trom 65 to 670 F •• 

the average temperatures at 7 p.m. varied fram 53 at Whiteoak Creek (002) 

to 59 at Y-12 (008), with all the "rural·' exposures (001,002, 003, 004, 

009) in the range 53-550 F. and all the -Urban'" exposures (008, OIl, 012. 

013) in the range 57-590 F. In the summer of 1949 the oorresponding tem

peratures (7 p.m.) were 73-760 F. for the "rural·' e:z:posures and 77-800 F. 

for the "Urban"' exposures, an important differenoe fram the standpoint of 

evening comfort, although the daily maxilllUJJl temper&1tUres at these same sta!'" 

tiona cover a range of only 30 (83-860 F.). 

The standard deviations g1 van in Table 31 represent the non-syatematio 

component of the ditfer·enaes and are about two-thirds the probable errc:r 

i;;:,;:f~: 
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involved in using Knoxville observations. with a'mean oorrection applied, 

to represent conditions at Oak Ridge. Again the daily marl~ temperature 

is the most nearly homogeneous. the scatter being only 2.50 ; the current 

wet-bulb temperature can be estimated wi thin about 30 • while an:y current 

temperature or 6-hour ml.:nimu:at would probably be of'f' by 40 or more if' esti

mated from Knorri11e data. 

Whi1editterences of' comparable ~tude exist between pairs of' stations 

w1:thiD t.ba OR R:fAge area, llotanlatlon ... been made oftlurm &8 sucb. How

ever, a .ore •• a1:tdve and useful compariaon baa been lULde. namely, ,of the 

m:Jnthly frequencies of' daily minimum temperatures 320 F. or belOW' in winter 

(I'owmber through lIarch). and of' daily maxi:mum temperatures 850 F. and 

abo-n in St2llllll8r (June. July and August). These are given in Table 38. 

The ug.brate _an (systematio) dif'ferenoes between the pairs of' stations 

are plotted against altitude difference. and the mean absolute non-system

atio differenoel are plotted against both altitude differenoe and dhtanoe 

between stations in FigUJ."e n.. Station 001 (X-10 Field station) has been 

pa,ired. as the subtrahend. with all the mioronet stations, and in addition 

the K-25 (013) and Townsite (011) stations have been compared with station 

012 (X-10 Health Physics), and all f'our of these key stations with Knoxville 

airport. It is seen that both the systematio and non-systematio variations 

in the frequencies ot both ~ot· and ~cold"T days are better correlated with 

station elevation than with distanoe between stations. Furthermore. while 

the mea differenoea are surpriling1y large (12 days with freezing in a 

typioal winter month on Melton Hill. stationOO'T, as compared with 18 in 

e 

e 
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TABLE J8 

DIFFERENCE IN EXTREME TEMPERATURE FREQUENCIES BE'l'V\IEEN PAIRS STATIONS ---

Avg. IomberAvg. Ditt. Non-syst. Avg. Number Avg. Ditt. Non-Syst. 
No. Mos. Height Days/Konth Days/Month Ditt. Days/month Days/Month Ditt. 

Station Station Compared Diat. Dirt. tt. Max. z:: 85 Max. Z 85 Max. ~ 85 Min • .!! 32 Min. ~ 32 Min. ':! 32 
A B ~85 $32 Mi. A-B A B 

, 
(A.-B) 1A'-B" ** !... B (A-B) * &.At-B"*'" 

001 . Knoxville 6 12 19.8 -139 16.5 20.0 -3.5 1.8 17.6 12.6 +5.0 2.2 
011 Knoxville 12 18 20.7 -44 19.2 22.3 -3.1 2.4 14.9 12.4 +2.5 1.7 
OlZ Knoxville 12 36 19.7 - 59 19.6 22.3 -2.7 2.7 15.3 13.1 +2.2 2.2 
013 Knoxville 12 15 24.4 -199 20.9 22.3 -1.4 2.1 17.8 13.2 +4.6 2.2 
002 001 6 9 0.4 -40 19.0 16.5 "'2.5 3.2 17.8 16.3 +1.5 1.4 
003 001 6 8 0.7 + 30 15.0 16.5 ..;1.5 1.7 18.4 15.9 +2.5 1.0 
004 001 6 8 1.2 ... 10 15.7 16.5 -0.8 2.2 16.5 15.9 +0.6 1.0 

~ 005 001 5 8 0.9 +185 16.8 18.2 -1.4 2.1 13.6 15.9 -2.3 1.6 
006 001 6 9 0.8 "310 12.0 16.5 -4.5 3.7 14.4 16.3 -1.9 2.1 0 

I 

007 001 6 7 1.3 +546 6.3 16.5 -10.2 2.9 12.4 17.6 -5.2 3.6 \0 
\0 

008 001 6 12 5.7 ·210 13.2 16.5 -3.3 2.1 14.0 17.6 -3.6 2.0 
009 001 3 7 1.6 - 50 19.7 22.0 -2.3 1.8 17.6 16.'1 +1.5 1.4 
010 001 3 5 0.4 + 90 16.7 22.0 -5.3 0.4 15.0 17.2 -2.2 1.8 
011 001 6 12 8.1 + 95 16.5 16.5 -2.0 2.0 15.3 17.6 -2.3 1.1 
012 001 6 10 0.3 +80 15.2 16.5 -1.3 3.6 16.6 18.4 -1.8 ·1.8 
013 001 6 9 4.6 - 60 17.5 16.5 +1.0 2.3 18.6 18.9 -0.3 1.0 
013 012 12 14 4.6 -140 20.0 19.6 +1.3 2.8 17.9 15.6 "2.3 1.1 
011 012 12 16 7.8 + 15 19.2 19.6 -0.4 2.5 15.5 15.7 -0.2 1.7 

*(A-B) • ~ (Ai - Bi) 
N 

**'A' - B" = .2. , Ai - Bi - (A-B)I 
N I\) 

0'\ 
IJI 

,/ 
/ 
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the valley; only 6 days per summer month with temperature reaching 850 F. 
" 

as compared with over 16 in the valley) the non-systematic variations. 

between hill and valley stations are also of practical importance. Records 

at valley stations would be in error, on the average, by 2 to 3 days per 

month if they were used, with an average· oorrection applied, to estimate 

the number of days with freezing on the upper parts of the ridges,' and by 

3 to 4 days for the number of days with temperature reaching 850 F., a 

point of interest in air conditioning work. 

From the difference in the slopes of the daily maximum. and daily minimum 

temperatures against height, Figure 68, it can be concluded that 

the altitudinal ohange of surface temperature will have a pronounoed diur

nal variation. This is well illustrated by Figure 12, which contains 

seasonal graphs of the hourly average temperature difference between Melton 

Hi11 (007) and X-IO (001) for each quarter year of record. The temperature 

inoreases with height at night and decreases with height in the daytime. 

The amplitude of this cycle is somewhat smaller than that of the free-air 

temperature over a comparable altitude interval. above the valley (shown by 

small circles), but the patterns are so similar in character that the discussion 

of vertical free-air temperature gradients which follows can be applied qualita-

tivelyto the altitudinal pattern of surface temperature in small hills. As we 

have seen, however, the daily temperature range is not damped out so rapidly with 

height along the slopes of the more massive mountains, so that the diurnal 

variation of altitudinal surface temperature gradient in the mountains de-
. 

parts grossly from that of the free-air gradient. 

e 
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A. seasonal variation in the altitudinal t~perature differential is visible 

in Figure 72. This is t'urther brought out. although somewhat irregularly 

due to the shortness of the record. in Figure 73, whioh shOlt"s the monthly 

sequence of differenoes in average daily· maximum and minimum temperatur •• 

betlreen stations 007 and 001. The differenoe in the maxima, reflecting the 

daytime temperature lapse, is greatest in the 5Wmmer and least in the win

ter. The difference in the minima, on the other lia:Dd .. appears to follow a 

pattern similar to thole of the daily temperature range. number of clear 

days" and sUDshine already discussed. having maxima (of absolute value) in 

the spring and fall.. and miDi:ma. in the winter and summer. It will be seen 

that this seasonal pattern is also characteristio of the frequenoy aDd in

tensi ty of temperature inversions in the lowest few hundreds ot feet ot 

the atmosphere. 

Differential solar heating of variously oriented slope. i. an additioul 

_ meohanism produoing systematic looal temperature variatioDl which .. ill turD .. 

give rise to looal nDd currents. 'rhe bottom graph of Fig. 72 IFhon the 

e 

hourly average differen" in surface air temperature between the southeut

facing slope of Chestnut Ridge (station (05) aDd the n.-thlrelFt-taciDg slep. 

of Haw Riage (station 010) for the sU1DlD8r and fall quarters of 1949 and 

1-he winter of 1941-50. 'rhe bali 0 pattern is the same in each seasODS dit ... 

fering by a negligible amoUDt during the night, the t8Dlperature. OD the 

opposite slopes diverge after sunrise to a mu:i:m.um. differenoe in mido4DrDlDg 

(8-11 a..m.) .. when the direotion of the sun is nearly perpendicular to the 

strike of the ridges. The southealFt-facing slope is then 1 to 30 F. ~ 

thaD the northwest-taoing slope .. the greatest difterenoe oocurring in .ua

mer and the least in winter. The differenoe deoreases during Jld.dday .. 

, ~' 
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crossing zero iD. the autumn at about 3 p.~. when the azimuth of the sun 

is nearly parallel to the ridges. The reversal takes plaoe earlier in 

winter and seems not to ooour in summer, although the minimum differential 

of +0.20 F. at 5 p.~ oannot be oonsidered unquestionably positive sinoe 

the obser'V8.tions were made with hygrothermographs. After a brief late

afternoon period during whioh the northwest-faoing slope, now exposed to 

the late ........ tern sun, i8 slightly (perhaps half a degree) warmer than the 

opposite slope, now in shadow, the two again become equal und~ the non

directional effect of outgoing terrestrial radiation. 

Both the altitudinal pattern and the cycle of differential slope heating 

indioated by the hygrothermograph stations in and adj oining Bethel Valley 

were satisfactorily verified by means of automobile temperature surveys 

in neighboring Bear Creek Valley and ita adjoining ridges. After elimina

tion of inoomplete observations and those with doubtful instrument calibra .. 

tion" autcmoblle data are a'V8.ilable for 4 mornings (6 a.m. to 2 p.m.) and 

6 evenings (3 p.m. to 10 p.m.) in the fall of 1950. For eaoh reading sta- ' 

tion daily temperature time curves have been drawn from -whioh hourly values 

were interpolated for averaging and oomparison with hygrothermograph read

ingl md captive balloon soundings. All the reading points as well as the 

relevant mioronet stations and blimp levels are shown in a oomposite terrain 

orOBS section in rig. 74. In Fig. 7S these bour17 average temperatures 

8I"e compared by .means of hourly differential temperature curves with the 

valley base temperature for eaoh type of observation as subtrahend in each 

oase. The referenoe values for micrcmet temperatures are the station 001 

hygrothermograph readings, for balloon sounding tem;eraturea the surfaoe 

e 
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reading of the blimp thermistor, and for automobile temperatures the data 

obtained at reading point ~. 

Group A represents differenoes between temperatures at ridge-top level and 

the oorresponding valley temperatures'. Curve I is the free-air difterence 

T300 - T afo from the blimp soundings. whioh resembles olosely the fall 

1950 quarterly average T500 - Tsfc in Fig. 72 with slightly reduoed ampli

tude. Curve 2 is the oorresponding ridge-valley mioronet temperature dif-

ferenoe. T006 ~ TOOl- Aside from an apparent negative error in the station 

006 data due to an undetermined cause, the pattern is similar to that of 

the free-air temperature differenoe. again with reduoed amplitude and show-

ing a trend towards large negative values in the afternoon similar to that 

shown by Mel ton Hill (Fig. 72). Curves 3 and 4 are automobile temperature 

differenoes T=II=12 - TJrr between Chestnut Ridge top and Be8J;' Creek Valley and 

T#4 - TJrr between Pine Ridge top and the same valley. The OUT,"8 for the 

e two ridge-tops agree well with each other and. in basic pattern. with ourve 

·2. although not in absolute value. The ridge-valley temperature difference 

'e 

is oertainly positive at night and negative during the da.y. but less so 

than that over the same height interval in the free atmosphere. partioularly 

in the case of daytime lapse. 

In considering the lllid-alope sone, group B in Fig. 75, it ah01l1d be MDt-

tioned that micronet stations 00$ and 010 used in constructing the lowest gr8l!u 

ot Fig. 72, had. unfortunately been removed by the time theseauto.obile surve,.. 

were made. Here curve " T1OO-Tetc' represents the tree-air temperatun 

differential over a oompara.ble layer in Bethel Valley. ourve 6. Tfl - !f'T. 

.~! 
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represents the temperature change along-the southeast-facing slope of Pine 

Ridge and ourve 7, T#9 - T#7' along the northwest-facing slope of Chestnut 

Ridge, both to about 1000 ft. 15L. The free-air difference shows an ex

pected further decr~ase in amplitude from the previous graphs as the layer 

is reduoed in depth, ~~d the northwest-faoing slope follows alnost the 

identical curve; the southeast-facing slope has an even smaller altitudin-

a1 temperature lapse, the slope-valley differenoe during the day being al-

most zero, while at night this slope, too, closely follows the free-air 

temperature. 

The curves of group C serve as an indication of the degree of comparabll-

ity between the two valleys, which is of particular interest in view of the 

elevation difference of 100 ft. between the reference points, station 001 and 

rea:l:tns point ;f/!7. Curve 8 shows the difference in hourly average tempera-

tures durinG this series of observations between station 001, the mioronet 

and free air referenoe point, and reading #7, the automobile referenoe 

point: they differ, for the most part, by less than 10 F. Curves 9 and 

10 shaw differenoes between points within the Y-12 plant, at elevations of 

about 960-1000 ft. on the one hand, and valley bottom stations, ourve 9 

comparing hygrothermograph data at Y-12 and station 001 (different valleys), 

and curve 10 oomparing automobile data wi thin the S3lne valley. Both show 

a higher temperature in the Y-12 plant than in the valley bottoms at night. 

but the Y-12 (008) hygrotbermograph temperatures become several degrees colder 

than those in the valley at X-IO (OOl) in late afternoon, an effect not appearing 

in the automobile ourve. A demonstration, by contrast, of the relative 
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similarity of the two valley base stations is afforded by curve 11, T002 -

TOOl' showing the effeot ot the stagnation of a pool of oold air at night 

in the hollow formed by the Bethel Valley entranoe to Whi teou Creek Gap 

1D _ Jl1dge (stat.ion 002). The d:U'ference in elevat.ion i8 onl.y about 40 ft. and 

the distanoe 1e88 than 2000 ft. bewen tile two stations 002 and 001, yet the 

differenoe in temperature, particularly in the evening, is groeater than 

that between two similarly exposed, mid-valiey stations differing by 100 fi. 

in elevation a:nd some 5 mi. apart. 

The final comparison of the looal temperature observations made during the 

automobile surveys is presented in J'1S. 76.. Graphs A. B and C show di

rectly the ditferenoes between hill, ridge and slope temperatures on the 

ODe haJ:Id and. the tree-air temperatures 'at corresponding altitudes on the 

other obtaiDed by subtracting the appropriate curves ot n.c. 7S. All 

(with the exception of the questionable station 006 data) show positive 

e departure. trom the, tree air through most of the :aorDing ad mid-day period, , 

e 

reaohing a ma:lllllDll before or near noon, and decreasing slawly during the 

afternoon. This afternoon heat 10811 from the hills is somewhat unexpected 

iJ1 'rift et the ocmbined effeots ot lag due to heat capaoi ty ot the hill 

1IUl"taoe and. upward t1ux ot heat from the warmer valley during the period 

of 1I8:I:1mum. valley temperature, and it show. the relative unimportanoe ot 

these two taotors in relation to direot radiation exohange and 'rigorous 

wntila tion., AD early daily ma'l'iw.1Il temperature (noon to 2 p.m.) i. also 

characteristio ot the SJDDq JIountain stations. The large negative depar

ture. 1J1 the late eveniug are apparently similar .in origin to the strang 

.:0. 
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surface inversion which, as will be shown in the next secti<>n, is formed 

in the valley at the same time. 

In graph C at Fig. 76 th. opposite elope temperature departures .fro. 

!"ree air are compared, aDd the greater positive daytime departure on the 

southeast-raoing slope (~l - T200) already shown in the micronet com

parison is seen to be superimposed on a basically very similar pattern on 

the two slopes. When the two slope locations are compared directly, as 

in graph D, the slope differential curve shown for stations 005 and 010 

in Fig. 72. partioularly that ror Fall. 1949, is repeated almost identi

oall;y, although the obserTations on whioh this curve is based were made in 

a different ;year, in a different valley, and with an entirely different 

instrument. The maxillU'lll positift dirference, about 2-30 F., oocurs at 10 

a. m.., the evening reversal 3-5 p.m.., and the maximun negative difference, 

about 10 F., at 2-6 p.m., followed wi thin an hour or two by equalization 

whioh persi sts until SUDr ise. 

Vertical Temperature Gr.pient 

23. Diurnal Cycle of Vertical Temperature Diltribution 

The prooelses at daytime solar heating and nighttime radiative heat 10SB, 

al they affect the lowest layers of the atmosphere, tram the ground up" 

are 1l1ultr'atec1 b7 Figs. 71-19 (s~e Ref. U for an exeellentgfnn~rll 

review ot this subject). Grass temperature, shelter air tempera-

ture, wet bulb temperature and temperature gradient, 4 to 54 ft., were 

measured aimul taneousl;y by means of therm.ooouples at station 001, tempera

ture gradient, 4 ft. to 183 ft. was measured by means of tthermohms at sta

tion 012 and solar radiation was measured by means of the station 001 
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Eppley pyrheliometer. The curves represent averages for "'clear" days (0-2 

tenths cloudiness as observed visually or estimated.by means of the 

pyme1iometer traces) and "cloudy" days (3-10 tenths cloudiness). Only 

days with complete data were used in the averages, with the exception that 

grass temperature data were missing during part of the summer period: the 

hourly average air-grass temperature differentials for the complete days 

were used in reconstructing ~he grass temperature curve for·this period. 

The close oorrelation between the excess of grass surface temperature over 

shelter air temperature (about 4 ft.) and the solar radiation during the 

day can be seen at once from Fig. 77. Here the temperature curves were 

all drawn to the srume scale, while the solar radiation scale was expanded 

,from summer to fall to fit the larger range of temperature difference. 

Of oourse, the energy gain from insolation is constantly opposed by radia

tive loss, whioh varies as the fourth pm~er of the temperature and, as a 

~ result of the lag of the temperature cycle with respect to the sun, is 

greater in the afternoon than a.t corresponding times in the morning. Con

sequently the grass temperature excess is somewhat asymmetrical, being 

relatively greater in the morning (When the temperature, .and consequently 

the radiative heat loss, is less) than in the .vening,and is negative 

during the night, the greatest deficiency occurring in the early evening. 

The amplitude is greatest on olear days, almost exactly in proportion to . 

that of solar radiation. The increa.se in amplitude for a given amount of 

insolation in fall over that in summer is associated with the greater dry

ness of the atmosphere, which permits a much greater proportion of the 

heat radiated by the earth's surface to escape. 

Upward gradients of temperature or di ff'erentials over convenient height 

e 
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intervals taken in the same sense, are used as a measure of stability with 

respect to vertical air motions. In the upper graphs of Figs. 78 and 79, 

the T4 - Tgrass curves are simply the curves of Fig. 77 inverted. They' 

are now shown in comparison with the differentials over other height inter

vals: it is s een th~t by far the greatest vertical bradients occur in the 

few feet closest to the surface. The layer 4 ft. to 54 ft. follows the low

est 4 ft. closely with r.espect to phase, although greatly reduced in ampli

tude, while ~~e layer 4 ft. to 183 ft. lags behind as much as several hours 

during the morning and evening periods of rapid change. The decrease ("lapse") 

of temperature with height, characteristic of the daytime hours, has its 

maximum near noon, several times the adiabatic lapse rate in the lowest 4 ft., 

and approaching the adiabatic lapse rate, O.55°F./100 ft. with increasing 

height. In late afternoon the grass becomes warmer than the air; and the 

intensi ty of the resul ting . temperature increase with height (II inversion II) 

rises to a pronounced maximum in the lowest few feet at sunset, the rise 

becoming more gradual and the maximum intensity coming later with increaSing 

height. The falling off of low-level inversion intensity with time during the 

night is too great to be explained ?y decreasing temperature of the radiating 

,surface: the combined effects of cool-air drainage from the slopes, deepening 

the cold layer, and of the release of latent heat of condensation at the ,ground 

reinforced by back radiation from accumulated smoke and, later in the night, 

fog, retarding the rate of temperature tall at the surface, appear to be 

equally significant. 

How dep~ndent the temperature and moisture of the relatively transparent 

air are on the temperature of the radiating surface can be seen from the 

lower graphs of Figs. 78 and 79. The familiar daily temperature curve 

(4 ft. dry bulb), with its minimum near sunrise, begins to rise rapidly 

as soon as the ground becomes warmer than the air. Following the fiat 
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maximum in the hourly average air temperature at about 3 p.m. there is 

little change until the ground becomes oolder than the air~ then the most 

rapid fall of the day ooours immediately. The afternoon wet bulb curve, 

too, remains relatively steady until intersected by the grass temperature 

ourve, then, with oondensation (dew formation) presumably ooourring on 

the ground, the wet bulb temperature (affected both by the temperature 

fall and the downward flux of moisture) takes its greatest drop. The dew 

point, a measure of the moisture oontent independent of the temperature, 

actually rises in most cases during the period when the ground has become 

cooler than the air but is still warmer than the dew point, indioating 

that evaporation from the surface is continuing while loss by upward 

diffusion is greatly reduced. Immediately after the ground cools below 

the dew point," however, the latter drops abruptly, even though saturation 

has not been reached at the level of moisture measurement. indicating a 

downward nUx with a sink at the ground, namely condensation as dew (or 

possibly hygroscopic absorption by the soil). 

Typioa1 diurnal ohanges in the entire lowest 1500 ft. of the atmosphere 

can be reoonstructed from the detailed oaptive balloon soundings taken 

during the fall of 1950. Fig. 80. shows frequency histograms of tempera

ture differenoes in three layers at eaoh observation time and of sounding 

type, as well as average temperature-height curves for eaoh time construct

ed £Tom average temperature gradients in eaoh 100 ft. layer. Dashed lines 

in each graph represent the dry-adiabatic lapse rate, 5.50 F.jlOOO ft. 

Sunrise ocourred between 6 and 7 a.m. EST during the period oovered by the 

439 soundings incorporated in Fig. 80. Little ohange in the vertical 
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temper.!1~re di stribution occurred during this hour: an inver sion was al

most always present, averaging about 50 F. in the lowest 800 ft., and the 

prevalent sounding types were those showing a ground-based inversion. Be-

ginning at 8 a.m., the hour in which, on the average, the grass first became 

warmer than the a~ (cf. Fig. 19), a large frequenc,y oflapee appeared in 

the lowest 200 ft., and the predominant sounding types were those with 

ground-based lapse surmounted by the remains of the nooturnal inversion 

aloft. The average surface temperature had ri sen about 30 F •• but above 

the shallow lapse layer, the average temperature distribution remained 

essentially unohanged. 

As the surfaoe temperature rose during the morning, a superadiabatic lapse 

was set up in the lowest 100-300 ft. and the near-adiabatic layer increased 
c 

in depth, the upper layers warming appreciably only after the lapse layer 

had reached them, so that during the period 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. there were 

hardly any occurrenoes of' types other than pure adiabatio or superadiabatio 

ones throughout the lowest thousand feet. After 4 p.m., when the ground 

had become cooler than the air (cf Fig. 79), the surface layer became stable 

(less than adiabatic lapse), so that by 6 p.m. there was about an equal 

inoidence of lapse typeS' and shallow inversi on typed. The rapid surface 

cooling during the early evening hours was accompanied by the formation of 

a very intense, shallow inversion, averaging about 80 F .• in the lowest 500 

ft. by 8-10 p ... wi t~ individual valueE; over 150 F. having been reoorded. 

The nocturnal inversion inoreased slowly in depth but did not usually 

intensify after about 10 p.m. In particular, the lowest 200 ft. showed a 
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decreasing frequency of intense inversions and a decreasing average temperature 

e gradient. This trend continued through the remainder of the cycle resulting in 

the 6 a.m. picture already discussed. The nocturnal sounding types were al-

most €xclusi vely g;r ound-based inver sion types~ the homogeuei ty being 

helped very much by j;he lack of cloudy, "windy and rainy weather during 

the period of observations. The excepti ons were cases with early morning 

fog, in which a surface temperature lapse was established before sunri see 

These highly important cases from the stanupoint of air pollution appear 

as a small frequency of lapse in the 0600E T200- T4 histogram, and also 

as a definite reduction in the average temperature gradient in the lowest 
/' 

100 ft. by the time the first J:1crning soundings were taken. 

The diurnal cycle of the vertical temperature distribution is perhaps best 

illustrated by the aver~e 'ttime cross-section" in Fig. 81. Here .i 

isotherms for the fall of 1950 are drawn on a time-beight coordinate , e system, based on the average observed temperatures (reconstructed from 

average surface temperature and average temperature gradient) for each ."~1 

I 

sounding time. Average temperatures derived from the 10 a«m. and 10 p.m. . ~~ 

raobs are shown above 1500 ft.: for the remainder of the 24 hours, aside 

from not allowing.the lapse rate to exceed adiabatic the iso~herms in this 

upper layer are largely based on im~gination. However, it is felt that 

the main features are beyond doubt: for example, the restriction of diur-

nal temperature variations to about the lowest 5000 ft. on the average, the 

rapid vertical propagation of the morning heating wave, the slow upward 

gr~~h of the nocturnal invereion, and the marked cooling throughout the 
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night even above the inversion. Appiicat1.on of time-section analysis to 

meteorological case studies for the Oak Ridge area has been discussed in 

Ref. 47. 
24. Seasonal Temp~ra~~-Gradient Variation 

It has been noted that the low level temperature gradient has 8) larger diur

nal amplitude on clear days than on cloudy ones (Figs. 78 and 79), as does 

the temperature itself. and that the frequency of clear days has maxima in 

spring and fall. (Fig. 66). It might be exp~cted. therefore, that the 

low-level stability has a wider range in spring and fall than in summer and. 

winter. as is in fact shown to be the case by Figs. 82-84. Intense' in-

versionadepend upon unobstructed radiative heat loss: their development 

is inhibited by short nights and high atmospheric moisture content in sum-

mer. a:mi by frequent heavy cloudiness in winter. Large lapses in the lowest 

200 ft. are most frequent in the summer under the influence ot intense so-

lar radiation. but only slightly less so in the clearer weather ot spring 

and tall. The greatest superadiabatio lapse rates apparently occur in 

spring. and the greatest inversions in winter II but the greatest frequency 

ot inversions ot more than 8~F in 180 ft. OCCUl'B in fall. The 

abnormally cloudy winters during the observation period render the large 

winter maximum ot near-neutral temperature gradients somewhat doub1;f'ul as 

a climatological average. 

In the deeper layer extending up to 5000 ft. J£L (850 mb. pressure) II the 

seasonal pattern is shitted slightlYII the winter showing the largest fre

quency otvery stable lapse rates ll and the lowest trequency ot instability. 

the summer showing the reverse. Broad distributions in spring. and tall 

'. '. 
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reflect a mixture of the summer and winter types, with the spr.ing distri

bution shifted slightly towards the unstable (summer) side and that of fall 

towards the stable (winter) side. The diurnal frequency distributions 

given in Figs. 83 and 84 pe~it an estimate of the probability of aQ7 given 

stability being exceeded at any particular ~e of d~. Inver&ions in the 

valley layer (T183 - T5> -0.50
, that is,~Oo within the accuracy of meas

urement), for instance, occur more than 70% of the time at night and less than 

30% during midday in all seasons. The time at which the probability ,of lapse 

conditions (T183 - T5 " -0.50
) rises to 50% is about 2 hours after sunrise and 

90 percent about 4-5 hours after sunrise. The daytime lapse appears to be 

set up in the shortest time after sunrise in winter (1 hr. 4, min.) and the 

longest in fall (2 hr. So min.). Since we have already seen that the solar 

energy received in the first few hours after sunrise is greatest in spring 

and fall, the seasonal variation in "breaking time" must be due to the vari-

ation in inversion frequency and intensity preceding sunrise. The nocturnal 

inversion frequency varies from about 7CJ'1, in Winter to about 95% in fall. 

Thus While instability does not appear most quickly follow:1.ng sunrise in the 

spring and fall, the rate of decrease of stability is greatest in these seasons, 

as can be seen from the spacing of stability lines in the vicinity of sunrise 

in both Figs. 83 and 84. 

These diurnal variations result in the seasonal curve of inversion frequency 

shown in Fig. 85, (T183 - T5 ~ 0, station 012): the frequencies are greater 

than 50% in all months except June and have spring and late fall maxima. 

Since these averages are based on the full 8 years of reCord at station 012, 

they may be considered fairly reliable, although there appears to be a spurious 

increase during 19,1,' apparently due to improper ventilation of the upper 

temperature sensing element. 
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Figs. 86-90 contain frequency histograms of the captive balloon tem-

perature difference observations for each observation time in each season. 

The 200 ft. differentials (Fig. 86), are comparable to the 183 ft. tower 

observations discussed so far: they show a somewhat larger frequen,cy of 

adiabatic and superadiabatic lapse than do the tower data, which may be 

ascribable to better ventilation of the balloon thermistor, especially' 

since the gusty winds accompanying such conditions reduced the number of 

soundings. In the SOO ft. and 1000 ft. layers (Figs. 87 and 88), the seasonal 

pattern remains the same, with fall and winter showing the largest frequencies 

of large inversions (cf. the Oct-Dec maximum in Fig. 8S), while spring 

and summer show the largest frequencies of strong lapse. The frequency 

of superadiabatic lapse rates decreases gradually with increasing depth 

of the layer. The frequency of large inversions on the other hand increases 

trom 200 to soo ft. but decreases slightly from Soo ft. to 1000 ft., especially 

in the summer. It appears to be true that regardless of decreases in the 

low-level inversion intenSity during the night (after the early evening 

maximum), the depth of the inversion increases more or less steadily, 

roughly in proportion to the· square root of the time. The' summer nights, 

being shortest, seldom permit growth of the nocturnal inversion as high 

as 1000 ft. while the longer winter nights allow such developments more 

frequently and for longer duration. By 9 a.m. (soundings were actually 

taken at various times during the hour ending at the nominal observation 

r time), for instance, while the 200 ft. stability frequencies have begun to 

shift toward the midday pattern in all seasons, the shift is much more nearly 

complete in spring and smmner than in fall or w.l.nter. In the 1000 ft. layer there 

is but little decrease in the frequency of large inversions by 9 a.m. in fall 
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B.Dd winter while in spring and 8lDIII8r by this hour they haTe been largely 

e lillina.ted. 

The trequenoy distribution ot the various charaoteristio shapee ot the tem

perature-height ourTa at any given time ot day also shOlrs a seascm.al varia

tion (Fig. 89). The"S a.m. Bounding may be taken as representatiTe ot 

BiPlt-time conditions in all aeasons. This ourve usually shOlrs a grotmd

based inversion surmounted by a lapse or isothermal layer within the lonst 

1000 fie It is more OODllLOD tar the upper part to be "isothermal or eTen in

TerBion iD winter than in lIUlIB.er. At the 9 a.m. observation in all seasons 

except winter there are t.. ground-based inftrsioDS lett. the predominant 

'tJpe1 beiDg superadiabatio in s\DlE8r. neutral in spring. a truBi tional 

"lapse-1n.T8rs1on-lapse type in tall. and almost the whole spectrum. ot types 

exoluding superadiabatio in winter. The atternooD (S p ... ) types lean more 

t.arc! the superadiabatio in spring ud s1Dllll8r aDd tc.ard neutral (adiabatio) 

_ ia tall and winter. The predamira.ant type by 9 p.a. ia all seasoDS is the 

shall. ground iaT8rsion surmounted by lapse. 

-

Average temperature soundiags by observation tt.e ud seaSOD are shown ira. 

F1,. 90, illuBtrating in a cono:l.se way the variations already discussed. 

ot partioular iaterest is the vaJLiation in the 9 a.m. sounding. Resembling 

the typical aooturnal torm in winter. the 9 a.m. soundings show the etreot 

ot prolonged oooliDg in the upper part and the beginBing ot warming below. 

I. spriag and sUlS8r anrage lapse rat .. at 9 a.JIl. are typioal ot m1ddq 

although the t_peratures han not yet risen much alott. lD tall the par

tial breakiDl ot the DOotunaal inversiC11 shows up clearly in the 9 a.m. 
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a"N'l'&ce•• The 3 p .... awrage curves are siJIIUar iB all leae.8. The 9 p.a. 

loundiBg8' are 1.180 s1Jailar throughout the year. and it i I of' imerest that 

in spite of' its extreae nocturul f'orm. the highelt temperatwel at the d&7 

aloft are oblerved at thil how during the winter.. the spring and the year 

as a whole. The seasoul aTerage Boundings shOW' a net law-level stability. 

greatest in the wiater and least in the lIUlIIIIler. IB spring and suaaer. in 

fact.. one .... ould expect a aet upward heat flu aDd GOnsequentI,. a:D. aTerage 

lapse of temperat1D'e. and i t i~ likel,. that a considerable bias has beeD i .... 

troduced i. these aealou by the laok of midday lou:adingB during gulty wiD.4l. 

26. The Three-Dimensional Teaperatwe S~cmare 

It has been Ihown that the surtace air temperature. (about 4-5 ft. abo..,.. 

gro'tDld) ~ with altitude. slope orielltatioD ancl nature at the gromad OOT

er ( .... getatiOD.. bu1ldiagl, eto.), aad that the eftects ot these variablel 

are subject to diur'll&l, I.asonal aad apparentl,. noa-systematic variations 

asaociated wi th the cyolical Tariatioa of' lolar radiatiaa ad both the 

ayolical and aperiodic "fViatioaa ot ataosphwio .aoiatur. and cloud1:aesl. 

It hal beeD further IhOllD that the vertical ditr.reatial teaperatur. di.

tribution in the tree air OYer' the valIer i. eubj.ct pr1urily to diurnal 

TariatioDe, respOJld1ng direotly to rad1ati ve heat gains a:ad 10.... at the 

ground. and moditied .a1n1y by •• alonal and aperiodio nriatioDs 1a oloud

i"la .. d atmolpher1 c moisture. The three-dimcaiow t_pera'tare Itruo~ 

tare oa:a ..,.. be brien,. u4 quali tati wl1 s-.-arized. 
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The most nearly homogeneous temperature (more aoeurately. potential tempera

ture) dbtributien i. obserftd ill. midday. Normall,. at this tim. the ett.ct. 

e of topography and exposure are .bdmi,ed by intense conveoti ve mixing ia 

both the hOl"izontal a:nd vertioal directio ••• giving rise to large .hort-

p~riod fluctuations, but relatively uniform hourly mean tem-

peratures. I. the verti oal, large temperature gradients areocntined at 

this tim. to the lseat few feet, where lapse rates may times adiabatie 

aormally exi at. while the lapse ratea from the l ...... t 50 ... 100 ft. up to a 

h.ight of several thousu.ds of teet do not denate wah fram adiabatio (UId. ... 

form poteatial temperature). I. the midday period the ridge top. are 801M-

what warmer thUl the free air; that 11 to aay. the lap.e ra.te of t-.perature 

aleag the 11 opes i8 le.s thu. that in the fre. air, parti eular 1,. OJI. the 

southeast facing slopes, where it is about nil, the' temperature being a 

degree or so higher than on the northwest facing slopes. The depth of the 

relatively warm air columns above the ridges and heated slopes has not been 

-determined, but the near~y random motions of free balanced balloons as well as 

the apparently random distribution of cumulus clouds suggest that the small tem

perature exce.. (1-2° F.) is damped out r.lath .. l,.. BOOB. probably .. ell wi th-

. ia the loweat few hundreds of f •• t. T..:perature _alure:m.entl oaPi .. Ridge 

radio t .... r at a height of 80 ft. above the ridge top for a .hort period • 

• \UlJlll&ri.ed i. Fig. 91, indioat. that the 8.I1omaly i. already ftr,. slight 

at this level. It foIls. that the lap.e rate above the ridges i.greater 

tho that ill. the free air at the .am& height. although not necea.arily 

greater tbaa that ia the role,. bottom. 

In late afternoon and early evening large inhomogene1 ties begin to appear; the. 

ground, both in the valleys,ana on the hills, radiating heat at a maximum rate 

while the incoming solar energy ·is being cut off, becomes much cooler than 

e 
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the air, giving rise t,o drainage flow of a shallow layer of cooled air down 

the slopes, collection of pools of cold air in hollows, and an intense 

surface-layer temperature inversion. Above the level of maximum tem

perature, some 200-500 ft. above the ground shortly after sunset, a lapse 

approaChing adiabatic. continues to exist, and this entire lapse layer 

begins to cool, apparently by downward eddy transfer of heat at almost 

the same rate as through the surface layer (the eddy diffusi vi ty must 

be much greater while the potential temperature gradient is much smaller), 

becoming gradually more stable as the night progresses. At the samp time 

the air over built up sites has coolfd somewhat less than that in the· 

"rural lt areas and is 3-1°F warmer. It follows that the stability above 

the warmer built-up areas must be less than over natural terrain, i.e., 

the inversion strength (temperature· difference) in the lowest 100-200 ft. 

must be several degrees less. Similarly the hill tops, which are 4-6°F 

cooler than the free air, must be surmounted by an intense inversion. The 

Pine Ridge observations summarized in Fig. 91 indicate that the excessive 

temperature gradient is largely confined to the lowest eighty feet above the 

ridge. The contrast between opposite slopes reverses briefly in late 

afternoon as the sun comes around to the west and then disappearz for the night. 

During the night the valleys fill up with cool air drainin6 off the slopes, 

resulting in decreasinJ inversion intensity in the lowest 100-200 ft. with 

slightly greater intensity above this layer, and decreasing contrast between 

the slopes and the free air. Cool air also Dows in from the slopes of the 

large mountains several miles away. The surface temperature continues 

to fall, but the temperature aloft (500-1500 ft.) falls even more, 

so that the over-all stability of the lowest 500 ft. is decreased while 

that of the. lowest 4000 ft. increases steadily until sunrise. The 

temperatures in the built-up areas, although still 1-2Cp higher than 
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thol. i. the ope. expolnU'e., vaduall,. approach the latter, aud, in ~.Il.ral, 

the ilethermal surta08a b.come more nearly horizontal. 

By lunrise, aoOUllDllationl or IImoke and,' oooasionally. tog, have further re

dueed the illTerBie:a int_iIi ty in the l .. eat t_ huadr.d t •• t. In the oase . 

ot fog, a shall_ lapse layer lurmOUllted by au inte.se i.versio. il «dill

aril,. produCed by OTeI"balaaoiDg ot the outgoing radiatin. tro .. the groWld 

by that from the au.paDded. tog particl.l. 'l'i thin 2 hra. attar lu:ari I. the 

i1l .... rsioa has be •• "broken·' in the h •• lt 60-200 ft., the slopes and hills 

. ha .... b.o .. warmer thaa the tree air, aDd a detWt. orolll-Talley tempera

tar. differential hal d.veloped, aJDOWltiDg to about 2. F. AI the monnmg 

pr.p-...... tJa. heating .rtems to gr.ater heights, prouosei Tel,. d.stroyimg 

the iaTersioa, and the relatift homoge.a.eity ot potential temperature (adia-

batic conditions except for a shallow, strongly 5uperadiabatic layer next 

to the surface), with vigorous convective mixing, characteristic of midday, 

e are again established. 

e 

Th. 0,.01. d.plate4 ab..,. il _It tull,. develeped ia clear, dr,. perieds with 

relati .... 1,. light gradient YiJUla ad 1... so 1a pr.porti_ to the pr."ftl.ao. 

ot cleud.i.es8, YiM, aperiodic weather chang.l, .to. Th. most typioal •• -

que.ao. "our i. aprbg u4 tall" YitJa the nocrturJaa1 phas. 8......mat iabib

ited i ...... aII4 a large 't'U'iabiUty b.1reduoec1 i. wi.Bter. the d.grH t. 

wbieh the detail. ot the t.ypioa1 ~ol. are tollowed is thas olosel,. &errO

lated with the dail,. taperatare raup, tho trequeney ot ol.ar da,.s, u.d 

the pwaeatag. ot pOlai bl. solar radiati.n or s18l8hi.. duratiea. 

.~ 
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W1nd Fl_ 

26. RegioDal Pattern of Wind Direotion and Speed 

Abow the highest elevation. of the Appalachian IIountai:u, the wiMS are 

predomiuntly westerly throughout the year, with little eTidenoe of or.

graphio deformation. Summaries ot pilot balloon obserTations at 2000 m 

(S600 ft.) JSL over periods of 10 yrs. or more at I'ash"t'ille, hortille, 

Chattanooga and Spartuburg (Fig. 92) .hGw essentially siJllilar dire.tieD 

distributicmsl 71-75% of thfJ observed winds are from westerly direetions. 

(SSW through InIN') with no 0 .. direotie. strongly faT0r'8d. Progre .. inly 

. d __ ard thrngh 1500 m (5000 ft.; Fig. 93), 1000 m (33OO ft • .; Fig. 94) 

ad 600 • (1700 ft. IIIL, .. abeut 1000 ft. abern the l ••• t valleYSJ Fig. 

95) the symmetrioal distribution of .e.terlies gi ..... way to loeal patterns 

which OaD be direotly assooiated with the orientatioJl8 of nearby mountain 

ranges. At 'lnortille the soutmresterly winds in.e.s. in trequenC7 with 

lwering elevati_.. at the expense of northwest .. while at Chattuooga .. where 

the valley orientatiOll is mere nearly 1'-8, .outherly direotion. beo ... pre

daa1l18l1t. Belaw 1000 • northeasterly winds alse beoame t.portut at 

XDorrllle and IRE at Chattuooga gi'ring a billCClal up-dwn valley wiDd regt.. 

This i e a departure trOll the regiOBal pre.sw. patter... di sous.ed ia ... 

earlier section, sinoe the latter yould indioate predom1 ... tly natherly 

gradient wiBde, with more or le.s s,....trioal seasonal Tariaticms about this 

prnaili:ag dir.otiOB, as at l'ashTllle# At apartuburg .. too, below 1000 _ .. 

hereased frequencies ot HI!: and SW are tcnm.d.. at the e%pens. ot the we.terly 

qudrant • 

.. iDd speed trequenC7 distri butioll8 reflect the obltrUotiDg ert.et ot the 
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__ taiu. being almost the s .... at all tOUl" stations at the 2000 • aDd 

1500 • le ... l. but sbniDg a detiJrlte relati ... reduction ot trequeJ1CY ot the 

higher speeds at 1000 m and below, partioularly in the cross-ridge direo

tien. boxv111e aDd Chattanooga. tw instanoe, ha ... ollly about halt th. 

tr.qu.lI.ay' or ... ind speeds greater thaw. 33 mph shOlrD by lfuhTille, whil. 

Spartanburg hae e .... tewer. The remabing moderately high speede are Tir

nally restrioted to the up-4"&lley winds. scmtlllresterly at bornll. aDd 

southerly at Chattuooga. The relati ft reduotioll in speed 11'1 thin the val-

1.,- rith respect te mar e OpeD COUlltry' 1s eTe more marked at the 500 .. 

lOTel. edy sae 4" ot the wiD4 speed. at lD.orrllle and Chattanooga being 

0'9'81' 22 mph au.taally oompared with 1IGl"e than 2~ at lfashville and about 

18% at SpartllDburg. 'fho t"requeacie. or high 1I'1Dd speeds at the latter two 

stationa. still ill. the IOU de:adnated 'b7 the Ber=.da IIDtioycloae, are, in turn, 

."bstantially le .. thaa at Itatio_ tarther Jlc:r'th. h tact. the l11drt pre-

401dauo. ot ..... terly wind. taken together with the 1_ prevailiag 11'1_ 

speed. place this eatire regiOD. uar the souther ... st edge ot the ..... terly 

'belt at 500 .. 

.At the ... __ ter leTOl (40-'10 tt. abo .... grcu4, F1g. 96) \Kh the ore

graphi. ohamlelliBc .t the wiJld. flow and the relati .... tapati_ ot the air 

1& the , .. therD .AppalaohiUl Valley are .trl1d.ngly reTealed by the aDZlW 

wi_ r •• e. te Bristol. I'.Ilorri.lle. Chatta:aooga a:ad a_. Geargia, ia the 

Tall.,. •• se.-pared with 811ith~11e, 'feDlle.SM just aeroBl the OaIlberl&D4 

Plateau to the .... at. Follwillg the turaiBg ot thoTa11.,. a:d.s. _xi ... ot 

wi_ clireo14_ frequ_.., OO4NJ' freDa the W8If &'IIIIl • at Bri.tol (with a . 
.. OOJIdUT W1lV "e i. a4d1 tia) ad ha:nill •• S u4 ID at Chatt .. ooga. , 
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I.Dd SZ' and If 'at R.... B'lIithT1lle, on the other haJ.'ld, baa a'simple broad 

m4tde from the south characteristic of all or western 'l'eDJI.oueeuul Kentucky. 

'!'he Talley stations baft both a l~ frequency or strong wi.ds (Fig. 50) and 

a large frequency or cal. (a rigure whioh il partly detend •• d by the 

a:umaaeter oharacteristios) in relation to the more ope. aurrOUlldi.g couatr,.. 

With the seasoaal oscillation ot both the stre-cth ot the weaterly ourre.t 

alott and its latitude ot maxlDDJ.lll development, the wiDd roses at the 1600 II 

leTel (Ohosen aa a oonvan1ent referenoe level tor muCh ot the later aDalyais) 

go tm-oup the e.xpeoted cycle or ohange, as sholm in Figs. 97-100. In 

'Winter 'the speeds are higher than the BlUlUal ewerage, with wius atroDger 

thaa 46 mph ooourriBg about 6% ot the time at ho:z:rllle duri:ag thi. seaaon 

oOilpared with 1% aDllUally, aDd the weaterly direoticma acoO\1Dt tor about 

80,( ot all obser'ftti.... Prom winter to spring the winds r81ll81n relati Tely 

strODg, the frequ8llCY ot speeds greater thu. SS mph dropping fra 1 T% to, 

12% at homlle and oaparably at the other station.. A shitt to .... 

sout1Breatwly direotions allo take. place at all stations. I:a IlUJllYr, w:tJ:td. 

at 1600 • greater than 33 .ph beo .. drtually no.-e:rlat8Jlt aDd tbl propor

tion ot westerly winds talls to le8. thaa 1Of. (Pig. 99). By tall, wh_ .. 

aea-leftl antiC1'clODio cell il present to the narth .. the .. a.n .ea-le .... 1 

presaur. _p (Fig. ,36) the frequeaC1' or WMterlie. ha. it. m.'·_,. obser

T&tiou with direoti ... 8BW tbrollgh .. ralliq t. 82% (Fig. 100). 11'b4 

ape.ds at this level 1a the tall aro still s .... hat lipter tbu. the _ual 

aTerage. 

'!'he seasouJ. T&riati .. or the reg1eaal "iDd direotion uul spaM. di.tr1lN

tiOll at the surtace lenl (Figs. 101-104) e_sin -.1..1:1' 1a' obaDges 1a 
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preportioJl8.l frequeaoy and intendty ot the up- and down- valley directl.oD8. 

The winter wind roses resemble the 8J'mual ones quite closel" with a slig" 

~increase in the frequency or westerly and n~thwesterl, directions at the 

expense at calms. Above-average wind speeds are rndent from all directions. 

The shift in the predomiDant gradient tlow tram westerly in winter to south

westerl, in spring is accompanied, in the Chattanooga-Knoxville sector or 

the valley bottom, by sUght inareases in the up-valley mcde at the expeDse 

of the down-valle, one. Thus at horrllle 9'IF increase. a fn percent at 

the expense of NE, and at Chattanooga S at the expense of NNE. At 

Smithville, outside the valley, the shift reflects simply that of the 

upper current, namely, an increase in SSW at the expense of VVNW and 

NW. The decrease in intensity of the upper winds in summer is 

mirrored at the surface (Fig. 103) both in the general decrease in 

wind speed and in the increase of local control. Cross-valley w.i.nds 

~are less frequent and calms more frequent in summer than in ~nter'or 

spring, and even more so in fall (Fig. 104), when down-valley winds pre-

dominate over up-valley ones. Table 39 summarizes the regional vertical 

and seasonal variation in the trequenoy of westerly rim. The regina1 

UDifermity of the ,..sterly frequancy at 2000 m (Tl-15%) can be seen te be 

diminished. considerably at 600 III (42-56%, the mininram, at Chattanooga. being 

associated with a nearly N-S" orientation at the OwBberland Mountain range. 

The seasonal variation at Knoxville ohanges from a quantitative one at 2000 

m, with a winter ma:rlmr.Da (9a;:) and tall minimum. (6"') of predani'DRntly 

westerly flow to an olcillation between prevailing northeasterlies 1n the 

fall and prevailing southwesterUe .. in the other seasonl at 600 m UId belCM'. 

The fall reversal is" characteristio ot the regicm as a whole, and not simply 

a result of enhanoed dOltll-vaU.,. drainage. The southern lbd. t of the ... esterMes 

~ 
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TABLE 39 

FBEQUDCY (%) OF WESfERLYWIBm (SSW -lIlIt'2 

I'noxyill. I'norrlll. BashT.l.ll. Chattaaooga Spartanburg 
nat .. Spr1.,; Sua.r pal! .AJm.ual Annual Amlual A:m:lual ----

Surtae. 48 50 48 3T 46 3S 
500 • 58 61 ~O ~ 66 63 42 55 
1000 • 69 67 63 55 63 63 53 62 
1600 • 80 76 67 62 71 60 64 70 
2000 a 90 80 69 67 75 74 71 75 

h i:IuI 1 •• " 1000 ft. of' the ataospher. 18 actuall,. d1 aplaeed northward 

et'lll"1Iac t_ tall. U lhod by the patt«M18 ot beth wind. and pr ••• 'IU'.. !hat 

aeotaraa1 oolet ail' drainag. doe. contribut.e materially to the down-valley 

(acrtluw17-JW"tJIeuter1,.) ud.. oa. b. ol.v1,. •• e by oamplrlnc the dlQ'

ti_ win4 1'.... (10 a ... - & p. .. IB'fJ 1I'1g. lOS) with thos. to!' nighttime 

(10 p ... - t5 IftJ l'1g. 106). Up-nll81 (.outherl,.-Iouthn.t.rl,.) d.il'eot.ionl 

u4 ..... -ftU.,. (we8tel'1:r-DOrthn~erl,.) direotiGD.II are above the aftragl 

frequ_..,. cl1II'iq 1:ihe day. ad. below a'ftl'ag. d1ll"iBg t1>.o aipt. Up-Talley 

wbd. v. CeMl'ate4 by 1'1s1.ag O'l'lrI'.Dt. alft&. the elope. ud I'id, ..... u-.ad 

'Dr the lID rllatift to the tr •• air at the I .. e 18'f"8l. u4 oroe.-Tall.,. 

wi •• 'bJ' o_nett. .... Jdz:l.:ac fro. the we.teJ"ly .tr .... alott a •• oolateet with 

the da.,tt.:. wrtll&1 1;aperaturl 11.1) •• tbrCRlgbout tho ftll.,.. '.rho aoetu1"aal 

taperatare lDTeJ'd ... by nppre .. i:ag Tertioal :Bl.nag, i.olatel the Tall.,. 

fiew tr_ tho upper aro .. -Tallq ovrents, .. hile the I'I1&tiftl,. cold ail' 

1..,.... t....a al-c the el.,11 aa4 riclPI p-a'ri.tate tanrd. the Tall.,. bot

tea. ad. t.oet the dcRnl-ftlle,. .tr... !he large trequeaoi •• of oalms a:a4 

1_ .,..... at alpt &1'1 &lsoolated with both the IG11' Teloo! t:r ot the d.raiD-

age O1II"I'_t ill .-.parl ... with the IaOl'e IllII'gett.e dqtiia. OOJlftoti n tlGll' 
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aDd the emumoed. friotinal reduotiOll ot wind lpeed next to the ground 

accomp&JV"lDg r.duc.d dOll'lllf&rd flu ot momentum froa the upper strata. th. 

frequ.aq at oalu i. undoubtedly greatly .xaggerat.d by the drag and 

inertia ot meaha:aioal aneao.ters. At Chattanooga, tor .%&IIpl ... lIB winds 

are .... frequent i •... tbe 500 III pibal obserT8.tion. tlum ia the surtao. an .... 

__ ter .bser ..... tiol1., iDdioatiDt; a prebabl. undere.tt..at. ot the frequency 

8t light, lhall. drai:aage willds ia the surtace wiDd ros.s. Hawever, the 

wrtioal depth .t the drai_ge ourreat is apparently oonliderab17 greater 

at the 1..... end ot the vall.y, repre.ented b7 Chattuooga ami RCII18,· thaa 

at the upper end, and it 1s not. wUiltely that its maximum frequency and speed 

are to be found above the surface layer, which may be relatively stagnant. 

The increase 1n frequency of nocturnal northerly winds from Chattanooga to 

Rome at the expense of calms 1s probably: largely an instrumental distortion: 

• arlier reoord. (1923;'1950) .btai1led at Chattaaooga by _ms at a oontact

i1ll-type ....... ter with a 1_81' start1ag .peed shaw cmly 3-4% oallU duriag 

•• tall (S.pt.-_ov.) .. o.-pared 1fith 2~ ia the .... re08llt generator-

an __ ter reoord.. ne.... early reoord. .h...- 0Ter 6O}C at the wiDd. fr_ 

the 'IJiIB q_drat a. oOllpare4 with OIlly 2"" ia the later r.oord.. lillilar 

diatertiou al.e eoour at the ether ~ter .tation., but appare:nt17 not 

to as great an e%teat. It all __ oo i. mado tor the probabiU ty that lII&Il1' 

ot the reoerded oal..a aotually repr •• ent light draiD&ge wiIId.. (1 :.ph or 

Ie •• ) it _.t b. ooaoluded that the dOllt1l-rul..,. cI1reotiODl are OOIl8iderably 

.. e preT&lent ttariDg the autmm .. a:a4 probably al.o durhg the IlUiiMr ~ thea 

tlw wiacl 1' •••• indicat.. It i. ot iater •• t that 8m1. thT.t1le. on the ... lope 

ot the Caaberlu.d Plateau, has aD entir.l,. cI1tter.nt cI1urDal ftriation ot 

.. 
f • 

.. ~ 

1 
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direotion fit. 'tho.e wi thia the valley. while the basio repoaal pattern 

ot prnailbg south .. ly winds charaoterizes both the daY' aDd night wim 

ro.ol_ .orthwelterly up-dope wi:adl are faTored duriJlg the day and south

easterly drai_ge wi_I at night. '!'he resulting diverge.ce betwe.D the 

su.rfaoe CUlTentl on oppolite aielos ot the plateau t\lrther e.phalElsel the 

Motarnal ilolatio. of the SO\lthorD Appalachiaa Vall.,. air from that of 

th. IUl'T01m4bg plaiB. 

Surtaoe wiDd dirootiOJlI aooO'lllpaD')"iag preoipitation (Fig. 107) are 41l1tri

butecl TOry IIbd.larly to thole of all oblerfttiou oabined_ dopartiDg s .. -

what t-.rcls the dqti_ patter.. a slight ozooss of higher speed.. a d.· 

fioie • .,. of oal.u_ .. OZOOSI of up-Talley &ad aross-Talley w1ads_ .st ot 

whiob OaD be attributed u readily to the inoroalecl oloudiDe .. aDd ...... tioal 

JD1:rlng oha:raoteril1nc the •• oooasio .. as to a lhift 1a tho gneral fl. 

pattern. One foaturo _ at least" howe.,..r _ is appareatly. du«p to the latter 

faoterl the frequ.D"1' of louth.a.terly wi:ads at ROM il greater thaD. il 

.btained on U1' other baais of s.leotia Uled. 

-
.l .... tlld.que usoeiati •• of wim directioD with prooipitatioa il apparent 

1a the data obtabed ab... the lurtaeo layer, by' .au of rai.s (radie 

cl1reott.a tiadiag'1ri.Ddl aloft obser ..... tio •• ) _ ... Moll rOTeal a lipitioaat 

biu ill the Ti.ual pibal statiltios. Figs. 108-112 presa.t emma] u4 

leasoul wi_ roses at 6 leftl. flo. 600 • (1100 ft •• L) te 10,,000 .. 

(ss"ooo ft. IIJL) based .. 2s1- JrS. of pibals at homlle" lit Jl"s •• r 

pibal. at l'ashTillo ud 4: yearl of ranns at l'uhYllle, al ".11 a. wi_ 

rOle. far 01111' those rawiu 1rlth preoipitation reo.d.e4 at ob ........ 't1oa 

e 

e 

e 
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tiBe. Seftral important relatiOllships sta:a.d out B1IOD.g these different sets 

of obserTatians, 

... Southwel!lterly nMs are strongly favored at the e:.:pense ot nerth

westerly abo ... 500 .. oyer the year as a whole .he. pre.,ipitati_ 

ie ooeurring. .At 500 ... the favare4 direotiOl1is lIOI"e southerly. 

b. Almol!lt exo1uai vely southwesterly winds alott aooompany preoipitatio. 

in tall and winter, whereas the favored direotion in apriD4J: is WSII 

and, in SUJlllll.8r, 11', the normal prevailing direot1o:a. 

o. Preoipi tati on is usually aocompuied by stronger than average wiJld.a 

alott in all seaaou. 

d. The rawin observations at Nashville contain a relatively larger tre-

quenO)" of soutblreaterly directl.ons, fewer nortmresterly. and higher 

wiDd epeeds aloft than do the pibals. 'l'heae deviations are entirely 

oouistent with the omil8ion of' rainy and cloudy weather trom the 

pibal obserTations, and the departure of the wind directions aDd 

speeds trom Dermal under these conditio!l.S. These departures are pres- . 

ent at all levels up to 10 ka. J and in all s.asons except 8U11D1191'. in 

which only the speeds ~e affected, but :aot the eRreotiona. 

e. lfore observatiou haft been obtained at 10 bl. in' 4: years of 'brioe 

daily rawins than in 13 yrs. of' piball!l 4: tt._s per dq, so that the 

rawin roses at the highest leftll!l haft smoother distributions which 

&reprobably more nearly normal than those of' the longer record of 

pibals. 

t. From l500m on up. the llashville and homlle pibal 'rind roses-

resemble eaoh other very olosely in all seasons. except at the 10 

1:':' :. 

-;!41 £ 

"" " 
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km. leyel. It oan be oollcluded from this and from argument (e) that 

the lfaehdlle Rawills, both with and without preoipitatioa, probably 

gin quite a satbtaotory representation of the wind flOW' over 

homlle above the level of the Appalachian Mauntain orests, at least 

ill 80 tar as the statistical distributions are conoflNled. 

g. At the 600 JI. level aIld l_er. the Knorrille wi:ad roses are domiJlated 

bY the erientation of the nearby mOlmtaill ranges, end ditter greatly 

fram those obtailled at lfashville. At these low levels, hawever. the 

prec1pi tation 111m roses differ ill relati vel,. minor way8 from the ,0T8l"

all wind roses, and also from the surface wind roses. Furthermore, 

tar fwer visu91 obaer'n.tiona are missed through cloudiness than at 

the higher level.. It ia, therefore, llOt necessary either to take 

aco01lJlt of the bia. of pibal statiltioe at this lcnr le".l or to con

sider the preoipitati0ll1l'im direction probabilities Biguitic&Jltl)" 

dittereDt from llarmal. 

!o tit the Oak Ridge wiuds alott illto the regiOBal pattern, the .easOJl.&l. 

aDd annual pibal wiD4 roses tor Oak Ridge and Knoxville tor the two years 

Bov. 1948-0CJt. 1960 are presented together ill Fig. 113. In these wilUl 

rOles, total freqaellCY from each direction, to 36 poiDts, i. reprelenteet 

by a 'bar ud aft1"age speed by' a curve. At 2000 tt •• L the will4s at the 

two staties ha .... Ilightly ditfere:a:t distributiou, with Oak Ridge showing 

a deviation trOll direct oppeli tiOll beween the up-Tall.)" ad dCM'1l-nll.,. 

directiou retleotiDg the valley curvature (as do the surtaGe' aDd. 600 .. 

1I1Dd rOle. at Chattaooga ad the surfaoe wiDd rosel at Ra.) llot appeariDg 

at hardlle. Also diatillctiw ill the 2000 ft. roses at Oak Ridge is .. 

e 

e 

e 
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add1tio ... l .ode from. the nortbsrest in all seaao1t.8 but pertioularly in the 

t&ll ADd 1I1.nter. This is most likely an effect due to closeness to the 

Cumberland Mountains, and is quite reminiscent of a similar effect at Spartan-

bUrg :1 .. tb.e lee of the Great Smoky lIta. It will be seen later that a similar 

ette.t il notioeable in the looal hilltop anem_tor reoord8. ad soema to 

be almost e%olul1 "11' associated 111 th .. esterly or nortlure8terly 1I1nds over 

16 _ph at the 6000 tt. le.,.l aDd. a relatively uutable t_peatare 8trati

lication within the vall..,. Presumably thi. "sp1lled-evepn northwesterl7 

ourrent has 'Deen defiected to a southwesterly or northeasterly direction by 

the time i16 reaches Knoxville • 

.a. .. eak rftllW1t ot t1d.s &11omalou frequ«D.07 at IlGrtmresterl1' 1f'iDds, 80t 

duplioated at box-r.Ule, i. visible at the 6000 tt. l..,el, particularly 

ill 1I1ater, bat 1a all other re8peots the 111.-1 direct10a di.tributiOll8 at 

the wo .tati... are Tirtually 'dentioal t'rom thi. leftl upward. Aa h-

e orease in the speed ot ., winds at Oak Ridge onr that _asur.d at borfille, 

hCJn'ftr, i. notieeable up to 10.000 ft. !his per.istenoo ot anomalou 

.crt:t.estorlie. to high 1 ..... 1. is al80 repeated at Spartaabarg aDd. in 

.~t 'Weaker form, up to at leut 2000 • at all pibal 8tatiou east ot 

e 

the Appa1aohi&l1ll a. tar .80uth as .I.tl&111;&, where channelling has ceased to 

p1qa role ot aII7 iaportanoe (Ret. 41.). &.eftr, in Tift" ot the rela-

tiftly .ull trequeaoi •• ot these lIOrtlarest 1I1Ma at 6000 :ft. aDd. above .. 

the boxT.tlle willd obsern.tioJ18 OD beOOJl8idered r.presentatift ot Oak 

Ridge at these 1 .... 1. tw praotioal purposes • 

.a..,...~. wi_ .peeds. as IhOlnl i. 'fable laO, are relatl.T8lY 1D'Iitora at 

Weather Bureau ..tatiou throughout the Southern Appalaahian Valley. ew. 
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TABLE 40 

REGIONAL AVERAGE WIBDSPEEDS (MPH) 

Yeve 
Station ot Reoord lflnter Spring 

~. Appalaohian Vall2: 
Brilltol 9 6.6 6.9 
Knoxville 80 7.1 7.5 
Oak Ridge 7 6.8 7.0 
Chattanooga '7S 7.7 7.7 
R_ 3 7.6 7.7 

larth 
'i:8Xlngton 47 13.3 12.6 
E1klu 53 6.2 6.1 

Eaat; 
---or •• Dllbero 2S 8.2 8.8 

Alh.d11. 49 9.6 9.1 

South 
manta n 11.6 10.6 
Birm:l.nghaa 48 8.2 7.8 

W.R 
Nashville 43 9.' 9.9 
SII1 thv11.le 9 9.4: 9.2 

500 !II. (1700 !'t.) IBL 
rnoml1e ZS 12.8 13.0 
OU Ridge 2 13.6 12.3 
Chattanooga 10 13.4 13.6 
.. hrill.· 14:(4) 18.1(18.8) 17.7(16.8) 
Spartanburg 19 16.1 18.1 

1000.. (3300 ft.) JIlL 
. K'DOi'd 11. ZS 18.8 17.7 

Chattanooga 10 
1 .. ~11.. 14(4) 

20.1 18.8 
22.8(24.4) <20.8(21.6) 

Spartanbut'c 19 18.6 17.9 

1600... (6000 ft.) IBL 
bom.!1. 2S 23.' 20.3 
Oak Ridge 2 22.9 18.9 
Chattanooga 10 24.6 20.4 
laehd11.. 14:(4) 24.6(26.8} 21.2(23.6} 
Spartanburg 19 21.2 18.1 

3000 m. (10.000 ft.) JIlL 
tnOiiitt. ZS S6.0 26.2 
Oak: Ridge ~ M.6 2'4.3 
Chattanooga 10 34.6 24.8 
lallhd11.. 1 .. (4} 34.2(39.1) 26.0(31.1) 
Spartanburg 19 33.6 24.4 

SUIIIID81" 

4.4 
5.9 
4.4 
5.6 
5.7 

8.9 
3.8 

6.7 
6.3 

7.8 
5.4 

7.3 
6.4 

9.6 
9.7 
9.9 
13.0(11.9) 
U.1 

12.3 
13.2 
13.9(14.3) 
12.8 

12.8 
12.4 
18.0 
13 ... (14,.8) 
12.1 

14.8 
11.0 
13.9 
15.2(16.8) 
14.1 

.lumberl in parentheses refer to R_IW data .. 

.Anemo_ter, 
Fall Amlual He! ght. ft. 

6.0 5.7 68 
5.9 6.7 45-111 
5.2 6.8 140 
6.0 6.7 54-214 
6.3 6.9 51 

10.8 11.4 61-230 
4.5 5.1 31-78 

7.4 7.8 56 
7.6 8.2 75-100 

9.5 9.9 53-216 
6.5 7.0 48-144 

8.1 8.7 38-1.93 
7.4 8.1 

10.3 11.2 
11.8 11.9 
11.8 12.3 
16.9(16.1) 16.1(15.7) 
1S.9 14.3 

14.3 15.7 
16.8 17.0 
18.1(19.7} 18.6(19.9} 
15.0 15.8 

16.1 17.9 
16.6 16." 
17.4 18.3 
17.9(19.9) 18.8(21.2) 
14.8 16.3 

20.6 22.8 
19.8 .20.4 
21.0. 22.1 
20.8(26.0) 22.4(28.0) 
19.7 21.9 

e 
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the an..-ete:i-s have been g • .rally well .xpoled, at leut 30 ft. aboye 

the preTailiJag groUlld or root levell. !bere i I a grad.1lal decrea.,e north

ward ill the 8.Dllual average trom 6.9 mph at Rae to 5.7 :.ph at Bristol aDd 

turther to 5.1 at E1ld..ns in the AlleghellY 1It1. These average speeds are 

substantially lower ~an those outside the valley .. and the northward 4.

orease can be directly assooiated with increasing height and extent of the 

obstruoting m.euntain rangell CD the we.t, .hoe the a .... rage speeds ou.lde 

the valley increalle .teadil,.. llcrtbward trom 7.0 mph at Birmillghaa to 8.' 

-.ph at .amnll. and 11.4: mph at LexiDgtoll. Eaat a:a.d .outh ot the 

Appalaohiau, too~ the aw:ragespeeds are h the range 7-10 -.ph. At lToo 

ft. (600.) abow s.a le .... l the willd speed deficit, .till e:dats, but hu 

deareased .. the .p'eed. wi thin the valley a .... raging 11-12 mph ammally, os

par.d wi til 16 .ph to the we.t and 14 aph to the .ut.. At 5000 ft. the 

pibals shOll" .till le.s variation (16-19 mph) and by 10,000 .ft. DODe ot 

.igniticance (all about 2~ mph). The higher aftl'age spe.ds alott .hen. br 

the JIa.hnlle raills (2.3 mph h:lghsr than the awrag. pibal speed at 6000 

tt., 6.6 mph higher at 10,000 tt.) .uggest that all the pibal staUIUc8 

have a negati~ bi ... at the.e levels. 

At all' statiolll a:Dd all 1 ..... 1. the average spe.d. ar. larger ill winter u4 

sprillg than the umual aftrage aDd lower ill SUD88r ad tall, the miDi_ 

81 ... ..,.. oocurrillg in .1DIII8r, ad the azS •• 'ft1:'1:lJ1g b ...... ll rillter and. 

spring at the l ••• t levels but always ooearring in winter alott. !he 

seaso:ul -nriaUon b.com •• inoreas1ngly prOllcnmoed. with illOr.asi:r1g altitude, 

trom a rang. ot 2-3 mph (or 30%) b ..... en winter 8.Ild 8U!IIIUr at the surtace 
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to a range ot 20 mph (60%) at 10,000 ft. The rate of vertical increase of 

wind speed is determined almost entirely by the large-scale horizontal 

temperature gradient, and the seasonal variation of the former reflects 

the relative horizontal homogeneity of the air masses overlying the con

tinent in summer in comparison with the strong north-south temperature 

contrasts in winter. Below 1000 m (3,300 ft.) the effect of the vertical 

temperature stratification in suppressing or facilitating vertical exchange 

of momentum is a factor of equal or greater importance operating seasonally 

in the same sense. 

The Oak Ridge average wind speeds, although measured relatively high above 

the local ground and roof levels by comparison with the other stations, are 

considerably lower than would be expected in this portion of the valley. 

This low average speed, of considerable importance in connection with trans

port and diffusion of contaminants, is apparently caused by the unusual 

roughness of the terrain. 

Extreme wind speeds of record (fastest mile). at the Weather Bureau stations 

in the region are given in Table 41 and examples of local extreme wind 

speeds for various time intervals in,Tab1e 42. Since the regional ex-

treme fastest miles are in the vicinity of 60 mph or greater in all seasons, 

their duration is of the order of 1 min. It is seen that these Short-lived 

gusts can reach 70 mph or more and are virtually confined to the spring and 

summer (generally accompanying thunderstorms), the maximum speed decreasing 

rapidly as the duration of the sample is increased. Hourly average speeds, on 

the other hand, reach their highest values, slightly over 30 mph, in the cold 

halt of the year. Hourly average winds over 30 mph are much more common at 

Knoxvi1l.e than at any of the Oak Ridge stations, having been observed on an 

average of 1$ days per year during the decade 1921-1930 (the majority in 

Feb., March, and April). 

e 

e 

e 
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REGIONAL FASTEST mE OF WIND ON REooRD (MPH) 
-

e 
Brilt'tel b..mlle Chattanooga Jl'alhrll1e Aahn111e Highelt StatiOli. Year 

JD. 4' 46 56 52 56 .alh 19494-

Feb. 64 '" 61 39 51 .alh 1911 

liar. 61 82 65 44 82 Chat 1941· 

Apr. 11 43 60 40 11 Kna: 1H4 

...,. 51 63 61 49 63 Chat 1951 

J1me 66 62 66 49 66 Balb 1941 

Jut,. 51 39 59 40 59 Balh 1938 

A .... 4' 62 ,. II 62 Chat 1946 

Se~. 68 4' 4T 4$ 66 KnO% 1943 

Oct. 42 36 61 44: 51 Balh 1912 
::;l'< 

.-~ .. ;~ ...... 41 43 68 40 58 Bau 1938 

Dee. 62 '6 ,., 40 62 hex 1951 
• .:,.I~~ 

""t>.t 

eA1Dl. 11 82 66 52 82 Chat 3/47 

TI"I. l"eo0l"4 40 13 40 40 
~t;; 

e· 
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TABLE 42 

OAk RIDGE En'RE1IE OBS'E'RVED WIlD SPEEIE, MPH e 
Peak Gus't Station Date .-

TO 012 9/1/51 
6T 019 6/22/61 
6T 019 4/1%52 
66 012 5/4 51 
66 . 012 T/20/50 

Fast.at 
llil. 

60 OOT 7i '" 019 lis 1 
41 001 11 20/50 
41 OOT 38/60 
38 00'1 2/14/50 

1I1pe,t 
6 mn. 
5! OOT T/2%50 
46 012 9/1 51 
44 019 e/22",1 e 39 019 S/23/51 
39 019 4/13/52 

1I1gbeat 
Hour 

32 OOT 11{.2%50 
SO 012 2 " 0 30 012 S/2~61 
29 019 lis 61 
28 OOT S/S/50 
29 019 3/23/51 
29 012 11/20/60 

e 
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Figs. 114-116 oontain statistios of daily peak gust velocity tor statiOll 

012 «JtNL Health Physios Divi sion. X-lO Area, 140 ft. ab0'9'8 ground), far a 

period of slightly over 2 yrs. Gusts of 20-40 mph are most oQllllllOn in the 

spring (Fig. 114), but gusts over 50 mph are equally oommon in S1Jll.lll8l". 

The relation of peak ,gust velocity to the average wind speed for the hour 

in which it occ:rurred (Fig. 115) is approximately a linear one on the a ..... age, 

and nearly identioal in all seasons. The departures frOJll this average rela-

tion, however, are much greater in the SWIIIIlGr than in the other seasons, and 

least in winter. The majority of daily peak gusts blow from sout_esterly 

and westerly directions (Fig. 116), although the very strongest (~O mph) 

seem to tavor oross-valley direotions (Hr aDd SE), and the peroentage of daily 
., 

peak gusts tram northwesterly direotions is greater in all seasons than the 

average frequency of winds from these direotions. 

27. Local Variation of Wind Direction and Speed 

e The diversity of 1001.1 wind direot:l.on frequency distributiana shCMD, GD. the 

e 

larger scale, by' the wind roses' for Bristol, Kno.:xviile, Chattanooga and 

ROIIU is tully equalled by that on the sma1lersoa1e of Bethel and lIitltcm. 

Valleys and their adjoiDiDg ridges in the Tioini:ty of the :I-IO area. 'fhele 

four Weather Bureau stations in the Southern Appalachian Vall.,. are all 

8i tuated at relatively level airports, more or les8 in the central portion of the 

large valley, so that their wind records are representative of the 

broad valley currents. When, on the other hand, wind observation points 

are deliberately looated on slopes of small ridges, in narrow gap., and on 

isolated hills, the resulting looal wind roses depart from those of the 
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broad valley as muoh as the latter depart trom the regional tlow alott. 

Fig. 111 presents the annual wind direotion and speed trequenoy roses tor 

all the stations in the Bethel Valley-Melton-Valley area tor which reoords 

were obtained through a major' part ot eaoh of the four seasons. As in 

the oase of the large-valley stations, all the distributions are at least 

bimodal, with the exception ot station 010 (Hmr Ridge slope) at whi oh the 

down-slope winds were apparently reduoed by the torest oover to speeds 

lower than the threshold ot the anemometer. The main ditterenoes are in 

the direotions, breadths, and relative magnitudes ot the primary, seoond-

ary and, in some oases tertiary modes, and in the overall speed distributions. 

These wind roses oan be sorted into tour types, whioh can be identitied 

with tairly distinct categories ot surrounding topography. Sinoe this iden

titioation seems to apply to both the large-aoale (Southern Appalaohian 

Valley) and small-soale (Bethel Valley, etc •. ) patterns, it is helptulin 

revealing the relative importanoe ot each scale ot topography at each sta

tioD. This olassifioation is glven in Table 43. The seasoDal and annual 

surtaoe wind roses tor the large valley shown in Figs. 96 and 101-104, 

B.DD.Ua.l 500 m. wiDd roses shown iD Fig. 95 and seasonal 500 m. wind roses, 

Dot illustrated, as well as the anD.ual mioronet wind roses shown in Fig. , 

117 and seasonal micronet wind roses shown in Figs. 118-124 have been used 

in the olassification. The primary, seoondary and tertiary modes are not 

neoe88arily arranged in the order ot decreasing trequency, but always repre

sent the up-valley (spring, day), down-valley (tall, night), and oroSI-

..... 1181' (winter and spring, day) modes respeotiwly. Usually, i1"the fre

quencies at several adjaoent directions are oombined, the frequenoies tall 

iD this same order. 

e 

e 

e 
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Topographical 

Type 

'Mid-Valley. 
unobstructed 

"Mid-valley. 
obstructed 

Lee-or -llts. 

Slope 

e 

e 
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TABLE 43 

'WIlD RCBE T1lES 

303 

Charaoter ot Modal Directions Large or 
~ind Roses Stations Prim.. Sec. Tert. Small Scale 

~--.•.. -.-~ 

2 narrow modes l Knoxville _..:wsw D Large 
primary up-valley 001 SI'l~ E1iE Small 
mode broader and 002 III-N SSE-B Small 
with higher speeds; 003 SIf..wsw .-ED Small 
seoondary down- 004: SIr :&!iE-D Small 
valley mode narrower SE..sSE .. Small 
and with lower speeds; SIr .-ED Small 
very tew cross-valley. SW-ew BE-ENE Small 

Same as unobstructed Bristol SIr-:tIl IB-ENE Large 
but with TfIrY broad ( ROJI8 SE-8W' N-mir Large 
(>90.) primary mode 006 SIr-Ri EBB .. ( .... ak) Large 
in all seasons. 009 mE .... lDIE-D Large 

Same as unobstructed Spartanburg SIf~ B-EJIE .-BlIf Large 
but 11'1 th additional Chattanoogl. ." tilE lII(weak) Large 
oold-season W-. mode. 00'1 S-SSW DE 'If.... Larg. 
absent in s'Wlllll8r. 012 SW" BB ... (weak) Large 

at 2000 rt. SSIr-1l8lf lIB-JIll ... Large 
2 TfIrY broad IIOdes I 005 SSS'" lr-IE " Saall 
bigher-speedupllope- 010 WSW ... degenerate S-.ll 
up-Talley) l_er-

~ speed downalope-dOlnl-
'Yalley. 

~ 

.o;"."~. 
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A tfIW points regarding the interpretation ot Table 43 should be mentionedr 

a •• The nortbresterly primary, or daytime mode at station 002 (Whiteoak 

Creek) and southeasterly at station 015 (South Whiteoak Gap) will be 

substantiated by the diurnal Tal'iations to be oonsidered later. 

b. Since station 006 (Chestnut Ridge Top) hu appreciable frequencies ot 

northwesterly winds throughout the year (the winter maximum i8 used, b'ere 

as a criterion of large-scal.e control) only slightly reduced in summer, 

it is classed as an "obstructed mid-val.ley" instead of a "lee-of

mountains" station. Actually it is in a transition zone between the 

small-scale and large-scale wind regimes. 

o. Obstruction ot the preTBiling winds by terrain irregularities _priDd 

apparently broaden. only the daytime mode; a Bingle large obstruction 

oan also split this BOde, as at Bristol and, to a lesser extent, at 

ROIII8 and station 009 (ClinohRiver flats). The looal: BIr-6E orientation 

ot the ri'Y8l" nlley in the 'rla1nity ot the latter station appears to 

be inetteot1.T8 in aotually obannelling the wind tlow. 

d. The most important point brought, out by' this clasaitioation is that 

while there i8 a detectable difference between the Oak Ridge area, near 

the CuaberlaDd Plateau, aDd I'norrille. near the oenter ot the large 

valley, wi th respeot to l81"ge-s oale influenoes on the wind direotion 

distribution, the ettect ot the s-.1l ridges in filtering out cross

winds is suttialent to cause the wind direotion distributions at the 

Oak Ridge ftlley-bottaa .. tations 1;0 res8ll1ble that at ltnorrille more 

olosely than they do those abow ridge level in their iJlllll8d1ate 'rloin

i ty. The effect.t these addi tiODal barriers Oil the wind speeds, OIl 

e 

e 

e 
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the other hand, is to 10W'er them JIlUoh below those observed at Knoxville 

and other points exposed to the large-valley influenoe, and also to 

lower those wi thin a few hundred feet above the level of the small 

ridge-tDpe. There is evidenoe, however, that above the I_est 500-800 

ft. a oompensation ooours, the wind speeds, particularly from the li'l' 

quadrant, being substantially greater at Oak Ri~ge than at Knoxville 
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(see Fig. 113 and Table 40), thus tending to equalize the volume-transport 

across the two parts of the valley. The mechanism appears to be of the 

type described by Rossby (Ref. 54) although weakly developed. 

The looal variability of the wind speed is illustrated by Fig. 12" in whioh 

the average mioronet wind speeds for the two fall quarters of 1949 and 1950 

are plotted against both the elevation ot the anemometer above sea level a.:ad 

its height above ground. The average pibal profile is shown as a dashed 

curve in eaoh group_ The upper graphs show that there is, a detini te ri!Sing 

_ trend of wind speed with sea level elevation in the Oak Ridge area. sem.ewh.at 

less on the billa than in the free air, but that variations of exposure 

-

intreduoe qui telarge deviations from the mean. It is evident that olese-

ness to the earth i. an important factor produoing deviations. as in the 

oase of stations 005 (Chestnut Ridge Slope) and 012 (X-lO Health Ph78iol 

Division water tank in mid-valley), whioh are at the same absolute .leva

tion. ,and Similarly stations 010 (H_ Ridge elope) and 017 ()(elton Valley). 

This faotor is isolated in the lCllf8r graph, where again a rising treXld of 

wind speed wi th inareasing height above ground is notioeable. the e;reateet 

departures in this oase being due to absolute elevation. as in the oae. ot 

stations 007 (Melton Hill) and 017 (Melton Valley), whioh are OIl polea ot 

nearly identioal height. Some stations have anomalous aftrage apeede eT8Jl 

:~ :l~:. 

,:~",:: 

:;:;: 
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when both these taotors are taken into acoount. station 010, in' particular 

sutters f'rmn severe obstruotion ot the wind by surrounding vegetation. 

When daytillll!t and night-time observations are averaged separately, the d~y

time points shcnr leas soatter when plotted against height aboTe ground than 

against absolute height, while the reverse is true ot the night observa

tions. This suggests that the terrain irregularities have leBB etfeot in 

obstructing the wind during the day than during the night. 

M • turtber Ileasure of the local variablli tJ' of the wind, 2-station' joint 

frequency distributions of direction were obtained f~r selected pairs of 

stations by Ileans of punched Cards, sorted into four categories: (1) dau-

time (10 a.m. - 5 p.m.) with light winds (less than 5 mph at a specified 

station of the p~r), (2) nighttime (10 p.m. - 5 a.ml) with light 

winds, 0) daytime with strong Winds (5 mph or greater) and (4) night

tillle with strong Winds. The percentages of simultaneous Wind direction 

observatiQlls at the two stations differing by' 1 point (22i) or less 

on a 16-point _cale, computed for each category and combinations of 

categories are shfIWD in Table 44. The best agreement between stations 

exist.s during stronger winds. Station 012 agrees best with the 

low stations (001, 002, 00), 004, 008, 009, 010, 016, 017, 018, 011, 

and OlS) during the dq, and with the higher stations (006, 007 and 019) at 

Di&h1;. The agreement between direotions observed 011 w. lS-ft. mast. 1 mi. 

apart (001/004) 11 al1llOst parteot on windy nights and almost Dil on still 

Digbtl. even lesl than between either and a nearby 40 ft. pole (003). The 

greatest oftr&ll trequenOJ' ot agreement 11 7(yf., between stations 012 and 

01'1 (llel to. Valley"> 1n adjoining valle1ll leparated by Haw Ridge. Several 

e 

e 

e 
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TABLE 44 

PER OEm OF TIME wnm DIRECTIOm AGREE WITHI!l ONE pom 
e Lt. lrnd. Lt. 1I'nd. Lt. 1I'nd. Str'. Wnd. Str. Wnd. Str. "'nd. All Period of 
Station. Day !light Avg. Day Night Avg. Obs. Sa.:mp1.!-

012/001 63.3 36.5 44.9 89.3 71.3 80.3 63.5 1/50 - 10/50 

012/002 21.2 19.5 20.4: 29.9 19.7 24.8 23.0 1/s0 - 11/50 

012/003 56.9 44.2 50.8 83.3 80.3 81.8 66.1 1/50 -11/50 

012/004 54.2 18.5 <&e. 4: 85.2 71.3 78.3 63.0 1/50 - 11/50 

012/005 38.8 4:4:.1 4:1.8 78.5 86.5 82.5 64.3 1/s0 - 8/50 

012/006 19.f 18.0 38.9 74.8 76.9 75.9 57.4 1/50 - 11/SO 

012,/oof 4~.1 4:2.1 48.8 76.4: 84.4 80.4 61.8 1/50 - 11/50 

012/008 4:8.6 46.8 47.6 83.2 81.5 82.4. 65.4 1/50 - 11/50 

012/009 14.1 28.1 30.2 M.9 70.3 77.6 63.4 1/50 - 4,/so 

012/010 22.7 19.5 21.1 S8.1 50.4 5$.,1 43.' 1/50 - 3/50 

012/018 '-8.1 33.6 40.' TI.l 65.5 71.8 54.9 5/50 - 3/51 

012/017 58.4: 56.8 57.6 . 8f.8 81.f 85.8 '10.4: 10/50 .9/51 

_/018 41.9 "2.9 42." 54.5 50.8 52.7 47.1 10,lsO - 9/51 

012/019 47.7 U.S <&e.S 81.8 87.4 84:.6 63.2 10/50 - 9/51 

012/011 39.8 33." 36.6 .61.2 52.6 56.9 4:6.3 1/50 - 12/51 . 

012/013 28.0 35.7 31.9 4f.9 4:6.9 47.4 39.8 1/50 - 10/51 

012/021 58.8 48.9 53.9 8L6 86.4: 84.0 66.0 7/81 - 12/51 

001/003 54.8 40.7 47.8 87.1 90.6 88.9 58.3 9 a: 1~49# 
3 a: 6 0 

001/00f. 51.5 . 28.1 ·39.8 93.8 96.5 95.2 54:.2 • 
003/004: 55.1 4:.,.6 51.4 83.8 86.9 85.4 61.4 It 

001/rnu:. 57.0 6/49 - 11,/so 

e 
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other stations a.gree with station 012 aore than 6~ at the ti1l8. includinC 

019 (Pine Ridge) over 5 Dd.l •• .-ay. Th. poorest overall agreement. 23". 

is beween w. stations l.ss thaD I iDi. apart. 012 and 002 (whit.oU::: 

Cre.k) whose prevailing 4irecticm.s are perpendioular to GlUt another. 'l'he 

ilight-ti_ frequenoies ot agreement between these two stations. les. tb&a 

20%. are appreximately the lame as would be obtained with c_pletely r&D.

do direction. at .i ther .tation. Th. percentage of agreement bew.eIL the 

X-IO Fi.ld Station (001) and Knoxrlil. airport (57%) 11 about equal to 

th. aTerage tor pairs ot Talley .tations within the Oak Ridge area. 

In those O&se. where the perc.ntage ot agreement is less thaD. 5~. which 

occurs most commonly with light winds. it is natural to wonder what the 

prevailing local wind patterns actually are. A. an illustration. the 

jdint direction frequency di.tributions. oabin.d into qUadrants (the 

original data are to 16 points) for stations 012 and 005 are giT8l1 1» 

Table 45. It oan be seen that the m0'8t frequ.nt disorapu.oies oonsi.t 

ottbe oambination in the daytiae ot IB Wi_s at statlon 005' (ahastaut 

Ridp slope. taoing SZ) with ft.ri •• other direction. at statie 012 (X-IO 

Health Physios DiT.lsi_ water tower. aboUt til_ ..... 1 ...... tiOD). particu

larly SW, and the oCllbination at Jdgb.t ot .. w1mb at .taticm. 005 with 

oala or other direotions. partlou1arly B. at statioa 012. !h ••• patt ... 1 

eimply ren.aat the up-.lope day'riDd and dOWD.-slope night wind at atati_ 

006. It the wiDd at station 012 i •• ith.r • or SB. that at 005 i. usually 

ia the s .. e dir_otlcm regardl ... 01" the t1ae or u,.. 

Sill1larly. obaracteriltlo ooabinaticma ot direotlOlls oan be t01lDd at other 

e 

e 
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TABLE 45 

JOIlIT DIRE'CfION FREQUENCY (%). STATIOlII 012 AND 005, BY QUADR.AlI'l'S 

A. Light «5 mph), day (10 I.... -5 p ... ) 

Station Statt on 012 
005 Cala IE SE sw- 11[ Total 

Cal. 1.3 1.9 0.4 1.4 0.1 5.2 
BE O • ., 13.0 O • ., 1 • ., 0.4 16.5 
SE 1.9 13.5 11.6 16.0 1.6 44.5 
SIr 0.6 0." 0.8 ".0 0.4 9.4 
JIf 3." ".0 1.3 6.8 6.6 24.6 

Total 8.2 36.1 14 • ., 31.9 9.0 100.0 

B. Light (<6 mph), Digh __ (10 p ... - 6 a.m.) 

Ca1:a 8.8 ".2 0." 6.8 0.6 23.0 

• 1.8 14.2 0.9 O • ., 0.4 18.0 
SB 1." 4.0 3.3 3.1 1.0 13.2 .. 1.S· 0.6 0.6 14.1 0.2' 16." .. 8.1 8.6 0." 6.2 6.9 29.2 

Total 21." 34." 6.0 29.9 8.0 100.0 

pair. of stati ••• .&. t .. or·': the .. re treq'WtJlt and intere.tiDC OD.. aret 

(a) SB at .tati-. 016 (S. Whiteoak Gap) with I' ad; station 002 (1'. White· 

eat: Gep)duri:q the day. oODft'I"ge1I.oe into the gap. 

(b) S at .tation 002 with my direotion at station 012 at Dight, with 

1 ... p.eds Ec6 mph at 012) t outflow troa the gap, opposite to 

Wh1 t.oak Creek drainap. 

(0) • at statio .. 002 with IE at .tation 012, aDd tr. at 002 with SW at 012 

dwiac the day, .. wh ... the spe.d at 012 is 6 -.ph or mor., frle-

1d.--.l through-f1_ tro-. high tonrda I .. barometrio pr ....... 

", 
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(d) W at .station 010 (Haw Ridge Slope, BPI-facing) with S at 012 in tM 

day'time or with strong winds, and BE at 010 with light W at 012 

during the night, di urnal up-slope and dOW!l-slope winds, weakl,. 

den loped. 

(e) Str at station 008 (Y-12t a valley whioh slopes dowmnLl"d towards the 

E wi. th calm at Ol~, day or ni~1 renecting the large",:,valley day' 

rind and aaall-va ley night wind. 

(f) 1m at station 018 (whiteoak Lake in Melton Valley, a relatively lcmg 

slope d<M'Dlrard towards the 8ft) with light SW or oalm at 012} cal. ad; 

016 with stronger SW at 012 at Dight' dCII'D-nlley 111. lid Oftrooaing 

or just balanoiDgan opposiDg general flow. . 

(g) S'II' at .t&ti08 001 (X-10 Field Stations a slight E-slope) 111. th light 

D at 004r (Bethel Churchs a slight $If-slope) at JI1gb.tJ also cala at 

001 rith light BE at 004, and cala at 004 with light" at oolr GOa"; 

ftl"ging draiDage flow from both e:ads of the1lhit8oK Creek.drat_g. 

basin in Bethel Vall.,.. 

lhel. ob.araoteristio looal rild flow patternl are clolel,. alsoaiated rith 

the diurnal. temperature C7'0le. Wi th the exoeptian or the h1.Ply oha:lmell.d 

gap rims, thq U'II in pneralnDt highly trequn.t in ten.. of total per

oentage, OCCUlTing em the crder 'ot 5-16% ot t1w =atiOl& .t the appropriate 

categol"7,or 1-4% or the total t1.me. !he,. are nwlh.d.0w4 b7 a1ircmcer, 

larcer-nale cun'n.ta the r-'.Jllder of the tt.., .hioA, wld.l. obT1ouly ... t 

pra4u.e:1ac ideD:t1oal direottcms at all atattOlls, d. ke.p thea .... cr 1 ••• 

e 
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within the .... qUadrant. The diurnal wind direotion pattern .. will be di.-
cuI.ed more tully in the next .ection. 

lfiDd rOles tar the plant and tCM11 8i tes (outs:i. de the area covered by Figs. 

117 - 124) are shown in Fig. 126. Annual wind roses for 1949-1950 are 

glTeD tar .tations 008 (Y-12), 011 (Townsite. 8-point direotion record), 

012 (X-10 Health Physios Division) and 013 (K-25). Far compa.rison, the 

riJtd ro.e tor station 01~ tor the period ot recard (1944-1951) i8' also 

gi .... , and thOle tor the available period ot recard at the new station. in 

the K-25 (021) and Y-12 (018) areas and on Pine Ridge (019). It is seen 

that the .hort. and long-period wind roses at X-10 do not ditter in aDY 

important respeet. The higher percentage ot cal:ru shown in the short-

period rose il duo to the r.plaoement ot the older contacting anemOlll8ter 

in 1949 by a generator typo hadng a higher starting speed. The transter 

ot the Y-12 iutru:ment. trCID. .tation 008, .hioh ..... olea. tct the 1Ir edge . 

. e ot the "I"&11ey (Bear Cre.k Valley). to .tation 018, lower and nearer tbe 

~ley axis, resulted in elimination of the NNE-SSW slope components 

while the ohaDge trOB. a contacting to a generator type anaometer rai sed. 

e 

the peroeDtage ot cal .. con.iderably. Both Y-12 stations show more .... ter

lY-louthwester1,.. wind in preportion to the narthealterly than do the arta

tio:u in 1e.,..1 er SW .-draining '9811e,... In thil re.pect they are oomparable 

to ltati_ 001 Ca .. 1'1&. 117). Station 013 at K-26, exposed rather low and 

GIl a slight slope, shan an anamaloustrequenoy ot northwesterly ... lid Which 

.a,.. be a ver,y 100a1 etteot ar one oODDeoted .ith the re1ati.,.. olosene •• ot 

the Oumber1aDd JIouDtainl a:r:ad. the Clinoh RiYer. Station 009 (tarther up the 

CU.Doh Val1.,-) shOW'. this to a 111Gb 1el.er extent (Fig. ll7), while station 
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021, the DeW X-25 plant station, high (40 tt.) abo ..... h highest building, 

has a wiDd rose resembling those at other Oak Ridge nlley stati~ noh 

as 012' (X-10). Station 011 (Oak Ridge Townsite), with an 8-point 'ftDe 

bearing, appear. to haTe a tairly typioal mid-nlley wind direotion distri

bution. Station 019, high above Pine Ridge, has large frequenoies ot SSIr' 

aM DE with a tertiary mode from W remiDinent ot Melton Hill (lee Fig. 

117 and Table h3). Wind rOlell' tor station 012 under aTel'age, day, night, 

stable, UDstable and preoipitation oonditions are shown in Fig. 127. The 

up-Talley (SIr) mode i. dominant ill day and UDstable (lapse) ocmd:1tion., the 

dOllOl-Talley (BE) mode ill night and, inTernon ooDdi tions, and the preoipita

tion wind rose is quite similar to the average daytime one. 

The looal variation ot aTel'age wind speed hal been mentioned" the aJDlual 

oO\ll"se ot monthly meau speed at station 011 (Oak Ridge TOIft'lsite) met 012 

(X-10 Health Physios Dl Tis ion) i. shGwn in Fig. 128. The highestawrage 

. wiDd speed. ,!OOUl"S in Jlarah and the lonst in August 'at both rta.tiona, with 

station 012 (140 tt. abOft grOUDd) oonst.tent1y'about 50% higher than 011 

(abeut 10 ft. above a 30 tt. root). The iDdividual monthly a'ftl"age speed. 

dedate wi tb.ill narrOW' limit. trOll the a"nJ"&ge ot reaord, el,?:<;, there is no 

e"tidenoe to indioate that the amlual .. an at either station departs tra 

normal. 'by awe than a tn tenths mph. In dew ot the oomplez looal ettect., 

reoent ohauges ot inst:nm.nts at .any Weather Bureau stations, aDd the 

apparent stability ot the seasonal aTel'ages tor the paried ot reoord' at 

Oak Ridge, there appeull' to be no adTautage to be gained in deri't'iac ad

justed ,ncr .. ls ot wind speed or direction 'by reterenee to long .... reoorcl. 

e 

e 
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at nearby stati ODI. 

e 1fi th the apparent relati Te stability of the mean speeds in mind, the short 

reoorda ot this surTel" oan be used to obtain an order of magm. tude esti-

mate ot the probability of aD1 part10ular wind speed being exeeeded, at a 

wide seleotion ot al ti tudes and expol'lll"es. Figs. 129 - 13000ntain graphs 

ot the obserTed oumulatiTe trequenoies ot wind speed, Fig.129 'presenting 

data trOll a range of altitude. arranged tor easy interpolation of seasonal 

probabilities, and Fig. 130 oomparing various exposures on an annual basis. 

28. Diurnallfind Variation. 

Looal wiD! pattern. are JDainly of two typess diurnally varying oonveotiTe 

oirculations induced by horilontal atmospherio density gradients, and dy

Daio pattern. induoed by the large-soale flow in pasring aeroBs the hills 

and ridges. The diurnal variat:loa 1a ot suffioient interest and importanoe 

e· t. 1I'8lTant rather detailed examination, whiob is the subjeotot this seo-

. tiOD.. the looal wind w.riations a.llooiated with larger-lloale no.- patterns 

e· 

.. 111 'be considered later. 

A preliminary vi ... ot the day and night wind regimes in both the larger and. 

smaller ",,],101'11 bas already been presented in the preceding seotions. Gen

erally IIpeaking, the air near the ground tends to mow upslope during the 

daytime UDder the iDtluenoe ot density gradients between the tree air OTer 

the valleys and the heated layer next to. the hill and mountain surtaoes, 

and d01lDslope during the night as it is oooled by oontaot with the radi-

ating slope.. The day breelec are more vigorous and involve a greater 

depth ot atm08phere, at the Slll& time being more subjeot to modification 

;; 
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by mixing with upper streams than the night breezes, whioh are very light, 

relati wly shall .. and steady in direction, and insulated by thermal sta

bili ty from the effects ot the upper flow. 

This oscillation is repeated in varying degrees- on the large scale of the 

Southern Appalachian Valley (ot the order or 50 mi. wide a:a:1 several thou

sand teet deep), the smaller scales suoh as that of Bethel Valley (les8 

than 1 mi. wide) and i t8 adjoining ridges (about 300 ft. high) and the still 

smaller soales of the looal drainage basins wi thin Bethel Valley, such as 

that ot Whiteoak Creek (about a mile in diameter and 50 ft. in depth). 

Entirely dependent upon the maintenanoe of looal temperature differentials, 

it. degree of development varies with the cloudines8 and daily temperature 

range as well as with the degree of mirlug due to thermal conTeotion or 

aeoha.nical turbulence. The two-station wiDd direction oomparisons preTi

ously discu8sed show that local patterns are best developed (parallel tl_ 

at pairs of stations is least frequent)with lOll wind speeds at night. 

Moat of the e~plea to be dieouned are derived fram. the. fall 8eason, 

since it ia in this period that the camhirlAtion of lCllr wind speed., olear 

skies and long nights oocurs most frequently, and the diurnal patterns 

(parti oularly the nocturnal ones) are brought cut tc best advantage. 

Efreot. due mainly to dayti_ heating, however, are be8t duplay.d in tM 

8UIIIIl8I' • 

To begin with, the diurnal eyole of wind speed alone, diaregardiJ1& direc

tion 'V1Lriation8, will be considered, a~-"shown by pilct balloon obser'ft.tions 

(Nov. 1948-Nov. 1950j Fig. 131) and anemometers (Fig. 132). The corre

spondinJ annual graphs are shown in Fig. 151 together with average vertical 

e 
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prof'll •• of wind speed. The most striking teatures ot the cyole in all 

seasOll8 are the increase in wind speed tram night to day at lGlr levels 

and the reversal alott. Turbulence tends to mix and equalize the momen

tum ot the various layers, it oansti tutes an enhanoed visoosity. Since 

daytime surfaoe heating produoes instability, oanvection and, in turn, 

downward flux of momentum, the speeds ot the upper and 10W'er layers are 

more nearly equal during the day than during the night, when vertical ex

change is suppressed. The shearing stress at the earth's surtace increases 

wi th increasing rim. speed in the surtaoe layer, henoe the loss of momentmn 

to the ground is greater during the day than during the ni ght, when the 

surfaoe layer is slowed to a near calm while the winds a tew hundred feet 

above the surface suffer relati '9811' little 108s of momentum by downward 

eddy flux. The resulting daytime thiokening of the triotionally retarded 

layer IUld oonoentration of shear in a narrow boundary layer aooompanying 

turbulent now is well mOWJl in laboratory hydrod)'D&Dlioe (Ref. 55). 

The level of reversal ot the di.Urnal wi D4 speed curves tram the day-ma.x1.mum 

te night-maximum type i. apparently about 500 tt. abo'9'8 the valley bottom 

ill 8lDDIler. aDd SGIII8What lower in the other seasons. The le'9'8l at which the 

diurul. amplitude reaohel it. maxiJlllDll is about 3000 tt. in spring, 1200 it. 

in fall, and 2000 ft. in winter and BWIIIII8r. and tlms apparently wries 

wi th both the average wiDd speed and the instability, both ot whioh would 

faoilitate day-tt. trictional depletion of momentum trom the upper layers. 

By 5000 ft. aboTe ground, the diurnal variation has become relatively in

lignitioant in all leasons. The daytime up-valley bree ... propagated at 
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1_ l.velar, inverts the normal increase ot spe.d with height in spring a.:r:Id 

s'lDmer b.tw •• n 626 and 816 tt. There i. no sign or the nocturnal down

ftlley breese in the curves ot ligs. 131 and 132. The dependence of the 

wind. sp.ed at the lowest 1.Yel. upon convecti V8 transter trom above i. 

8IIlphasised by the re.'!Iemblanc. ot the 6 tt. and 18 tt. curves (Fig. 132) to 

the diurnal curve. ot t9llPeratur. lapse r&te in comparable layers (Figs. 

17 - 79) and, in tUI"D, to those ot s.lar radiation, with a lag ot one or 

tiro hOm-Be 

Both th. direotion and speed variations will now be considered by meau: ot 

graph. ot hourly w1:nd direction f"requeney by' quadrant. and hourly average 

speed for pairs of stations (Figs. 133 - 138). Fig. 133 co~ares the highest 

hill top, Melton Hill (007) with the most representative low mid-valley station, 

west Bethel Valley (003) during each of the four seasons, Summer 1949 through 

Spring 1950. Melton Hill, 600 fte atove the valley, is in the layer of day mini

JIDDIl wiDd speed in all s.asons, while station 003 has the typioa.1 low-level 

day maximum. T~s the reversal ot phase ot the diurnal ayol. ot wiDd speed 

shown by the pilet balloon observations il supported by' the anemometer ob;' 

serfttions. as it is also by the reports ot 1II&DY' previous investigator. 

(Ref. 56). Th. Melton Hill spe.ds are, however, somewhat lower than thole 

in the tree air at a comparable h.ight above the valley (Fig. 136); in fact, 

ill aidday they approaoh olosely th. TlLlue. reoorded at het ghts above the 

'ftlley tloor oomparabl. to the height or the Melton Hill anemometer above 

the treetops (about 30-40 tt.). Thus, as was indioated previously in oon

n.otion with aean wind speeds, the .l ...... tion or the hills has little ettect 
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in the daytime. but is very important at night. 

_ As to the diurnal direotion variation. it is olear that the valley wind. 

(003) are not only subjeot to greater Channelling by the ridges (i.e. tewer 

oross-valley winds) but also to greater diurnal oontrol. Sinoe station 

003 is at a looation where the local slope is negligible .. the proportion 

ot northeasterly and southeasterly winds oan be considered representative 

ot the large-valley C1.D."rents, with the exoeption that,lerge-soale R'l or 

SE winds appear only as contributions to the frequenoies at NE, SW or calm 

at stati on 003. It i If ot particular interest that svr predominates at Kelton 

Hill during most of the night and is in taot more frequent at night than ill 

the daytime, so that while the nortbeasterlies are more oommon even at this 

level at night than in the daytime, they usually do not extend this high. 

and are even replaoe~.by a oOlmter-ourrent. As a further indioation at the 

low level of, maximum development ot the HE current it oan be seen that the 

e daily peak frequenoy at HE at Melton Bill occurs IJLt about the time ot tirst 

ooupling between the hill toP!" and valley layers by the onset at turbulent 

mi xing in the morning, as shown by the olose approach or the hill and .... 1-

e 

ley speed ourves. After that time, deeper mixing .. combined with the re-

.. rsal ot the thermal driving tore., d181ipates the drainage ourrent 

entirely. 

At the slightly lower levels or Chestnut Ridge top (006) and the top of the 

X-10 water tank (012), about 100-300 tt. abOTe the Talley. floor (F:lg. 134), 

the day JII&%l.JIII1R predominates. very weakly GIl the ridge top. but rather 
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strongly in the free air. Aside from the differenoe in elevation between 

the two stations, there appears to be an additional effect due to fric

tional retardation by the ridge, sinoe the ridge top ,speeds, although 

nearly identioal with those in mid-valley at night, are muoh lighter in 

the daytime, again resembling those reoorded 20-40 ft. above the valley 

bottom. This daytime retardation results in a nearly constant average 

speed throughout the day and night, while the free air level of reversal 

is probably somewhat higher. Stmilar seasonal changes in amplitude of the 

speed curves occur at both stations, winter showing the least amplitude and 

spring the greatest, although the mean speeds are nearly identical. 

Again the wind direotions at the mid-~lley station (012) ~eflect greater 

channelling than those at the ridge-top (006), but sinoe the difference 

in elevation is so small the greater scatter of direotions at the ridge 

top would seem to be at least partly attributable to i~terferenoe by the 

ridge. There ia a weak diurnal osoillation of the oross-valley frequen

cies at both nations but particularly at 006" suggestive of a possible 

effeot due to Cumberland Mountain slope windsl: maxima of SE in midday and 

!If in the early evening; also the frequenoy ot nocturnal SW winds increases 

over that observed in the 1000000est layers of the valley (e. g. stati on 003, 

Fig. 133) at the expense of HE even at this level. 

Two valley-floor stations (18 ft. above ground) are next compared (Fig. 

13S) I station 001, (X-IO Field Station) in the eastward-draining portion 

of Whiteoak Creek basin of Bethel Valley. and station 004 (Bethel Church), 

in the SI'I-draining portion. They are at about the same elevation and are 

I mile apart. Their diurnal speed ourves are nearly identioal. showing 

'. 
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a pronounoed day maximum and lovT average speeds in all seasons. Both show 

marked ohannelling, with very few cross-valley winds; the daytime distri-

butions of direction frequenoy between the NE and SW quadrants agree with-

in a few percent. The main difference is in the nocturnal direction dis-

tributions: station 001 shows a predominance of'SW, partioularly in the 

early evening, while station 004 generally shows an exoess of NE through-

out the night. This convergence has already been oommented on in the dis-

oussion of joint direotion frequency distributions at pairs of stations in 

the preceding section. It is of parti oular interest that the increase of 

mean speed in the morning, brought about by the beginning of vertioal mix-

ing. is aocompanied in all seasons by a 1:;ranaitory increase in the frequenoy 

of NE at station 001. This short period after sunr,ise, in which NE winds 

are brought down from above the layer of dissipating local SW drainage wind, 

is the only one in whioh station 001 has a prevailing NE wind. I-t is evi

dent that thelooal slopes of these sub-valley oonfigurations have no' signi

ficant effeot on the daytime wind direotion pattern but do affect the noc-

turnal air drainage in a shallow layer, thus a valley station in a region 

ot 100801 northeastward surfaoe drainage has prevailing SW winds both day 

and night with th~ exoeption of the morning inversion breakup period. 

From ridge-top level up to 2200 ft. above the valley (3000 ft. 1St) the 

diurnal variation of direction weakens rapidly, although the speed variation 

increases steadily, as illustrated by ttle observations of Fall, 1949 

(upper left hand graph, Fig. 136). The degree of channelling decreases to 

insignificance. At 525 ft. above the valley, a direction pattern similar 

to that at Melton Hill is observed (upper right hand graph, Fig. 136), 

with SW prevailing throughout the day and night except for a brief 
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period of prevailing NE just after sunrise •. A slight increase of HE fre

quency at the 7 a.m. observation is still noticeable at 1200 ft. but has 

vanished at 2200 ft. 

The Pine Ridge station (019) somewhat higher and better exposed than that 
. . 

on Chestnut Rid6 € (006), shows a very similar diurnal wind .pattern (lower 

left hand graph, Fig. 136). Some 400 ft. above the valley, it shows a 

weak day minimum but a very small diurnal amplitude of speed. Its wind 

directions are more channelled than those at 006 indicating again the 

probability of disturbance by the surrounding terrain at the latter station. 

Practically no diurnal wind direction pattern is observed at station 019, 

SW being the prevailing direction at all hours. This appears to be an 

anomaly, but is based on a relatively short period of observations. That 

anecometer and wind vane records give essentially the same resulLs as 

pibals under comparable conditions is borne out by the comparison of 

station 012 with the 175 ft. pibal level (lower right hand graph, Fig. 136). 

Stations- looated in parallel valleys are. compared. in Fig. 173. suitably 

ohosen anal<;,gues with respect to local slope apparently have similar diur

nal wind direotion distributions. while the wind speeds are dependent main-

ly upon altitude above the surrounding vegetation and buildings. Station 

001 is a good analogue far station 008. the
4
two being situated in adjacent 

valleys (Bethel Valley and Bear Creek Valley) wi th local east-northeastward 

surtaoe drainage. Station 004 and 016 both have southeastward looal drain-

age. and stations 003 and 011 are at neutral points between diverging Bur-

faoe drainage slopes. Stations 009 and 013 are both in the Clinch River 

e 

e 
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'ftllq, whioh is oriented roughly lIf-sEs both e::r.:b1bit the n-Slr pattern 

e oharaoteristio ot the other 'ftlley stations. but more weakly developed .. 

partieularly at .tation 013. Both ha ... aore wind from the lIr and SE quad

rants thua do the other It. station OIS showi:D.g the largest proportion of 

III. with a weak diurnal osoillation between lIJf at Dight and SE in the day-

tia. 

'!'be opposing _].opt wind. of Cbes~t Ridge (OOS) and Haw Ridge (010) in, 

'tbe summer of 1949 are illustrated by the upper left hand graph of Fig. 1)8. 

The -few windQ other than calm observed at station 010 were daytime upslope winds 

(n). StatioD ooS shows botb a well developed daytime upslope wind (SE) and a 

well developed. nocturnal. downslope wind (NW), the period of maximum SE coin

e1ding with the period of maximua temperature differential between the slope 

md the free air, in fact the diurnal curves of frequency of NW and SE wind 

have yer.y similar shapes to the te.perature different1al curves of Figs. 72 

~~ 

~iae convergence into Whi teoalc Creek Gap in Haw Ridge is strikingly illus

t.rated in the upper right hand graph of Fig. 138; night-time outflow on the 

- Borth side is shown by the station 002 data, while the night winds on the south 

Bide are completely obscured by calms Owing to the instruments' location among 

thick brush. The evidence seems to indicate that diurnal through-flow in the 

usual up-slope or down-slope direction does not occur to any appreciable extent. 

Instead the air behaves as though the gap were effectively a narrow portion 

of Haw Ridge. the inflow and outflow simply being up-slope and down-slope 

e 
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winds with respect to the ridge. The nocturnal convergence of the winds 

into the lowest part of Bethel Valley shown by stations 001, 002, 004, and 005 

would necessitate a continuous upward movement of air in this area. Very little 

air is actually involved, however~ An idea of the depth of the local drainage 

currents can be obtained from the lower graphs of Fig. 138, diurnal graphs de

ri ved .from observations at three levels (6 ft., 18 ft. and 54 ft.) on the 

station 001 IIprofile pole." There is little chanse between 6 and 18 ft. In 

the early evening, the frequency of the SW drainage wind drops by about half 

between 18 ft. and 54 ft. and probably does not extend far above the l~tter 

level. Fig. 139 shows the cloud from a smoke pot ignited under inversion 

conditions just after sunrise at station 001 and seen from the northwest. The 

drift to the left (SW drainage) is some 20-50 ft. deep, with reverse !low 

above (NE drainage). One important aspect of the diurnal direction variations so 

far presented is that the frequencies of the local prevailing wind, by 900 sec

tors, seldom exceed 60% in any hour, and are most commonly between 30 and 50%. 

The remaining observations are from other quadrants or calm, and in the case of 

the typioal 'ftl1.,.. etations" mostly trom the direotion opposite the pre-

Tailing one. In addition, the oross-valley and along-valley direction tre

quenoies usually vary simu.ltaneous1y, and, tinally, the d1f'.ferent direo-

tions mAY' be assooiated. with difterent wind speeds. Thus, while the diur-

nal trend. or aTerag. speed aIld pre'V'81lingdireotion haTe been indioated, 

the oompcments or the wind Veotors speoifically induoed. by the diurnal tem

perature ayo1. baTe not been isolated by the preoeding analysis. In order 

to .find these Teoters" quarterly resultant winds at eaoh station have been 

oaloulated. tor each hour ot the day. The aperiodio wind variations during 

each soason haTe thua been eliminated and the residue, although not neoes

sarily i tselt a ooDllllODly observable wind. is the sum o.f the oomponent. oon

tributed. by the mean seasonal t10w and the diurnal density currents. By 

e 
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reduoing the Mnd observations at each station to one mean veotor. the 

e hourly resultants winds provide a unique representa.:tion of the wind flow 

at each time. such as is shown in Figs. 140 and 141. These two figures 

-

e 

''.., 

contain three-hourly mioronet maps ot the resultant wind. represented by 

arrow-shafts with teathers on the end from whioh the resultant wind blows. 

the number ot teathers (or halt-feathers) being equal to the magnitude of 

the resultant veotor in mph. The resultant wind speed inoreases with both 

the mean wind speed and the direotional steadiness of the wind. since 

opposing components cancel. 

In both the summer of 1949 (Fig. luO) and the summer of 1950 (Fig. 141 ), 

the hourly resultant winds at the typical valley stations (003. 004. 012. 

016) BW1Dlg between more northeasterly direotions at night and more south-

westerly during the day. but superimposed upon thi, diurnal oscillation 

there was .bviously a. westerly or northwesterly lIII!Ian wind in the summer ot 

1949 and a more southwesterly or southerly mean wind in the summer of 1950. 

The result was that the nocturnal northeasterly winds were turned to 

northerly in 1949 and easterly in 1950, and similarly the daytime south-

westerlies were turned to westerly in 1949. Looal northerly winds such as 

the nocturnal downslope wind at station 005 were favored by the 1949 pat-

tern. HOIrever, the oonvergenoe of nooturnal drainage into the Whi teoak 

Creek basin or Bethel Valley is evident in both summers. Diurnal transi-

tiona such as the cross-valley winds arising from. difrerentia1 slope heat-

ing vary between the two summers, in 1949 the midmorning SE valley wind 

components- were largely lacking. while the late afternoon N/'f winds appeared 

to advantage. almost the exaot reverse being true in 1950. 

;;.:: 
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A more re,fined approaoh is neoessary in order to separate -the ol1ma.tologi-

oal diurnal variation of the wind from the aooidental mean wind ()tthe 

particular season. The diurnal ourve (hodograph) made by the heads of the 

. hourly resultant wind veotors from a given station when plotted in polar 

ooordinates and oonnected in sequenoe is a useful tool for this purpose. 

Suoh diurnal resultant hodographs, for a seleotion of mioronet stationer 

and seasons are shown in Fig. 142. They have a number of interesting 

charaoteristi os. 

Before attempting to explain the observed diurnal resultant wind hodographs, 

it is 'WOrthwhile to consider briefly the more important oomponent diurnal 

cyoles contributing to the resul taut cyole of the wind under various oondi-

tions of exposure. These may be listed as followsl 

(a) . Reduction and turn1ng.of the gradient wind by friction. 
--------- = ------=-. ---- It has lo~ 

been known to meteorologists that the surfaoe wind is less than that 

(geostrophio wind) neoessary to aooount for a balance between the 

pressure-gradient foroe and the Coriolis foroe due to the earth's ro-

tation. It has also been well mCMll that the direction of the sur-

face wi:nd 18 neither direotly along the isobars. (as required by 

geostrophic balance), nor directly across them from high to low pres

sure (alf in the oase of a simple balance between surface friotional 

ferce and the pressure-gradient foroe) but is somewhere in between. 

Standard textbooks in dynamic meteorology (Refs. 56 and 51, for 

example) oontain summaries of the distinguished researohes which led 

to the derivation and verification of the "Ekman spiral"' for the 
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atmosphere and the relation ot both the speed ra;tio a.nd the direo-

tio:n angle. between the surface and p-adient winds 1:0 the eddy Tia-
..... .... ;.y. 

oORity, thermal stability and surfaoe roughness.. sutf'ioe it here 

to say that in general, disregarding the detormatian of the 1I1DCl 

flow by topop-aph¥, the wind vector in the surface lay ... (lOll'8at 

100 ft. or so) approache .. the gradient wind most closely, with 

respeot to both direction and speed, during the day or under UD

stable conditionl, and departs most widely trom it at night or 
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uDCler inversion conditions. The surface 1I1nd is always "backedat 

(rotated counterclookwile) trom the gradient wiDCl, that iI, the 

geoat.rophic component haa higb pre811U1"8 OD the right (in tile JIortAem 

Bem1sphere) aDC1 the triotiona.l compone:a.t ia direoted tram. high to 

low pressure. The two components are not in phase. the triotioaal 

(cro8s-isobar) collPonent leading the gradiea.t COIIPODeIlt b.r • few hours in 

the diumal. cycle. The result i8 an elongated, appro.x1llately ellipti-

cal, clock1d.se diurnal hodograph, with the IIU1auia speed Dear noon and the 

mip''DDD near sunrise. 

(b) Up: and do~slope cOJDponents. Reau1t1Dc tr .. tba taaperature e:xcel.1 

ot the air nen to el ...... ted terra1:a Oft!' the tree air d\ring the day_ 

and. the reverse during the night, the.e bre •• e. inoludem 1:Dertia1 

etteot' and th.-efore la& slightly behiDd the t.per.,1:ure dittere ... 

oyol.. In .... 11 hilla, hOlrever, the lag i. n.gligible. the ..... ta. 

being dilsipated almost aa lOon ... it i. ,_.rated. !he etteot. of 

inertia and the Oorioli a torce would be to p.rodu.. .. olocbd..e ellip

tical hodograph. but in .all ridge .. thi. can be appro.zbated bJ' .. 

\ 
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direct upslope-downslope oscillation. The literature regarding 

such winds is revi~~ed.in simple terms.in Ref. 58, and recent con-
.". ",,' ." . 

tributions to the subject have been made by Defant (Ref. 59) and 

Fleagle (Ref. 60). The latter shows that the nocturnal drainage 

wind on an in:f'ini te slope be gins wi th a damped osoillation with a 

period or the order of 20 min. Suoh pulsations are of oours-e ob

scured by taking hourly resultants, but the original reoords, \maer 

certain oondi tiona, seem to indioate that they do oocur. 

(0) Up- ~ down-valley components. The diverging winds on the opposite 

sides of a valley are fed partly by reoirculation in a plane per pen

diou.lar to the valley axis" and partly by a 1000-level air current 

into the valley tram the adjaoent plain" and along the valley axis 

from lower t~ds higher elevations. Similarly, the nooturnal 

drainage winds colleot in the valley floor and torm a down-valley 

ourrent. These currents, involving larger volumes of air travelling 

over greater distances, show greater efteots ot inertia and CorioUs: 

toroe than do the slope winds.. and oonsequently tend to have an elOllo; 

gated clookwise elliptical hodograph lagging a tflfl hour. behind the 

temperature-ditferenoe (mountain VB. tree-air) oyole. This system i. 

also desoribed in Ref. 58. The maximu:m up-valley wind oocur.: in mid-

afternoon" and the maximum down-valley wind shortly after sunrise. 

(d) Cross-valley components due to differential slope heatinge The tem-

para'blre ditterenoe between opposing slopes due to their orientation 

with respeot to the sun has already been diaoussec'l. Cross-valley 

e 
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wind" of oonsiderable magnitude and praotioal importanoe due to this 

hori zontal density differential have been observed in the Columbia 

River ValleY by Hewson (Ref. 61) and Cross (Ref. 62). A theory to 

account for them quantitatively has recently been developed by GleesOB 

(Ref. 63) utilizing particle dynamics with inertia and Corio1is force 

oonsidered. The result i. again III elongated olookwise-rotating hodo

graph (not elliptioal beoause of the absenoe of a nooturnal reversal) 

whioh should reduoe to a direot cross-valley osoillation for small 

valleys where lag and rotation oan be negleoted. In a BE-SR" oriented 

valley, thiS' current reaohes its maxiDllDll development in mid-morning, 

and therefore leads the other cyoles disoussed II) far. 

Other diurnal oyoles 'Whioh oould probably be deteoted in thi s area 

but are of lesser importanoe are the varying stability effeot on lee

wave or lee-eddy currents described by Morgans (Ref. 64) in a .SWD:-

e mary of earlier work by lII&I1Y investigators and by Colson (Refs.. 65-

67) and Quene;y (Ref. 68) in more recent theoretical. and observa-

e 

ticmal studies, and the large soale quasi-monsoonal oomponents fO\md 

by Wagner (Ref. 69) and 'related to the mountain-plain &lid oontinent-

ocean distributions. In a very general treatment of the diurnal 

variation of' the wilJd E. neinsohmidt, Sr. (Ret. 70) has shown how . 

various looal cyoles in the horizontal pressure distributions (mo\mtain

valley, land-sea) are oombined with the "'oonveotive'" cyole (modifioa

tion of the large-soale pressure-gradient effeot by the diurnal vari~ 

tion ot eddy-mirlng) and how among other things, two elongated olooli::

wise elliptical oomponents may oombine, with proper phase and direo_ion 

,~'.' 
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angles, to produce a oounter-clockwise resultant hodograph. 

Fig. 142 oontains diurnal re~ni:l"'~aL.;' mnd hodographs for the five seasons 

Fall, 1949 through Fall, 1950 for a seleotion of stations. The "type'" 

stations 003 (west Bethel Val iey), 005 (Chestnut Ridge Slope). 010 (Haw 

Ridge Slope) and 006 (Chestnut Ridge Top) represent, respectively. m:1d-

valley, SE-facing slope, HW-faoing slope and ridge-top exposures. The 

remaining stationl represent problematical exposures to be typed by oam.-

parison with the foregoing. The .easons may be briefly charaoterized as .:,. .-

follows, 

Fall 1949, relatively strong NIl gradient, large amplitude of the 

diurnal cyoles" 

Winter 1949-19501: moderate VI gradieut, small diurnal amplitude. 

Spring 1960t very stroDg VI gradient, large diurnal amplitude. 

SUlIDIl8r 1.9501 moderate VI grad! ent, moderat19 diurnal amplitude. 

Fall 1950, weak B gradient, moderate diurnal ampU tude. 

Obviously the abar_teristio looal hodograplur are not simply diaplaoed 

tram the origin by various amounts each season in accordance with the mean 

gradient wiJld tor the period, the diurnal variation of the friotional 

oomponent affeot .. their shapes ocm.a1derably. The patt6!'ns will be dis-

cussed station by station. 

Station 003 ~est Bethel Valley), the tYPioal mid-valley station, generally 

bas- an elongated· olookwise hodograph with the maximum up-valley (SYf) com-

ponent about 2-3 p.m., the :maximum down-valley oomponent 6-9 a.m. ,the 
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maximum lI'1, cross-valley component 6 p.m. and the maximum SE cross-valley 

component 11 a.m. The cross-valley oomponents have the oorrect phase to 

be acoounted for by differential slope heating and have an amplitUde of 

about i mph~ in comparison with an up-down valley ~plitude of about 3 
, 

mph. However ~ in the fall of 1950 the Nfl gradient~ producing a maximum 

NI'I component of the surface wind about noon and a minimum. at night~ appar-

.ently overbalanced the thermal cross-wind to produce a counter-clockwise 

hodograph. This is almost exactly the combination shown in Kleinschmidt's

Fig. 4K (Ref. 70, part 3). In the spring of 1950, on the other hand, the 

frictional cycle with a strang W gradient reinforced the local up- dmm.

valley regime~ as in Kleinschmidt's Fig. 4c. 

Station 005 (Chestnut Ridge Slope) ~ faping SE~ always has a more or les8 

broad clockwise hodograph. The maximum speed occurs at the time of the 

maximum up-valley breeze and is intermediate in direction between upslope 

~ (SE) and up-valley (SW). The downslope component reaches a maximum 2-5 

a.am. and the amplitude of the slope circulation is about 2 mph at the 

anemometer level (35 ft.). From the observations reported in the litera

ture it appears likely that the down-slope current is stronger closer to 

e 

the ground. 

Station 010 (Haw Ridge Slope)~ although its BE davrn-slope wind is complete:.. 

ly masked by eallllB, characteristically has· a counter-clockwise hodograph 

resulting from the superposition of the up- down-valley and up- downslope 

cyoles. a few hours out of phase, and with the latter component in the 

opposite sense to that at station 005 (again resembling Kleinsohmidt's 

Fig. 4K). Both the opposition of the thermal cross-valley component to the 
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slope oomponent and the obstruoting effect of the surrounding forest com

bine to reduoe the amplitude of this hodograph to about Ii mph in :the up- and 

down-valley direotion (about the same as at station 005) and about i to 1 

mph in the up- and downslope direction. 

Station 006 (Chestnut Ridge Top) has a we'll-developed clookwise hodograph 

with les~ up- and down-valley amplitude but greater cross-valley amplitude than 

has station 003. It would appear" then, that this station is au bjeot en

tirely to the large-valley cir culation wi th its greater slope and cross-

valley currents, sinoe it would be expected to be independent of the sma1l-

valley circulatio~ In most seasons a marked nocturnal SE component, not 

as strong as the daytime one, appears between 9 p.m. and 3 &em. Since 

this appears- at all the stations- in the Southern Appalachian Valley and in

creases in importanoe tOlirards the Great Smoky MOlDltains, it is very likel.y 

a mountain wind crossing the entire valley and partially overooming the 

weaker Cumberland Mountain drainage current. 

Station 002 (whiteoak Creek), the first ot the "'problem"' stations, is 10-

oated in the gently SE-sloping valley of 'Whiteoak Creek. We have already 

seen that the day wind is downslope (11) and the night wind upslope (SE) 

with respeot to this valley. NOW' it is seen that the diurnal resultant 

hodograph forms a cOlDlter-clockwise loop in all seasons, suggestive of a 

NW-facing slope. It is, in tact, almost a mirror-image ot the station 005 

hodograph. If the diurnal wind regime at this station is determined en

tirely by its location wi th respeot to the Haw: Ridge axis, regardless of 

• 
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the Whiteoak Creek Gap. then no significant diurnal through-flow can be 

expected. 

33l 

Station 015 (South Whiteoak Gap) was installed for the purpose of testing 

whether through-flow oocurred. Its hodograph is that of a SE-facing slope •• 

clockwise and with its long axis perpendicular to the ridge line. The 

diurnal components of the wind at stations 002 and 015 apparently co~verge 

during the day and diverge during the night. with no significant parallel 

flow (in the same sense at both stations) at any time of the day. Thus it 

oan be concluded that the gap acts somewhat as a ravine in filtering out 

NE and SW winds. but not as a channel for density currents !'ran the higher 

to the lower valley. 

Station OlZ (X-10 water tower) is the last of the local stations repre

sented in.¥1g. 142. It is high enough to be above the layer of influence 

of the oross-valleywind induced by differential heating of the slopes of 

the small ridges. However. like station 006, it has a broader clockwise 

hodograph than does station 003. so that it can be concluded that it is 

under the influence of stronger aross-valley currents induced by heating 

and oooling of the larger mountains, and obstructed by the small ridges. 

Here. too, as at station 006. the northwesterly gradient of the fall of 

1949 virtually conoelled out the cross-valley thermal circulation. but did 

not reverse it as at station 003. 

The larger scale topographical features possess even less symmetry than do 

thelooal ridges. and the diurnal hodographs at the large-valley airport 

~~.:J 
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stations reflect this. Fig. 14.3 shows diurnal resultant wind hodographs 

at Bristol, Knoxville, Chattanooga, Rome and Smithville far eaoh season, 

averaged over periods of 3 to 10 years, and only those observations with 

3/1:0 or les8 oloudiness being used in order to exaggerate diurnal influ-

ences. 

Bristol has a long olookwise hodograph oriented E~, and roughly ellipti

oal except for an indentation from the south between about 8 p.m. and 3 

a.ro. reminisoent of a similar indentation in the station 006 and 012 hodo

graphs" and presumably due to a (}reat Smoky MOWltain drainage wind. 

Knoxville shows this' southerly or southeasterly oomponent to a muoh more 

marked: degree, oonsistent wi th its relati va oloseness to the highest por

tion ot the mountain range. The fall and winter hodographs at Knoxville 

are aotually counter-elockwise, as at a NW-tacing slope station. 

The spring hodograph is tigure-8 shaped, the day wind rotating clock

wise and the night and early morning wind counter-clockwise. The sum'!""~ 

mer hodograph is a fairly ncrmal oloolc.wise mid-valley type with the excep

tion that the dq wind is slightly inclined from the valley axis (south

westerl,) toward. the mOlmtaiD.s (northwesterly), and a slight nocturnal 

south wind is still endent. 

At Chattanooga the seasonal hodographa resemble those at Knoxville. being 

oounter-oloolari se in fall and winter. 8-shaped in spring and summer. 

The relatiw direotion of the down-valley wind; most marked at 8-9 a.m. 

is here northerly as contrasted with a m~ relative HE component at Bristol 

4-5 a.m. and at Knoxville 5-6 a.m. The relative day wind at Chattanooga is, sur

prisingly, westerly_ 
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The Rome, Georgia hodographs repeat those ot Chattanooga to a great extent, 

the . maximum. northerly oomponent now oocurring between 9 a.m. and noon, but 

wi th northerly-northwesterly resultants being the rule throughout the day. 

Smithville, outside the valley on a very broad general slope facing the 

Mississippi-Ohio Valley on the west and northwest, shows a well-deve1oped 

clookwi se hod 0 graph with the night-day axi .. oriented roughly lI'f -sEe The 

oombination ot S or SW average gradient and this s19pe oiroulation ia 

approximately that shown by Kleinsohmidt in Ref. 70, Part ), Fig. 4d or 

4e, and the result i8 a broad, oloclc:w1se ellipse. 

To summari ze the evidenoe trom di urnal resultant hodographs with respect 

to the thermally induoed wind components. it can be said that the up- and down-

valley oirculation has an ampli tuie ot 3-5 mph, with the maximum. up-valley 

oomponent generally westerly oocurring about 3 p •• throughout the valley, 

and maximum down-valley oomponent, varying trom easterly at Bristol to 

northerly at Chattanoogm and Rome, ocourring progressively later down the 

valley, trom 4-5 a.m. at Bristol to 9 a.m. at Rome, a distanoe of over 

250 mi. (obviously this It crest" does not represent the same air at all the 
/' 

stations). The cross-valley components are quite variable, the mid-morning 

breeze, for instanoe, being directed toward the 1\11" at Oak Ridge above the 

.it;: 
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looal ridge-top level, and also at Bristol, but towards the SE at Knoxville, 

Chattanooga and Rome. While the main evening oross-valley oomponents are 

generally opposite to these, a more or less pronounoed SE drainage wind 

oomponent oan be seen at all large-valley stations during the early night 

hours. Within the smaller Oak Ridge valleys, the large oross-valley oom-

ponents are missing, an independent and roughly parallel oir oulation, of 

smaller amplitude, being set up. At mid-valley, 'the oross-valley amplitude 

is about t to 1 mph oompared with 1-2' mph above ridge-top level and at 

Bristol and Knoxville. On the 100a1 slopes themselves, the up- and downslope 

ampli tude i8 1-2 mph wi th the maximum upslope wind ooourring near noon. No 

air drainage through small gaps in the ridges, such as Whiteoak Creek Gap 

in Haw Ridge, is evident, the looal diurnal oomponents being most readily 

explainable as slope or ravine 'Winds with comparable diurnal amplitude 

or osoillation (1-2 mph). As 8. result the portion ot the Whiteoak Creek 

drainage basin within Bethel Valley aots somewhat as a ftrrost pooket~, the 

lowest daily minimum temperstureerreoorded in this area being those' at 

station 002. 
1 ' The '2-1 mph oonverging flow or oold air during the night, 

over an approximate area of 1 sq. mi. and depth or 50 ft. requires an ave .. 

rage upward velooity or the order or 100-200 tt. per hr. whioh is too slow 

to be measured direot1y by the methods employed in this survey .. but is ot 

the same order as the observed rate or rise or the isothermal or isenti"o,?io 

surfaces in the mid-valley soundings during the early __ night. A less stable 

valley pool surmounted by a stronger inversion, resulting from this low

level convergence, is observable in the late night and early morning 

soundings. 
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29. Wind-Flow Patterns Determined by Large-Scale Aperiodic Variables. 

It is evident from the preceding di.scussion .. and particularly from Figso 

133 - 138, that diurnal variations account for only a part (more or less 

than half, depending upon exposure) of the wind variability at a given 

location. The remainder, aperiodio in nature, is related to the large

scale variables assooiated 'Wi th inter-diurnal weather changes and with 

the systems appearing on synoptic weather maps. Clues to the nature of 

such relationships can be found in the literature. Heywood (Ref. 11) 

found that certain conditions of temperature difference between the high. 

ground and the valley, vertical temperature gradient. and wind above the higher 

ground were favorable for the development of drainage winds in a small 

valley •. Hewson (Ref. 61) correlated the wind directions in the Columbia 

Ri ver gorge with those several thousand feet higher. These examples 

illustrate the two different types of terrain effects: (a) diurnal thermal, 

effects which may be reinforced or inhibited by aperiodio weather oondi

tions and (b) meChanioal effeots whioh are entirely dependent on the aperi~ 

odio large-soale wind flow and the degree of turbulent exohange (partly 

diurnal). 

Tests of a number of variables available on the punChed oards have been 

carried out, some variables eliminated, oombinations of the remaining vari

ables chosen which would represent relatively homogeneous oategories oover-

1:a:.g a range of values of each variable, and tabulations made of hourly wind 
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direction,frequenoy and average speed at each station, as well as listings 

of the pibals, temperature soundings and gustiness data, under eaoh cate

gory. A. complete discussion of thi s study would be too volumin.ous ,to be 

included in the present report: however, some examples of the resulting 

local wind flow patterns will be given, showing their relation to the 

large-scale variables (Figs. 144 - 148). 

The independent variables, and class intervals of eaoh, which are used in 

categorizing the governing conditions, are a.s follovrst 

(a) Seasons winter (Nov.-Apr.), summer (May-Oct.) 

(b) Time of observations morning (7-10 a.m.), day (11 a.m.-4 p.m.), 

evening (5-8 p.m.), night (9 p.m. - 6 a.m.) 

(c) 5000 ft. (lEL) wind directions SVi, W, NN/r (lfi and! N), ENE (m: and 

E), SSE (SE and S') 

(d) 5000 ft. wind speeds light (5-14 mph), moderate (15-29 mph), strong 

(30-59 mph) 

(e) 5000 ft. stability (T8SOmb - Tatoh tmstable ('S-lSoF: includes

neutral), average (-14 to -SOF), stable ~-40F) 

(f) 200 ft. stability (T183 ' -TS,)t unstable ~-loFs includes neutral), 

moderately stable (0 to +5Op), very stable (!.+6oF). 

All available observations for the period Jan., 1949-0ct., 19S0 were used 

in determining the frequenoy of each of the resulting 1080 oategories, 

on the basis of whioh 88 categories were seleoted, containing an average 

of 82 hourS" of observation per category (varying from 18 to 287), and 
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together oovering 45% of the total observation period. The categories 

haft been ohosen in a pattern Whioh would contain all classes of each 

~iable and combinations of eaoh with at least two classes of eaoh of 

the others. On the whole, the winter half of the year provided a greater 

variety of wind speeds ami stability combinations, and the summer a 

greater variety of upper wind directions. 

In each of the following 20 exampleS" of local wind. flow maps associated 

with liPeoU'io oombinations of the independent variables, the prevailing 

wiDd direotion is shown by a large arrow-tail at each station which had 

10 or more hourly observations. The percent frequency of this and the 

'two adjaoent directions (lS-point lSoale) combined is entered to the near-

est whole percent as a number next to the wind arrow. The average speed 

of these three directions oombined i. represented by the feathers on the 

arr(JlF:1 eaoh half-feather represents 1 mph. The second most frequent 

e direotion, when it i8 at least 3 point. removed from the primary, is repre

sented in a d,.llar 'W'II.7. by a smaller arrow. The percentage of oalma is: 

.. tered. next to the station dot, preceded by the letter 0, whenever it is 

. equal. to or greater than that of the seoondary prevailing direction. Vap. 

of thi. type oODllti tute a guide far forecastiilg or interpolating looal 

winds for thh area or any topographioal analogue, given the gradient wind, 

approximate temperature dilJtribut:lon of the lc.est 4000 ft., ISeason and 

time of day, and they also provide a measure of the probabili t.Y of suCh a 

forecast or estimate being aorreot. 

e 
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(a) Seasow Differenoes (Fig./llj¥). 

(1) Winter day, SW moderate, unstable/unstable 

(2) Winter night, SW moderate, stab1e/moderate1y stable 

(3) Summer day, SW moderate, unstable/unstable 

(4) Swmner niJ~ht, SW moderate, stable/moderately stable. 

This 5000 ft. wind directi. on (aw), like W, has a sUffioient1y high fre-

quency of oocurrence throughout the year to permit narrowing the class 

interval to a single sector (a-point scale). It is here used as the com

mon direction in the comparison of seasons and time of day and will also 

be used in studying variations with speed and stability. The moderate 

speed category (15-29 mph at 5000 ft. IGL), similarly, .il1 be used in 

examining the effects of direct! on, as well aa cf season, time of da7 

and stability. The atahili ty categories UD8tab1e/unstable (5000 ft. 

stabi1ity/200 ft. Ftabi1ity), typioal of midday throughout the year, and 

stable/moderately stable, the most cammon nocturnal type, will both be used 

in comparing the various combinations of the other elements. The patterne 

appearing in these four maps are similar to the typioal night and day pat

terns whioh have already been described in 1'JOJD8 detail, with the exoeption 

that the homogeneity of the upper w:lDd aDd stability greatly reduces both 

the soatter of observed 100al winds and the seasonal variation. In both 

seasons, the day pattern is 0l'l8 of up-valley winds. 70-00J' soutlJ.westerly 

or west-soutmrester1y.t with average speeds 7-12 mph, and with slight up

slope components at the slope stations. While thia gradient wind il asso

ciated with predominantly southeas:ter17 flow through Whiteoak Creek Gap 
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. (frictional f'low from high to low pressure), a considerable frequency of' 

converging 1'1_ is also indioated on map 3 between stations: 015 and 002, 

the latter having the least dependable (lowest frequenoy) prevailing di-

reotion in both seallons. The night maps in both seasons shorr a more even 

.plit between up- and down.alley direction& at most valley stations than 

in the average night distribution, and a greater frequency of' oalms, to 

be expected in view of' the opposition of' t.he gradient wilJd to the drain

age wind. Looal slope winds having a west.erly component are favored 

(station. 001, 010) and only those stations having northeasterly looal 

slope wind. (004, 016) show any significant predominance of' that direction. 

Station 003, the level valley point., has a virtual equiparti tion between 

northeasterlies, southwesterlielF and calms in both seasons~ The main 

deviations of' the summer half-year from the winter can be attributed to 

foliage (more calma at station 010.1 more downslope w1lJd at the 40 ft. 

anemometer level at stat.ions 002 and 005), or to less depth of the drain

lIIge ourrent due to sborter duration of' cooliDg (smaller east.erly-northeast.

erly frequenoies at the higher stations 005. 008, 00'7 and 012). 

(b) Changing Gradient Wind Direotion, Day (Fig. 145) 

(5) Summer day, W moderate, unstable/unstable 

(6) Summer day, NNrl moderate, unstable/unstable 

('7) S'I.1DIJl1.8r day, ENE moderate. unstable/unstable 

(8) S\DIDII8r day, SSE moderate, unstable/unstable. 

Tocether with map 3 of (Fjg.l44) J these show the ef'feots of varying the 

gra4ieut wind direotion only, UDier typioal daytia oonditions. Little 
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change in, the loaal flow pattern occurs with a shift from svr to WI a 

slight shirt of direction at the highest stations. 006 and 007. an in-

crease in the northwesterly frequen~ at the EW-faoing slope and gap 

atations. 010 and 002. a corresponding decrease in the opposing slope 

winds at stations 005 and 015. and a 1 mph decrease in the average up-

valley velocity' at the valley stations 003. 004, 012 and 016. When the 

Y; wind aloft is replaced by NNW (~p 6), the surface up-valley frequency 

. decreases markedly from 79-8"/'% to 44..52%, and the average speed decreases 

further bJ' 1-2 mph, accompanied by the appearance of a significant fre-

quency or northeasterl!ea. A turDing to a more westerly er nort_esterly 

prevailing direction is almost universal, downslope winds nOlI' predominat-

ing at station 005. and an appreciable frequency of nerthwesterly through

flow (about 29%) being indioated by stations 00% aDd 015. With an ED sra

dient wind (map 7) of moderate speed. the up-val1ey winds T1rtally di .... 

appear. the frequency of surface nertheasterlie. risiDg to over 90,(. eros .... 

isobar northwesterlies are favored at stations sheltered frOllll the gradient 

now (002, 015). A reversal to predominantly up-valley flow (39-6l%) i. 

brought about by a further shirt or the gr-adient wind to SSE, with sigaifi-

cant secondary SE maxima. crossing the valley, reflecting a reintoroaaent 

of the thermal cro88....nnd. The upslope wind at station 005 bas its maxi

mum. frequency and speed with this upper wind direotion, azJd ~ through-flow 

is again favored at the gap stations 002 aDd 015. The ridge-top winds 

(stations 006 and 007), as usual, follow the upper direotion most olosely. 

Co) Changing Gradient Wind Direction. light (Fig. l..U6) 

(9) Summer night, W moderate, stable/moderately stable 
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(10) Summer night. IDIf moderate, stable/moderately stable 

(11) Summer night, ENE moderate. stable/moderatelY stable 

(12) Swmner night, SSE moderate, stable/moderately stable. 

These maps repeat the direction sequenoe of Fig. 145 but with typioal noc-

turnal stability, as in map 4, Fig. lhh. It is at first surprising to 

find that the frequencies of southwesterlie. and calms generally inorease 

at the expense of northeasterl1es, at the valley stations,.;when the gra

dient wind shifts frOll SW' to W. However, it has been mentioned 

previously that the frictional component of the surface wind, cros-

sing the isobars frOll high towards low pressure, is greater at night than 

in the daytime relative to the gradient oomponent. It appears- that the 

angle of 30 0 or so olookwise between the valley axis and the W gradient 

wind ilr more favorable to the up-valley wind than the slight (150 ) counter

olockwise angle ot the SWgadient. Since DO corresponding relation lI'a8 

noted under daytime oonditions (mapa 3 and 5), it would appear that the 

friotional component is relatively small in proportion to the gra.dieut 

oomponent during the day_ The great excess of valley northeasterliea 

with a SSE cross-valley gradient wind (map 12) 0Ter those with a NNIf gra

dient (map 10) is: further evidenoe of pronounced friotional flow not 

I1ppearing in the daytime, when the prevailing up-valley winds have DI10h 

the same frequency w1the1ther NNW or SSE cross-valley gradient winds. B7 

and large, however, it is the gradient winds in the Elm quadrant whioh 

most favor the d01'lll-valley draina.ge ourrent at the 11'811 exposedstatians, 

particularly at right-top level, where the frequencies of northeasterly 

-rinds approaoh 100%. The tendency for the more sheltered local winds to 

.~ 
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blow to the left of the gradient wind' is quite pronounced at the slope and 

gap stations" the SE-facing stations (005 and 015) showing the best

developed downslope tlOJr' w.l th an ENE gradient wind while the lI'1-facing sta

tions' (OO~ and 010) show complete inhibition of downslope flow under these 

condi tions. The most favorable gradient wind for the SE night wind at sta

tion 002 is. surprisingly NNW. and at station 005. similarly. northerly 

winds are more frequent with a SSE than with a NNW gradient. To summari ze, 

while surface wind direotions nearly parallel to the gradient direction 

are the rule at ridge-top level. winds in sheltered locations blowing to 

the lett of the gradient direction at an angle of 45 to 900 or more are 

favored at night. In the daytime. ail the other hand. only the most shel

tered stations: show this frictional turning to any appreciable extent" the 

mare open valley stations showing the ohannelled direotion closest to that 

of the gradient wind. with nearly even splitting under cross-valley 

gradients. 

(d) Variation ot Gradient Wind Speed (Fig. 147) 

(13) Winter day. SW strong. unstable/unstable 

(14) Winter night" SW strong" stable/moderately stable 

(15) Winter day, SW light. unstable/unstable 

(16) Winter Idght" SW light. stable/moderately stable. 

Changes in gradient wind, speed alone have a pronounced effect upon prevail

ing surfaoe wiDd directions ,and their steadiness as well as upon their 

speeds" especially under noc'blrnal inversion oonditions. In the daytime 
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the variation is mainly quantitative. Comparing mapS' 13 and 15 of Fig. 147 

with map 1 of Fig. 144, it is seen that as the speed of the SW wind at 

5000 ft. J.S1, increase& from light (5-14 mph) through moderate (15-2'9 mph) 

to strong (30-59 mph). the frequencies or mid-va11ey surface Boutbwester

lie& (stations 001. 003. 004) increase from 55-64% to 73-95% and then to 

84-100%. and the average speeds; at 18.-40 ft. from 4-5 mph to 10-lZ mph and 

then to 11-13 mph. At the ridge-top level the steadiness of the wind b.

oreases as the gradient wind increases- from light to moderarte. but appears 

to remain the same or decrease as the gradient wind increases beyond mod

erate. This' high speed effect is not observed with cross-valley gradients 

(not shown here) and ~s presumably due to intense turbulenoe in the mild 

blowing along the ridges. The prevailing daytime direction at W. Whiteoak 

Gap (station 002), always SE with a SW gradient, increase. in f'requsnoy 

from 58% with a light gradient tc 84% with Btrong, aJ:Jd the upBlope wind at 

station 005 (including the S and :mE wind .. ) similarly inoreasee f'ram: 83 to 

96%. At night, on the other haDd, a reversal takes place at most valley 

stations, f'romprevailing northeasterlies: when the SW gradient is light 

to prevailing southwesterlies when it is strong. The JleltonH1ll willd 

shows this rever.al quite dramatioally, shifting from 5'1% NE with an ave

rage speed of 14 mph when the gradient wind is SIr light to 40%. smr ave

raging 9 mph with a moderate 8ft gradient and 44% SIr averaging 11 mph 111 th 

a BtrOJ'lg SIr gradient. An apparent paradox- a .. sociated with this reversal 

i. the inorea ... in the frequency of oabur at many stations when the upper 

wiIId speed is raised fram: light to moderate. The· relatiwly even split 

between :RE, SIr and calm at ftlley stations. alrefll7 noted ill the disoussion 
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of. map 2. ,is seen to be a transitional phase between prevailing B with 

lighter gradi ants: and prevailing SW with stronger ones. 

(e) Varying ~tability (Fig. 1W3) 

(11) Winter night" SW moderate. average/moderately stable 

(18) Winter night. SW moderate. stable/very stable 

(l9) Winter night; SW moderate. stable/unstable 

(20) Winter morning, SW'moderate, stable/unstable. 

The effect of an increase in nocturnal stability with a southwesterly gra

dient is JIIloh like that of decreasing the gradient wind speed. in that the 

local winds are aooentuated at the expense of the gradient wind. The oon

di tiona- or map. 11 and 18 are the same as those or map 2 exoept for 1es8 

stability in the deeper layers in map 1 T and greater stability in the low

est few hundreds of feet in map 18. The valley stations show prevailing 

soutblres-ter1ies in the former and prevailing northeasterlies in the latter. 

At most valley stations the frequency of calms is less in the very stable 

oase than in either of tbe others" an exception being station 001. where 

local southwesterly drainage itr favored by less stable conditions. It is 

of interest that the S-SW prevailing direction at Melton Hill (001), and 

to a lesser extent at Chestnut Ridge (006) i. favored by either a deorease 

in the stability of the upper layer or an inorease in the stability of the 

lower layer. Just the reverse i I found when the lower layer i. neutral or 

UDStable (map 19) while the upper layer remainll stable. Cut off from the 

gadient flOll'. ,stations 006 aDd 001 then have predominantly easterly winda. 
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while the valley stations, still more dominated by drainage cw-rents than 

in map 2 (more stable lower layer) or U' (less stable upper layer), are 

_ less so than in map 18 (maximum stability throughout). The wind observa-

e 

e 

tiona in map. 19 and 20 are seleoted under identioal categories of all 

the variables exoept time of day. The stability type, stable/unstable, is 

charaoteristio of the morning transition period as well as being a nootw-

nal type accompanying fog or cloudiness. The ytind flow in the morning 

oase differs fram. the nooturnal one in the direotion of closer resemblance 

to the typioal daytime or unstable pattern. Still predominating in the 

face of a moderate SW gradient, the northeasterly winds have on the whole 

a lower frequenoy and greater speed. There is evidence of considerably 

more mixing in the morning case, the frequenoies being relatively homo

geneous over the areas 43-45% northeasterly at the valley stations (001, 

003, 004) and 22-29',( eaoh way at the higher stations (005, 006, 007, 012). 

The percentage of downslope winds remains about the same as at night, 8Jld 

the station 002 wind blows out of the gap, thfj typioal night flow. Thus 

this category seems to seleot',morning oaseS' in whioh the effeots of solar 

radiation on the wind flOl'l pattern have hardly appeared, but in which the 

nocturnal flow, at its strongest and deepest, is on the verge of being dis

sipated. However, this stability type, probably more than most of the 

others, is one which must be interpreted with oaution sinoe it oan arise 

trom several very different oauses. Among these are post-cold-tront s1 tu-

ations in whioh the synoptio pressure patterns require northeasterly flOlf 

in the lowest thousand feet or 80 surmounted by southeasterly flow aloft, 

in whioh case the deviation of the looal winds from the 5000 ft. winds 
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. oannot be attributed to stability and 1001.1" effects. 

The results of the foregoing analysis. supported by an examination of many 

more oombinations of variables, oan now be swmnarized briefly. Looal 

winds follow the gradient wind direction and speed most olosely under sta

ble oonditions typioal of daytime, and inoreasingly as the strength of the 

gradient wind inoreases. Up- and downval1ey gradient wind& under these 

daytime oonditions are aooompanied by quite reliable parallel flow in the 

-valleys, the frequenoies approaohing 100%. Daytime cross-valley gradient 

winds. on the other hand, produce a nearly indeterminate looal flow- evenly 

split between up-and down--valley winds, with direotions slightly to the 

left of the gradient wind (oounter-olookwise, that is, towards lower pres

sure) being slightly favored at very high gradient speeds, while the nOE'

mal daytime southwesterly flow itt favored at lower gradient speeds. Night 

winds· follow a 1001.1 drainage pattern with greater or less fidelity 1.8 the 

gradient wind veotor is' more or less favorable and as the stability of the 

deeper layers js more or less developed. The most favorable gradient wind 

direotions are same 45-900 to the right (clookwise) of the local drainage 

direotion. Stable stratifioation generally reduoeS" the dependability of 

the hourly wind direotions at valley stations, any gradient wind other 

than that whioh reinforoes the 100al drainage current simply introduces a 

large unoertainty in the flow pattern, as ..ell as a large frequenoy of 

calms. .Gradient winds whioh oppose 1001.1 drainage winds reduoe the fre

quency (probability. steadiness, cr dependability) of the latter. This 

reduotion is least at low gradient speeds, and inareases. as the gradient 
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increaseS', 'Wi,th the trequency of' oalms at first increasing and then, as 

the gradient completely overbalanoea the local drainage, again decreasing. 

_here is some evidence that internal mechanisms exist which produce varia

tions- in the looal f'low pattern under essentially constant external condi-

tiona. Inertial osoillations, changes in the depth of the oold air pool, 

and fog formation are examples of such mechanisms. Thus, ldlile admittedly the in-

dependent variables employed in this study are not necessarily the sole or even 

the most powerful ones, while the methods- of de:t;ermining them have been 

somewhat crude, and the class intervals perhaps not as narrarv as 

might be desired, it appears that even with perfect control of' the large-

scale condi tiona, a certain indeterminaoy would still be found in the looal 

wind patterns. 

30. The Three-Dimensional Wind Pattern 

In the preoeding seotions, the wind flow patterns have first been discussed 

en terms of quasi-horizontal layers taken one at a times the valley bottom, 

mid-slope level, ridge-top level, and various upper levels; these patterns 

have then been compared with one another under various conditions of' sta-

bility, time of day or season. Now they 'Will be briefiy examined in rela-

tion to the spaoe ooordinates, and in particular the vertical coordinate. 

Seasonal profiles of wind speed va. height above ground up to 5300 ft. ob-

tained trom pibals both at Oak Ridge and at Knoxville during the two-year 

period Novo 1948 - Nov. 1950 are shown in Fig. 149, Oak Ridge profiles: for 

the lowest 850 ft. are shown in greater detail in Fig. lSO: day, night 

and average curves are shown for each season. In Fig. 1.51, theoorresponding 

e 
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annual ourves are shown .. together with annual graphs of the diurnal varia-

tion of the wiIJd speed at each level. No attempt will be made here to 

analyze these profiles in terms' of logarithmic or power l~ parameters (Ref. 

72).,. Suffioe it to say that neither law fits within the error of the 

observations. but that the values of the parameterlt of either law which 

oan be obtained by fitting narrow layers. and the vertioal and diurnal va..-

riations Of these parameters. have been found to be .. on the whole. con-

sietent with thoBe reported by other investigators (Refs. 73, 74). Of 

course in the presenoe of looal slope currents whioh make their maximum 

contribution to the velocity vector at various levels from a few feet to 

a few hundreds of feet above the ground, it is not to be expeoted that any 

simple mathematioal formula will be applicable. Qualitatively .. it oan be 

observed that (a) mere surfaoe friotional reduotion appears to occur at 

Oak Ridge than at Knoxville. oompensated by increased velocity in the vioin-

i ty ot 500-Z000 ft. above grO'tl.'Dd. with equalization between the two sta

tions above that layer; (b) the average increase with hei ght i 8 direotly 

related to the stability in the lowest 1000 ft •• being greatest at night 

and. least in the daytime, and to the large-scale horizontal temperature 

gradient above 1000 ft.. ~ being greatest. in the winter and least in the sum

merJ (c) there is evidenoe of a two-layer distribution ot shearing stress 

somewhat similar to that analyzed in idealized form by Poppendiek (Ref. 

15),. partioularly at night, the lower layer being of the proper depth 

in the spring season (300 ft.) to be acoounted for by the ridges. while in 

the other seasons the depth (50-100 rt.) is so much less that it may bet-

ter be aooounted for by low-level drainage currents. Both these factor! 

e 
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are Wldoubtedly in operation: we have already seen that the SW drainage 

flow at station 001 (at which these profiles were obtained) decreases in 

intensi ty from 18 ft. to 54 ft. above groWld" and also that the relative 

diurnal speed variation at ridge top and mid-valley stations suggests 

that the ridges have a pronounced retarding effect at night on the valley 

air but much less on that above them" while in the daytime both hill and 

valley wind speeds are affected only by smaller-scale surfaoe roughness 

elements (trees. etc.); (d) the Knoxville 2-year average speed profile is 

nearly identical to the average over the 23-year record. so that the oak 

Ridge data for this 2-year period can al so be considered to be approxi-

mately normal. 

An average diurnal wind speed time cross-section of the lowest 5000 ft. 

for Sept.-Oct. 1950 (cf. Fig. 81 and Ref. 41) is presented in Fig. 152 

as an aid in visualizing the continuous joint variation ot wind speed with 

e height and time. Better documented than the temperature time-section ot 

e 

Fig. 81~ it, is: also somewhat more irregulBro However. the main features 

stand out clearlys the nooturnal momentum stratification of the lowest 

layers. the rapid vertioal equalization accompanying the inversion break

up after sunrise. the friotional loss of momentum to the ground through 

convection up to the top of the adiabatic layer (about 4000 ft.) in mid-

day and the return to ni ght-time ooncii tions with the gradual inareale of 

stabili ty in the evening. A speed maxhlllllll in the vertical profile (per

hans a mioro-jet ot the type proposed by Rossby in Ret • .54) in the layer 

l.6OO-2500 tt. appears at all obse.fvation times betwe.en 6 p.m. and 9 a.m. 
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The patte~ns of the horizontal components of the ~nd which have been 

described in the preceding sections must also be acoompanied by patterns 

of verti oal motion. Up- Ell d downslope winds have so far been studi ed 

solely in termH of their horizontal components. The existenoe of compen-

sating vertical motions in mid-valley has been deduoed without observa-

tional confirmation. The only direot oblJervations of vertioal veloei ties 

extending over a horizontal area were those obtained by means of zero-lift 

(neutral) balloons. These have been analyzed by F. Gifford (Rer. 76). and 

his resul.ts with respect to average patterns are quoted in the following 

paragraphs. 

Neutral balloon data from 100 observation periods" oomprising some 250 .. 

balloon runs were plotted in the form of horizontal (x-y) and vertioal 

(x-z) trajectories. The iatter were then found to be readily olassified 

into four qualitative types represented Ifchematically in Fig. 1$3. Type 

A represents daytime instability with light windsl the balloons character-

istioally move up and down through several thousand. feet without travelling 

very far. Type B also ocours during the daytime. but is associated with 

stronger winds and often with more cloudiness and less instability than is 

Type A. Type C ooour!! at night. with moderate to strong winds.s the bal-

loons go out in s-teady paths. "two or more often being virtually superiJD.-

posed. The classifioations of 30 observation periods by this system were 

fO'lllld to oorrespond almost exaotly to their classifioations acoording to 

the Brookhaven turbulenoe typing system based on the wind direotion trace 

(Ref. 11). In the light of these observations. it is; possible to infer 

from the wind-direction trace what sart of paths the air parcelS' are fol

lowing. The type .. of the initial samplf:l of 100 observation periods were 
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also found to oorrespond to oertain ranges of the 5000 ft. lSL wind speed 

and the lBO-ft. vertical t~perature gradient (Fig. 154), the same vari

ables used in classifying the micronet wind flow patterns. Already avail

able on all the neutral balloon observation punched oards as part of the 

IO-digit olassification code, these variables were then used to sart the 

entire body of neutral balloon obsl'}rvationl!J into typee A, B, C and D. 

The dis"tribution of average vertioal velocity is- shown in Fig. 155 as a 

function of di stanoe and height along two narrow sectors. one down-valley 

(230 -239 0 ) and the other across Chestnut· Ridge (320-329°), far the four 

types. Only balloons which travelled in these direot~ons from the release 

point (station 001) were used in obtaining these averages. In the Type A 

panel. the extent and intensity or regions of upward and damward motions 

are about the same far oross-valley as for up- and down-valley flow. and 

there is no clear indioation of a purely meohanioal lifting ~fteot of the 

e ridge. It is: interesting that even though these are averages over a large 

number of observations," the mean vertioal velooity is not zero •. It is" not 

known whether the same patterns would have resulted if the balloons' had 

been released at some other point, sa:y near an area whioh now appears as a 

oenter of negative vertioal velocity. At least near the release poibt it 

is evident why vertioal velooities must appear to be positive. on the ave

rages otherwi se the balloons would be oarried to the ground and would 

never leave the immediate area. It doem't aeem likely that this prooess 

of natural seleotion ooule influenoe the averages for any great distanoe 

unless some real organization of the motion existed, either with respect 

e 
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to spacing of ·convecti. ve up- and. downdraft&' independent of' location, or 

with respect to terrain features. The alternating positive and negative 

areas more than 1000 ft. above the valley an B suggest the former type of 

organization. with all balloons fed into convecti va updra1't1s. The posi

tive and negative are.as oloeer to the ground, on the other hand, such as 

the downdraft area at a distanoe of 5000 ft. down the valley, at the head 

of the :R.aoooon Creek drainage .. the updraft area at 10,000 ft. distance as 

the seleoted valley aziDlth intersects the slope of ChestD'.ut Ridge, and 

the shallow positive layer along Chestilut Ridge Slope in the cross-valley 

seator, leading to a maximum updraft over the crest, suggest terrain 

efrects. The negative area more than 1000 ft. above the mdd-slope portion 

of the cross-ridge ·sector is not obviously in either categorys If it is 

assooiated with the terrain, it shows that the dOWIlW8l"d currents compen

sating far the upslope winds are not necessarily confiaed to the mdddle 

of the valley. 

The Type B panel still shows eenters of positive and negative vertical vel

ooit" in the down-valley direction which cannot readily be assooiated with 

.p.oitio features of the topography_ The horizontal spacing or the centers 

is roughly twioe that ot Type A.. Again, the oenters in the cross-ridge sector 

do appear to be assooiated with the topographys upward velooit" components 

are found over the warmed slope (also the slope whioh would give mechani-

cal lift to the northwestward-moving air current) with a maximum over the 

crest, and a low center of downward motion occurs on the relatively cool 

(also leeward) side of the ridge. 

Type C shows DRloh less average vertioal velooi"", virtually oonfined to 
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gentle upr~d motions. the balloons which reaoh the highest altitude 

being thos8 with the greatest upward velocity (which looks suspiciously 

llke a buoyan~ effect). One point of possible meteorologioal signifi

oanoe is- the updraft on the near portion of Chestnut Ridge slope. After 

this rise. apparently the balloons levelled off and crossed the ridge and 

next valley without, on the aver_ge, ~ further vertical displacement. 

In Type D, the balloons ordinarily did not leave the local valley, but 

rose slightly from the r"elease point, drifted slowly a short distance, and 

sank to the ground. Those which reached altitudes greater than a few hun-

dred feet generally followed Type C trajectories. t Shallow downslope 

current with vertioal components less than I mph appear s· to be indi cated 

in the cross-ridge section, but the upper positive centers are too strong 

to be accounted for by the nocturnal drainage circulation. 

These results oan be briefly summarized as follows. Type A ~onditions 

(light wind. unstable) produce mainly convective eddies of la.rg~ vertical 

ampli tude and relatively little influenoe of the terrain features. Type B 

conditions (strong ,nnd, unstable) produce thermal eddies of a similar 

character, but muoh more elongated in the direotion of the wind, and with 

some evidenoe of mechanioal up- and downdrafts in the cross-ridge winds. 

Type C oondi tiona (strong wind, stable) parmi t balloons to be carried up 

out of the valley layer but otherwi se prod.uce no appreciable vertical mo-

"' 
tiona, the average ascent being veror gradual when the direction is down-valley, 

but being ooncentrated at the first slope when in a uross-vall~y direction. 

Type D conditions (light wind, stable) result in the neutral ballons (and, 
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presumably, ,air parcels) being largely oonfined to the valley in which they 

were released, rising slightly in m1ctville;y" and drifting slowly a.ay, to sink 

again nearer the slopet Trajectories or Types C and D frequently oocur on 

the same nights, the deoiding faotor apparently being the height or rise or 

the balloon. 

Thus the conclusions to be drawn from Gifford's analysis of the neutral balloon 

observations fit in with those arrived at through a study of the micronet wind 

records: durin5 the day, the ridges have little mechanical effect on the air 

motion, being low in relation to the vertical amplitude of the convection 

curre~ts and far apart in relation to the horizontal travel of air parcels at 

any level. Thermal valley-ridge circulations exist in the mean, but contribute 

or.ly 9; fraotion of the total wind vector observable at any time, being 

overshadowed either by the internal convective eddies of the atmosphere or 

by moderate gradient winds. Durin.g'the night the reverse ia true: the 

gentle slope circulations are of major importance in the valley-bottom 

layer II exoept 'VIi th strong gradient winds or abnormally weak inversion 

de7elopment, ~nile the layer above the ridge-topa moves more or less inde

pendently in response to the larger-scale mountain-valley currents a.nd 

synopti c-s cale pressure fields, with relatively minor horizontal or verti-

oal perturbation attributable to the small ridges, whioh aot only as macro

scopic roughness elements in creating an abnormally large drag on the low-

est layers. Air parcels originating in the valley durirlg typioal daytime 

conditions are likely to be carried upward to heights of the order or 

?COO .. 30ao ft. wi thin distances of a few 'thousands of feet in any dir,eotion. 
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and are just as likely to be brought down again (while being oonstant1y 

. mixed with air from other souroes) after a oomparable length of travel. 

During typi oa.1 ni ght oondi tions ai r paroe1s near the valley floor have a 

oonsiderab1e likelihood ot remaining within a few thousand feet of the 

initial point and within the-valley layer for periods of many 

minutes or even hours. There is. however. a certain amount of exchange at 

the top of the valley layer between valley air, whiohenters the upper 

stream and is oarried ott by it. and the adjaoent air layer. whi oh is par

tially entrained in the desoending ourrents along the Rlopes. This ex

ohange inoreases with inoreasing gradient wind and decreasing stability, at 

tirst halting 100a1 ourrents whioh oppose the momentum brought downward 

trom alort. then changing the valley oirculation to a primarily friotional 

one. detleoted more or less to the lett ot the upper stream to the extent 

allowed by the restraining wallS' ot the valleys. ravines and gaps. 

e 31. Turbu1enoe 

e 

Turbulent ditfusion is the'-pr1m.ary meohanism by whioh impurities are dis~ 

persed in the atmosphere. and also as has been seen at so many ditterent 

points in the preoeding seotions. the primary mechanism. by whioh heat and 

moisture are transferred to and from the earth's surtaoe by the atmosphere. 

and by which momentum generated in the free atmosphere by horizontal pres

sure gradients 1s transterred to the surface layers and dissipated by 

friotion. Two somewhat ditferent kinds ot turbulenoe oan be recognizeds· 

thermal turbulence. or convection. assooiated with superadiabatio lapse 

rates. and meChanioal turbulenoe. assooiated with the impingement o£ the 
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~nd agai~st surface obstaoles, or with the internal shearing stresses be

tween adjaoent air layers. In view of the foregoing analysis (and numerou8 

studies by others) it is obvious that the "independent variables", wind 

speed and stability. are themselves greatly dependent upon the degree of 

vertical turbulent exchange, so that all these interdependent variables may 

be considered to be ultimately·depepdent upon more fundamental variables 

such as the solar radiation, terrestrial radiative heat loss, and large

scale horizontal pressure gradient. However. since the wind velocity (and 

its ver I;i cal gram ent) and stabi li ty are so nruch more readily measured 

locally, and since their clinlatological (diurnal, seasonal, vertical, topo

graphioal) variations are relatively well known, they are the most valuable 

parameters for classifying the state of turbulence of the lower atmosphere. 

Thermal eddies attain relatively large size by comparison with meohanioal 

eddies in the lowest thousand teet over level or moderately hilly country. 

The wind directi on and speed traces of Figs. 11 and 17, which were 

used to illustrate instrumental characteristics, are daytime records, and 

contain apparently unorganized fluotu~tlons (turbulent eddies) from the 

shortest periods which the instrument was capable of recOrding (a few seo

onds) up to periods of the order of 20-30 min. However, it has been noted 

by many investigators, notably Giblett (Ref. 78), Smith (Ref. 77) and 

Lowry (Ref'. 79) that the larger-soale eddies virtually disappear under 

stable temperature stratifications, and that even those wi th periodS' of a 

few seconds are largely suppressed in moderate inversions. 

Gifford (Ref. 76 ), in analyzing the Oak Ridge neutral balloon observations, 
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in whioh the reading interva). (30 sec.) set a lower limit of the order of 

a minute on the period of fluctuations which oould be observed, found 

well-developed eddies in the unstable cases (Types A and B, Fig. 153), but 

none in the stable cases (Type C and D). Frequency distributions of verti-

oal velocity show the magnitude of these fluctuations. When each of the 

small areas defined by 10 degree azimuth sector~ and 1000 ft. distance in-

tervals within 10,000 ft. are olassified as valley, upslope, crest, down-

slope or irregular with respect to trajeotories odginating at station 

001. the resulting frequency distributions of vertical velooityover eaCh 

terrain type and for eaoh turbulence type are as shown in Fig. 156 (only 

azimuths 2300 - 490 were used: a separate analysis for azimuths 500 - 2290 

gave essentially similar results). The arrows indicate the 12.5 and 50 

percentile values of vertioal velocity. 

The Type A and B frequency distributions are oonsideral1ly broader than. 

e those for TypeS' C and D. and none of the turbulence types shows any pro-

e 

nounoed variation with the terirain type. The excess frequenoyof large 

upward and dO~'ard velocity oomponents in the Type A and B oases over 

those in Types: C and D must be attributabl. almost entirely to large-scale 

thermal eddies, more or less randomly distributed with respeot to terrain. 

Their magnitude 1s sufficiently greater than the vertical velocities, re

suI ting from thermal slope winds, meohanioal lifting or balloon buoyancy 

effects (the presumed causes of the recorded nocturnal vertioal velocities, 

which contain the same ! - l! mph positive bias appearing in daytime dis

tributions), that it would appear permissible to consider the standard 

.", 
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derla ti o:Q.S" of the Type A and B distributions a charac~ert sticmeasure of 

the intensity of thermal turbulence. These standard deviations obtained 

f'rom Gifford's histograms are of the order of 2-3 mph. 

From the continuous ,wind records which are available at many stations 

equipped with anemometers and wind vanes' much more detailed information 

regarding the frequenoy distribu'tions of the fluctuating velocity oompon

ents, at least in the horizontal plane, could theoretically be obtained. 

However, such information has not been ,obtained to any great extent in the 

past, for the following reasonst 

(a) The laborious' oomputations neoes3ary to obtain the standard turbu

lence parameters most useful in theoretioal work, auch as functions, 

of the me~ square velocity oomponents, or autooorrelation funotions. 

(b) The subjectivity and difficulty of interpretation of results when 

the usual oonvenient approximations, suoh as turbulence t~~es, 

estimated "'width of trace"'. average ampH tude or range of fluctua

ti on, etc., are used. 

(c) The confusion as to what measure or paramater of turbulence would 

prove to be most useful. 

In the Oak Ridge study, ranges of speed and direotion over periods of 3 or 

15 min. ~Ave been used in order to obtain average values based on numerous 

observations. These measures were seleoted beoause they are easily and 

objectively obtained by clerical personnel, they are statistically related' 
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to root me~ square fluotuations in a simple way. and the disadvantage of 

large 8'oatter of the individual readings could be over corne by using large 

numbers of observations obtained under seleoted meteorological cond:i.tions .. 

The more hours' of observations processed_ the narrower and more homogen-

eous the meteorological categories could be made_ so that variations due 

to oauses independent of those being studied could be largely eliminated 

by averaging over the&e homogeneous categories. The observations analyzed 

here consist of the ranges of direction and speed in the third quarter of 

each hoUr based on vane-selsyn and cup-generator data at 6. 18. 54 (station 

001) and 154 (station 012) ft. in the valley_ and 75 ft. above a 400 ft. 

ridge (station 019). and averages of four 3-m1n. heated-thermopile speed 

range readings per hour at 6. 18 and 54 ft. The periods of reoord are 

July 19-oct. 3, 1950, at 6, 18 and 54 ft., the full year 1950 at 154 ft. 

and the months of February and March, 1951. at Pine Ridge top.. Vertioal 

temperature gradient observations over appropriate layers were available 

during eaoh of these periods. Diurnal and seasonal variations of the 
. "," 

wind speed and direotion ranges and their variations with mean hourly speed 

and stability will be presented.foll~ed by an analysis of their relation 

to the root mean square fluotuations and the bahavior of the latter. This 

entire analysis h3.s been presented a.t a meeting of the Ameri can Meteorolog-

ioal Society, May. 1952. in Washington. D. C., (Ref. 80). 

The diurnal variations of the wind direotion range in each season at 154 ft. 

above ground (station 012), sorted by 5 mph intervals' of mean hourly speed 
. 

and averaged bY,4-hour periods. are shown in Fig. 157. There is olearlya 

midday ma.:x:i.:mum. of directional gustiness in all seasons. with low steady 
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night val~es .. the diurnal variation being particularly pronounoed at low 

wind speeds and tending to disappear v{hen the mean wind exoeeds 15 mph. 

The pattern at lmer mean speeds is strikingly similar both to the diurnal 

curve ot low-level lapse rate (Figs. 77-79) and to that of low-lev.el 

wind speed (Fig. 132). The absolute values and diurnal amplitudes are 

greater in the spring and smaller in the fall than in the other seasons 

partioularly at the law-er mean speeds. Average ranges are 50-1200 through-

out the day at wind speeds of 15 mph or more, increasing with lowering 

mean speed to 80-1700 at night and 200-3000 in midday. 

Similar graphs ot the wind speed range appear in Fig. IS8. While there 

is again a tendency for daytime :maxima at low mean speeds, deoreasing in 

amplitude with increasing speed, this trend is almost masked by a steady 

increase of s'peed range wi th increasing speed at all hours. As in -the 

case ot the direction range, the highest values at all hours as well as 

the largest relative daytime maxima occur in the spring quarter. 

When the speed range is: divided by mean speed and the observations sorted 

by low-level stability (T183 - T5' station 012) and plotted against mean 

hourly speed, the seasonal graphs ot Fig. 1S9 result. It is quite inter

esting that in neutral temperature gradients (curve B), the ratiof~of speed 

range to mea.n speed i8 virtually independent of wind speed ex;cept in the 

lowest speed interval, where underestimation of the mean speed by the gen-

era.tor anemometer may introduce an apprecia.ble error. In unstable gra"; 

dients (ourve A) the ratio is larger than in the neutral case, that is, 

the gustiness is larger in proportion to the mean speed. Likewise, in 
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stable gradients (curves C, D and E), the gustiness is less than in the 

neutral oase. Furthermore, as the wind speed increases, the curve&. for 

~ ditterent lapse rates approaoh a common value. There are thus indica-

tions in all the seasonal averages that, at least at wind speeds greater 

than 5 mph, the relative gustiness (ratio ot gustines~ to mean speed) is 

independent ot wind speed under neutral stability and independent of sta-

bility at large wind speeds. The neutral value approached doee vary sea

sonally, being greatest in the spring and least in the tall. This shows 

that eddies: generated in the layers above 200 tt., in which the seasonal 

variation ot instability follows this same pattern, are also of importance. 

Confirmation ot the relative speed-gustiness pattern is gi '\'en by the graphS' 

ot direction range when plotted in the same manner (Fig. 160). However. 

there are still large decreases with inoreasing wind speed in the low speed 

ranges, under all temperature gradients, so that anemometer errors cannot 

~ be the compl ete explanation. Apparently some large r ela ti va tl uctua ti ons 

ot the wind vector occur at low, speeds, even under stable conditions. The 

analyses.ot the delioate balanoes involved in the looal wind tlow patterns 

~. 

presented in the earlier sections ot this report give ~ple cause to ex

peot unsteadiness in the wind at night. 

Annual graphs are given in Fig. 161 of the four k1nd.s shown in Figs. 1,7-160. 

These show the variations already discussed, somewhat smoothed. The simi

larity of the lower two graphs, one based on fluotuations ot the wind speed 

and the other on oscillations ot the direction vane, is striking. 
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In order !-'> convert these raw observations of speed and direr;tion range to 

turbulence parameters which can be used in calculating diffl1sion <lr in 'TIak

ing climatological comparisons between various locations, some definitions 

and theoretical relations must be consideredo These are given in concise 

form in Fig. 162. .~he wind speed, s, is the scalar ma(;ni tude of the hori

zontal wind vector. The component in the dire~~ion of the mean ~ind is 

designated by u. Frenkiel (Ref. 81) has shown that, in general, the me<'l.n 

value of u over a given period of time, deSignated u, is smaller than the 

mean speed s by an amount varying ",.i th the intensity of transverse turbu

lence (Tv. From his theoretical approximations it follows tha.t the standard 

deviation of the scalar speed, ers ' is a satisfactory first order approxi

mation to the root mean square longitudinal component 5 u• It can similarly 

be shown* that the root mean square transverse component, (Tv' is approxi.

mately the product of the mean speed, s, and the tangent of the standard 

deviation of direction, cT'd. The "intensity of turbulence," Tx and Ty , as 

defined in aerodYnamics can also be obtained by means of these same approx

imation formulas. The assumptions are that the longitudinal (~u) and trans

verse (CTv ) components of the turbulence are nearly equal and that they are 

small by comparison with the mean wind vector. These assumptions are 

not always correct; nevertheless, it is felt that the results obta.ined 

by using these approximations are essentially correct. Thus .both rectilin-

ear horizontal components of the turbulence can be obtained from observa

tions of the mean speed, standard deviation of speed and standard deviation 

of direction, obtained by conventional instruments. It is, of course, 

assumed that a time interval can be selected over which snch means and 

*See following page for footnote. 
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*The deriv~tion proceeds as follows: 

From Frenkiel: 

(s)2~ (u)2(1 + T;) :: (u)2 tF ~ 

from which 

(~f)2 % (s)2 _ c:r; ;: (i)2 _ k2cr!. 

363 

. (Ref·. 81) 

(1) 

These are the approximate relations between u, 8 and the gustiness, Where 

k = ~vltT'u 

Also from Frenkiel: 

~~ (u)2(1-t- T; -rT~) :: (u)2+ cr! ... cr; 
from Ylbich 

cr2 ~ 52 _ (iI)2 _ 0"2. 
u v 

But 

~ iii (8 +s')2 = (s)2.,. 28S' l' (s1}2 

and since i is constant and iT = a.over the averaging period, 

~ = {i)2.,. (Sl )2 :: (8)2 ... cr.~ 

Substituting from (1) and (3) into (2): 

2 _ ( .. )2 2 (-)2 2 2 _ 2 
(Tu - B tITs - s ..,.. fT v - cr v - 68-

(Ref. 81) 

(2) 

(3) 

Thus "u is satisfactorily approximated byers' asSuming, as Frenkie1 does, that 

Tx and Ty are small. Now, \mder this assumption, 

14'; - ~ J.c«s)2 

so that, recalling that u as well as s satisfies (3): 

-)2 2 • (-,-2 2 
2 ,....;. (s 'trv s"'v _ _ 2 fT V 

4" ..., 'i:!t - (s) --
v (8)2 _ ~ .,. (/"2 (u)2.; ~ \i2' 

v u u 

'''l 

", 
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if (f': ,4 u, then V' lu ~ VI lu, so that 
u 

2 
(5)2 ~Z (5)2 [(v~2/u2) = (!Jf(v t lu)2 ii 

~ 

Fer small Ty ' 

C1"tan d t ~ tan a:-d , 

(5)2cr{an d I 

'::r.i~!1 has been satisfactorily verified by observatio!1s, so that 

CT./;::!I 5 tan cr d ' 

--------
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standard de-nations a.:::-n to be computed. This i8, in fact .. a question whioh 

is re19.tee to one of the oentral prohlell'.s of atmospherio turbulence. namely, 

the Gpectrum. The j.llterva.ls adopted here (3-15 min.) are such as can COD-

veniently be studiee by lileans of wind r~cords designed as they are for gen-

eral purposes .. and also such as must be of the proper order of' magni tude 

ror the study of diffusion over distances of the oreer of a mile or so. 

In oro.er to obtain the neces61l.l"Y standard deviati OLS ~f wind speed and di-· 

r9ction from our range data .. it has been neoessary to assume that. on the 

average, the range .. Sor D, in a given .size sample is a constant multiple 

of the standard deviation, 0'"8 or 'ld .. and that the tangent of' the standard' 

d"lviati on of :lirection. tan~ .. is approxilr'Ately equal to the standard devi

ation of the tangent ~and'. Fig. 163· shows the results of 14 fast runs. 

obtained by speeding up the anemogra.ph chart drives. and evaluated in 

terms of all the statisti cal parar.leters neoessary to test these last two 

.... a.ssump ... l.ons. It is seen that the aVFjl"age ratio of range to standard devi-

aU on over a 15 ~min. interval is 4. 2 t 1.5 in the cas e of wind speed and 

50 8 ± 1.5 inl;he case of wind direction. These mean ratios are used for 

del'ivir..g the starilard deviations in the subsequent analysis. The ratio ot 

range to standard.' <.!6viation for the heated-thermopile wind speed data was 

a1 so found to be Ilbout 4. The maximum error introduoed by the approxima-

tior: of ut!ll'ld 1 by tanCld was found to be of the order of t2<YJ'. The result

ing average behavior of'the turbulence parameters in relation to the 

hourly average wind speed. stability and height above ground will now be . 

discussed without. further regard to the dogree of' scatter about the means. 

) 
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the olosepess of fit to the original observations. or the relative effec

tiveness of various possible choices of independent variables. Suffioe 

it to say that the best data were obtained at the 54 ft. level, the high

est level (oonsequently having the highest speeds and most reliable speed 

measurements) at whioh cup, heated-thermopile, vane and accurate thermo

pile temperature-gradient data were all available. Cup ~amometer data 

have been used when the wind speed was 6 mph or over. and heated-thermo-

pile data below 6 mph. 

Fig. 164 shows the graphs of au. cry. Tx and ,Ty for the 54 ft. level sorted 

into narrow- class intervals- of stability (TS4 - T4) and plotted against, 

the hourly mean wind speed'S. The most surprising result is that the 

standard deviati ons- of both the transverse (tfs)and longitudinal (0;;) com

'ponents of the eddy velocities' appear to fall on straight lines when 

plotted in this way. The line representing observations with neutral stll.

bility (T54 - T4 • -0.4 to -0.10 ) passes through the origin. indicating 

that under these conditions the turbulence in the surface layer is purely 

mechanical. di sappearing in the absenoe of a mean wind. The line s for 

superadiabatio lapse rates (T54 - T4 less than -0.4) are roughly parallel. 

incicating that the meohanical component (rate of variation wi th. mean 

s~eed) is unaffeoted by instabilit,y. These lines are displaoed upward 

rather regularly. indioating that there is a steadily inoreasing thermal 

component with increasing instability, independent of the wind speed. The 

thermal o~~onent of the turbulence is apparently considerably greater in 

t.he lateral ( ~ than in the longitudinal (au) directi on. In iJrV'ersion 

~ 
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condi tions (T54 - T4 ~O) straight lines can still be dr9:V\'U, with decreasing 

slope while still passing through the origin, as in the neutral case, as 

if the turbulence, now purely mechanical~ is increasingly damped out with 

increasing stability. The points representing the average <ryfor the low-

est speed class, 0.5,to 2 .. 0 mph are above the straiftit line, a non-linearity 

already observed in the station 012 1irection rangegra~hs (Fig. 160). 

\":hen the intensi ty oOlY'.ponents T x and Ty (or \fu,tu: and cry,tu) are plotted in 

the same marmer ~ the resulting ourves are vary similar in appearanoe to 

those of speed range/mean speed in Fig. 159 and direotion range in Fig. 

160: the intensity in neutral stability (T54 - T4 between -0.4 and -0.10 ) 

is independent of speed and the longitUdinal and transverse components 

are equal (isotropic, or K = 1); in unstable oondition~ the intensity tends 

to inorease without bound as the mean speed approaches zero and to approach 

the neutral value asymptotica.11y with increasing mean speed, and in stable 

e conditions ~enerally lower values are observed except at the lowest speeds. 

e 

The intensity curveS' are not as simple to interpret meteorologically or 

to use for extrapol ation as are the <r curves. 

Neutral stability observations obtained from the three independent sources 

at the 54 ft. level (0;, from generator-cup anemometer records, CTu from 

'thermopile anemometer records and crv from vane-selsyn reoords) are com-

biued in the left-hand graph of Fig. 165. The equality of the transverse 

and longitudinal components under these conditions, the agreement of cup 

and'thermopile data in the 5-10 mph interval, and the displaoem~nt of cup 

._.;; 
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data at low speeds due to negative errors in the mean speed are clearly 
" 

borne out. The variation of rv with height in neutra.l stability is shown 

in the right-hand graph of Fig. 165. While the 6 ft. and 18 ft. data show 

more scatter (at least partly due to sorting these observations ou the 54 

ft. mean speed rather than on the speed observed at each level), they, as 

well as the 154 ft. data, oan be reasonably well approximated by stra.ight. 

lines passing through the origin, and with deorea~ing slope as the eleva-

tion inoreases. That is to say, the gustiness assooiated with a particular 

mean speed is greatest nearest the ground and decreases with di stance from 

the ground, a behavior wldoh might be expeoted in mechanioal turbulence but 

perhaps not in thermal turbulence. The variation of the latter has not 

been examined, since different observations and class intervals of verti-

cal temperature gradient were used for sorting the 154 ft. gustiness data. 

from those used for the 6, 18 and 54 ft. data. 

To complete the analysis of these turbulenoe observations, various param-

eters of the preoeding gr"p.phs' are shown in Fig. 166. The ratio of trans

verse to longitudinal,o-vlau or K,is shCM"D. in relation to m9an speed and 

stabili ty for the 54 ft. level (upper left); it reflects the equality of 

these two oomponents independent of mean speed for the neutral case, the 

excess of transverse over longitudinal turbulence in the unstable cases, 

deoreasing with inoreasing speed, and the reverse in the stable cases. It 

is of interest that K ranges from about 0.7 to 2 in this graph, straining 

the limits wi thin which Frenk:1el's approximations CM be consi elered appli-

cable. The ooefficient of meohanioal turbulence at the 54 ft. level with 

... 
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ORO-99 369 ---respect to wind speed, da-jis (upper right), i~ see:r. to be roughly constant 

in t'3F.[.ler!ltnre h,pse condi tions for both compor«3nts and to drop off wi th 

i1creasing inversion intf;llsi ty, par,ticularly in the tra-'1sverGe directio:r:. 

Thi:; mechanics.l turbulence co':!fficient is s,;en (lo"o!wr J(;ft) to decrfla:::e 

r;ra,duR.l wi th ~levati on I;I,UO;;," croul1u ol'uhlv lo::rari thmical 
"'. 0 

• dropping; 

hy ",'{)out; o~~e-':[Iird f'r0:11 ,3 ft. to 154. :.'t., wi th ~he ridce-top ob:;crvatio:"g 

fi ttirlg 0" Ul~ ~vrve 8,p:)roxima tely at t?1e corn~ct hei t ''lcjQve i;round. 

2j nally, Lt"," l,:lETffi, ... l oompon8nt (10""131' ric:;"lt), or 'vertic"!.l displ'lcenent of, 

the l'.':ro-intcrccpt O'(()) in t:,e (J"'v:,. s gr'ip:1:i:. is seen to 1nore3.s'3 nearly 

li11-:;!;1.rly ,-;i th incre2.sing le:npp.rature lapse antI to re;r.a.in at zero wi th sta-

biJ.i ty bP'FI,ter trian rl'Sutr 3.1. 

A bri df', :"ummary of t!lF. f'ln::!ings 'wi th re:>pect to turbulent eddy velocities 

in she Oak '?i::go 'lr-=a (:!i.11 Ilovr oe gi Vf3Il. ':)l".ytir.1F.l iustebi li ty produces con-

"Tectiv€: eddies with diameter:l of the order of s.;neral th~usands of feet. 

~)·3rio,le or the ordr;r 0(' 10-30 mi-:1., ".I.nd 'both vE:rtical and horizonta.l eddy 

velocitie~ 'avera~in~ about 2-3 mph at a .. ~erage wind speeds of 5-15 mph 

throughout the lowest 10OO~)OOO ft. Gust velocities of 5-10 mph lasting for 

fractions of a minute occur several times hourly under such conditions. 

The intensity of thermal turbulence varies directly with the lapse 

rate, dropping to zero in neutral or stable conditions. Mechanical 

turbul".':nce c;;enerated by the wind in passing over rouc;h c;round is directly 

~roportional to the wind speed and th~ root mean square eddy velocity 

decreases from about 1/3 the mean speed ,at 6 ft. above the ground to 

about 1/5 the mean speed at 150 ft. These eddies are smaller than the 

thermal eddies, ~ith no periods greater than ~ min. and with some at 

least as short as a few seconds. :.l€chanical eddies are damped out in in-

versions, droppi.I1G in the lowest 50 ft. from 1/4 - 1/3 the mean speed under 

adiabatic conditions to about 1/6 the mean speed with a 1°F inversion. At 

speeds under 3 mph, in inversion conditions, fluctuations of direction are ob-

;; 
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::>nrved which seem to ~')e of nHtth'3r wechanical n0r CO!"l'mctive origin. iiechan-

ioal turbul:::nco >:t."oovc the ri S S3'3rr:.e to be cOlrlparal)le in intensi ty to that 

at the same relative !-Jeight "l."bOVIJ thE: valley floor at comparable speeds, e 
~ad since higher avera~e speeds are ob~erved auove the ridgss, particularly 

at night, thR averae;6 turbulence is probably .:;reater th'9re. This may be a 

part of the mechanism for the nocturnal drag effect of the hills as sh~rn 

in the free air v810city prol'iles~ 

32. Summary of the Climatology of the Oak Ridge Area 

Recognizable clirr~tic patterns oan be associated with three different geo-

graphical scales. Of these the largest is the oontinent-ooean soale, hun-

dreds to thousands of miles in horizontal dimensions and tens of thousands 

of feet in the vertical, on which the semi-permanent features of the general 

circulation are of primary importanoe, and variations are on a seasonal 

time-soale.· The smallest is the sca.le of the 'ridges and valleys of the Oak 

Ridge reservation itself, thousands of feet to a few miles horizontally e 
and tens to hundreds of feet in the vertical dimension, at whioh the diur-

nal cycle of hee.tine; and cooling plays the major role. The intermediate 

scale, that of the Southern Appalachian Mount!dns and the Great Valley of 

~astern Tennessee, is dominated by mi~atory cyclones, anticyclones and 

fronts, and the orographi~ modifioation of their characteristio wind and 

e 
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Viettther patterns. 

_Throughout the yefJr, thepoRition and inJ;t::ln~ity of the great Bermuda-Azores 

anticyclO1'lic belt nave a determining effect on the climate of this region. 

Never flir from its a::d s" the '!.Tea 13.:3 low a-v":lrage wind speeds 3.["-:1 se'1son-

ally shi fting directions. In thl;: wil1tl:lr, the axi. s of high pressure is to 

~he south" the winds aloft are from a westerly direotioll and relatively 

strong" ~ fronts and air masses follow one another in rapid suocession. 

These weat.her systems bring frequent rain ann dense cloudiness, restrict

ing the daily temperaturerar..ge and wi th it th.; development of low-level 

stability and instability. The deficit of incoming solar energy with 

respect to terrestrial radiative heat loss ·t;ends to Il'.aintain a relati v'3ly 

stable stratifioation throughout the troposphere. This stability, together' 

wi th the strong latitudir.a.l temperature gradient, permit the lowest layers 

to beocr.ne at times very sluggish, with frequent fog and smoke acoumulation. 

_pring brings an inoreased warming of the lORer atmosphere and a gradual 

strengt.\j,ening am northward mfgration of the oceanio high-pressure belt. 

Soutlnveaterly w-rinds blowing around its western side in the lowest thousands 

of feet oarry heat and moisture, instability, showers .. st1!ong winds and 

turbulenoe typify this season, although alternating with more frequent 

clear skies, vlmon produoe large diurnal tamperature ranges, well-developed 

nocturnal itl'Tersi ons and uaytime lapse rates" and a minimum of fog. low 

cailings or poor visibilities. The influx of tropical airoontinues in 

the summer, wi. th much lower wind speeds up to high levels; fronts and air-mass 

contrasts are at a. minimum and diurnal cyoles well developed. A separate 

high-pressure oell in the eastern United States, acoompanying oontinental 

e 
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cooling and maximum northward di splacament of the semi-perma.nent rut ti cy

clonic belt. produoes light. predominantly northeasterly winds in the 

lower layers. stability. clear skies. large-amplitude diurnal cycles a.nd 

a minimum of precipitation. 

The effects of the Southern Appalaohian Mountains are oonsi derably differ

ent in the oold and warm halves of the year. The winter westerlies and 

1arge-soale cyclonio storms. enoountering these highlands. produce large 

orographic variations of precipitation. wi th a maximum on the side of 

eaoh mountain range facing the prevailing rain-bearing wind. liormally SW I 

this direotion shifts somewhat from year to year. so that Oak Ridge. in a 

transi tion zone between the Cumberland Mountain maximum (>65 in. per year). 

a...lld the tr.id-valley minimum (about 45 in. per year). has a highly variable 

annual total precipitation averaging about 50-53 in. per year. Winter 

cloudiness and fog are increased by the preBence of the mountains. while 

the vn.nd flow varies from up- and down-valley diurnal breezes in '\:;he rela

tively ole~. calm periods to highly variable direct! qns and speeds asso

oiated with the large-scale weather systems. A sheltering effect of the 

Cumberland Plateau can be seen in the lOW' average wind speeds. relative 

infrequency of oross-va11eywind direotions at low altitudes. and a lack 

of SD.OW or extreme oold throughout the large valley by comparison with the 

more open country to the west. In the sUmmer h!llf of the year. on the 

other hand. up- and down-valley winds generated by mountain-:valley temper

ature gradients are more the rule and tend to moderate the temperature 

maximal while precipitation is of a highly irregular shower type wi th much 

e 
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1088 orographic variati on. Up-valley (SW) winds are favored by the general 

circulation pattern of the spring season. while down-valley winds, common 

at night throughout the year. become the prevailing winds in the fall. 

The influence of the small ridges on the climate is highly subject to the 

1arge-s:ca1e conditions. being lim! ted in the presence of excessi va cloudi

ness or stron€; winds to a ch!UUlelling of the wind flow. enhe.ncement of tur

bulence and reduction of average spead. lio signifi cant orographic effect 

on precipitation or cloudiness is attributable to them, but fog and smoke 

are more prevalent in the valleys, and particularly near rivers, than on 

on the ridgesll. With lightening of the large-soale winds and clearing of 

the sky, however. charaoteri stio local patterns of temperature and wind, 

associated with the diurnal heating and cooling cycle, emerge. ~The ridge-

tops and sunlit slopes' become warmer than the free air at the same level 

during the day. and upslope surfaoe wind oomponents amounting to. about 2 

e mph are added to the large-vs.lley breeze and gradient wind in the vicinity 

e 

of the main ridges. At night the reverse occurs, both with respect to tem-

perature and wind distribution, even the smaller rises- and depressions of 

the valley :f'loor being associated wi th downslope drainage flow, collection 

of cool air in the hol1aNs, and development of looal temperature differ-

ences of 50 F. or more between differently exposed valley stations and 

between valleys and ridges. Wind speeds are comparable at equal heights-

above ground during the day, as convective eddies ~~ousands of feet 1n 

both horizontal and vertical dimensions add random components of about'3 

mph to the mean wind vectors. At night, on the other hand, the weak 

.~~ 

.,., 
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100Ell oit: culations, 'With horizontal wloei ti es of the order of 1 mph and 

muoh smaller vertioal oomponents, are insolated from the momentum of the 

upper air currents, which move across valleys and ridg~s nith little 

horizontal ..... -aria tioD in velocity above the ridge top level, with .higher 

speeds than in the .. daytime, and wi th only short-period (few seconds) tur

bulent eddies of the order of t or less of the mean speed, oompared with 

-1 or more in the daytime. 
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Normal sea level pressure 9istribution over North America and the North 
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Fig. 56 Map of mean annual temperature, 1948-1951, Southern Appalachian area. 
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DISTRIBUTION OF DAILY MEAN TEMPERATURE 
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Fig. 6la Probability graph o:f daily mean temperature, Oak Ridge 
(X-10): Annual, stations 001 (1949-1950, based on 
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Fig. 63a Probability graphs of daily minimum temperature, Oak 
Ridge (X-la, station 012, 1947-1951): annual. 
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ANNUAL FREQUENCY OF DAILY TEMPERATURE RANGE 

STATION 012, 1/49 -10/50 
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Fig. 65 Probability graph of daily temperature range, 
station 012, annual, 1949 - 1950. 
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stations plotted against station elevation, Fall 
1949. 
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70a Probability graphs of temperature difference, Oak 
Ridge minus KnOXVille, June 1949-0ct.1950: temper
atUre, wet bulb temperature and dew point. 
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Fig. 102 Surface wind rose map, Spring, Southern Appalachian area. 
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DIURNAL VARIATION OF WIND DIRECTION AND SPEED 
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Fig. 140 Resultant surface wind maps for Bethel-Melton Valley area, by time of day, Summer 
1949. 
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Fig. 146 Local wind'patternas a function of large-scale 
variables: Maps 9-12, showing effects of large-scale 
wind direction in nighttime conditions. 
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Fig. 147 Local wind flow pattern as function of large-scale 
variables: Maps 13-16, shOWing effects of large-scal 
wind speed. 
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Fig. 148 Local wind flow pattern as a function of large-scale 
variables: Maps 17-20, showing effects of stability 
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The figure legend has been omitted and should read; Fig. 144-Local wind 
flow pattern as a function of large-scale variables: Maps 1-4, showing effects 
of time of day and season. 
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A METEOROLOJICAL' SlffiVEY OF THE OAK RIDGE AREA. 

U. S. Weather Bureau 

Oak Ridge, Tennessee 

PART IV. ATMOSPHERIG DIFFUSION 

Descriptive Observations of Diffusion 

1. Smoke Trails 

Processes of eddy diffusion and exchange have been encountered in many 

earlier sections of this report, notably those on visibility, local and 

vertical temperature variations, local and vertical wind variations, 

coupling between local and general wind streams, and turbulence. T~e 

interdependence of all these phenomena ~s well as the wide range of eddy 

sizes involved render both theoretical and empirical quantitative formu-

. 1ation of the laws of atmospheric diffusion very difficult. Qualitatively, 

on the other ruind, fairly clear associations can be found between the rate 

and character of spreading of smoke trails (used as a visual tracer) on 

the one ~and and the wind speed, vertical temperature gradient and gusti-

ness on the other (References 11, 82, and 83). It will be recognized immed-

iate1y that these are not completely independent variables, being in turn 

dependent upon the diffusion of momentum and heat. More fundamental 

variables are the horizontal pressure and temperature gradients, large 

scale vertical motion, net radiative heat flux, previous history (te~ 

perature, stability, momentum and turbulence) of the .air and roughness 

and configuration of the underlying surface, but these are less readily 

measured. 

. 
The behavior of smoke trails criginating next to the ground, as a function 
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of wind speed (18 ft., station 001) and vertical temperature gradient 

(TI e3 - T5 station 012), is illustrated by the photographs in Fig. 167, 

all taken from "Ai' t~eodolite position facing SE, and vdth the wind 

direction at station 001 eit!1er NE or ENE. Each picture is .'3. composite 
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of several photographs taken within a period of a few minutes. At the 

lowest speeds it is clear that t~le E;ffect of stability is to produce 

horizontal flow with a minimum. of eddyinG, w:"lile the effect of instabil

ity is to produce la:rge vertical and transverse eddies tending to mask 

the !:lea.n wind. Tne smoke sp!'8ads away from the gro'md, thinning most 

rapidly in the unstable case, while in the stable case it remains concen

trated at the ground to greater distances. With increasing wind speed 

the resemblance of the three stability types to one ~~other increases, 

the angles of vertical spreading in the inversion and lapse types 

approaching that of the neutral type. The thinning of the smoke with 

distance increases with increasing wind speed, remaining somewhat greater 

in lapse than in inversion conditions up t.o 10 mph. The area of Haw 

~idge visible above the smoke can be taken as an inverse measure of the 

rate of vertical diffusion with respect to horizontal travel. This area 

decreases from stable to",-ards unstable, decreases with increasing wind 

speed in the stable case, increases with increasing wind speed in the 

unstable case. When the increased longitudinal dilution due to wind 

speed is taken into account, it is se~n why the visibility improves so 

rapidly at the higher wind speeds. In addition, there is same indica

tion of a larger horizontal spacing of the eddies with increasing wind 

speed and with increa.sing instability. 
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These same patterns of vertical diffusion have also been observed in the 

photographs of smoke from the X-IO pile and steam plant stacks. In order 

to compare these patterns wit~ those found in the gustiness data, measure-

ments of the ratio of half-width z (ground to edge in the case of sur

face smoke, center .. to edge in t.!1e case of stack smoke) of the visible 

smoke plume to its length x at a distance of about upO ft. along the plume 

have been made on both surface and stack smoke p.!1otographs. An average 

ratio has been obtained for the group of photographs taken at each obser-

vation time and these have in turn been averaged by wind speed and sta-

bility categories. Only observations with .1-rE or F~'iE wind at 18 ft. have 

been used for surface smoke measurements, and only those with NE, ENE, 

SW or WSW for stack smoke measurements. nl the more numerous categories, 

the range of observed valueS' is often very nearly equal to tnat of the 

entire body of data, yet the averages fall into a pattern quite similar 

to those of the longitudinal, transverse and vertical eddy velocities ob-

tained by means of wind vanes and anemometers. The results of the smoke 

measurements are shown in Fig. 168 together 'With the corresponding lateral 

gustiness graph for the 154 ft. level (annual average, 1950, station 012) 

for comparison with the stack plume widths, and both lateral and vertical 

gustiness graphs for the 18 ft. level (July 19 - Oct. 3, 1950, station 

001) for comparison with the surface plume widths. 

The plume width curves, "/hile more irreguJ.arthan those of gustiness 

(probably due to paucity of observations), resemble them in showing an 

increase from inversion (stable) to lapse (unstable) conditions, a 
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decrease ~t first with increasing wind speed and an approach to a steady 

value, independent of wind speed and stability,. at high wind speeds. 

Numerically, the average visible plume widths. relative to length, are 

slightly smaller than the corresponding root m'3an square eddy velocities., 

relative to mean wind speed. The major anomaly, a tendency towards 

small plume widths under conditions of large lapse, particularly when 

accompanied by high wind speed, may be accounted for by the extremely 

rapid thinning of the smoke under these conditions. A more quantitative 

interpretation of these relationships will be presented later. 

In addition to the variation of rate of diffusion with wind speed and 

stability, a variation of the character of the smoke plume can also be 

seen in Fig. 167. Under conditions of light w::inds and tempers.ture in

version (illustrated also by Fig. 139) the edges of the smoke are smooth 

and soft, indicating an· absence of me~um and large scale eddies already 

noted in the analysis of the turbulence observations. Large temperature . 

lapses, on the other hand, are accompanied by hi~~ irregular trails, 

with alternating upward puffs and prolonged downdrafts Which are closely 

related to the oscillations (thermal convective eddies) seen in wind vane 

and anemometer records and in neutral balloon trajectories obtained under 

similar conditions. Wit.'I-J. increasing wind speed, the mediUm-scale, rela

tively unorganized mechanical eddies become mOl·e and more predominant, 

regardless of .the thermal stratification. Of course, it should be remem

bered that the intense mechanical turbulence accompanying high wind speeds 

tends to produce a uniform distribution of potential temperature, i.e., 
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to destz:oy large lapse6 and inversions ana. oonvert. them to mare nearly 

adiabatic (neutral) gradients. Far this reason both large lapses and 

large inversions in the surface layers become rare at wind speeds exceed

ing 8 mph. 

2. Radioactivity Traces 

In an area such as that surrounding the Oak Ridge National Laboratory 

with its multifarious low-grade sources of radioactivity and its complex 

microclimate, the interpretation of outdoor radioactivit,y measurements 

is far from simple. Natural radioactive gases emanate from the earth at 

a variable rate depending upon the state of the ground, decay through 

complex chains of daughter activities, and are dispersed into the atmos

phere to var.ying degrees depending upon the turbulent. exchange. Man-made 

radioactivities issue frau. the pile, laboratories and chemical pilot 

plants in a bewildering diversity of alpha, beta and gamma emitters of 

varying energies, half-lives and physical states. 

With the help of specialized instrumentation supplied by Dr. F. J. Davis 

of ORNL, Health Physics Division, some resolution of the more important. 

radioactive components of the Oak Ridge atmosphere has l)MI1 possible. 

Fig. 169 illustrates typical diurnal and aperiodic variations of natural 

atmospheric radon (aipha) concentration, atmospheric gamma radiation re

sulting mainly from pile operation, and beta-gamma particulate activity 

resulting frau. miscellaneous Laboratory operations as well as from natural 

sources. Radon, which emanates from the soil in a manner somewhat analo

goUf to the evaporation of soil moisture bas a charaoter!stic diurnal 
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variation at 3 ft. above grouna roughly parallel to that of the relative 

humidity. Its concentration is high at night (about 10-9 curies/m3) when 

vertical mixing is at a minimum, drops rapidly in the morning as soon as 

the low-level inversion is destroyed by solar heating of the surface, re

mains low during the afternoon (below the instrument threshold: of the 

order of 10-11 curie/m3), and again rises gradually during the evening. 
, 

This 100-fold diurnal variation of concentration, which would probably be 

approximated over any extensive, steaqy area source of contamination, is 

independent of the wind direction and has been found to be essentially the 

same at several observation pOints at different directions and distances 

bOIl the Laboratory. 

When the incident gamma radiation dosage-rate is corrected for natural 

background (earth, atmospheric and CQsmic)by subtracting the lowest 

halt-hour average in each 2L-hour period (longer if necessary to exclude 

~ ~ wind directions from known sources), the r~inaer (Fig. 169) reflects 

primarily the wind direction. Exposure rates averaging a few }Ir/hr. 

(micro-roentgens per hour) occurred in the example shown whenever the 

wind blew towards the detector from the pile stack (and occasionally when 

the wind instrument registered calm). The peaks are greatly reduced at 3 

miles from the stack. These excursions were evidently due to A41 acti-

e 

vated in the pile cooling air and discharged through the stack, but it is 

impossible to determine from the gamma observations. alone whether radio

argon was present in the air immediately surrounding the detector or only 

at some distance (up to several hundred feet) away. If unifo:rmly' distrib

uted throughout the atmosphere within several thousands of feet of the 
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det.ector. only about 3 x 10-9 curies/mJ would have been required to produce 

the observed peaks (5 pr/hr.). However. the clouds of radioactivity were 

undoubted~ much smaller and more concentrated: using a t.ypical zo/x (from 

the smoke plumes) of 0 .. 2, a total instantaneous diameter of some 1200 ft. 

would be expected "at a distance of one mUe, with most of the material 

concentrated in smaller puffs and eddies within this. Fluctuations of 

wind direction away from the detecting instrUlllent during the half-hour 

averaging period would also have reduced the observed averages consider

ably below what would have been obtained in the middle of the stream. 

Thus the concentrations within the plume must be considered to be of the 

order of 10-6 to 10-7 curie/m3 at 1 mile under average meteorological 

conditions and subject to considerable meteorological variation. The 

quantitative analysis will be presented in a later section, following a 

discussion of the diffusion formulae and parameters. It is interesting 

to note that while the concentratiOn determination is quite ambiguous, 

the exposure is measured quite precisely, and the half-hourly averages 

1 mi. downwind of the stack are' found to be of the same order ot magni

tude as the natural gamma background: some 3 to 10 Pr/trr. 

Ver,ylittle particulate beta-gamma contamination is found in the atmos

phere by means of the constant air monitors employed by the ORNL Health 

Physics Division. Measurable concentrations are virtually only folDld 

under inversion conditions, and then are a small, fraction of the natural 

radon concentration (1 to 3 x 10-10 curie/m3) and independent. of wind 

direction so that a natural origin is indicated for at least a part of 

". 
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this a~ti~ityo Occasional rises can be traced to particular operatiBns 

in the Laboratory, with favorable winds. 

Superimposed upon the broader patterns of stack-gas radiation shown b,y 

the half-hourly averages, the original beta and gamma records reveal a 

much finer structure, with fluctuations down to the limiting resolution 

period of the instrument (of the order of 1-3 min.). Fig. 170 shows 

instrument charts illustrating the typical diurnal changes in character 

of these traces and their variation with distance from the stack. On 

the finer time-scale as on the broader, the rises and falls at 1 mi. 

mainly reflect shifts of the wind towards and away from the direction 

of the detecting stations with respect to the stack. This is true of 

both the beta and gamma charts, since the "beta" detector is also quite 

sensitive to gamma radiation and should properly be called a beta-gamma 

counter. However, while the gamma and beta-gamma exposures are roughly 

e equal at night (before 8 :15 a.m., time of first breaking of the inver-

e 

sion) there-is a noticeable difference between them during the daytime 

due to a definite contribution from beta radiation. The radioactive 

argon from the pile cooling air emits both beta and gamma rays. Since 

gamma rays can be detected for hundreds of feet in the air while the 

beta particles have a maximum range of only a yard or two, the relative 

proportions of these components received at a given point vary with the 

distance and size of the radioactive cloud. If the proportion of gamma 

to beta radiation in an infinite, uniform cloud is taken as a yardstick, 

the proportion of gamma radiation will be much less than this inside a 

525 
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small: cloud, whUe the beta radiation w1l1 De virtual.l7 nil it the cloud 

is some distance (more than a few yards) from the detector. Thus the 

radiation received at the ground from the nocturnal stack ga! traU is 

almost entire:q gamma. radiation, since the radioactivity is a1ll08\ entirely 

contained in a narrow lqer 80me hundreds of feet above the ground. In 

the dqtime, on the other hand, IDB.D1' puffs of stack gas reach the ground 

at one mUe, so that considerable beta rad:iation is :r;oeceived • 

.. Calibration formulas have been developed by .,. d. Davis (W. 84) wMah 

permi t a rough estimate to be made of the conCentration and. size of the 

radioactive cloud. For example, two 15 min. periods have been chosen 

from the records at 1 mi. shown in Fig. 170.. during which the stack 

gases were being carried towards the detector: 3:27 - 3:42 a.m., when 

there was a 40 inversion, and 9:35 - 9:50 a.m., when the T183 - T5 regis

tered O. T:!1e total incident radiation, concentration, and estimated radiuS 

of a uniform cloud necessar.y to give the observed gamma rad:iation are 

shown in T&ble46 for the two cases. 

The examples- given in Table 46 Ulustrate a fundamental difference between 

inversion conditions on the one hand and. neutral or lapsecoz.ditiol18 on 

the other, in observations of radioactive stack gases at the ground within 

a few miles of the source. Gamma detectors downwind of an elevated source 
/ 

receive exposures of comparable magnitude from both the concentrated 

trails several hundred feet above the ground characteristic of inversion 

, conditions and the relatively dilute puffs some hundreds of feet in radius 

which surround them during lapse conditions. Beta radiation, on the other 
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TABLE. 46 

RADIOACTIVE EXPOSURE, CONCENTRATION AND CLOUD RADIUS, APRll.. 29, 19S1 

Time 3:27-3:42 a.m. 9:35-9:S0 a.m. 

T18) - TS, of. 14 0 
... 

Gamma, roentgens/hr. 9 x 10-6 14 x 10-6 

Gamma plus beta, roentgens/hr. 9 x 10-0 20 x 10-6 

Beta only, roentgens/hr. 0 6 x 10-6 

Beta concentration, eurie/m3 0 24.4 x 10-9 

Gamma from infinite, uniform cloud 
43 x 10-6 of this concentration, roentgens/hr. 0 

Gamma infinite/gamma Observed 0 3.1 

Radius of uniform cloud giving 
this ratio Remote 400 ft. 
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hand, is of importance only under lapse conditions, unless the source is 

close to the ground~ The smoother character of the trails at night and 

the more irregular, broken-up character in the daytime are also clearly 

shown by Fig. 170. 

In the records obtained at 3.mi. and Si mi. from the stack, some addi

tiona;t characteristics of the radioactiviv are . illustrated. First the 

compensating effects of dilution and radioactive decay, in the case of 

the isotope under conSideration, are of interest. The wind speeds in-

creased from 1-5 mph before 8:00 a.m. to 6-12 mph after that time, but 

the 2 to 4 fold increA~A in dilution resulting from this increased wind 

speed was overshadowed by a corresponding decrease _in travel time from 

the source to. the detector •. Radioargon, having a half-life of 110 min., 
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would have decayed to a fraction of its original concentration at the 

distant station when the wind speed was light, as shown by Table L.7 

UBLB 47 

rlA.I)IQACTIVE DECAY OF 441: FRACTION REMAINING 
AT EACH STATION AS A FUNCTION OF' WIND SPEED 

Wind speed, mph 1 2 3 4 5 

Station 1, 1.0 mi.: 0.68 O.s., 0.88 0.91 0.93 

Station 2, 3.1 mi.: 0.30 0.55 0.67 0.74 0.79 

Station 3, 5.4 mi.: 0.14 0.36 0.50 0.60 0.66 

10 

0.96 

0.89 

0.82 

20 

0.98 

0.94 

0.90 

As a result ot this compensating effect the observed concentrations drop 

ott rapidly with distance under all conditions, so that at 5! mi. they are 

ha.rdl.y detectable above the statistical fluctuations characteristic or the 

radioactive background. However, since the peaks appear to broaden out 

. with increasing distance, slight rises can be measured somewhat more aCCll-

rate~ than closer to the stack where the fluctuations are shorter and 

more abrupt, particular17 in neutral or lapse conditions. 

The relative~ prolonged rise of both beta and gamma radiation, but partic

ularly ot the former, at 1 and 3 mi. atter 8:00 a.m. illustrates an1.Jl..o 

portant phenomenon which was tirst complete~ described by Hewson (Ret. 

85) and" wId.~ has come to be known as the "morning fumigation-I. Thie 

is a' s:imW.taneous rise in ground concentration at many Points, various 

distances doWnwind, due to the abrupt downward mi.xing of stack gases which 

had been carried out in a concentrated stream alott during the night~ 

Its persistence is due to the continued presence of the upper part of the 
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nocturnal inVersion above the original gas trail level for some time after 

lapse or neutral conditions have been established below. Were it nOD for 

the low wind speeds and resulting decay of the radioactivity with dis

tance, . similar peaks could be expected at 5t mi. 

Conditions favorable for the appearance of definite peaks due to radio

argon at 5~ mi. downwind of the stack are illustrated in Fig. 171. It is 

seen that the wind at station 012 (154 ft. above the valley) shifted from 

a more westerly direction towards the valley axis about 4:40 a.m., and at 

Station 019 (80 ft. above a 400 ft. ridge) about h:50 a.m. The wind 

speed at Station 012 during the half-hour following this shift was near 

6 mph and that at Pine Ridge (019) about 14 mph. In spite of these re1a-

tive1y high speeds an inversion of 20 F. was recorded at Station 012. 

The gamma activity at 1 mi. began to show small peaks at about 4:20 a.mo, 

reflecting occasional brief puffs of wind in the proper direction preced

ing that time. .Increasingly large rises began at 4:40, 5:10, and 5:45. 

A single large peak was recorded at 5i mi. between 5:25 and 5:40 a.m. 

From these data it appears that the travel time from the source to the 

detector at 5i mi. was only about 35-45 min., (corresponding to a wind 

speed of 8-9 mph) so that only some 20% of the original activity would 

have decayed. The moderate stability and small gustiness combined to 

prevent rapid lateral or vertical spreading of the trail. Thus a combin

ation of large wind speed (preventing decay enroute) and stabUi ty (pre

venting rapid diffusion) are required to enable A41 from the pile cooltDg 

air to be detected above natural background at distances greater than 
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ering ot the plmae height with increasing wind speed, an effect which will ~ 

be considered in more detail later. 

'!'be morning transition from. stable to unstable flow including a t,ypical 

-f'ma1gation"l are illustrated in some detail in Fj,g. 172. A shallow inver

sion ('1'54 - '1'4 and '1'183 - '1') both about 10 F.) persisted until 6:30 a.m., 

tollowed bT a change in the lowest 54 ft. to neutral by 7:00 a.ll. and un

stable thereafter. The lowest 183 tt. became superadiabatic by about 7110. 

!he 154 tt. wind direc,tion showed onl.7 short period fluctuations of 8III8ll 

uplitude betore 6,50, tollowed bT ahaost cOlIPlete damping out of turbu

lace unt1l. 7145, when gustiness characteristic ot daytime lapse graduall7 

began. The wind speed W'&8 rather stead;y at about 5 mph 'throughout the 

mol"'DiDg. During the period betore 7145, oDlT smooth, long rises appeartld 

ia the ~ traces at 1 iii.. and at 7.1$, tollowing a period ot partio

ularq stead;r, direct upvalley now one such peak appeared also at 3 m. 

'!'he stack gas "stre ... 'IIIItl7 bepreSUJled to haTe been high, narrow, CODca

trated and al1ghtlT _ander1ng during this period. Beg.1 nn1 ng about 7 :50 

the 3 111. recorder showed a series ot high, irregular peaks, preced.:l.ng 

• si.ilar but larger and lIIOre irregular series at 1 m. starting about 

8t20. The earlier occurrence at 3 iii. i8" evideDa, of the erratic nature 

of dOWllRl"d II1:d.ng. Uter 9100 a.a. the tJPical d.qt1ae lapse pattern 

beaa. •• tablished, with i.rMplar shon, occasiona ,,1' intense putts at 

1 iii. correspoDdiila to periOds of wind direction 235-2400; becolling 

broader and so wale as to be almost undetectable at 3 111. 
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An interesting example of t~ evening transition to stable now with 

reversal of the valley breeze 18 shown in ng. 173. Four sharp peaks 

of gamma radiation roughlY equal to the background radiation occurred 

between 3:10 and 3150 p.m. on this occasion, following swings of the 
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wind vane towards 2.3.$-2L.Oo. lore diffuse rises occurred shortJ.;y att.er 

4:00, 4:.30 and $:1$ p.m., tollowed by 11 h01lrs ot wind. direotiOlUl 20-30. 

ott the valley u:::l.s. UntU 4:30 p.L, a superadiabat.1c teaperatve 

lapse was registered in both the .54 tt. and 183 ft. la,.era, tollowed at. 

first b,y gradual stabilization, thea b,y rapid formation of • 2Oi'. 1.IrIer

sion in .54 ft. b,. 6tO.5 and 183 ft. b,y 7:1.5. A.5 minute period of maooth, 

direct SW wind now from the stack towards the 1 at. detector at 6tSO -

6:$$ was followed bT a lull-scale g_ peak (.3 tilles backgr01ll1d). H0w

ever, b7 this time the sur.tace wind (18 ft. Station 0(4) at the detector 

had been light NB-BSE, that is, opposite to the directiOl1 of lIOT_ent ot 

the gas traU, far about 1 hour. .&.t 71.50 the stack-level wind in tlll"D 

suddenl1' reversed, remaining northeasterlT for the night. DDr1Dc the cala 

preceding the 'reversal or the wind vane, and for half an hour .tollOlriag 

the reversal, the gamma acti'ri.1;J' rose to tbl order of twice backgrotlDd, 

exhibiting a t,.pical long, aooth DOCturnal peak. BYideDt.q the radio

activ1tT carried up the 't'8ll.q b,y t.he last pu.tf ot the afternoon 1IJ'-V8llq 

breeze was brought back over the detector -.hen the noctlll"D&l. ~vaUtIIT 

movement deepened to the level ot the stack-gas stre ... 

3. Effects of BuUdings, Forest, Ridges aDd CJ&J)! 

The foregoing discussion o.t the d1.tfusion o.t II'IlOb and gases ill the 'ri.c1D

itT of the Oak Ridge Bational Laboratol"7 bas been 11a1ted to the cue of 
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direct' up- ordCJWDoevalley naw. Surface smoke trails were further limited 

to those travelling soutbweS1iward .from Station 001, that is" ~ from the 

built-llp Laboratol"7 area and over relatively unobstructed terrain. Addi

tional COIIplications are introduced by flaw at law altitude over buildings 

or trees, or by cross-ridge wind directions. 

, Isolated buildings and other abrupt obstructions produce systematic distor

tiona of the mean flO'll', up-drafts and horizontal spreading generally 

occurriDg on the wind1rard side" down-drafts and enhanced turbulence on the 

lenard side. These et'fects have been fOUDd in 8IIOke photographs take 

iD. the Y-12 and I-2S Areas. In iDYersion conditions" the vertical effects 

are decreased, and horizontal spreading around obstacles increased. In 

buUt-ap areas containing uu;r b1lil.dings" the main effect. are increased 

turtraJ.eat Jdxtnlt.and horizontal spreading, persistent local air currents 

greatly differing from the mean wind" aDd stagnation of clear or contam-

J 

f 

-

iaated air in sheltered spaces" particularl;v in light winds. Again the e 
effect of a temperature ilIveniOD is to produce exaggerated horizontal 

8pNadiDg w::l:thlD. the space& between build1:ngs" and local stagnation. It 

,mould be remeabered" however" that surface inversions are not &8 intense 

in bullt-up areu •• 111 open count17, so that the la18r containing build-

1JlC8. will have a more UDitorm vertical distribution of contamination at 

n1gt1t. than w:Ul t.;. t corresponding layer over open ground. 

Forests affect the _an flow and character of diffusion .omewhat the same 

nat.1ca of air accompaDied by enbanced lateral (or even up-wiDd) spreading 

e 
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wit.hin i;be forest, and increased turbulence above the forest. canopy_ 

_ Flow across ridges under daytime light wind conditions would not differ 

much from that along the valley axis. With stronger winds, systematic 

e 

e 

up-drafts develop OD the windward slopes (see P'ig. 15S, 'l)'pe B). No 

systematic lee down-drafts are detectable in the smoke or neutral balloon 

observations nth the source in a valley bottom, with the except.ion ot 

shallow downslope drainage at night. Gaps through the r:idgea affect onlT 

those smoke trails emitted direct~ upwind ot them, a striking effect 

being the horizontal spreading at the smoke, as it issues from the gap, 

aloDg the leeward side of the ridge. Some eddying of the up- and down-

valley winds into and out. of gaps and ravines has been observed, and COD-

taminants ODce entering in such an edd.f III8l' pers1Dlo aft,er the more expoaed. 

portion ee the trail bas blown by_Some arching at smoke tra1l.s over 

ridgep bas been observed; no definite evidence baa been obt.joed a. to 

whetherslllDke or gas plumelf emitted near ridge t.op level under inverat. 

cClIDd1:t.1one actually. COllie in cant.act. nth the elevated portiana of 'She 

grovnd.· From considerations of ridge and tre ..... ir nocturul. tellperatl1re 

distributions, it would se. that. the mid-vall. soarce 1fOUl.d haTe to be 

well below ridge-top level tor such contact norma.ll.T to occur. 

])1ttuaion Fonaulu aDd Parameters 

4. General Point Source Foraulas 

The atmospheric diffusion theo17 of O. G. Sutton, firtrt pabl1aned in 1932 

(Ret. 86) has been refined and adapted, b7 ita author ito .. hoa' at 

specific applications, cover:ing ablGat the entire range bt diff_i_ prob ... 

leu experienced at oak Ridge and IIIUJT others (s1JIIII8rised in B.r. 81. 
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Cbap\er ~). As a result of its widespread application in the fields of 

chea1cal warfare .. (Ref'. 74 .. and 88) industrial. air pollution abate

.ent .. (Ref'. 89 .. 90 .. 91 and 92) hydrologic evaporation studies (Ref. 93 .. 

9b.). adel radioactive waate disposal CBet. 8.3, 9S) .. a background 

of tamiliarity with the properties.. short-comings and range of applicabil

ity or this tbeor,y has been buUt. up in recent years. WhUe in each field 

ot application Sutton's fOl'llulas represent only one ot several equally 

satistactor;y approaches .. they seem. to incorporate the essential variables 

fA • uniquel;r nex1bIe unner, allowing direct application in all these 

tieida. Because ot this background of experience with them .. and their 

fiex:1bUiV .. Suttoa's tomulas have generally been taken as the starting 

point tor 801"ri.D& practical problems of diftusion during the Oak Ridge 

_teoroloaical surv.,. program. Bowe'f'er.. it should be emphasized that the 

Yer1.!ioau.o. of this the017 i8 still tar frQID complete, particularly in 

CGDd1tioaa or larp lapse or inversion, and at distances ot more than a 

t .. aUes tr. the source. 

8QUCII'. baste -t1.ret appran.ation- concentration tora'alas are as follows: 

(1) IDs'taataneou point source, 

Q [(- )n-2(x'l: i2~'_ .2 \1 
~(x.,., •• t) • """1' ___ '" _~'.:t/~_\Jdap[ ut \.ex2 +C;Z + c;'1'j 

e 

e 

e 



e 

e 

e 

DIFFUSION FORMULAE AND PARAMETERS 

(For ready reference) 

For convenience the formulae for the diffusion of matter discussed on pages 534-542 
(formulae 1 to 23) are listed. Some have been rearranged for clarity and (7) has been corrected: 

1. x = Q [( -2 (x!- v2 Z )] 
(X,y,z,t) rr%CxCyC

z 
(ut)3(2-n)/2 exp - U(P CI + c; + ~ 

2. Q exp[-y2/C~r-n] { [(Z- h)2] [<Z + h)I]} 
X(x,y,z,t) = rrCyCzux2- n exp clx2- n + exp clxl-n 

3. __ 2 Uz _ (Z )n/(2,-n) 
Ut Zt ' 

4. 
4vT~-2n 4vT~-1n 4vn,-ln 

c:::: = (1 - n)(2 - n)un ~ = (1 - n)(2 - n)uIl cl = -;:(1:---~n)~(2::---n-:-)u-;:'n' 

5. u=-ln -u* (Z) 
k Zo 

6. X _ 2Q . [ hZ(ut)n-z] 
(ut) - exp 

C3rr% (ut)s(z-n)/z CZ 

7. TID 2Q [h2] 
rrUC2(Ut)2-n exp - C2(lit)2-n 

8. X => 
2Q ...: ( 2hZ yl (2-n) 

max 
hS G rre)% 

ut - 3Ct 

9. 
' 2Q '- (hZ t(l-n) 

TIDmax =-- ut= -
rreuhl CI 

10. 2Q ( hI ) 
X(X) = rrCyCzur-n exp - cix!--n 

iii 

1 



11. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

19. 

20. 

21. 

22. 

23. 

2Q (Cz) 
X max = lTeuhz Cy 

(ut)o = (QlXO )2/3(2-n) 
C31T% 

2Q 
'VI = 2-n -"x) lTCyCzUx 

. X = (~~r!(2-n) 

Xg = ( QlXo )1/( 2-n) 

lTCyCzU 

x = hu/W X' = JX2 + hZ 

Q 

X(x) ..f2iTCy iThxh -n)/Z 

_ 2Qf (h2 ) 
X = a{jfCZUx(~-D)/2 ex:p - c~r-n 

Q 
Deposition = v'2lTC

y
Ux(2-n)/2 

Q 
Deposition = lTC2(ut)2-n 

h + All = effective height 

A6= Q 
2lT¥.. pcpCS~3(2-n)/2 

Q 0.2n 

Zmax = (2lT¥.. pcpcaae;az) . 

z = Czx(2--n)/2 In QlM 
IiTc ziix (2-n)/2 

x = (QlM )z!(z-n) 

fiuCz 

iv 

e 

e 

.r 

e 
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(2) Continuous point source at height h (m) above ground: 

"X x,y,z . = exp r exp ( ) Q exp(_y2/ey,2x2-n
) t (Z-h)j I [~2 } 

1f CyCzux2-n Cz.2x2- n Cz2x2 

where X = concentration (gm./m). 

Q = source strength (gm. for instantaneous source, p../sec. 
for continuous source, or, in the case at radioacti .... 
contam1 nants, curies and curie/sec. respectivelT). 

x,y, z - dowmrl.nd, crosB-1find and vertical coordinates .aasured 
from the center of the moving cloud in the instantaneous 
case, and from a point on the ground directlJr beneath 
the source in the continuous case (m). 

t = time after instantaneou& release (sec.). 

u = mean wind speed (m./sec.). 

535 

n III a non-dimensional parameter associated with the 8'1iabUit7 

en U2 
ul 

and identified with the exponent in the power-law wincl 
velocity profile through the taraulal 

(~t(2.,n) 

The range ot n is trom 0 to I, the value 1/4 being widell' used tor the 

case ot neutral (adiabatic) equ1l1briUll (the "1/7 power prom.-). 

Ox,. Cy, Cz • generalinci non-isotropio dittusiCID coeffioients 

[m)n/~ defined as tollont 
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(h) c.z.2 = 

ey.2 a 

C 2 .. . .. 

hin Tx2-2n 

(J...-n) (2-n)~ 

h"'" 2-2n ~-.rl 

(1-n)(2-n)uD 

h VO't. 2 ... '/A 

(l-n)(2-n)uU 

OBO-99 

'S n approachea; 0, Cx" Cyand Cz reduce to V2Tx, rnl and ~z • 

V:: kinematic visoosi1;y ot air, which varies, in the vicinity ot Oak 

Ridge, froID. 1.4 x 10-5 p. m. -1 s",,-l at low temperature and high pres

sure to 1..8::L 1.0-5 gill.' 11..-1 sec.-l at high temperature and low pressure. 

Tx, Ty, '1'. • C0JDp0D8nts ot the non-d:i.Dlensional (relative) intensit)r of 

t1ll'bal.eace. 

Suttoll bas suggested that for nrul.ly rough'" now the mo1.ecular kinematic 

visCOSity,y, .mould be replaced b.:v a "'cr~viscositl·' ., ot the order 

t4 lO""'2 •• 2 eec • ...t. This quantity can be evaluated under conditions ot 

Deutral stabUi., 1a 1Ih:l.chcase the wind profUe follows the logarithmic 

law. 

(5) 11;;".lD L 
, k So 

wIlere .0. a roughness length characteristic ot the. underll'ing surface. 

k :: VOll lu..n I S constant, • 0.4 (non-dimensional.). 

~ = the-friction velocity", i.e. the velocit,y whose square, 

ault1pl1ed by the denait,)", is nl1lll8ri.cal.l7 equal to the 

shearing stress at, the ailweartb interface. 

e 

e 

e 
( 
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Then N =l!*Zo. 

e, T,ypical values. of Cy and Cz for large lapse, neutral, moderate inversion 

and large inversion, and the resulting concentrations as a function ot 

stack height and distance for unit emission rate (Q. 1 gm./sec.) have 

been tabulated by Sutton (aef. 89) using the molecular viscosit,.. and by 

M. L. Barad and Go: R. Hilst (.Ret. 96) using the macroviscosity. 

e 

~ e 

s. Formulas for speCial Cases 

The following special cases are encountered sutticient17 trequent17 in 

practical applications to justify listing tbe~ tormulasl 

(6) Central ground concentration at a point downwind of an instantaneous 

elevated. source, assuming Cx = c,. = C ... C. Let % e 0, 7' = 0, I • h, 

double 'X to allow for reflection b,.. ground. 

'l1' 3/2 C (Ut.):3C2-n)/2e%p t(Ut.) ..... 2 h2/~ "X (ut) = ~ 

(7) Total integrated dosage (TID) at a point on the ground dowmdnd of 

an instantaneous elevated source. Integrate (1) with respeot to 

x/U trom - ... to f ~, holding it constant; ,.. = 0, • = h. Un1taa 

gm./sec./m. 3 or curie sec./m.3 

Tm= _..;;;;2Q~ __ 

7rc2ti(ut)2-n 

r. ~b2 ~ 
L C2(ut)2-n J 
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(8) Ua.x:imum ground concentration and distance of ma:x:imum dowmdnd of 

an instantaneous elevated source. Set..l.%;: o. 

'Xma.x = -:-_29=--_
(~ 1f'3) 3/2h3 
3· 

. lit :: {2h2 1 1 
~[ 2-n 

d t 

(9) Maximum. integrated dosage at the ground and distance of ma:z:1mum 

downwind of. an instantaneous elevated source. 

TIDmax = 2Q 
7I'e u hi 

lit =(~) 1 
2-0 

a Set - (TID) -= 0 at 

(10) GrOlmQ concentration do1lIl1find of a continuous elevated source. 

7 = s = o. 

'X (x) = -
7T crz. ii:Jt2-n 

up {-hI \ 
\0,,2 x2- n J 

(11) )laTimua ground concentration and distance of maximum dowmrind of a 

ContiDlIDU8 elevated source. ~'%I.Jx = o. 

'lUx::' 2Q &. , 
"elb! ~/ 

x ~9~ 

e 

e 

e 

( 
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(l2) Correction for finite initial central concentration ~ with Gaussian 

distribution. Substitute Utf (ut)o for fit in instantaneous source 

formulas and x f Xo for x in continuous source formulas such that 

(13) 

(ut)o • ~~ .,~ • 

Xo 

If' 'Xo is a ground concentration, substitute 2Q for Q. (ut)o and Xo 

are distances of virtual sources, upw.1nd ot the real. source, which 

would produce the given initial concentration"lo at ut == x • o. .All 

concentrations tor tIt <0 or x <0 are tiotitious. 

Qrtound concentration downwind of a continuous ground source. 

y = s = h = o. 

"X(x) = 2Q: 

1r ¥zu2
-

n 

(llI.) Axial concentration trom. a continuous elevated source, to be UN in 

estimating maxims ground concentration resulting tl'Oll do1IIIward de

formation of the plume a::d.St substitute x· tor x in toraula (13), 

where x' is the m1n1111l11 distance along the p1l1111e axLe tram the source 

to the point of measurement. For s1lllple, large downdrafts ~ 

velocity w, x • hU/i, and. x, = VJ f. h~. For dowDdrafta in the lee 

ot large buildings, x I = X .;. h. Su.ch detOl"llations woald be expected. 
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to, be acc01llpanied by' ertraord1narilT large values of Cy and Cz • 

Situations ot this type have probably produced the majority ot the 

"least dilutions'" reported by Church (Ref. 82). "eddy peak con

centrations'" reported by Gosline (Ret. 92) and "down wash" or 

~lowdown" concentrations reported by steam power plant investigators 

(lite. 97 and 98). 

(IS) "Fumigation": or trapping ot material trom a continuous: elevated 

source in a shallOW' lapse or neutral layer surmounted by an invel'

sion. Integrate (2) with respect to z. trom 0 to 00 and distribute 

unitor.ml.¥ through depth h. 

Q 'X (x) • 
Y2Jf r,. uh x(2-o)/2 

If' the material being mixed downward has accumulated alott during 

a period of stability, the val.ues of Cy. u and n should be those 

approJr1ate to the stable period. 

(16) A:nrage concentration over a long period of tiDe, from a continuous 

elevated source. 

- 2Q1' 
~ = rJ-,"cs u 2- n!2 

up;: h2 , 

~12x2-n I 
where tJ.-i8 the a.nguiar width of the sector over which the average· 

COZlOentratioD is aeasurf;d. f is· the wind direction trequenc;y 

t.onJ.oU the seotorJ- during the sampling period. 

e 

e 

e 
i 
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(17) Complete deposition (lI!fal1outtl' or "rainoutlf) of the trail dowmr1nd or 

a continuous elevated source. 

Deposition (gm./m.2.) = y2ji' ~Ux(2-n)72 

The more complex case. of partial deposition has been treated b7 BarOll, 

Gerhard and Johnstone (Ref. 99). 

(18) Complete deposition ("fallout- or "rainoutlf ) at the center at the 

cloud dowmrind of an instantaneous source. 

/: 2) = _.....::Q~:-::-Deposition (gm. m. 1fc2(ut)2-n 

(19) Correction for rise of cloud, axis due to bU07aDC7 and mcaent_ at 

the source: substitute h fIlh for h, where 41h is the increase In 

effective source height. Formulas for estimating these effects will 

be discussed in a later seGtion. 

(20) Rise of a hot putf in a neutral atmosphere. Sutton gives: 

Lle= Q 
2cpr~2 C3z)(2-n)/2 

(Iter. 9S) 

where A8 = average temperature excess of clOud over enviroDDlent. 

Q = total heat, released (cal). 

Cp = specifio heat of air at constant pressure. 

P = densi V of &ir. . 
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c • generalized diffusion coefficient, including effects of 

enhanced turbulence due to relative Illation of the clam 

and air; values of 0.3 to 0.6 ml/8 were found b.v sutton 

to give reasonable diffusion rates in the case at shell 

bursts and an atomic bomb test. 

n = a stability index" taken by Sutton to be t in all prob

lems of this type. 

This formula does not give any limit to the height of rise. 

(2l) . Rise of a hot puff in a stable atmosphere. As a first approx1matioo, 

aSSlBe the potential. temperature of the puff follOW's formula (20), 

wh1l.e that of the atmosphere increases at a constant rate 9 6/9z. 

~u1l1briUll is reached when Ae = z, Be/8 z. Then, 

Z-.x at (. Q _,0.276 

\.~,r72C3aa'8S/ . 

(22)· Verlicalw1.dth at the visible plume from a continuous smoke source. 

(a.) nevated source:: 

•• C x (2-n)/2 ~n ~. )l. 
s , y:;r CzUl: 2-n)/2 -; 

(let. 88) 

where .. = vertical. distance from plume axis to visible edge, 

J[ = m1D:I.IIUIl Visible smoke density per unit cross-section 

area in the line of sight (gm./m. 2); other symbols 

are detined as in formula (2). 

(b) SUrtace source: double Q. 

e 

e 

e 

l 
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(2.3) Length of the visible plume from a continuous smoke source (viewed 

from one side). 

(a> Elevated source: 

X=~u) ~ 
(b) Surface source: double Q:-

6. Special Formulas for Radioactive Contaminants; 

(24) Decay correction. Multiply' Q. by exp (-0.69.3 tiT) for instantaneous 

sources and by exp ( ... 0.69.3 x/UT)for continuous sources, where T is 

the half-life in sec. 

(2$) Gamma exposure at the ground from a narrow trail of infinite length 

at a perpendicular distance r (m). 

I ::::: 180 (1 .;. b 'PI" )e-FFQItir (Rer. 84) 

where I = gamma exposure rate in roentgens/br. 

11 = total absol'pttoa coet:rlc1mt or a:tr fft gannna radiation 

=6 x. lo-3at-1 for energies between O.QS anelle. Mev. 

b = buildup factor due to back-scattering ~4/7 although 

experimental results bave varied nth the scale of the 

exper::lments. 

E = Gamma energy in Mev. 

Q • souroe emission rate (curie/sec.) 

ii = .willcl speed (m./sec.) 

r = h directly' downwind. 
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Lowr.1 (Ref.,lOO) has developed more involved gamma dosage formulas for a 

wide range of meteoro~ogica1 conditions. 

7. Determination of Sutton's Concentration-Distance Index n 

Sutton's original suggestion (Ref. 89) that suitable values of the parameter 

n could be determined from wind profiles by means of formula (3) has been 

modified considerably in his more recent writings and those of his co-workers 

(Ref. 74, 87). His tentatively recommended typical values, 1/5, for large 

lapse, 1/4 for neutral, 1/3 for moderate inversion and 1/2 for large inver

sion are representative of observations obtained under suitable conditions 

(similar to those at Porton), but even under ver,y good observational con

ditions the reported values contain a wide scatter (e.g. Ref. 101). Over 

rougher surfaces these values of n are not even representative of the wind 

profiles, which, in general, do not ,closely follow a power law. But the 

most serious difficulty is that, except for the Porton test conditions, the 

values of n obtained from the wind profiles do not correspond properly to 

. those representing the variation of concentration with distance from a 

source. Barad has shown (Ref. 102) that the behavior of a smoke plume from 

an elevated source during a strong inversion appears not to fit Sutton's 

generalized theor,y, and Sutton himself has. recognized that the wind profile 

is more sensitive to surface irregularities than is the diffusion • 

. Both the general nature of the variation of the wind profile index with 

stability and the modifications mentioned by Calder (Ref. 74) and Sutton 

(Ref. 87) have been borne out, by and large, by the oak Ridge observations 

despite the complex wind structure described in earlier seotions of this 

e 

e 

e 
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repone .. lIaD;Y hlmd.rede of determinations of n have been made .. using data 

from all types of anemometers as well as from pilot. balloons, with the 

following result.s. 

545 

a. At 8.l'JT value of the stability, as represented by the vertical tempera

ture gradJ.ent, and in ar.ry layer within the lowest SOD ft., a scatter of 

values of n is obtained, ranging from 0 to 1.00. 

b. Averages of large numbers of individual n values, grouped on the basis 

of stabUi t;r or time of dq, are generaJ.ly nigher than n values determined. 

from ratios at average wind speeds, which. in turn, are general~ higher 

thaa the values published b;r Sutton (Ref. 89). When the observat.ions are 

grouped in nArrow intervals of wind speed, of course, the results of the 

twD Ilethoda approach each other • 

. o. Dayt1Jae observations, or observations obtained lmder neutral or lapse 

cCDditions. sbmr more unifol'lllit.;r of n with height., i.e., closer cCllformit;r 

to • pewer law, thaD do night-time or inveraien oba_nat.ions, in which n 

ordina.ri.q increasea with height.. For example Table 48 gives values ob

ta.iDed trca the wind sneed profiles sham in Figa. ISO and 151. The noo-e 

t.1l'l"II&l. variati-. with heigh~ ill not surprising in vin at the shield.iD« 

etten at the ridges, 8tagnat~on ot air in the valle;y lqer wit.h enhanced 

shear above, and tora-t.ion ot sballow local slope breezes. 
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TABLE 48 

n FROM AVERAGE WIND SPEED PROFILES 

10 ft. to 40 ft. 

2, ft. to 100 ft. 

100 ft. to 400 ft. 

~ 

0.3 - 0.4 

0.3 - 0.4 

0.2 - 0., 

Nigh~ 

0.3 - 0.7 

0., - 0.9 

0.8 - 0.9 

Average 

0.3 - 0.5 

0.4 - 0.6 

0., - 0.7 

d. No significant TariatioD of n with wind speed is apparent. For example, 

Fig. l74-A and -B represent curves of n vs. temperature gradient in the 

layers 18 to ,4 ft. and 18 ft. (station 001) to 140 ft. (station 012: 210 

ft. above station 001 ground level) respeotively. In each case average 

values of the wind speed at both levels have been obtained for narrow inter-

vala of wind speed at one of the levels. and of temperature gradient; the 

resulting values of n have then been averaged in somewhat larger intervals. 

~th graphs are based on contacting anemometer data. There is a sligh' 

tendenO)" for. the slope of the curve~ to decrease with increasing wind speed. 

but this is masked by the irregular! ties and mq not be sign1t1can1;. AgidD 

it can be notea. that the differenoe between the shallower and deeper llqer 

(showing deviation from a power law) is greatest in inversion conditions. 

e. Values: most nearly corresponding to those published by Sutton are ob

tained by me&n6 of contacting cup anemometers:, in the lowest tens of feet 

abO'f'e the surface. Fig. l74c, comparing the contaoting cup aDemome~er with 

the cup-generator and heated-thermopile types in a restricted interval. or 

,4 n. wind speed, shows that, although closest agreement i .. foand beWeeD . 

e 

e 

e 
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the latter two types, they give higher values than Sutton's. Fig. 1740, 

comparing smoothed average curves for the 101fer layer ~ro~ SO ft.), 

the upper layer (ro~ 200 ft.) and Sutton's values, sholfS that it is 

the lower layer which fifle Sutton's profile parameter most closely. The 

Oak Ridge data most, nearly resembling the Porton data, tlum., are those o'btl 

tained under most nearly comparable conditions of observation. 

f. Values,of n have been determined from ratios of observed radioactivity 

at I, 3 and S! mi._ northeast of the pile stack. Since the beta observa

tions were unreliable ldth respect to stability of background and calibra

tion, only gaDIIIIIl data were used. Nomograms were constructed from formulas 

(6) and (2) from Which n could be read, given the wind speed, the gusti

ness <OV has been used to determine both qy and ~) and the concentration 

ratios. Observatione. for the period April 27-29, 1951, during which the 

instruments were fUnctioning properly at all three distances, were used. 

Fifteen-minute average and peak radiation were obtained and grouped by" 

wind speed and stabUi ty. Ratio8 of the average l5-min. expoeu:re, average 

peak and extreme peak in each categor.,v, for only those observations which 

followed periods of wind direction 235-2450 by a suitable time lag depend-. 
1Dg upoa the wind speed, were used to obtain values of n. The average 

range of vaJ.ues and number of observations in each category are shown in 

Table 49. 

The tendenc;y for n to increase with stability is very slight., but. this is 

DOt. 8~ris1Dg since the gamma radiation represents not the local concen

tratiOll at the detector but an integrated concentration through sane large 
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TABLE 49 

n FROM D~R.EASE OF ATMOSPHERIC GAMMA. RADIATION BETWEEN 1 AND 5t MI. 
DOWNWIND OF THE PILE STACK, APRIL 27-29, 1951 

T183 - T, 2 mph 
5 mEE. 10 mph 

° .0.32 t. 0.04 (2) 

<0, ,il 0.29 ,,0.05 (5) 

1-2 to I- 5 0.33 '-0.09 (13) 0.28 to.ll (5) 

>1, 0.34 :10.09 (4) 

volume (radius several hundred ft.). Thus, while the distant concentra.-

tions may be represented relatively well, those nearer the stack are over-

estimated in inversions and underestimated in lapse conditions. That is to 

say, the difference between inversion conditions, when the concentrated 

trail is.aloft and the ground concentration near zero, on she one hand, and 

lapse conditions, when radioactivity is present at the ground but the cloud 

is broken up into small puffs, on the other hand, is smoo:thed out by the 

gamma ooservations. Nevertheless, it is gratifying to note that, when 

radioactive decay has been allowed for, the downwind cOllcentration inte-

grated through some volume near the ground falls oft approximatel1' as the 

inverse 1.66 to 1.72 power of the distance on the average. Since most of 

the case~ represented in Table 48 fall ~ the ftmoderate inversion" categor.y, 

this is in satisfactor;r agreement with Sutton's value of -1.67 for the 

exR">nent of x under these conditiona, but differs significantq from the 

values of -1.3 to -1.6 which would be deduced from wind profile! in the . 

appropriate lqer. It is concluded that the use ot Sutton's values or the 

e 

e 

e 
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·lower curve of Fig. 1140, relating n directly to the vertical temperature 

gradient, would be preferable to the use of wind profiles. 

8. Appropriate Values of Sutton's Diffusion Coefficients Ox, Cy and Cz• 

Using observed values of the gustiness and wind speed, and values of n 

derived fram Fig. 1740, the gener~lized diffusion coefficients ex, Cy and 

Ca, can be calculated by means of formulas (4).. The resu1 ts of applying 

this method to the available Oak Ridge observations are summarized in 

Fig. 115. In extreme lapse conditione with light winds, higher values are 

observed than any shown in this figure, reaching 2.5 at 18 ft., 1.3 at 54 

ft. and 0.5 at Pine Ridge (400 ft. above the valley). The three coeffi-

cients v&r7 with lIind speed and stability in the same general manner at 

the 18 ft. level, at which all three were observed, apd the coefficient 

ot transverse (crosswind) diffusion, Cy, shows a similar pattern at all 

levels at which wind vane observations were obtained. This pattern con-

e suts of & decre8.8'f' of the coefficient with increasing thennal stabili1;J' 

e 

... d with increasing wind speed, the latter variation being greatest under 

cODd1tioDS of large lapse and light wind. At large wind speeds the coeffi-

ci.ts tend to approach a common steady value, decreasing slightly wi. th 

stabili't7 and altitude. Values of the coefficients corresponding to typi

cal day, night and average conditions are given in Table 50, and the 

variation of C with height above the valley floor is illustrAted by 

Fig. 176. 

Sutton's published values (Ref. 89) are included in Fig. 116 for compariaaa. 

The two sets of data follow a common qualitative pattern: an. approximately 
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TABLE SO 

OBSERVED Vn.UFS OF ex, Cy AIm CZ FOR TYPICAL CONDITIONS 

Height above valley 18 ft. S4 ft. 230 ft. 420 ft. 

Height above ground 18 ft. S4 ft. ISh ft. 80 ft. 

Station number 001 001 012 019 

a. D~ytime ~ sUEeradiabatic lapse: n = O.lS to o. 20 ~ 

Wind speed .. mph S 6 8 9 

<:X' (m)n/2 0.27 0.2$ O.lS 

Cy, (m)n/2 0.34 0.28 0.22 0.21 

Cz, (m)n/2 0.23 

b. Night-time (moderate inversion: n = 0.30 to 0.4Ol 

Wind speed, mph 1 2 S 9 

~, (m)n/2 0.12 0.11 0.07 

Cy, (m)n/2 0.14 0.11 0.08 0.08 

Cz, (m)0/2 0.1h 

c. Average (neutral stabilig:: n = 0.22l 

Wind speed, mph 3 4 6 9 

Cx .. (m)n/2 0.19 0.17 0.12 

Cy, (m)n/2 0.20 0.17 O.lS 0.13 

Cz .. (m)n/2 0.2l 

logarithmic decrease of Cy with height .. with lapse ~alues: about. 7/4 times 

the average .. .tmd moderate inversion values 2/3 times 'the average. The 

fact that the Oak Ridge values are some1dlat larger than Sutton IS, and in-

creasingly so with ~eight, is not at all surprising, since the three major 

e 

e 

e 
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difference~ between the two sources of data would all favor such a depar

ture: (a) the Oak Ridge observations represent l5-min. gustiness while 

Sutton's are based on 3-min. observations; (b) the Oak Ridge wind speeds 

are much less than those used by Sutton; and (c) the increased roughness 

at Oak Ridge, and· particularly the effects of the ridges at the upper 

levels, would be expected to increase the gustiness and" with it <7. 
Thus these two sets of data can be considered to be reasonab~ consistent 

with one another. 

An attempt, has been made to obtain an empirical check on the magnitude of 

Cz by calculating smoke plume widths by means .of formula (2l) and compar

ing with the observations previous~ discussed. She:rwood (hef. 66) in 

presenting this special integration of Sutton 1 s diffusion equation as an 

application to the theory of smoke screens" gives the minimum mass ot oil 

smoke per unit area in the line of sight for screening as 0.33 gm./m. 2 

e As a first approxilllation let us arbitrarily assmne that 1/10 this concen

tration would define the visible edge of the cloud. (Onl.¥ the order of 

e 

magnitude is of importance in this calculation.) The average SOlD."'ce 

strength of an 6-pound smoke pot entireq consumed in 12 min. would be 

5 gm./sec. so that Q/M is approximately 150 m. 2/sec. n and Cz{Cy i~ used 

as an approximation for Cz at stack level) can be obtained from Figs. 174 

and 175 for the appropriate meteorological conditions. Table 51 and Fig. 

177 summarize the results of such calculations. 

\ 

Two main sources of difficulty could be anticipated in attempting such an 
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TABm 51 

CALCULATED AND OBSERVED SMOKE PLUME WIDTHS AT 400 FT. e 
Surface Stack 

TI83 -T5 Z Obs.- Z Obs. -
u Z Calc. Z Obs. Z Calc. Z. Calc. Z. Obs. Z Calc. 

OF. mph' ft. ft. f"_ ft.. ft. ft. 

-2 ' 2-4 90 llI4 S4 

5-7 56 128 72 

8-10 4B 76 28 

-1 0-1 140 136 -4 
f 

2-4 6h 116 ,~ li5 100 55 

S-7 39 100 61 32 80 48 

8-10 34 '92 58 25 120 95 

11-13 21 70 49 

14-16 16 60 L4 e 
o to .j:3 0-1 7' 116 4' 55 50 -5 

2-.4 33 84 51 28 80 52 

So-7 25 8& 59 18 60 42 

8-10 - 16 70 5b 

11-13 20 76 S6 

17-19 - 12 60. 48 

A 0-1 32 loB 76 26 70 L4 

2-4 16 72 56 11 70 59 

S-7 6 50 L4 

e 
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ana1.ysis: first,. 0/11 is not knOlYIl, particularly for He smoke,. which prob-

ably adsorbs relatively large quantities of moisture and second, thermal 

and aerodynamic turbulence generated by the smoke source have not been 

taken into account. An error in WM would have to be very large in order 

to have a noticeable effect, since ~ the square root of the logaritha 

of this quantity" enters into the formula. In order to account for the 

ratios of 2 to 5 between calculated and observed values .. ::Q/M would have 

to be increased by a factor of roughly 102 to 106.. varying with w:ind speed 

in a manner contrary to that of the relative himidity,. a necessary factor 

in hygroscopic adsorption. For an increase of o~ 1000 in Q,/M, over 900 

gal. of water would !:lave to be added to the smoke in its first 400 ft. at 

travel during the l2-min. burning time, so that this source of uncertainty 

does not appear to be adequate to account for the observed discrepancies. 

However, since the differences between observed and calculated widths are 

tit nearly all about 40-60 ft. without any appreciable trend with wind speed 

or stability, the second factor, namely, enhancement, of the ~l'Oloc1c&L 

• 

diffusion due 'to the aerodynamic disturbanoe created by the source .. may be 

the main cause of .error. In fact .. if 52 ft. are added to all the calculated 

widths to all". for this initial disturbance .. the observed and cal.culated 

lddths agree rather well on the whole. 

ThiS, of course,. dows not constitute an experimental verification at Os .. 

1dlich could actually be much too small, with an error which increases 

with increaSing wind speed and increasing stabil1t;r (errors in D could 

easily prodllle this effect). On the ,other hand.. there is a po88ibllit.J 
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that Cr; i~ of the proper magnitude, but that at thia: short distance the 

effect of the source disturbance 1s of a comparable magnitude. Unfortu-

nately, the smoketralls were not reliably Visible at greater distances. 

This question is an important one, since d01lU1l'ind concentrations are 

essentially proport~onal to the inverse square of the diffusion coefficient, 

so that a 40% error in Cr; will result in a 2-fold error in the calculated 

concentration, whereas an error of a. factor ot S in Os. will result in a 

2$-told error in the concentration. 

9. Studies ot Plume Ria. 

The height ot rise of a stack gas plume depends upon the combined effects 

ot "aero~c· turbulence induced in the wind stream b.1 bo~ the stack 

and the jet itself, and "meteorological" turbulence in dissipat.iDg the 

vertical momentum and bu.o;yanoy of the stack gases, and also upon the t __ 

perature stratitication ot the atmosphere. JIaD¥ incomplete, oversillpl1-

fied or ~ solutiGDS to this' complex problea have ,been publisbed 111 

recent Tears. '!'wo formulaS'" contain1D.g both IIOJll8DtUII and bu078DQ ter-u, 

whioh have rece~tl.y CCllle 1IIto, wide use, that, or Bosanquet, CareT and Haltcm 

(Ref. 10) and that of Davidson (Ref. 104) based on Br;p.nt's wiDd tunnel 

data, give results diftering tram ODe another b7 an order or _gnitud.e wheD 

applied to specific probleu. An aapirical tonmla obtained b7 Rupp, 

Beall, Bornwasselt and JohD.soD (Ret. 24) OD the basia of __ tuanel. ~ 

1ments aiaed at prediotdDg the behavior or the li-10 P1la 000l.1.Da-a1r 

exhaust stream, recOllJllends itself au the grotIl1ds or eEtireme si1lplic11w, 

but,'toakes into accmmt onl3 the momentllll eftect. In aU the tOl'Slllat,1c:ns, 

e 

e 

e 
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the primar,y meteorological effect is a decrease of plume height with 

increasing wind speed. 

Measurements of the apparent height of rise of the centerline of the smoke 

plume~ emitted b,y both the X-IO Pile stack and the X-IO steam plant stack 

were made by means of the smoke photographs. with the sample restricted 

to up-and down valley directiGns (perpendicular to the line of sight). 

More careful observations of the same sort have been obtained by F. 11'. 

Thomas of the Tennessee Valley A.uthority, Division of Health and Safety, 

at the Watts Bar Steam Plant, about 40 mi.. SW of the Oak Ridge area. 

(Ref. 105). The pertinent characteristics of the three stacks and their 

effluents are summarized in table 52. The observed plume heights, 

plot'ted against wind speed. are shown in Fig. 178, together with curves 

representing the three formulas mentioned above. 

Stack height, 
Orifice diameter 
Exit velocity 
EJ:I.t temperature 
Volume emission rate 
Heat emission rate 

TABLE 52 

STACK AND EFFLTmfr PA.RAlIETERS 

%-10 
Pile 

L.lO 
steam Plant 

200' ' 180' 
5'9- 9'" 
,,5. 5 DlPh 
1800 F 4000 F 
ll~~gg cta 27,200 cfa 
8.' cal/_. 7.idOS cal/sec 

Watts Bar 
Steam Plant 

160' 
14" 
34 mph 
3500 F 
3OO"ogo cfm 
66U@ cal/sec 

In each case, the curves: of Bosa.nquet. eta al. (curves 1, 2 and 3) lie 

abave nearq all the observations fondDg an upper envelope, while those 

of Davidson-Br,yant ana Rupp'et. 81. fit. onq the lowest points, 

~I,. 

,f:' 
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the Latt~r forming a rough lower envelope. While both the great dispari

ties between the various theoretical predictions and the wide scatter ot 

the observed points are discouraging, there is a definite downward trend 

,ot plume height with increasing wind speed. To test the applicability 

a simple inverse relationship, the product ud h was canputed for all the 

observations and averages obtained under various groupings. These aver

ages are given in Table 53. The Rupp et. ale formula is a simple inverse 

relation in which the product u.4h is a constant for each stack: 

where 

u~h = 1.5 vd 

IJ. h is the height, measured above the orifice, at which 

the plume levels off. 

v is the stack gas exit velocity 

d is the diameter of the stack orifice. 

This constant is also given in Table 53. It is clear that this formula 

gives only' a part of the actual rise, which is not surprising since it 

does not take into account 81V buoyancy.:t'he observed values ot 1.14 h do 

not shOW' a marked systematic variation with w::I.nd speed, in comparison 

with the scatter, so that the mean value J.DEq be considered a constant 

of each stack, as a first approXimation. The difference l\O. h -1.5 vd 

has been plotted against the heat emission rate, Qa, in Fig, 179. 

kcept for an error in the case ot the 1-10 Steam Plant observations which 

is greater than the standard error of this mean, the buoyancy component 

seems to be approximately 3 x 10-4 Qa. The heat emission and stack gas 

velocity are much more accurately known for the X-10 P1le and the Watts 

Bar steam Plant than for the 1-10 Steam Plant, an error ot a tactor ot 

e 

e 

e 
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TABLE ,3 

PIt()DUCT OF PLIJYE HEIGRl' (F"l'.) AND .WIND SPEED (MPH) 

1-10 1-10 Watts Bar 
Pile Steam Plant Steam Plant 

·1-6 mph 610 (4obs.) 483 (19 obs.) 22,0 (69 obs.) 
780 (4) 441 (14) 7-1, :mph 3732 (24) 

16-21 mph 417 (3) 

Lapse ,74 (10) 480 (18) 3186 (42) 

Inversion 421 (16) 2176 ·(~1) 

Mean 620 (11) 4,2 (34) 2632 (93) 
Median 6,0 433 2000 

10 percentile 120 22 0 

Standard deviation 410 324 .29,0 

Standard error ot 
the mean 124 ,6 306 

1., vd 4 390 68 720 
3 x].o- Q}{ 249 21.3 1980 

Z in the latter being not improbable. 

It is seen trom Table ,3 that u.6h is larger in lapse than in inversion 

. conditions, sane 10% at the 1-10 steam plant and SO% at the Watts Bar 

Steam Plant. ThUS' the stabi11t7 can be taken into account within the 

accuracy ot the data b7 adding ]0..20% to the mean in lapse condi tiona and 

subtracting a like amount in inversions. The firstapprox1ma.tion tormula 

tor average conditions is, thena 

(26) .at. 1., '9d ,t. 3 x 10-4 Qu 
u 

where Ah and d are in feet, u and v in mph, and ~ in cal.lsec. 
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The exis~ence ot such a simple inverse relationship between plume rise 

and wind speed would have interesting consequences with respect to the 

maximum concentration of stack effluent attainable at the ground. It 

.the stack parameters are lumped in the constant A = 1., vd I 3 x 10-4 Qa 

(ft. x mph) = lo,~d I 4 x lo-'QH (m. 2/sec.), the effective plume height. 

above gro\Dld is 

hI Ah == hI! 
u 

When this expression is substituted tor h in Sutton's formula (11) for 

the maximum ground concentration trom a continuous source (care must be 

taken to convert to the proper units), and the turbulence is assumed 

to be isotropic (approXimately true for stacks more than 100 ft. high) 

so ~\at c.ley 1, this tormula becomes 

1 
-¥--- = 2Q I 1)2 
am&I: 7T' e u{h r ~ 

=~ u 7T' e -(uh~I-A""")2 

This expression MS a max1.m:um at u· A, in contrast to the original tOl"DN-
ii . 

la, which gives· concentrations increasing without bound as the wind speed 

approaches o. 'l1J::ds same result is obtained with the earlier formulas ot 

O.F • T. Roberts- (Ret. 106) and W. Schmidt (Ret. 107). The maxi mum possi-

ble ground concentration, in the ab$ence ot vertical deforma.tion ot the 

mean wind, is then: 

(27) ~ poss = Q . 
?:'f1'e Ali 

The critical wind speed, Alh, at which thiS' concentration occurs is higher, 

the greater the jet velocit.;y and buo,-anq at the ,effiuent, but .. -xi .... 

e 

() 

e 
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ground ccncentration is, of course, lower. 

e Sutton's maximum ground concentration formula can, of course, be ma.x::iJnized 

under other assumptions with regard to .dh. The Davidson-Bryant formula, 

for instance, is 

e 

-e 

~ h = (!)1.4 d(l.f ~T/T) = B/ul •4 
(u) . . 

where ~T is the excess- of the s tack gas temperature over ambient, 

T i~ the stack gas temperature, 

B = yl.4 d (1 .fllT/T). 

The critical velocity in thi~ case is: 

Ucri~ =~~8~l/1.h 
and the maximum concentration attainable at the ground: 

(28 ) Xmax po" 0.064 Q 
hl., BO.7 

SUch fOl"lllulas permi'the estimation of the minimum stack height necessary 

to dispose of a pollutant at a given rate while keeping the ground con

centratiaa always below some established tolerance level (Xmax). From 

the inverse first;..powr formula, for instance: 

(29) hm1n = 2 Wili.r.a% 

Sim1larq, the stack draft and diameter can be found in terma of the other 

variables, bu' t.bia would seem to be carrying the mathematical reasoniDg 

scanrbat farther than the accuracy of the empirical formula justifies. 

/.:~ 
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Quantitative Diffusion Observations 

10. Radioargon Concentrations 

Since the emission rates ot the ~ other'radioisotopes discharged into 

the atmosphere are relative~ small, variable and for ~e moat part no~ 

accurately .knoWll,the quantitative anaJ.ysis nIl be limited to tHat or 

the radioargon (A.la) trom the 1-10 Pile. It is hoped that. the results 

nIl be capable of some generalization. 

TIro difticult problems must be solved before the observations can be cam-

pared with the theory. First, the radioactivitT indica~ions resulting 

from Pile argon must be separat.ed fram those due to other sources, and, 

secend, the radiation dosage-rates recorded b.r the instrument~ must be 

interpreted in terms of the concentrations, sizes and locations ot the 

cloudS' of radioargon producing them. Both problems are complicated by' 

the fact that the beta counters were either excessive~ unstable or CQm-

pletely'inoperative during most of the observation pro~ 

In the qualitative discussion ot the radioactiv.i.\r traces, given in an 

earlier section, it was tound that the indications of the radon moniter-

ing instrument and ot the standard Health-Physics constant-air-monitor 

.owed no particul.ar correlation with wind direct.:l.en and therefore did 

not reflect the presence of Laboratory effluents to &n1 appreciable 

degree. The gamma and beta-gaDllla count-rate-meter traces, OD the other 

hand, contained essential~ two parts, a relativeq stead;y backgrolmd. 

radiation, and, added to it, numerous deflections, ot vario'Q8 _ga1tudes, 

highly correlated with wind directions from the Laboratory toward.8 the 

detectors. 0I'ib' the gamma and beta-gamma records have tberetCR"e, be_ 

• 

e 

e 
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used in the stud1' of the Pile argon. 

~ ,Both beta and gamma records suitable for ana~sis were continuous~ avail

able at all three distances for a three--d~ period, April 27-29, 1951, 

during which ~~e wind was blowing from the stack towards the three meas-

uring stations a considerable portion of the time, both day and night. 

Although deficient in strong lapse conditions, this period has supplied 

the best records far comparison of beta4nd gamma radiation. During the 

major part of the period September 1 - November ), 1950, although the 

beta records were unreliable, fair~ complete gamma records were avail-

able at two distances to the HE and one to the 3r of the stack: this 

period has been used for a more critical stuqy of the gamma records 

alone. 

The beta and gamma records of April 21-29, 1951 will be discussed first 

~ since the.y furnish necessar,y links in interpreting the gamma observations 

and in verit,ying the theoretical predictions. The procedure has been as 

e 

follows: 

(1) (]emma background levels were chosen, normally' the lowest 15-min. 

average during each 24-hr. ,period. This value was ordinarily 

quite stable, that is, the recorded radiation retUl"ned to within 

a few chart divisions of this value whenever the wind was from a 

direction other than,22D-260o.> The gamma background was about 

0.012 mr./hr. at station 61, 1.0 mi. HE of the stack, 0.011 

mr./hr. at station /12, 3.1 mi. NE, and 0.026 mr./hr. at station 

113, 5.4 mi. NE. 

j: 
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(2) The average gamma minus background. was recorded for each IS-min. 

period with wind direction 2280 to 2470 , following a suitable time 

lag t = x/u. 

(3) Fifteen-minute beta-gamma readings were obtained by" a similar pro

cess except that beta background values were chosen on a shorter 

time-basis, since they fluc~uated enough in a matter of hours to 

mask all the Pile-argon readings. 'This procedure was somewhat 

arbitrary, and two background values: have been used, one high 

enough to eliminate nearly all non-Pile indications, the other law 

enough to eliminate nearly all negative readings. 

(4) The observed gaDllDa radiation minus background was subtracted trom 

the beta reading for each IS-min. period, and the remainder, pre

sumably due to beta radiation alone, was converted to concentration 

of .1.41 in curie/m. 3, assuming a uniform distributiOll within a few 

yards ot the detector. 

The concentrations obtained by" tbis method, averaged by" classes of wind 

speed and stability, are shown in Fig. 180, together with theoretical 

curves of "dowmrind" (centerline) concentration 'X. from tormula (10) and 

average (200 sector) concentration i from formula (16), with appropriate 

corrections for plume height and radioac.tive dec&y'. All p8.rameters have 

been determined on the basis of local observations as discussed in the 

preceding paragraphs, and are given in Table 54. Genera.l.ly speaking, 

the average values tend to follow the i curve as to order. of magnitude, 

while the highest observations lie between the =x and 'X curves. It is 

e 

e 
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TABJ..E 54 

PARAMETERS FOR CONCENTRATION AND EXPOSURE CALCULATIOnS 

T18; -T5 u154 l1h ~lume dV Sr 
OF. n ~ m m./sec. deg (m)n/2 -

-1 and 0 0.25 1 189 0.6 11 0.14 
0.25 2-4 63 1.5 13 0.1.4 
0.25 5-7 31 2.9 10 O.ll 
0.25 8-10 21 It .. 3 10 0.10 

0.25 11-15 15 6.2 10 0.095 

';'1 to ';'5 0.33 1 170 0.6 5 0.068 
0.33 2-4 57 1.6 8 0.077 
0.33 5-7 28 3.0 7 0.065 
0.33 8-10 19 4.4 7 0.057 
0.33 11-15 13 6.3 7 0.055 
0.33 16-20 9 8.6 7 0.052 

?:' ';'6 0.50 1 ).51 0.7 10 0.074 
0.,0 2-4 50 1.7 7 0.047 
0.,0 5-7 25 3.2 7 0.039 
0.,0 8-10 17 4.7 7 0.035 
0.,0 11-15 12 6.6 7 0.032 
0.50 16-20 8 9.0 7 0.029 

Q = 5.6 x 1~3 curie/sec. 
h III 61 m. 
e III 300 
f III 1.00 
E = 1.3 Mev 
T = 110 min. 
p = 6 x 10-3 m-1 

interesting to note that at 1 mi. the observed concentrations falloff 

sharply with increaSing stability, while at 3.1 mi. the highest concen

trations occur with moderate stability, as predicted by theory. At 5.4 

mi. 'the observed values are too low to be taken very seriously, in view 

of the uncertain background, but are apparently of the same order of 

magnitude as the theoretical .average concentration. A tendency for the 

563 
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observed concentrations to increase with wind speed somewhat more than 

predioted could well be due to errors in~h. From these scattered 

observations it can only be said that the theoretical downwind concen

tration X is apparently a rough upper limit to t~e 15-min. average, 

and the average c.oncentration over the 200 Trind direction sector within 

which all observations were accepted approximates the observed averages 

within the error of measuremento A possible exception occurs in the 

stable cases at 1 mi., where significantly higher concentrations were 

observed than predicted; however, since general LaboratorJ wastes were 

not eliminated in this analysis, it is not surprising to find some lo~ 

level contamination near the source in stable conditions. It should be 

noted that the kinematic (molecular) viscosity has been employed in 

calculating Sr.· From this' it appears that the use of observed gustiness 

values instead of those published by 5utton provides the increased dilu

tion necessar,y to account for the observed ooncentrations in rough ter

rain ~thout the use of the macroviscosity. This would be a desirable 

feature since the macroviscosity can, at present, only be computed in 

the neutral case. The gamma readings were likewise converted to con

centrations on the assumption of uniform distribution throughout the 

space above the level of the detector. The ratio of the relatively 

realistic concentration indicated by beta radiation to this fictitious 

gamma concentration can be interpreted in terms of the size and loca

tion of the radioactive argon cloud, as ~s been shown in an earlier 

paragraph. The average ratios, by stability and distanoe, together with 

the cloud radius which they imply, are given in Table 55. 

-
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